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This collection contains material from the IlI
All Union Conference on heat exchange and hydraulic
resistance in the motion of a two-phase flow in
elements of power machinery and equipment. The conference was called by resolution of the Soviet AN
USSR on the problem "High-Temperature Heat Physics"
in April 1967 in Leningrad.
This collection consists of three main sections.
1.

Heat exchange during boiling and critical loads.

2.

The hydraulics of two-phase flow.

3.

Heat exchange during condensation.

The first section includes reports on the intensity of heat exchange, critical loads, and thermal
modes in elements of power equipment during the motion
of two-phase flow.
The second section deals with a study of the
hydrodynamics of two-phase steam-water flows, stability,
hydraulic resistance, and phase distribution during the
motion of two-phase flow in channels of various shapes.
The third section includes works on the intensity
of heat transfer during film and droplet condensation,
the condensation of liquid-metal vapors from a flow of
inert gases, condensation on surfaces of various shapes
(condensation on ribbed surfaces, vapor condensation
during cross-spiral flow around vertical duct banks),
as well as the results of a study on steam turbine
surface condensers.
Some of the reports from the conference will be
published in the coming issues of "Trudy TsKTI."
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SECTION I

HEAT EXCHAN~GE DURING BOILING
AN~D CRITICAL LOADS

FTD-MT-2J1-309-72

HEAT TRANSFER AND HYDRAULIC
RESISTANCE IN THE MOTION OF
A TWO-PHASE STEAM-WATER FLOW
IN CHANNELS OF VARIOUS SHAPES
V. M. Borishanskiy, A. A. Andreyevskiy,
V. N. Fromzel', I. B. Gavrilov,
G. P. Danilova, and B. S. Fokin
Designations
q - heat flux, kcal/m 2h'
p - pressure, atm (abs.);
w 0 - circulation velocity, m/s;
-massvelocity, kg/r2.s;
Y
y' - specific weight of liquid phase, kg/m 3 ;
y - specific weight of vapor phase, kg/m3;
x - vapor content per unit weight;
ApnonH

-

Ap yc

-

tAp TG

specific weight of two-phase mixture, kg/m3
full head loss, kg/cm 2 ;
head loss from acceleration, kg/cm
head loss from friction, kg/cm2 ;

- consumption by weight of two-phase
mixture kg/h;

l -(. ,- )x] - reduced velocity of two-phase mixture
in duct, m/s;
Wn - reduced velocity of vapor phase, m/s;

FTD-MT-24-309-72

2

w,
n - reduced velocity of liquid phase, m/s;
- true vapor content [2];
- coefficient of friction;
-

heat transfer factor, kcal/m .h.°C;

P" - dynamic viscosity factor of saturated
vapor, kg/s.m 2 ;
V' - dynamic viscosity factor of water on
2
the saturation line, kg/s.m ;

11 CM - dynamic viscosity factor of two-phase
mixture, kg/s.m2
v - kinematic viscosity factor, m2 /s;
r - heat of vaporization, kcal/kg;
We = WCM1'/o - surface tension criterion;
Re - Reynolds number;

sBX - output;
eX -input;
KOH
paC-

A
Tp

BOEw

-

Tp - friction;

cony.;

nOAH - full;

calc.;

ycm - acceleration;
cm - mixture;

- two-phase;
- water friction;

Tp napa - steam friction.

In this article we shall present the results of an experimental study on heat transfer and hydraulic resistance during
motion of a two-phase flow in channels of various shapes.

Tests

were performed on an open circulation loop which consisted of the
following basic elements:

1) a working section (with electric heating);

2) a mixer designed to obtain a steam-water flow with the
necessary degree of dryness;
3) a system to feed water and steam of the prescribed
parameters to the mixer.

FTD-MT-24-309-72
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I

This installation and the experimental methodology used, as
well as the basic characteristics of the working sections, are
Heat transfer and hydraulic resistance

presented in reference [1].

were studied during the motion of a two-phase flow in ducts 8,
12, and 18 mm in diameter.

Tests were carried out in the

following range of basic parameter variations:

heat flux q = (300-1200) 103 kcal/m2.h,

working section pressure p = 5-36 atm (abs.),

reduced velocity of two-phase mixture WCM

=

2.5-200 m/s,

circulation velncty w 0 = 0.2-5 m/s,
mass velocity wy

=

180-5000 kg/i 2 s,

spectfic weight of mixture y CM

5-700 kg/m 3 ,

=

vapor content per unit weight x

-

0.05-0.99.

Hydraulic resistance was determined both during isothermal
motion of a two-phase mixture and in the presence of heat release
in the working section.

Pressure loss from friction was calcu-

lated from the following expression:
Apcp = Ap.

,

- Apv,.

(1)

Pressure loss from acceleration was calculated for two models of
flow motion:

a) for a homogeneous model (no slippage between phases)

10-';

_M

A= .€360gF

\

€",-

(2)

b) for a stratified model

-u,.

fl--)

*

f- -wrl,- ,
,Lh

'I

"=g

(3)

T

During isothermal flow losses from acceleration were
calculated only for those modes for which the difference in input
and output velocities was greater than 5%.
The temperature of the two-phase flow was determined at
input and output of the working section.

Wall temperature was
measured in cross sections (every 100 mm) along the length of the
duct.

This method of measuring was adopted to determine the local

value of the heat transfer factor in any cross section of the
working section.

TEST RESULTS
1.
ducts.

Heat transfer to a two-phase steam-water flow moving in
From analysis of numerous experimental works performed

both in the Soviet Union and abroad, we find that the main
distinction between each transfer during boiling in pipes and
heat transfer during boiling on immersed surfaces is the presence
in the first case of two factors - circulation velocity w 0 and
vapor content x.
Foreign literature contains formulas where the dimensionless
heat transfer factor during boiling in pipes is defined as a
function of the Martinelli parameter:
*R

=A

-4)

where
aX

iX V

-- T -

k- -! -5

M-"w

A substantial disadvantage of functions of this type is the
fact that they do not take into account the effect uf thermal
loading on heat transfer during boiling.

To account for the

effect of q, it is necessary to introduce a correction factor
which is quite difficult to calculate.

The most familiar formulas in the Soviet Union, introduced
in the works of S. S. Kutateladze [3] and L. S. Sterman [4], are
derived on the basis of an analysis of tests in which there was
no significant effect of vapor content on heat transfer (tests
were performed at low x).

In this case, the value of the heat

transfer factor is determined uniquely at constant pressure by
th

mutual effect of heat flux q and circulation velocity w 0 .

The forr ' a proposed by S. S. Kutateladze, for these conditions,
has the form:

Here a

C4 is the heat transfer factor during the development

cf

boiling in pipes; a0 is the heat transfer factor during the forced
movement of liquid (with velocity w 0 ) without bciling [5]:
0,023 - Re"Pro
D
a00 is the heat transfer factor during boiling in pipes for the
region where the circulation velocity still does not affect the
intensity of heat transfer during boiling [5]:
-4

,,,=0,7 t ,: '

(6.o-3
p " -- 1,83-10

0,4)V.7

P )

However, there are a number of experimenta) works [6] in
which there has been observed an increase in the heat transfer
factor along the length of a duct with a growth in vapor content
Lests were performed at rather high vapor contents).

The amount

Ly whlco the heat transfer coefficient exceeds (for the case of
the vapor content effect) that calculated from the formula

6

presented above depends both on the value of circulation velocity
and the vapor content in a two-phase flow.

Under these conditions,

circulation velocity w 0 cannot be used as the only parameter
accounting for the effect of forced motion on heat transfer.

To

clarify the parameters on which heat transfer depends in the
presence of higher vapor content, experimental data was first
processed using the ratio c/apac where apac4 is the heat transfer
factor calculated according to expression (5).

The introduction

of this ratio enables us to exclude from our examination thr.t
effect of circulation velocity and heat flux which appears in the
zone of low

rapor contents and is accounted for by formula (3).

Analysis of the experimental data thus represented indicated that
the additional mutual effect of w 0 and x in the zone of increased
vapor contents is best accounted for i ' we take as the determining
velocity w cM (reduced velocity of the two-phase mixture).

j

..

..

-

,_
2

40Fig. 1. Heat transfer factor versus vapor
content per unit weight (p = 19 arm (abs.)):
q =300.10 3 kcal/m 2.h):
WcM = 15 m/s; 0 - w
60 m/s; x - w

115 m/s.

=f(x)
Au an example, Fig. 1 presents the function a/a
pac4
when q
const and p = const, plotted for several constant
values
of parameter w cm.

From the graph it follows that mixture velocity
0M

CM

W CM uniquely accounts for the effect of forced motion on the
relative growth of the heat transfer factor in the case examined
since neither a change I. x nor a change in w
alters the value of the ratio aesnac

when w

const

The mutual effect of

thermal flux q and mixture velocity on heat transfer is shown

in Fig. 2.

The re]ative effect w,,,

is manftfest more strongly the

For heat flux q = 300,000 kcal/m 2 .h and

less the thermal flux q.

w 14= 120 m/s the value of the measured heat transfer factor
exceeds that calculated from formula (5) by a factor of 2.6.
reference (7] it

was shown that In

the region of elevated vapor

contents the mutual effect of q and w
introducing the complex ±4.

In

is

best accounted for by

Figure 3 shows the results of

processing in coordinates /ac
=
of experimental data
obtained in this work and also in references [8-14, 19].
Plotted
on the graph are both points obtained from tests, where the effect
of vapor content on heat transfer was apparent (data of the
authors and [13, 14]) and points from such tests where thIs effect
was not noticeable [8, 9, 10, 11, 12).

From the graph it follows

that the experimental points are grouped quite satisfactorily
along a single averaging curve, which can be described by the
following empirical equation:
;
Here

a

i . i'=
.- I0(
l
s

,,'.

(6)

is the heat transfer factor during the development of

boiling, calculated from formula (5), proposed by S. S. Kutateladze.

4

4 5
4
S 6

Fig. 2.

Heat transfer factor versus

mixture velocity and thermal load
(p x

- 19 atm (abs.)):

3
2

1 - q = 300.103 kcal/m .h; 2 - q = 500.10
kcal/m1.h; 3 - q = 800 ' 1 0 3 kcal/m 2.h;
4 - q = 1200.103 kcal/m 2.h.
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Expression (6) is substantiated by test data in the following

pArameter range: p = 2-170 atm (abs.), q = 70.103-5.106 kcal/m2.h;
we

= 1-300 m/s.

Thus a single formul2 is obtained for calculating the heat
transfer factor during boiling in pipes and channels throughout
the range of crisisless modes.
In addition to data with respect to pipes, the graphs also
presents experimental points with respect to heat transfer in
annular slots [9, 12] and longitudinally streamlined bunches of
rods (data of the authors and [123). It should be noted that as
yet there is no single opinion regarding the quantity aO0 for
annular slots and bundles. Thus, based on data in [9), for slots
a00 = 0.7 ad.0 and, based on data in [12], a00 = OL. .
For longitudinally streamlined bundles of rods, both V. G.
Morozov [12) and the authors of this article have obtained values
for aOO unlike the values obtained for pipes and equal to ad.0"
The absence of a sufficient quantity of experimental data makes
it impossible to explain the reason for this difference. In
connection with this situation, when comparing the examined test
data various values of a00 (moo - 0.7 ao.
06.0 (12]
0 [9], U00
and our test data) are assumed.
2. Hydraulic resistance during the motion of two-phase flow
in pipes. Generally hydraulic resistance during the motion of a
two-phase flow in pipes is made up of a number of components.
They include losses from the longitudinal acceleration o liquid
and vapor phases, losses from wave formation on the phase interface, losses from the separation of droplets from the surface of'
liquid phase, from the formation and breakup of bubbles, from
friction in the boundary layer of liquid, etc. At present it is
possible in practice to distinguish from total losses those losses
due to longitudinal acceleration (2), (3). Because of this the
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majority of authors conditionally define losses from friction in
a two-phase flow as the difference between full hydraulic
pressure and losses from longitudinal acceleration (1).
Posing the problem in such a manner usually involves two
simplified models of two-phase flow: a homogeneous model and a
model of two averaged phases. Both models are used in processing
experimental data. In the first case, based on analogy with
single-phase flow, hydraulic losses from friction can be calculated from formula:
APIP " us --j

(7)

- 9'

where

0
mixture.

is the coefficient of resistance for a two-phase
When wa" = 0 or w0 ' = 0, expression (7) changes to the
usual formulas for single-phase flow

APV .ou.tm '

and Ap.,

.+vo

..

-

If we assume that the coefficient of hydraulic resistance
for two-phasa mixture is equal to the coefficient of resistance
for a single-phase flow and does not depend upon the Reynolds
number, i.e.,
S

(8)

I,'- a

then expression (7) becomes equivalent to formula:
2

+

-

(9)

The last formula is recommended for calculating losses from
friction by design standards for water circulation in steam
boilers. However, taking expression (8) as a postulate is not
well founded (at least for smooth pipes). We can assume that
the coefficient of resistance during the motion of a two-phase
flow in stainless steel pipes will be a variable quantity over a
wide range of velocity variations. Experimental data obtained in

this work confirmed this.

Figure 4 presents the dependence of

resistance on reduced velocity of a two-phase mixture for experimental data obtained in the pressure range 5-36 kg/m 2 in
pipes 8, 12, and 18 mm in diameter both with isothermal purging
and with heat release in the working section.
In Fig. 5 the experimental points, obtained for the entire
range of specific thermal loads, pressures, and working section
diameters, are compared with the data of other authors [15, 16,
17] for pressures up to 180 kg/cm 2 .

A single averaging line with

exponent can be drawn through all experimental points at a
velocity of m a 1.75, i.e.,

from the graph it follows that the

coefficient of friction resistance during the motion of a twophase mixture in pipes is inversely proportional to velocity
to the power n

a

0.25:
SPIP

d

(10)

Figure 6 shows the coefficient of friction 4 versus wOM
plotted according to the data from this work and (15, 16, 17, 18).
A single averaging line, described by the following empirical
equation, can be drawn through all experimental points:

0.04

(11)

The disadvantage of the calculation formula obtained is its
dimensioned form, However, reducing function (11) to dimensionless
form by a formal introduction of viscosity with respect to
formulas of the type:
X

I'c *1+

(I-X)

(1 X)Vi

was not advisable since these formulas make it possible to
generalize the experimental points only in a comparatively narrow
pressure range.
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Fig. 4. Friction resistance versus the velocity of a two-phase
mixture (pipe 0 8, 12, 18 mm):
30138013ka1m
1 -Working section 0 8 mm (q = 30.0-0.13ka/2h,
P = 5-36 atm (abs.)); 2 - Working section - 0-1200.103
kcal/m 2.h, P a 5-31 arm (abs.)); 3 - Working section 0 18 mm,
(q =0-800-103 kcal/m2 h, P =5-31 arm (abs.)).
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Fig. 5. Friction resistance versus velocity of a two-phase mixture (combined graph):a3013_013
clm
1
section 0 8 mm (q a 0l-8~i~ka/ 2 ht
p -5-36 atm (abs.)); 2 - Working section 0 12 mm (q a 0-1200.103
kcal/m 2 hh, p s 5-31 atm (abs.)); 3
section 0 18 mm
(q a 0-800.13 kcal/m 2 h,
5-31 atm (abs.)); 14- Working
section 0 8.5 mm (P a 16-191;atm (abs.)
(17]; 5 - Working section
13 mm (q -300.103-1200-103 kcal/m 2*h, p a 14atm (abs.)) [18);
6 - Working section 0 29.9 mm (p w 40-70 atm (abs.)) (191.
-Working

-Working
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Fig. 6. Coefficient of friction for the mixture versus velocity
(combined graph),
0,04
1-Working section 0 8 mm (q =300-10~ kcal/m 2 *,p*53
t
2
(abs. )); 2 - Working section 0 12 mm (q - 0-1200.1O3 kcal/m *hs
P = 5-31 atm (abs.)); 3 - Working section 0 18 mm (q = 0-80oUi10
*clm.h,
P a 5-31 atm (abs.)); 14- Working section 0 8.5 mm
(p a 16-181 atm (abs.)) [l7); 5 - Working section 0 29.9 mm
(p = 4 0-70 atm (abs.)) [11; 6 -Working section 0 13 mm (q
3 o//;3200*13 kcal/m 2 .ih 188.
0,0

When using the "two averaged phases" model, each of the
phases is characterized by its own average velocity, i.e., the
slippage effect is taken into account. When using this model it
is proposed that any liquid phase in the form of a ring-shaped
layer moves along the walls of the pipe. Because of this, in the
processing of the experimental data, the average true velocity of

the water (with allowance for slippage) was taken as the determining
velocity, while from the physical parameters

-

the viscosity of

the liquid.
The real picture of the motion of a two-phase flow is in-

comparably more complex than the model studied.
Sbetween

On the boundary

liquid and vapor phases wave formation occurs.

At certain

flow velocities the separation of wave crests and the entrainment

of the forming droplets into the main body of the flow occur.
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The opposite phenomenon also takes place - the precipitation of
droplets from the main body of the flow onto the wall.

Wave

formation, droplet separation, bubble breakup, etc., are connected
with the surmounting of surface tension forces.

Consequently,

among the criteria which characterize the process, along with the
Reynolds number there must also be included the surface tension
criteria proposed by L. A. Vitman [20].

As a linear dimension in

the surface tension criterion the following quantity was assumed
[31:

1U(12)

Figure 7 shows the coefficient of resistance 4 as a function
of Re/We 2 (4 was calculated based on true mixture velocity and
true specific mixture weight).
It is apparent from the graph that experimental data from
various authors agree satisfactorily.

A single averaging line,

described by the following expression, can be drawn through all
experimental points:
, = ~1,7.
i0-, we3
,.3
'
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THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF VAPOR
FORMATION CENTERS AND HEATING
SURFACE PROCESSING PURITY ON HEAT
EXCHANGE DURING THE BOILING OF
FREONS
G. N. Danilova
Abbreviations:
H
CT

= saturation
-

wall

mp - critical

Experimental and theoretical works of various researchers
have established that the processing purity of the heating surface
affects heat transfer intensity during boiling in a large volume
under conditions of free liquid motion [1-14). The studied
liquids included water, ethyl and methyl alcohol, pentane, ether,
carbon tetrachloride, and several others.
Based on Berenson's data [10), for several liquid-heating
surface combinations, the heat transfer factor for the same
liquid on a surface of the same material ranged from 500 to 600%
because of variations in the roughness of the latter.
In the Leningrad Technological Institute of Refrigeration
an experimental study was performed on the effect of roughness
19

on freon heat transfer.

Tests were made with pipes of varying

roughnesses, on which freons boiled.

The experimental apparatus

and test results with F-113 at atmospheric pressure p = 1 bar,
t H = 4 .7 °C and with F-12 at p = 4.88 bar, tH = 210 are described
in [15]. Direct-heating steel pipes were used with F-12 and
copper and steel pipes with F-113.
The class of surface processing purity was determined in
accordance with GOST 2789-59 [FOCT = GOST = All Union State
Standard]. The height of the roughness R z in microns was selected
as the roughness characteristic.
The results of these tests lead to the following conclusions.
1. An increase in roughness, characterized by an increase
in its height R z in the thermal flux range from 3000 to 30,000
W/m

,

leads to a decrease in the temperature drop At a tCT - tH
(wall - saturation) and an increase in the heat transfer factor.

This has its greatest effect in the range of low thermal fluxes.
2.

Not only the quantity R z but also the method of obtaining

it affects heat transfer intensity: for roughened pipes with
Rz a 10-20 Um the same values of heat transfer factors are obtained as for pipes having R z f 50, which have been shot-blasted
and processed on a lathe.
3. There is a quantitative relationship between the heat
transfer factor and the microroughness of the surface, which can
be represented In the form of a dependence of a on R Z . Figure 1
illustrates the results of tests [15], as well as the data of
various authors [16-18] foi- F-12 at tH = -150 C (p = 1.82 bar).
Works which included information on surface processing purity
were examined. The lines on Fig. 1 correspond to the following
relationship

N0R0(1)

0z
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Fig. 1. The effect of roughness on the heat
transfer factor of freons
4 2
(q - l0 W/m2).
LTIKhP [Leningrad Technical Institute of
Refrigeration] tests: 1 - Polished surface;
2 - Industrial preparation; 3 - Large-grained
sandpaper; 4 - Shot-blasting surface processing;
5 - Roughened surface. Tests from [18: 6Polished surface; 7 - Industrial preparation;
8 - Shot-blasting surface processing. Tests from
[16): 9 - Polished surface. Tests from [17):
10 - LTIKhP tests: F-113; 11 - Plate X, m
4. The number of vapor formation centers z (1/cm 2 ) increases,
while At decreases with an increase in roughness at the same q
and with an increase in q during boiling at the same surface
heating (in both cases, the same freon and constant pressure are
studied).
Thus, not only heat flux but also the number of vapor formation centers have an effect on the value of the temperature
drop and the heat transfer factor. The processeIng of tests with
P-113 showed [19) that
1
lt-....qt
" ,;
(2)
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Physical concepts concerning the mechanism of heat exchange
during boiling and the available experimental material leads us
to assume that the number of vapor formation centers must depend
upon the physical properties and pressure of the liquid, the
roughness of the boiling surface, heat flux, and wetability.
Thus, during the boiling of the same liquid on a specific heating
surface the effect of pressure on heat transfer intensity must
be manifested in terms of a variation in z (at least in the area
where q is not too high, where a change in the value of z does
not lead to a change in the boiling mechanism).
To check this assumption an experimental study was made on
the process of vapor formation in F-12, boiling on a horizontal
plate at various pressures. The plate material was lKhl8N9T
steel, length 62 mm, width 2.5 mm, thickness 0.18 ± 0.01 mm.
The design of the heating element, the method of sealing the
thermocouples, the heating method, and the experimental apparatus
in which the tests were conducted were the same as in the tests
for determining diameter and frequency of steam bubble separation
[20]. Half of the plate (in length) was polished, half processed

with abrasive powder (roughened)?
first case, was R

Processing purity, in the

a 0.13; in the second case, R z a 7.2 Um.

To

determine the heat transfer factor two thermocouples were set up:
one in the middle (with respect to length and width) of a section
of the roughened surface, the second in the smooth part of the
plate.
A number of centers were estimated visualy over the area of
the friction plate by various observers. The spread between
their data did not exceed 15%.

The maximum value of the heat

flux at which we could still determine z depended on t H and the
roughness.
These tests confirmed the above conclusions concerning the
fact that at identical q and p on a roughened surface the number

22
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of vapor formation centers and a is greater, while At is less,
than on a smooth surface. In addition, tests on a plate showed
that with an increase in pressure, z and a increased both on
smooth and roughened parts of the plate.

The relative effect of

pressure in the studied range of parameter variations is
approximately the same.
Figure 1 illustrates the experimental values of a for
q - 104 W/m 2 with corresponding R z for both sides of the plate.
For the smooth part comparison was made only at tH a 200 C since
in the case of tH - -15, developed boiling began at q > 104.
As is apparent from Fig. 1, the results of these tests agree
with the results of tests for other heating surfaces.
Figure 2 illustrates graph of function a a f(q), obtained
in the experiments, from which it is completely apparent that on

the smooth part of the plate and at low saturation temperatures,
developed nucleate boiling begins at higher q than on the
roughened part of the plate and at high tH. In the region of
developed boiling the logarithmic lines in Fig. 2 are approximated
by equations a a Aqn with n - 0.75 and A different for different
t H both for smooth and roughened surfaces.
The experimental results were processed in the form of
function (2) (Fig. 3). Ali data for the smooth and roughened
parts of the plate are generalized by the following equation,
with an accuracy of ±20%:

at'-- 3.10-3

(4)

From formula (4) it follows that
q
I

(Here q -W/m 2, a -W/m

4= 28,43" zT ;

(5)

qua.'87!atz?.

(6)

2

:deg, z-
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Fig. 2. Heat transfer factors with boiling of F-12:
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Designations are the same as in

Experimental data processed in the form of function
= f(q /4zl/3) are presented in Fig. 4; line 1, corresponding to
equation (5), is also plotted there. It generalizes the experimental data in the studied range of pressures with an accuracy
of t20%.
Points which correspond to extremely small heat fluxes are
dropped (these points do not appear on Fig. 3). Apparently this
is connected with the different character of the effect of z and
q on At and a in this region.
Figure 5 presents the dependence of z % pk on pressure. We
can assume that k a 1.4 approximately. Similar results for water
1.
1-3 bar were obtained in [2] with k
at p
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Roughened plate,

x

q = 0.65-10 4; A- -

The results of these experiments allow us to assume that the
effect of pressure on the heat transfer factor is manifested
generally through the change in the number of effective vapor
formation centers.

This assumption agrees with the data from

the work of Gol'tseva [27).
The existence of proportionality between a, q, and z was
indicated in [1].

Relationships of the type
q N Atazb

(7)

were obtained from experiments with liquids having different
surface tensions (at a = 3/2 and b = 1/4) [29], as well as from
an examination of the boundary layer [9, 11]. In [9) the values
a a 1, b = 0.5 were obtained; in [11] a = 2, b = 0.25. And
finally, even Zuber [11) obtained relationship (7) with a a 5/3
and b -1/3 under conditions of liquid flow dynamics created by
growing and separating bubbles and a generalization of experimental material.
In the light of the data obtained in this work, the results
are not unexpected. Their peculiarity consists in the fact that
they describe tests with different pressures since, as far as we
know, all previous studies were carried out at atmospheric
The numerical values for a and b in formula (6) are
near the values presented above obtained by Tien [9) and Zuber[ll].
pressure.

The effect of the physical properties of liquids and pressure
on the number of vapor formation centers can be evaluated if we
examine the conditions necessary for the occurrence of boiling
on a hard heating surface. They presuppose, first, the formation
of a vapor phase nucleus in liquid phase, which requires the
surmounting of a certain energy barrier in the form of the
difference in thermodynamic potentials At of the system before
and after the nucleus is contained in it and, second, the fact
that the dimensions of the nucleus are greater than the value of
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Rmin' which can be determined by the thermodynamic and mechanical
bubble equilibrium conditions.
The quantities AO [22, 5, 12, 25] and Rm
[22, 23] are
min
determined by expressions:

(8)
16-.-0TokA2 ..
4
3 (r7j.S1)' 3

Rt.

(9)A

-

-(10)

Here a is surface tension; T H is the absolute saturation temperature of the liquid; r is the heat of vaporization; y" is the
specific weight of the vapor, A = 1/427 kcal/kgf-m; t is a
quantity depending upon chemical properties of liquid and the
examined element of the surface and on the geometric characteristics
of the latter [5, 12, 24].
Smaller AO and Rmin will correspond to easier conditions for
boiling and a larger number of vapor formation centers. Thus, we
can assume that the set of physical properties introduced into
equations (9) and (10) also determines the number of z, all other
things being equal.
In [7) the quantity Rmin is taken as the quantity which
uniquely determines the number of vapor formation centers in
various liquids boiling at various pressures and temperature drops
on the same type of heating surface. The processing of their
own experiments with ethyl and methyl alcohol and tests [8) with
acetone, hexane, CaCI4, and CS2 in the form of function z a f(Rmin)
allowed the authors [7] to assume the assumption introduced by
them was correct. An examination of the graph presented in [7]
shows that the form of the function obtained is curvilinear.
The character of the function for surfaces of different mechanical
processing was the same. Labuntsov r12] proposed that we assume
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This relationship is confirmed by tests in [2) and (8).

SRmin

The conclusions in [12) and [7) concerning the effect of Rin
on z agree qualitatively and, to a certain extent, quantitatively.
Figure 6 illustrates the function z = f(1/Rmin ) for freon-12
boiling on a plate in the region of developed boiling. In Fig. 6
it is apparent that tests on the same heating surface at different
pressures are united by quantity Rmin .
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Designations are

the same as in Fig. 2.

Experiments on the smooth and roughened parts of the plate
are characterized by different values for z at identical Rmin and
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by the fact that the latter affects Z to varying degrees.

In the

first approximation we can assume that the effect of pressure,
physical properties, and At on the number of vapor formation
centers can be taken into account with the aid of quantity Rmin'
As for the effect of the state of the heating surface, it is not
reflected by the value of Rmin'

As indicated above, the effect of heating surface processing
purity on the heat transfer factor of boiling freons can be
accounted for with the height of the roughness R z

Apparently,

this quantity does not reflect, to a full extent, the character
of the effect of roughness on conditions for the generation and
separation of bubbles; for this we must still know the diameter
and the flare angle of the recesses.

However, a certain

evaluation of the effect of roughness, which more precisely defines
the condition for comparison of various tests, and calculation
formulas for a can be arrived at with the aid of this quantity.
The quantity R z characterizes the height of the deepest
depressions and, to a certain extent, the average depth of the
depressions at a given surface processing.

As follows from an

examination of profilograms, taken from a plate and from several
pipes, the form of the depressions is conical, flare angle is
somewhat reduced, and the diameter of the depression increases
with an increase in R z .
On the other hand, in narrow conical depressions, considerable
overheating on the heating surface is possible for liquid in the
depression; consequently, there is a greater probability of the
appearance of vapor bubbles due to the flashes of overheating and
thermal fluctuations inside the liquid [19, 28).

In addition,

the complete filling of such depressions by liquid is difficult
(5) and, consequently, there is always the possibility of finding
bubbles remaining in them (after the boiling process has ceased)
which are equal to or greater than Rmin*
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And, finally, as theoretical studies [5) and [12] have shown,
the dimensions and shape of a depression affect the quantity
AO.

The function * depends upon the microscopic contact angle
0 and flare angle of the depression 20.
Average macroscopic contact angles for freons, based on the
results of our measurements and also data presented in [7] and
[13] are 0 - 30-600. With this 0 > 0 [26, 12).
If we assume,
on the average, e - 700, then with an increase in 0 from 90 to
600, * changes from 0.75 to 0.5 [12).
With a decrease in 0 and an increase in 0 the values of $
and AO are reduced more significantly.
The considerations presented above give a basis for the
selection oi' R as the parameter which determines the effect of
roughness on heat exchange intensity during boiling. In addition,
this selection was dictated by the possibility of determining
such a parameter and using it in the practical application of
calculation formulas for various heating surfaces.
The effect on the heat release factor of the physical
properties and the pressure of freons boiling on a certain surface
is reflected by the relationship presented in [21, 30):

Heat transfer factors during boiling on another surface can
be found by multiplying expression (11) by (Rz/Rz.1 )0.2
It is assumed that the effect of R z at various p and q is
the same. With a known degree of approximation such a conclusion
can be made on the basis of results obtained in the above
described tests.
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The calculation formula for heat transfer during freon
boiling in a large volume, under conditions of developed nucleate
boiling, assumes the form:

a'CoQ'

(12)

f(P)(.)i

Here

1

O
ca=53p v' "T"M

(13)

kcaVVl' I/ deg

f (p= (0,14 + 2,2 /pjp)for 0,05..- <0,5;
Pp

(iI)

R z,0
zO 1 Vm, R is the height of the roughness of the calculated
heating surface, um; p
is the critical pressure, bar (or atm
(abs.)); Tp is critical temperature, OK; M is molecular weight;
q is specific heat flux, W/m2 (or kcal/m 2 h).
For industrially prepared pipes processing purity corresponds
to class V8-V7 and R

a 2-6 um; the

heat transfer factor is
higher by a factor of 1.15-1.4, as compared with a surface having
R
1.

z
During boiling in industrially prepared pipes formula (12),
for determining the average heat transfer factor, reduces to the

form:
for freon-12

a - 5,5q " !p),

(15)

for freon-22
a

6,2q"

(p).

(16)
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STUDY OF EXCHANGE FACTORS AND
DROPLET DIFFUSION IN DISPERSED
A?4NhLAR-FLOW.

I. I. Paleyev, F. A. Agafonova,
M. E. Lavrent'yev, and K. P.
Malyus-Malitskily
Designations
wr - average gas velocity,
m/s;
a - concentration, kg/m 3;
g- specific mass flow, kg/spM2
gnA

r

" flow rate of liquid in film per unit

perimeter of channel, kg/m.s;
O - full mass flow, kg/s;
d - diameter, m;
p - density, kg.s /m4;
DT - coefficient of turbulent droplet or
particle diffusion, m2/s;
K - exchange factor;
*---%1

- dynamic velocity;

Rer-___%-. Reynolds number for gas.
Subscripts:

nn - film,

suspension, suH - removal,
sun - deposit, R - core, r - gas, m - liquid, Kp - dye, K - drop,
- particle.
8s3

-
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With dispersed annular flow of a fluid mixture in channels
there is an intense mass exchange of the liquid flowing in the
form of a thin film on the channel walls and moving in the form
of small drops in the flow core. This nass exchange has a
considerable effect on the physical processes which accompany
such two-phase flow.
The phenomena of liquid drop transfer in the core of a
dispersed annular flow (removal and deposit) are connected, first,
with the turbulent pulsations of drops in the gas, i.e., with
their turbulent diffusion coefficient. During the turbulent
motion of the gas which carries the suspended particles, the

latter perform complex pulsation motion.
Since the density of the liquid is greater than the density
of the gas (p >> p ), pulsation frequency, velocity, and mean
free path of the drops can differ from the corresponding quantities
for pure gas. Droplet size also has a considerable effect. If
the drops are small as compared with the scale of the turbulence,
they will easily follow behind the components of turbulent gas
motion. Certain limiting cases of particle motion in turbulent
gas flow are examined by Khintse £1). We are familiar with a
rather limited number of experimental works on the problems of
drop (or particle) transfer in gas flow. These are references
[2, 3) concerning the measurement of diffusion coefficients and
references [3, 4, 5, 6) in which deposit (or removal) of liquid
drops from the flow core to the wall is studied. However,
quantitative results obtained by various authors disagree considerably. For example, the values of the diffusion coefficients
measured in references [2) and [3) differ by approximately two
orders.
In our work the turbulent diffusion coefficient for drops
in gas DT was determined by the distribution of dye throughout
the height of the channel, and the exchange coefficient
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gSbH/cW r by the variation in dye concentration in the liquid

film flowing along the lower channel wall.
The experimental apparatus was a channel of organic glass,
rectangular cross section 15 x 20 mm and length 740 mm. A solution
of dye (methylene blue) was introduced directly into the liquid
film through a slot 0.5 x 18 mm in the lower channel wall. In
order to obtain a uniform feed throughout the channel width the
slot was covered with porous plastic.

The flow rate of the dye

was selected experimentally so that the flow of the film was

distorted as little as possible to obtain a good displacement of
the dye throughout its width and to insure stable operation of
the photocolorimeter, with which the concentration of the dye
was determined.

The dye was introduced for a distance of 400 mm

into the working section (1/H a 27).

Concentration of dye in the

film was measured at five points along the length of the channel
every 50 mm; reading began from the introduction point (with
maximum
film thickness 8 - 0.5 mm, Zl/6 - 100). The flow rate of
!1
the liquid in the film was measured at the end of the working
section along each of the channel walls separately. The mass
flow of the suspension and the concentration of dye in it along
the height of the channel was also measured at the end of the

working section.
The equation of turbulent diffusion for the liquid drops
separating from the film - dye diffusion equation - can be
written approximately in the following form:
" '

Dr i,

(1)

It was assumed that the lateral velocity of the drops upon
separation uy - 0, and the longitudinal velocity ux a wr . The
The
latter can be reduced to a certain overstatement of D T
boundary conditions are:
(2)
.c.
,, o~o; (Oeay),... ;
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The last condition assumes that the concentration of dye in
drops separating from the film is equal to the concentration of
dye in the film itself. The second boundary condition can be
written in such a form since throughout the tests no dye was
detected in the film on the upper channel wall. The solution to
equation (1), with allowance for (2), has the form:

(3)

Cap
where L is the distance from the dye introduction spot to the
extraction spot at the end of the working section.

A comparison

of the experimental profile of dye concentration along the height
of the channel with the profile calculated by expression (3)
makes it possible to obtain a value for the turbulent drop
diffusion coefficient in gas DT for each test. We should note
that with the test setup both the average diffusion coefficient
along the channel cross section and the average diffusion coefficient for the entire spectrum of drops in the flow were
determined.
The expression for determining the exchange coefficient K
can be obtained from the balance of dye for an arbitrary section
of liquid film:
d

)(4

(

For steady flow gBUH = gsin = const, gnn = const, 0 Kp
Under condition Lc ..

c--"P

const.

from (4) we obtain

In
where c0 P = 0

)

a

.(5)

/G ; a n gnHgBWH

Since the variation in dye concentration in the film along
the length of the channel is known from the test, it is easy to
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determine quantity a from expression (5) and, consequently, the
quantity of separating liquid g SU

and the exchange coefficient K.

The values obtained in our tests for the turbulent diffusion
coefficients of drops in gas are presented in Fig. 1 as a function
of gas velocity.

From Fig. 1 it is apparent that the quantity DT

decreases with an increase in gas velocity. We detected no effect
of suspension concentration on the drop diffusion coefficient
(with the variation c a 0.1-1.5 kg/m 2 ). The absolute values of

fT

D in our tests lay in the range (1.5-2.2) x 10- 3 m 2/s and were
near in order of magnitude to the turbulent diffusion coefficients
of dry gas in pipes, calculated according to Goldenberg's formula
[7) for a single-phase flow.

On Fig. 2 the same experimental

data, presented in the form of the parameter D /wrd versus the
Reynolds number, are compared with the data from other studies.
Curve 1 pertains to tests in [31 in which DT was determined by
the deformation of the profile of suspended liquid concentrations
along the length of the channel in the initial section of a twophase stream. (Average drop size was 30 um). The relatively
overstated values for DT in these tests are explained by the
higher initial turbulence of the gas flow itself in the stabilization section.

W Hs

(0.1-0.4

/

--

- (02-0-f

--

Fig. 1. Turbulent diffusion coefficient of liquid
drops in gas versus the Reynolds number of the gas:
*

-

c

*

(0.l0-0.l14) kg/rn3 ;

0 - (0.43-0.76); 6-

*

-

(0.25-0.39);

(0.81-1.50).
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Fig. 2. DT/w d versus Re
S-

number:

£3); 0 - Our data; 0 - d 4 - 200 Pm [2); A - d 4

100 Pm [2].
Curves 3 [2) are obtained for the motion of solid (glass)
particles in a gas flow. (Horizontal channel, gas velocity 8-26
m/s).

As is apparent, the spread between experimental data from
various authors is rather significant.
However, such a method of representing experimental data
does not account for particle dimensions, particle density, or
the turbulence characteristics of the carrier gas flow. In
reference (1) it is theoretically shown that the ratio of
turbulent diffusion coefficients for particles D T and gas D T
must be a function of the St number -L_._ and dimensionless time
*l. (,L

" Lagrange time scale). The character of this relationship is such that with an increase in St and t/TL the DT/DT
ratio also increases and at the limit tends toward unity. A
quantitative evaluation of the parameters St and t/TL in our tests
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and in tests discussed in reference [2] shows that the character
of the divergence between these test data corresponds to theory,
i.e., large values of this parameter correspond to large values
of DT (if the values of D

were identical).

For calculation of the average turbalent diffusion coefficient
of drops during the motion of an air-water mixture in drops we
can recommend the following empirical formula:

6,4..1 Re,.

(6)

This formula is obtained with a variation in the Reynolds number
Rer a 6104-16.5.104 ,and a er-volume concentration of suspended
liquid c/y
1.10" -15.10 - .
Test results with respect to determining exchange coefficients
are presented in Fig. 3 as a function of the Re number. Suspension concentration in the flow is chosen as the parameter on
this figure. The effect of the per-volume fraction of suspension
in the flow on the exchange coefficient is shown in Fig. 4. With
an increase in the liquid load of the flow core the value of K
drops. However, with c/y
810- 4 the drop rate of K is sharply
retarded and with a further increase in the suspension concentration the exchange coefficient changes only slightly. The same
effect of the per-volume content of suspension in the flow on the
exchange coefficient was noted in references [4, 5].
The test data on exchange coefficients obtained in our work
can be approximated as follows:

2,61Re,"'i(Cc'.'10)4 '
when crA<8."10:
K1,O3Re-"s(CI. 10 1) o." when c >6.1O-'.
K
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(7)
(7a)
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Fig. 3. Exchange coefficient versus gas Reynolds
number. (Designations - see Fig. 1).
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The effect of the per-volume

fraction of suspended liquid on the
exchange coefficient.
From the Reynolds analogy between mass transfer and momentum
for a single-phase flow there ensues a connection between the
exchange coefficient and resistance coefficient which is valid
for gases at Pr = 1 for gradientless flow:
K

-

',.,..

e

(8)

Figure 3 illustrates the region of resistance coefficient
variation, calculated according to the mean density of the flow
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core and the measured pressure drop, without taking into account
loss from flow acceleration. It is apparent from Fig. 3 that the
character of the dependence on the Re
&/8 and K.

number is identical for

However, for K the dependence on the concentration is

expressed more strongly than for 6.
The values for the exchange coefficients obtained in our work
are mean integral values for the entire drop spectrum in the flow.
An examination of the experimental data from reference [6] on the
deposition of solid particles from gas flow onto a channel wall
shows that the rate of deposition depends strongly on particle
size if the dimensionless distance through which the particle
passes under the effect of turbulent gas pulsation with the
Stokes law of resistance St = 0.9-1-t., is greater than 3.5.
The research conducted on transfer processes in a dispersed
annular fluid flow indicates that these processes have a very
complex character. Unfortunately, at this time not enough experimental data have been compiled for a more complete analysis
and generalization of the available experimental material.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAT EXCHANGE
DURING THE BOILING OF CERTAIN
ORGANIC SOLUTIONS AND DISPERSED
MEDIA
M. Pludovskaya
Abbreviations
pac4 - calculated
on
= experimental
In this work we have made an experimental study on the
process of boiling in certain aqueous solutions of organic compounds, which are homogeneous and contain suspended particles.
The choice of such media has made it possible to distinguish the
qualitative effect of liquid viscosity and heating surface
orientation on the intensity of heat exchange during boiling and
to obtain certain first recommendations with respect to a
quantitative evaluation of heat transfer intensity. These data
have great significance in the selection of optimal conditions
for industrial thermal processes in the chemical, microbiological,
food, and other industries.
The main series of tests were made with a sugar solution of
varying concentrations from 20 to 60%, which corresponds to
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the liquid viscosity variation from 3.8.10 - 5 to 34-10 - 5 kg.s/m

2.

A sugar solution was selected for the basic tests because
there are data available in literature on heat exchange in such
media El].
These data were the starting point in our work for comparing
them with the results of tests made subsequently with certain
nutrients used in the microbe synthesis industry, particularly in
antibiotics.
It should be noted that the above mentioned tests with sugar
solution were made for large volumes.

However, in our experiments

the volume of boiling liquid was quite small.

The heat transfer

factor during boiling was determined in horizontal and vertical
cylinders 100 mZ in volume with a heater located inside in the

form of a quartz pipe d - 18 mm, which emitted heat from an
electric spiral passing through it. The heating surface of the
pipe was H a 0.038 m 2 . The heat transfer factor was calculated
from the familiar formula:
I

-

where q is thermal loading, kcal/m 2; tw is heater wall temperature;
t is the temperature of the boiling medium.
Each series of tests included no less than five measurements
or wall temperature and medium temperature after achieving steady
state.
The transition to stcady state was determined by a preliminary group of control measurements. In all, 13 series of
such tests, generalizing data from more than 65 single tests,
were conducted. Tests were made on water, on sugar solutions,
and on nutrients for the production of penicillin, tetracycline,
and streptomycin, containing suspended particles of cornmeal and
solutes in the form of glucose, common salt, etc.
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In the experiments the thermal load and temperature drop were
kept constant.
Thermal load during work with a horizontal heater varied
in two limiting values:

19.9"103 kcal/m 2 . 83-103 kJ/m 2 and

20.1.103 kcal/m 2 - 83.5-103 kJ/m 2, while during work with a
2
2
vertical heater q - 15.5103 kcal/m w 63103 kJ/m and 11 x 103
kcal/m 2 = 73.5.103 kJ/m 2 .
The boiling temperature of the studied liquids did not exceed 110 0 C. For the sugar solution it varied from 100 to 109 0 C.
Within these limits the temperature of the studied media also
varied.
The table below presents the average values of the heat
transfer factors obtained in the experiments at atmospheric
pressure. It is apparent from the table that the arrangement of
the heating surface only slightly affects heat transfer during
boiling of water and sugar solutions. Reduced values of the
heat transfer factors, in those cases with a vertical heater, are
determined not as much by its orientation as by the reduced
thermal load under which the tests were performed. The recalculation, for example, of the heat transfer factor for water
by the increased load with respect to the familiar relationship:

aphcm

77310T)V

9450 kcal/m . h-deg

showed that the quantity a for the case of boiling with a vertical
heater becomes very near the value obtained for this coefficient
in the case of boiling water with a horizontally arranged heater.

These data agree rather well with the results of M. Yakob's
experiments [2), performed for cases of boiling in large volumes
of water and carbon tetrachloride.
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(5) Boiling temperature, OC; (6) Arrangement of heating
surface; (7) Water; (8) Sugar solutions; (9) Nutrient for
tetracycline; (10) Nutrient for penicillin; (11) Nutrient
for streptomycin; (12) Horizontal; (13) Vertical.
In all cases, the horizontal arrangement of the heating
surface intensified heat transfer during boiling, increasing the
heat transfer factor in a ratio of 1.1-1.3.
In a somewhat different respect, while preserving the same
character, the orientation of the heating surface affects heat
exchange during boiling in nutrients containing suspenied particles.
The presence of particles in a boiling medium noticeably contributes
to the intensification of the boiling process, apparently causing
a turbulization of the medium.

This situation is illustrated
rather well by the figure, on which the relation of the heat
transfer factor and the viscosity present in the boiling medium
is represented.

The upper curve corresponds to the series of

tests with water and sugar solution3 of different concentrations
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during a horizontal heater arrangement and specific thermal load
of q = 20.103 kcal/(m 2 .h-deg). The lower curve represents the
results of tests with a vertical heater arrangement and a specific
kcal/m 2 .h-deg.

thermal load of q = 15 x l0

2

9

.l;:, J]Heat

_Z
.,

.,

transfer
during
boiling
versus factor
viscosity
of
the liquid:
1 - Horizontal heating surface
q = 20.i03 kcal/m. h; 2 Vertical.heating surface

I --

±

q15.l10

± :Order
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ks-0
.media
'

3

2.

kcaJ./m 2'h; 3 -

of magnitude of heat
transfer factor for dispersed

studied.

As is apparent from the figure, the effect of viscosity on
the value of the heat transfer factor is sufficiently perceivable
only in the region of insignificant concentrations for the sugar
solution, i.e., at low initial variations in its viscosity.
With an increase in concentration and, accordingly, solution
viscosity, its effect on the value of the heat transfer factor is
reduced. The curve, in practice, flattens out.
These results substantiate the conclusions of V. M.
Borishanskiy [31 concerning the considerable effect of medium
viscosity on the intensity of the boiling process only in regions
of low concentrations and small thermal loads. The obtaining of
quantitative recommendations, taking this effect into account,
is the subject of a separate study. Of particular interest are
the data obtained in tests for nutrients, which are two-phase
systems with varying degrees of dispersion.
These media contain dissolved and scattered protein components in the form of particles, which give to the solutions the
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ability to change their viscosity discretely at certain
temperatures.
As the boiling point is approached, clusters are formed
which, along with the particles, create noticeable turbulence
throughout the liquid.

Therefore, for such media it is meaning-

less to establish the relationship between the heat transfer
factor during boiling and the viscosity of the medium.
As is apparent from the figure, in spite of the fact that in
such media conditional viscosity becomes substantially higher
5
than for pure water (on the average, for the media u v 3010
kg*s/m2 ), the heat transfer factor for them is near its value for
water under corresponding conditions, i.e., it has a greater
value than it would have to have according to the actual
medium viscosity.

We should, therefore, perform additional

research to clarify the effect of the size of the particles
suspended in the medium and the medium's degree of dispersion on
heat transfer intensity during boiling.
The importance of accumulating further data, particularly
on the thermophysical characteristics and peculiarities of heat
and energy exchange during boiling, is dictated by the necessity
for using them in the engineering development of technological
processes and the equipment of enterprises in a number of
industrial areas, for the purpose of organizing more effective
and economical heat consumption in industrial engineering.
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A STUDY
THERMAL
FLOW OF
ANNULAR

OF HEAT TRANSFER AND
MODES DURING THE FORCED
WATER IN ECCENTRIC
CHANNELS

P. A. Andreyev, N. S. Alferov,
and R. A. Rybin
Designations
t - temperature,
e
d2

O0;

a - heat transfer factor, kcal/m2.h.0 C;
dl'

relative eccentricity;

-

e - eccentricity, m;
d - channel diameter, m;
q - thermal flux, kcal/m2 *h.

Subscripts:
CT -

wall,

a - water,
3KB - equivalent,
pacH - calculated,
nOT - loss,
H

- external,

BH

- internal.
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In the making of heat exchangers of the pipe-in-pipe type
there can occur a deviation from the mutually concentric arrangement of the pipes forming the heat exchangers. A deviation from
the concentric arrangement and, at the limit, a touching of the
pipes can lead both to a change in the heat-exchange characteristics of the channel and to the appearance of a sub3tantial
temperature misalignment along the perimeter of the pipes. The
latter during independent heating (for example, during nuclear)
can cause overburning of the pipes [1].
There have been very few experimental works in this direction
in spite of their obvious practical value. In reference [2],
based on tests with vertical annular eccentric slots, a formula
for heat transfer, averaged along the channel, Is obtained, and
it is noted that a temperature misalignment occurs along the
perimeter of the channel.
In L3] it is indicated that the eccentricity of the pipes
forming the annular channil causes a considerable nonuniformity
in wall temperature along the channel perimeter.
In our work we have studied heat transfer in an annular
channel at d 2 /d1 a 1.2 during the flow of water under a pressure
of 150 atm (abs.). Tests were made with a relative eccentricity
e variation from 0 to -0.9 in convective heat transfer modes
during the turbulent flow of water1 and during surface boiling.
A more detailed description of the experimental apparatus,
which is a closed circulation loop with a forced circulation of
water, is presented in reference [4]. The annular slot of the
experimental channel was formed by pipes 15 x 1 and 20 x 1 in
diameter. With the aid of special adapters in the upper and

'With a determination of Re based on average water velocity,
average temperature, and d 3He = d 2 - d1 .
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lower sections of the working channel, the internal pipes could
be shifted relative to the external.

The parallel nature of

both pipes was preserved (Fig. 1).
In the upper and lower chambers of the experimental channel
four thermocouples each were established in sleeves at diametrically
opposite points. Electrical insulation and sealing of the pipes
in the upper part of the channel was accomplished with paronite
lining, and in the lower section with a stuffing gland. The
gland, however, permitted a relative mutual displacement of pipes
in an axial direction because of the unlike thermal expansion.
The internal pipe was heated by passing electrical current through
it.

The current was fed to terminals; the lower terminal was

detachable.
To remove heat from the ends of the internal pipe which were
not cooled by the basic flow of water, these ends were made in
the form of tap water-cooled condensers. Thermal insulation and
heat-loss compensation were accomplished as in reference [4].
For measuring the wall temperature of the internal pipe of
the channel, thermocouples were placed in four sections along its
length: in each section four thermocouples were installed. Since
the water temperature along the perimeter of the channel and,
consequently, at its outlet, due to the eccentricity and constant
thermal load', could be substantially nonuniform, a mixing
cylinder was installed at the channel outlet to determine the
average per-volume temperature (see Fig. 1).
The indications of the thermocouples at channel outlet
(see Fig. 1) confirmed this assumption. As the tests revealed,
the nonuniformity of temperature at channel outlet increased with
an increase in the thermal load and eccentricity.

'In this case, we shall disregard the change in heat release
connected with the various dc resistances due to the various wall
temperatures along the perimeter of the channel.
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.1

4

L

Fig. 1.

Experimental installation:

1 - Sleeves for thermocouples; 2 - Mixing cylinder; 3 - Upper
end; 4 - Ring; 5 - Paronite lining; 6 - Internal pipe; 7 - Water
removal; 8 - Thermocouples; 9 - Compensation heaters; 10 Asbestos-cement housing; 11 - Metal housing; 12 - External pipe;
13 - Water intake; 14 - Lower end; 15 - Support ring.

Deproduced

from

,est available copy.
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The high pressure and small slot width made it impossible
to measure the water temperature along the perimeter of the
channel and thus determine the local values for the heat transfer
factors in the eccentric slot. Because of this only the values
of the average heat transfer factors were determined as a
function of the value of eccentricity and temperature diagrams
along the perimeter were obtained with various eccentricities,
thermal loads, and mass velocities in convective heat-exchange
modes and surface boiling.
The heat transfer factor a was determined as the average
in the segment between section I-II (see Fig. 1) located I * 23d 3S
from input and I =

2 0dsK.

B

from output:

S(1)

where

-

AtC .

2

n = 4 is the number of thermocouples installed in a given section.
The average water temperature t

was determined by linear

extrapolation of the thermocouple readings at input and output of
the working channel. For illustration, the test data with heating
of the internal pipes are presented on Fig. 2 in coordinates
for e a 0.4 and 0.78.
= Rf(H)

The physical constants were

selected based on average water temperature.
As is apparent from Fig. 2, with an increase in eccentricity
the average heat transfer factor, determined by formula (1),
decreases.
Quantitative relationships for heat transfer to the internal
pipe in an eccentric channel can be expressed by formula
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where

C 0,0205(1- t)!"

(4)

for values of c = 0-0.9, d2/dI - 1.2, thermal fluies up to 106
*h and Reynolds numbers up to 300,000.
kcal/m 221

JU

"PC-

0-

.

___ __,
265
Fig. 2.
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8 0V
=1]-]

Function

1, R - When e = 0.4 and 0.78, respectively.
If we assume that heat transfer from the internal pipe to
the flow along the generatrix of the channel, determined by angle
0 (Fig. 3), depends only on the velocity in the gap formed by
the external and internal pipes, and on the equivalent diameter
corresponding to this gap, and if we also assume that there occur
along the entire perimeter of the eccentric channel a turbulent
flow, equality between the resistances of the eccentric channel
and the corresponding concentric channel, full alignment of the
water temperature along the perimeter of the channel, then we can
estimate the relationship between the average heat transfer along
the perimeter of the eccentric channel and the corresponding
concentric channel as a function of e.
The relationship thus calculated can be compared with
formula (5) experimentally obtained in reference (41:
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Nu

(5)

it Re.ro,
p

0,02

For an eccentric channel along the generatrix corresponding
to angle 0, we assume that d

di-26, and d

= 26 (see

Fig. 3)1;

then
.../

Nu

211 \,12

_,r..

Assuming, as shown above, that
A
1
-,'
-A

(6)

R "-

0,023

(7)

.7w2

e~*
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from (7) we find the expression for velocity in an eccentric
channel:

10 ,,

W='o

(8)

where

Fig. 3.

P
Al

Calculation diagram

for formula (9).

Solving Jointly equations (5), (6), (8), (9) and integrating
along the channel perimeter, we can obtain the relationship
18 is the gap between the internal and external pipes,
corresponding to angle 8.
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I

between the heat transfer, averaged along the perimeter, of the
eccentric channel and the corresponding concentric channel. It
will have the form:
d
\2
(1/1

k;d =d

s2 s

A

.0

- d,-ICos P](0
/2P-(

dP

After integrating' expression (10), we obtain the function
i/a0

f(e).

This function is illustrated in Fig. 4.

IL
Fig. 4. Graph of function
/ f():
1 - Calculated points; 2 Experimental points.

01
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The character of the variation in the average heat tr6asfer
factor as a function of e, evaluated by formula (10) and detemined experimentally, agree qualitatively. However, a quantitative comparison would be difficult since, in reality, there
occurred a temperature misalignment for the water along the
channel perimeter, and in the narrow part of the slot at e > 0.8
a transition occurred to laminar flow. The wall was heated to a
temperature at which surface boiling began, which, accordingly,
disrupted one of the conditions on which we based relationship
(10).

Obviously, this explains the fact that the experimental

fanction 3/a0 - f(c) differs considerably from the calculated
function.

'Numerical integration of equation (10) was performed on the
Ural-2 computer.
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In addition to the average values of the heat transfer
factor, temperature diagrams were obtained along the circumference
of the channel, which were plotted from measurement data taken
0 = 0, 90, 180, and 2700.

at four points along the perimeter:

The characteristic graphs of temperature distribution along
the perimeter of the internal pipe for the first section and at
various values of c, w0 , and q are presented in Fig. 5. The
temperature maximum virtually agrees with the narrowest section
of the channel.

From Fig. 5 it is apparent that with the

beginning of surface boiling in a channel an alignment of wall
temperature along the circumference of the pipe being heated also

occurs.

tteC

Fig. 5. Distribution
temperatures
along the of wall

::

perimeter of inner pipe in the
first cross section when
q
1.105 kcal/m 2 .h, c
1
0.78:

750,
SIT

1i- W0
2 - w0

ell

1 m/s; t6 - 203.5*C;
l Mi/s, s

" 286.3 0 C;

3 - wo - 3.0 m/s, t, - 229.5 0 C;
4 - E - 0.56, w 0
1 m/s,
t

220°C.

To remove the temperature miealignment of the metal of the
eccentric channel it would be necessary to work in the surface
boiling mode, i.e., other things being equal, we would have to
raise the temperature of the heat-transfer agent.
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An increase in velocity reduces, as we would expect, the
absolute nonuniformity of temperature along the perimeter of the
channel being heated.

This is caused, first of all, by a decrease

in the thermal head at a prescribed thermal load due to the
numerically greater values of the heat transfer factor, as well
as the increase in overall flow turbulence, and, in connection
with this, the more intensive displacement of the flow along the
perimeter of the channel. However, the last assumption is not
obvious since the analysis of curves 1, 3 (see Fig. 5) shows that
IC-? * s a

""'_

1,8

is comparatively equal both for the velocity 1 m/s and for the
velocity 3 m/s.

Consequently, either water temperature or mis-

alignment along the perimeter is insignificant or the increase in
temperature misalignment with a decrease in the water flow rate
is compensated by higher values for the heat transfer factor in
the narrow section because of an increase in the Re numbers.
A decrease in eccentricity, as we would expect, reduces the
temperature misalignment (see Fig. 5,.curve 4). At E a 0.56 (4)
'-

=1.4

whereas this same quantity at E = 0.78 is 1.8.

All the above relative to temperature distribution along the
perimeter of the channel is also valid for the case of two-sided
heating. With this, temperature misalignments reach higher values.
At e - 0.88, qH

=

q

=

1.
l1106
and w0

- 1 m/s temperature mis-

With the beginning of surface boiling
at any of the perimeter points, the increase in wall temperature
retarded.
with a rise in q at a given spot was
alignment reaches 1000C.
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PROBLEMS OF HEAT EXCHANGE DURING
THE COOLING OF CRYOGENIC PIPING
A. A. Gukhman, L. S. Aksel'rod,
V. G. Pron'ko, A. B. Bulanov,
D. A. Kazenin, and G. M. Leonova
Designations
- length of piping;
d - internal diameter of piping;
6 - thickness of pipe wall;

z - coordL.ate along the axis of the pipe;
T - time;
T, - pipe cooling time;
J - mass flow rate;
Jr - mass velocity of the gas (vapor) flow;
aw - local heat flux from wall;

qw - heat flux from wall, averaged along the
length;

Q2 - quantity of heat given off by piping to
the flow;
Q0 - full excess heat content of pipe;
T w - pipe wall temperature;

Tw

- initial temperature of pipe wall;

T - temperature of liquid in feeder vessel;
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T

-saturation temperature;

T* - temperature of maximum overheating
of the liquid;

T p

-

critical temperature;

Tr - gas temperature (overheated vapor);
Tex - temperature of flow at input;
p0

-

pressure at input;

p - current pressure;
PO - pressure in front of liquid front;
Ap - available pressure drop;
P - density of liquid;
Ps

density of saturated vapor;

Pr " gas density (overheated vapor);
pw - density of pipe wall material;
cw - average specific heat capacity of
pipe wall material;
cm - specific'heat capacity of liquid;
c

- isobaric heat capacity of overheated
vapor;

r - heat of vaporization;
-

coefficient of hydraulic resistance;

xw " heat conductivity of walls;
M - mass of piping;
a - heat transfer factor;
w - linear velocity.
Abbreviations:
Kp -

critical

n - flow
- liquid
ex - input

eBx - output
S
- internal
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I. PROBLEMS OF HEAT EXCHANGE AND
HYDRODYNAMICS DURING THE COOLING
OF CRYOGENIC PIPES
The process of heat exchange during the cooling of cryogenic
pipes includes a broad group of phenomena.

This is explained,

first of all, by the fact that the range of pipe wall temperature
variations is considerable - from the temperature of the ambient
medium, which considerably exceeds the critical temperature of'
the cryogenic fluid, to the temperature of the fluid itself.

When a cryogenic fluid is fed into an uncooled pipe, the
temperature differential between it and the wall is so great that
an extremely unique thermal situation is created.

Overheating

in the zone of contact between the liquid and the wall is considerably higher than the gradient of metastable state stability.
Therefore, the existence of liquid phase on the surface of the
wall becomes physically impossible and the wall of the pipe is
fully blocked by a vapor ring.

Inside this ring there is a flow

of liquid in which the form of liquid motion can be varied.

The

phenomenon when liquid at sufficiently high surface temperature
can not touch the surface is called the Leydenfrost effect.

We

call these specific conditions for interaction between the working
mediur

'nd the wall the Leydenfrost regime.

The problem of determining the boundary of the highest
possible liquid overheating was examined theoretically by Doring
[1].

In the work of Spugler et al. [2] the following approximate

formula was proposed for evaluating the temperature of maximum
overheating T* at pressures far from critical:

T* a 27/32T K.

For oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen this evaluation is 131, 107,
and 28.2 0 K, respectively.

After the pipe wall is cooled to

temperatures at which moistening begins, the character of the
process changes.

Heat transfer is forced by the appearance of

nucleate boiling.

As wall temperature approaches the temperature

of the liquid, heat flux decreases, tending toward the value of
external heat leak.
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The specifics of local heat exchange between the wall and
the two-phase flow are closely connected with the hydrodynamic
structure of the flow, distinguished by extremely varied forms.
The boundaries between the various regimes of two-phase flow
are not clearly defined, all the more so for cryogenic fluids
under heat exchange conditions with a solid surface at variable
temperature. There are particular empirical methods for determining the regions of the various flow forms, from which we
should mention, with respect to cryogenic liquids, the Baker
diagram [8).
Recently a number of works have been published in which the
results of a visual study on the structure of the two-phase flow
of cryogenic liquids have been discussed. Thus, Laverty and
Rosenow [9] in tests on the flow of nitrogen in a heatable transparent pipe observed, at low vapor contents, an annular flow
regime with a liquid core and a vapor boundary layer - reversed
annular regime. With an increase in the vapor content a disruption
of the core was observed and a transition to a dispersed structure
with a supporting vapor phase. The American scientists Chi and
Vetere [7, 14) in tests on the cooling of copper pipes with liquid
hydrogen observed, through a transparent section installed behind
the experimental section, a shell flow regime (0
0.6), which we
shall subsequently call a liquid shell regime. In addition, with
the aid of high-current measurements of flow temperature, the
presence of a dispersed liquid phase in the vapor intervals
between liquid shells was established in the same work. An
analysis of data presented in the above work indicates that, in
the range of flow velocity (encountered in problems of cooling
cryogenic pipes) the orientation of the pipe does not affect the
structure of the flow and the local values for thermal flux.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL
EQUIPMENT AND RESEARCH METHOD

The purpose of the experimental research performed at
VNIIKimash [All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Oxygen
Machineryj was to determine the most common regularities which
are characteristic for the cooling period of cryogenic pipes.

Tests to determine the time required to cool pipes with
liquid oxygen and nitrogen were performed on flow test stands
with pipes having an internal diameter of d = 3.4-46 mm, relative
length cf 11/d = 30-2800 and wall thickness of 6 = 0.25-35 mm, made
of various materials (stainless steel, brass, copper, German
silver).
The principal layout of the stands were kept the same in all
cases

(Fig. 1).

Liquid oxygen (or nitrogen) was fed from vessel

1 to the receiving vessel 5 along the experimental piping.

The

design of vessel 1 made it possible to feed liquid (10-500 1) out
of it at a pressure up to 6 atm (gauge).

The liquid flow rate

was set as a function of the pressure differential in vessels 1
and 5 and was measured with a diaphragm located in the section of
the pipe cooled beforehand, in front of the test section or was
measured with respect to the increase in the level in the receiving
vessel (this vessel was cooled beforehand).

The underheating of the liquid to the saturation state was
determined by excess pressure in vessel 1.

The test pipe was a horizontal pipe which was insulated or
(in many cases) not insulated against external heat leak.
Copper-constantan thermocouples were soldered along the outside
of the pipe.

In addition, there was a thermocouple for measuring

flow temperature at the end of the pipe.
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0

(1)L

Fig. 1.

Experimental installation:

1 - Vessel for feeding liquid; 2 - Experimental
piping; 3 - Gas cylinder; 14- Reducing gear;
5 - Receiving vessel; 6 - Gas flow rate meter;
7 - Level sensor; 8 - Sample manometer;
9 - MED pressure sensor; 10 - DM pressure sensor;
T-Thermocouple in flow; T1 -T5 - Thermocouples
of pipe wall.
KEY:
(1) Fill.
In

I
at

input

the pipe

~cording
~drop

several

experiments,

the

to the receiving vessel;
was measured

by a

gas

vapor-liquid mixture
the

meter.

amount

of vapor

was

separated

forming

in

2I

The stand was equipped with secondary instruments for retemperature, pressure, liquid
level in vessels, and pressure
658
on the diaphragm.
Wall temperature was measured with copper-constantan thermocouples with an electrode diameter of 0.1 mm and recorded by an
electronic potentiometer EPP-09. The class of instrument accuracy
was 0.5, but, due to the nonlinearity of the temperature curve of

i

the thermoelectromotive force, absolute measurement error was
different at different points of the temperature range. In the
region of oxygen temperatures (900 K) measurement error can reach
20K. The EPP-09 has a certain time lag. The time required for
the carriage to pass through the full scale is 2.5 s; however,

in th~e authorst tests on cooling, which lasted, as a rule, severalI
tens of seconds, this time lag, under the conditions of the

Leydenfrost regime, did not produce any noticeable problem.

The

time lag of the heat sensor was con.;itderably less than the time
lag of the instrum-rnt.
Local thermal flows to the cryogenic liquids were evaluated
accordinr to formu.a qw = -C0wM dTw/dT based on the graphic
differentiation of the temperature curve in the cooling process.
The terms of the series containing higher derivatives were not
applied in calculation due to their smallness and the low accuracy
of multiple graphic differentiation.

In the accepted methodology for determining qw it is assumed
that during feeding into a warm pipe, cryogonic liquid obtains
heat only from the cooling of the wall.

Heat leak to uninsulated

pipes, although it exceeded the values in reference [ii,

never-

theless was one order lesb than the heat leak to the liquid from
wall cooling; in the regime studied q = 1.5 kW/m 2 .

Such a

correction can have no substantial effect on the value of r*.

BASIC RESULT OF EXPERIMENTS

III.

The results of these experiments showed that the relative
length of the pipe had a considerable effect on the relationship
hetween the time required for full cooling and the time required
ftor liquid to appear at the end of the pipe.
relationshtp we can

Based on this

'ubdivide the pipes into long, medium and

short.
Pipes in which the liquid reaches the output section in the
'initial surge" stage are called "short";

"long" pipes are those

'n wi,ich the full length of the pipe is considerably greater than
i,

le: gth of the "!nltlal

t2 the

surge."

The amount of heat transmitted

flow throughout the entire length of the pipe can be

exi resed as:
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The amount of heat necessary for full evaporation of the
liquid is
Q2

..

r) di.

(2)

If the amount of heat entering the liquid flow from the' walls
is considerably greater than that necessary for its full evaporation, part of the pipe is filled with vapor.

As the pipe cools

the vapor flow changes into two-phase with an increasing content
of liquid phase.

-When Q1

<<

Q2' two-phase flow appears at the end of the pipe

at the initial moment.

For an evaluation of the length of such

pipes we can assume that the average heat flux along the length
of the pipe does not vary during cooling (this is confirmed by
the results of the experiments), the forming vapor is not overheated, and the mass velocity of the flow remains constant.
condition Q,

"

Then

Q2 can be written in the form:

<

(3)

4

Pipes which satisfy requirement (3) in the cooling period
will be called "short."

Pipes in which the cooling process has

generally ceased by the time the vapor-liquid mixture reaches the
end will be called "long"; pipes corresponding to the condition
Q1 : Q2 will be called "medium."

Such a classification does not

claim to be strict but emphasizes, more or less, the qualitative
differences which occur during the cooling of pipes of different
types.

We should stress that the relative length of the pipes

l/d in itself is not critical for its classification in a certain
category, since the determining factoes are not only structural
but also the parameters of the regime.

For an approximate evaluation of the operational characteristics of a pipe (short, medium, or long) we can use inequality (3).
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The relationship between the cooling time and the time
required for liquid
shown in

Fig.

appear,

as a function of pipe length,

is

2.

MFig.

2. Time required for
liquid to appear at the end
the line and cooling time
versus pipe length (pipe St.

-4-of

lKhl8N9T, 0 22 x 1 mm,
4 atm (abs.), p8BWX =1

-PBX

atm (abs.)):
I - Time of full pipe cooling;
2 - Time of liquid appearance
at end of pipe.

___I

10

20

JO

40

jO do

Figure 3 shows typical graphs of wall temperature variations
during cooling by liquid oxygen; pipe parameters are givern, as
well as data characterizing the two-phase flow.

Temperature T,

corresponds to the sharp change in cooling rate, clearly noticeable on most of the temperature curves.

The high intensity of

heat exchange after the wall reaches the indicated temperature
values attests to the fact that the pipe is cooled in this section
by a transition to nucleate boiling.

To a considerable extent,

the time required for full pipe cooling is

deter.mined by the

cooling period to temperature T - P., which,
approximately

time.

most cases,

80-90% of the overall cooling time.

a knowledge of the value of specific heat
.f' cooling is

in

of considerable slgnificance

flux in
in

is

Because of this,
the first

stage

determining cooling

an
i example, Figure 4 shows the variation during cooling

of the value of specifi-

heat flux in various sections of the
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Fig. 3. Typical wall temperature variation
during the cooling of a "medium" pipe by liquid
oxygen (copper pipe, 0 45 x 1.5 mm, Z = 40 m,
= 1 atm (abs.)):
1/d = 950, Psx a 3 atm (abs.), ps
1 - In section z/4 - 0; 2 - In section s/Z = 0.05;
3 - In section z/Z a 0.2; 4 - In section z/Z =

0.35; 5 - z/Z a 0.5; 6 - In section z/Z - 0.75;
7 - In section z/1 - 1.
Local specific heat flux changes very little during the first
cooling period; its maximum value does not exceed the minimum
value more than by a factor of 2-2.5 in spite of the fact that the
structure of the flow in medium and long pipes changes from a
single-phase flow of superheated or saturated vapor to a reverse
annular liquid-shell flow with low vapor content.

!2
xIoa1/m S
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Fig. 4. Local thermal fluxes
versus time during cooling
by liquid nitrogen (German
silver pipe, 0 3.9 x 0.25 mm,

l/deH

0 1230, pex 0 1.24 atm
1
(abs.), p 9I l= 1.03 atm (abs.)):
1 - In section z/d - 454;
2 In section z/d = 837.

is

i.

1*2

"O
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In the main part of the pipe the local specific heat removal
changes both along the length and over time within such limits
that its average value along the length of the pipe can be considered a constant value during most of the cooling time.

IV. CENERALIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL
DATA
Research performed at VNIIKimash has shown that in a number
of cases the process of cooling a pipe with gas can be examinedI
as the cooling of a concentrated mass with infinitely great heat
conductivity.

In this case, the process is described by the

following equation:
.7 1 -

"2

(4 )

where

The heat transfer factor was determined based on the
familiar equation:
Nu

0,023 Re0 " Pr'.

(5)

[First line of paragraph omitted in original Russian
document] for average temperature and pressure values along the
pipe.

The results of the research also show that at high values

of q/J, i.e., with consldexable vapor content (* ! 0.9), the
intensity of heat removal, just as the time for cooling by a
two-phase flow, can be cetermined based on the above relationship.
The mass velocity of vapor phase, measured in experiments by a
test method, is usually unknown in the actual practice of using
cryogenic pipes.

Becau3e of this, in order to determine the

lnt nsity of heat transfer, it is necessary to gather data on the
tranmission capacity of the pipes.
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In the gas escape stage it is characteristic to have three
sections of pipe the relationship between which can change as the
pipe fills. In the first section the liquid contacts the cooled
wall; heat exchange occurs in the second and third sections,
filled accordingly with a two-phase mixture and vapor.

For "long"

pipes the effect of the second section on the cooling rate can
be considered insignificant in comparison with the effect of the
third section. This is explained by the high vapor content, as
well as the insignificant extent of this section when compared
with the length of the pipe. To verify the admissibility of this
assumption it is sufficient to compare the time of "gas outflow"
and the time of "two-phase outflow." The latter can be evaluated
based on the time of the initial increase of the liquid level in
the receiving vessel and the cooling time of the pipe wall. As
has already been noted, this time is relatively short for long
pipes.
On the basis of the above, the following outline of the
problem is possible. Excess thermal life for a pipe is acquired
in the sectlon filled with single-phase flow. The pipe in this
section is considered a concentrated mass with infinitely high
heat conductivity.
Allowance for the fact that J = Jr' P0 = P
and GrAi = const
0
makes it possible to propose the following equation for calculating
the cooling time of long pipes:

~

=1~2
?,a)~ij(6)

The results of calculations based on equation (6) agree well
with test data.
Vo, average pipes such an outline of the problem is impossible
because of the considerable effect of the section with two-phase
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flow on heat transfer from the pipe wall. In the general case,
for average pipes it is necessary to take into account the vapor
content of the flow sinie this parameter determines the transmission capacity of the pipe and the intensity of the heat exchange.
For work with "short" pipes the instantaneous appearance of
liquid in the output sectior is characteristic.

Nevertheless,

the problem of cooling such pipes is not a superfhaous consideratlon.
The physical picture of the process can be represented in the
following manner. In the center of the pipe a liquid core is
moving with unique distribution of velocity and temperature.

The

core is separated from the walls by a layer of vapor thickening
along the path of movement. The increase in thickness of the
vapor layer is balanced by the heat flux from the walls.
Corresponding to this growth there occurs a decrease in the cross
section of the liquid core and, consequently, an increase in its
velocity. Taking into account losses from friction in the vapor
layer, the acceleration of the liquid core is limited by the
available pressure drop. Such a diagram is suitable with wall
temperatures up to the value at which the wall can be moistened
by the liquid. We should note that the motion of the vapor in
the boundary layer is due not only to entrainment by the liquid
core but also by the presence in the pipe of a pressure gradient
caused by core acceleration.
Taking into account all the above, we can obtain the
following expression which allows us to evaluate the cooling time
of a short pipe based on the known design and physical parameters,
as well as the available pressure drop:

.

7(
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•

(7)

The values of the physical parameters are taken at average
temperature T = T
+ T /2 and average pressure p = p0 - Ap/2.
A check indicates that these evaluations correspond to the experimental data of the authors with accuracy up to ±25%.
Conclusions
The cooling of cryogenic pipes by liquid oxygen and nitrogen
has been studied.
On the basis of the experimental data obtained, which agree
well with the results of other studies on hydrogen, the following
is indicated.
1) Cooling in a wursening heat exchange regime, when the pipe
wall does not directly contact the liquid, covers a large part of
the full range of pipe wall temperature variation.
2) Pipes can be subdivided into long, medium, and short,
based on the relationship between the time required for full
cooling of the pipe and the time in which liquid transport begins.
As a result of the study, we have more precisely defined the
pnysical models of the pipe cooling process proposed earlier and
have formulated equations (6) and (7) which can be used for
calculating the intensity of heat exchange and the cooling time
for long and short pipes, respectively, as well as equation (4)
which, with the use of evaluation of vapor phase mass velocity,
can be applied for calculating medium pipes.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAT EXCHANGE
IN THICK-WALLED HORIZONTAL PIPES
AND ANNULAR CHANNELS WITH
LAMINAR FLOW OF A VAPOR-WATER
MIXTURE
L. B. Katsenelenbogen
Ya. N. Rudnitskiiy

and

Designations
R I = 0.5d I - internal radius of pipe;
R 2 = 0.5d 2 - external radius of pipe;

R,
6

<

R2;

R 2 - R, - pipe wall thickness;

r - radius of insert;
L, Z - length;
F - area;
Q - heat removal;
qHap - thermal flux on outer surface of pipe;

qBH

-

thermal flux on inner surface of pipe;

q(P) - thermal flux by spreading along-wall of
pipes;
3RB

- heat transfer factor;
transfer factor, equivalent to
- heat
spread;

ago - total heat transfer factor in laminar
zone;
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- coefficient of heat conductivity;
t - temperature;
t

- average wall temperature of pipe
outside laminar zone;
tHaC - temperature on saturation line;
t ep× - temperature of upper generatrix
of outer surface of pipes;
tH3

-

temperature of lower generatrix
of outer surface of pipes;

At

*

t

- overheating of upper generatrix;

-tcp

AtCT

-

temperature drop in pipe wall;

Ata - temperature head corresponding to
heat transfer factor;
C - dimensionless overheating of upper
generatrix of pipes;
k - indicator of thermal spread;
2e0 - central angle in pipe corresponding
to phase interface;
0

< e < eo;
2n - central angle in annular channel
corresponding to phase interface;

2%I
Noat

n - summation index, n

0,
0 I, 2...;

w - circulation velocity;
8 - flow-rate vapor content per unit volume;
f - true vapor content per unit volume;
S. - area of vapor segment in ring;
8'

- area of vapor segment in circle.

In evaporative cooling devices for continuous heating
furnaces of rolling mills the main cooling elements are thickwalled horizontal pipes which form a support bridge along which
the metal billets move during their heating in the furnace [1].
To insure the reliable performance of this support, pipe wall
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temperature must not exceed the temperature dictated by strength
considerations.

Since the temperature drop in the wall of hearth pipes is

50-1000C, the use of the existing calculation function [2) for
determining the overheating of the upper generatrix of the pipe
during lamination is not admissible since it is valid for the case
of a small drop in the pipe wall.

In addition, while determining

the overheating of the upper generatrix on the internal surface
of the pipe, it does not permit the calculation of the external
temperature in the overheating zone.

(As shown below, the tempera-

ture drop in the pipe wall in the laminar zone can not be calculated according to the usual formulas for heat transfer through
a cylindrical wall [3]).
In order to apply the method developed by M. A. Styrikovich
and Z. L. Miropol'skiy for calculating the overheating of pipes
in a laminar zone, for pipes with any wall thickness, Neuman's
problem for an annular sector [4] is examined.

By annular sector

we mean that part of the ring bounded by the two radii (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

"

.

%IN
aa

'

in a horizontal pipe

,removal

laminar motion of a

"-with

S'

vapor-water mixture:
abed - annular sector in

-

zone; 1 - external
heat flux; 2 - heat removal

.laminar

"

Diagram of heat

by spreading along wall
q(P)); 3- heat removal to
vapor.

_-

KEY:
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(1) Vapor; (2) Water.

On the external surface of the pipe the thermal flux qHap is
constant; on the internal surface of the pipe in the laminar zone
the coefficient of heat transfer to vapor o is constant; the
vapor-water phase interface is assumed to be two-dimensional, and
on the sides of the annular sector there is a constant temperature
whose value is assumed equal to an average over the thickness of
the pipe wall t cp. Vapor temperature is taken as the saturation
temperature with pressure in the pipe.

For the beginning of

reading we take the value for temperature tcp averaged over the
thickness of the wall outside the laminar zone. In polar coordinates the equation for heat conductivity has the form:

W

-

--

(1)

Boundary conditions:

(2)
7"-,-

(t

-t

(3)

);

(4)

th.: 4 =.
The general solution to the given problem has the form:
-I R" +R

After a series of transformations it can be represented in
the following form:,
-

•~
e,.,
R,
.5 In L.h
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(

I

Formula (6) is the general solution to the equation of heat
conductivity (1) under the given boundary conditions (2) - (4)
and makes it possible to determine the temperature of any point of
the pipe in the overheating zone. Since we have taken the value
of temperature tp for the beginning of reading, it actually
determines the value of overheating relative to this quantity.
In the particular case a = 0 is valid, as shown below, for thickwalled pipes in the region of low vapor contents and low pressures
to 20 atm (abs.); formula (6) is considerably simplified and
assumes the form:

~;.2.Ty'
"
coswo.
n ~7~COS

XX

2n-

7)I

)

-.

In the presence of lamination the temperature drop in the
pipe wall by the upper generatrix is defined as the difference in
the values of overheating for the external (R = R 2 ) and internal
(R = R I) surfaces of the pipe and is equal to
R,

t=

When a

=

j_
-

,

. .A"t
.

. _"_____.
.

OS
o

(8)-

0 for a vertical section (e - 0)

At"

~

tqm

~

~
(2

R.b

1)2
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(21 +

I

)

20.,-I!2n1 "R,R-,

(9)

As an example, let us determine the temperature drop in the

wall of a steel pipe d = 240 x 30 mm when qHap

=

116.3 kW/m 2 ,

0 = 0.05, a = 58.15 W/m2deg and compare it with the quantity

determined from the formula:
It,, = - -

(10)

Temperature drop according to formula (6) is 360C and according
to (10) is 860C.
Heat removal in the section of horizontal pipe washed by

vapor phase is accomplished by heat transfer to vapor and the
spreading of the heat along the body of the pipe. The relationslhip between the quantity of heat removed by spreading and by
heat transfer to vapor depends upon the part of the perimeter
washed by vapor, wall thickness, and the heat transfer factor.
To obtain a quantitative evaluation of this relation we shall
determine the temperature heads corresponding to the two limiting
cases: heat removal only by spreading and heat transfer only to
vapor.
In determining the temperature head due to heat removal by
spreading, it is necessary to take into account the variable
value of thermal flux along the length of the annular sector (see
Fig. 1). Since the increase in thermal load along the perimeter
is uniform, the average value of thermal flux by spreading
(P) . 0.- qmax' while m
qcp
max is determined by the total thermal
load Q:

Q - q.., R201;
m0,

-

(11)
(12)

-(PR-Q

-- "

The temperature head with heat removal by spreading along an
annular sector, in length 1 = 0.560 (RI + R 2 ), is
P"

P

80

-

(13)

We shall substitute the value of qpa
p
.inand

frmul.a

(14)

The temperature head corresponding to heat trarsfer only to
vapor (with error not exceeding 5% when p < 20 atm (abs.) and 10%
when p < 40 atm (abs.)) is equal to

471-=R

9m"

(15)

We have disregarded here the temperature drop in the pipe wall
since it (At
is less than At by a factor of 10-20.

CT

a

The relationship between heat removal by spreading along the
pipe wall and heat transfer to vapor depends upon the values of
the temperature heads determined from formula (14) and (15) and
is uniquely determined by their ratio, which, therefore, qan be
considered the spread indicator:
4). (R:- RI)
kP
4UR,-+R-

The quantity

(16)

in formula (16) represents the heat

U (R,--R

transfer factor, equivalent to the heat removal by spreading along
the pipe wall, related to its internal surface washed by vapor:
2

41 ,R-R

1)

(17)

SBR,(R + Ri) NP

Accounting for (17), the expression for the spread indicator
assumes the form:

k =(18)
High values for the spread indicator kp >> 1, At

>> At

correspond

to the predominant heat removal by spreading since the temperature
drop along the wall is much less than with heat transfer to vapor,
and the heat distribution is inversely proportional to the values
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of the temperature heads (similar to the distribution of electrical
current between two parallel conductors with varying resistances).

Low values for the spread

indicator kP << 1, Ata << At P

correspond to the predominant removal by heat transfer to vapor.
Values of the spread indicator for various values of vapor content,
pressure, and the wall thizkness for a pipe with an internal
diameter of 80 mm are presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Heat spread indicator versus vapor content
in pipe d
80 mm for various values of pressure
and wall thickness.
ama = atm (abs.).
a8T,
Designation:

A simplified function is obtained for an approximate
evaluation of the overheating of the upper generatrix during
lamination, based on analysis of the conditions for heat removal
from the section of the pipe washed by vapor.

As shown above, heat removal by sp-eading along a pipe wall
is characterized by a conditional heat transfer factor a
while heat removal to vapor is characterized by the value of a.
Since the values of a and a SKB are related to the inner surface
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of the pipe in the zone washed by the vapor, the fractions of
ineralhet
lu q BqH
internal
heat flux
()

BH corresponding to them are related
and q(P)

by simple relationships

(19)

q--(P)
as's
_
3

9

.,()
= q=

2

hence, with allowance for (18),

(21)

= 1-hp
f
)4

and overheating of the upper generatrix
At = 2- -

= -

ka

(22)

The quantity a(1 + kp) in formula (22), equal to a

Ks

+

a,

is the total heat transfer factor, called the effective heat

transfer factor in the laminar zone:
2,, = So

2.

(23)

Thus, heat removal in the laminar zone is det',rmined not by
the heat transfer to vapor, but by the value of the effective
heat transfer factor, taking into account total heat removal to
vapor and spreading along the wall of the pipe.
To evaluate the accuracy of the calculation of overheating
based on this method, we shall compare the result given with the
value of overheating from formula (6),
d

=

2

76 x 10 mm when qHap = 58.15 kW/m ,
From formula

for example, of a pipe

*

=

0.5, a - 58.15 W/m 2 .deg.

(16) we shall determine the spread indicator

kp:
a

!.46.50,014
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.

overheating of the upper generatrix, according to (22):
A.

7,3 58150

From formula (6) we find At

=

179'C.

Thus, for an approximate

evaluation of overheating formula (22) is completely suitable.

The effect of the annular channel on the conditicn of heat
exchange with laminar regime in the region of low vapor contents
has been examined.

At equal values for true vapor content in the

pipe and in the annular channel, when the phase interface goes
above the insert (Fig. 3a),

the height of the vapor segment in

the annular channel is less than in the circular pipe.

This is

a property of the shape of the annular channel, which has a form
of relationship between the vapor segment height and its relative
area (Fig. 3b) which is different from that of the circular pipe.

*

Actually, from the inequality of

in the circular pipe and the

annular channel it follows that:
3"0

(24

s:<s,.

(25)

In calculating the overheating of the upper generatrix of
the pipe it is convenient to introduce not the height of the
vapor segment but its degree or radian measurement.

The relation-

ship between these quantitites in the circle and the ring ensues
directly from (24):

2 --sln cosS?-(
--

-

- sin 0 cos 0):

2 <arc cos--•r-
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(26)

a)

k

Fig. 3. The relationship

I-

between the height and the
-

-relative

area of the vapor
segment in the circle and the
channel:

S-.annular

1 - In the circle (r = 0);
b)

2 - In the annular channel.
KEY:
(1) Segment.

On the basis of (22) overheating of the upper generatrix is
examined for the pipe and the annular channel, which are
represented for equal values in the form of their ratio at
different values of the heat-to-vapor transfer factor (Fig. 4).
The data presented show that at low values for true vapor
content in the annular channel, overheating of the upper
generatrix is less by a factor of 1.6-1.8 than it is in the
circular pipe. Since with low vapor contents the average vapor
velocity is near the average water velocity [51 both in the pipe
and in the annular channel, we can conclude that the lowest
value for upper generatrix overheating corresponds to equal
circulation parameters in the annular channel.
With evaporative cooling of hearth pipes, because of the
underheating of water entering the parts to be cooled, there are
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sections of pipe3 cooled by water which i:. not heateo
uration temperature,

in

to sat-

the presence of surface boiling.

In a horizontal pipe,

aue to the effect of forces of gravity

with surface boiling at the upper generatrix, vapor bubbles can
gather and combine and the flow of water can be forced back to
the lower generatrix, i.e.,

lamination can occur which leads to

a worsening of heat exchange in the upper part of the pipe and
its overheating.

'--I

flrru T1.V

Fig. 4. The relationship between overheating of the upper generatrix of a
circular pipe and an annular channel at
various values for true vapor content
and coeffiient of heat transfer to

-,6

vapor Ii.

I

,-?-._'I

Research performed with thermal. loads of 50-200 kW/m 2 in th~e
region of low pressures (p <4 bar) and low underheating (to
150 C) at velocities of 0.5-1.5 m/.3 for pipes with a diameter of'
7x 10 mm and 144 x 17 mm [6] has established that in the zone
of surface boiling, due to lamination, overheating of the upper
generatrix occurs. The value of' overheating substantially depends

on circulation velocity (increases as it decreases) and on heat
flux.

There is virtually no effect from underheating and
pressure in this range of their variation on the value of overheating.
A similar worsening of heat exchange during surface boiling
due to lamination was observed by Z. L. Miropol'skly. Lamination
occurred on the bends of pipes due to the centrifugal effect.
For the practical use of available test data in the entire
range of possible pipe diameter and wall thickness variations,
the data were processed on the basis of the obtained relationship
(7) for overheating during laminar motion of a vapor-water
mixture in a horizontal pipe. The essence of this processing is
as follows. On the basis of test data on the overheating of the
upper generatrix, based on (7) those values of vapor content were
determined which correspond to those values of overheating with
the locally available values of heat fluxes. Such processing
made it possible to establish for each of the pipes the dependence
of vapor content on circulation velocity and thermal loading,
referred to the internal surface of the pipe, and to represent
them in the form:

v ?,5.
-' ' .(Iu

27 )

With the prescribed values for circulation velocity, heat
flux, and pipe diameter, taking into account relationship (10)
for AtCT and

. =4-,(, SIn e.)

(28)

overheating of the upper generatrix can be represented in the form:

tu,,

- t.,,(

-O5) m,,.
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(29)

In (29) the quantity cp

.n -.
rI)CoC

20o":! d,

dn-

is the dimensionless (related to AtcT ) overheating of the upper
generatrix relative to tcp
One of the main operational reliability criteria for evaporative cooling installations of heating furnaces is the circulation velocity.

From the point of view of ensuring a given

temperature regime, permissible circulation velocity depends upon
a number of factors including pipe diameter and wall thickness.

Based on relationships (27) and (29), it was possible to
determine the value of permissible circulation velocity for pipes
with different diameters and wall thicknesses.

Calculation was

performed based on the condition that with an increase in pipe
diameter overheating of the upper generatrix of the pipe must
remain constant.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THE
COOLING OF WORKING BLADE ELEMENTS
IN A GAS TURBINE ENGINE BY A
FINELY DIVIDED AIR-WATER MIXTURE
L. M. Zysina-Molozhen, I. B. Uskov,
and L. V. Zysin
Abbreviations:
op - ribbed;
cM = mixture.

The rapid development of power engineering requires that we
find new methods for substantially increasing the thermal effectiveness of thermal electric plants.
One possible solution to this problem is the application of
high-temperature gas turbines with intensive cooling of flow
elements.
The maximum temperature of gas, determined by the thermal
stability of materials forming the flow-through section, is a
function of heat removal from the surface.

|

In solving the problem of cooling we generally encounter
two approaches in literature: on the one hand, the problem of
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protecting the surface from powerful

heat flows from the gas side

and, on the other hand, the problem of ensuring maximum heat
removal from the heated surface. In either case, one of the
effective cooling methods examined is the use of humid flows with
finely dispersed moisture.

In the first case, an air-water

mixture fed directly into the gas channel is blown around the
outside of the blade [1, 2] and, in the second case, a humid gas
flow is blown along the inside of the blade with single-loop
cooling or the roots of the blades with double-loop cooling [4,

53.

With respect to the latter case, in the gas turbine laboratory at
TsKTI [Central Scientific Research, Planning and Design Boiler
and Turbine Institute] and at LPI [Translator's Note:

This

abbreviation could stand for either the Leningrad Polytechnic
institute or the L'vov Polytechnic Institute] considerable research
has been performed, as a result of which an installation has been
developed based on the TsKTI-LPI diagram which makes it possible
to design for an efficiency on the order of 50% with a working
gas temperature of approximately 1200 0 C [3].

However, we can only

obtain the final design data for this layout when we receive
reliable recommendations on the intensity of heat exchange in
humid flows.

At the present time there is no well defined concept concerning the mechanism of heat exchange in such flows with respect
to the above cases, and, therefore, there is no sufficiently well
'ounded theoretical solution to the problem of possible heat
removal.
Published results of various studies on heat exchange In
moist flows are very contradictory.

For example, in some cases

they speak of the great intensification of heat exchange from the
Introduction of moisture (by a factor of several tens) and, in
vther cases, this intensification only reaches several tens of
percents.

All this points to the absence of systematic research

in a wide range of variation for the determining parameters.

9o

Below we discuss the results of experimental research on the
heat transfer, in a moist gas flow, of cascades of blades,
cascades of bladed radiators made from ribbed rods, and single
ribbed and smooth rods.
LPI and TsKTI.

The experiments were made on stands at

Figure 1 presents a diagram of a ribbed radiator cascade.
Cascades with a fixed rib height of h - 2.5 mm were studied at
various values of pitch. As the arbitrary characteristic of the
ribbing in our tests we took the ribbing coefficient f:
p(1

Here Fop0 is the surface of the ribbed model; F 0 is the surface of
the unribbed model.

cascade of bladed radiators:

- Bladed radiator heated by
electrical current;
Unheated body.
() Outline of problem
1

lKEY:

In the experiments, specific thermal load q, relative
humidity U, temperature factor *, and Reynolds number are varied
within the following ranges:
5 kcal.
4
q - 4.25"10 -4.1 6"105 -=hI

m -h
* 1.4-14.o%;

*

-

1.05-2.5;
)t +

Rex = 310 -5.10;
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all

.100%;

it

where G' and G" are the per-unit-weight contents of liquid and
gas phases, respectively;
; Tw and T O are wall temperatures
wx0
and gas flow, respectively; Re,=-M; w is the flow velocity of
the cooling mixture at cascade input; v is the kinematic viscosity
of the gas flow, taken with respect to parameters at input; x is
the current coordinate read from the leading edge along the
contour of the cooled element.
Let us note that the temperature factor in our designations
is uniquely related to the criterion K-iT. in the definition
of reference [4] with respect to the conditions of the problem
examined.
Figure 2 illustrates the experimental data on heat transfer
in a radiator cascade with a ribbing coefficient of f = 2.6 when
dry air is flowing around it. The test points are grouped along
the curve with a spread of 15.%.
Nu O,043Re.
(2)
The temperature factor varied within the range of 4

*

1.18 to

* a 2.7; however, a clear lamination with respect to V was not
detected in the tests. Calculations using the following formula
are indicated by dashes on this figure:
Nu - 0.0434Re"*
for the limiting values of *.

'

(3)

Formula (3) was derived by V. I.

Lokay for the case of flow in a slotted gap between the blade
surface and the deflector.
As is apparent, deviation from this formula does not exceed
the spread of our test points. This indicates the practical
identity of the formulas. Tests during blowing by dry air with a
ribbing coefficient of f - 3.5 and a single ribbed rod gave
practically the same dependence on the Re number.
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2

4-

-

.1

-

.

,r!

-1

4

*

Fig. 2. The function of Nu a Nu (Re) for
cascade No. 1 during a flow of dry air
around it.
The effect of ribbing in the expression for heat exchange
intensity
NuueRe*.
appears only in terms of the value of coefficient c

connected

in our treatment with coefficient f (in the range of f variation
from 1 to 3.5) by an empirical relationship of the form:

c -= 0,034P..

(4)

As a characteristic of the intensification of local heat
transfer values because of the introduction of finely dispersed
suspended moisture in the flow, the following value was assumed:
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Here Nu is the intensity of heat exchange during cooling by a
two-component humid flow; Nu0 is the intensity of heat exchange
during a flow of dry air around the cooled element.
The introduction of the intensification factor I made it
possible to formally disregard the effect of the Re number on the
heat exchange process in moist flow. Obviously, this is possible
only within the limits of a single flow regime in the boundary
layer. When the flow velocity exceeds a certain critical value
defining the change in the flow regime on the surface, the
established regularities can be violated.
The apalysis and treatment of test data on heat exchange in
humid flows Indicated that in the interrib channels of cascades
there is a stable uniform flow in the boundary layer and the
intensification of heat exchange i

varied (as a function of the

values of the determining parameters).

It is obvious that the

greatest intensification of heat exchange is determined by the
possibility of a boiling regime. Such conditions occur at values
of 0

1.05-1.15.

3

Fig. 3. V versus # for humid
air and vapor flows (f > 4%):
*-

,,
•
ly

t

*

*1.18.1O5

koal/t

2 -h,

moist vapor; @ - q = l.65*105
k.al/m 2 .h; 0 - q a 1.52105
kcal/m2.h, moist air;0-qa
1.76.105 kcal/m 2 .h. moist air.
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As a function of the values of q and U, values for N > 10
can be obtained in these conditions as is apparent, for example,
from Figs. 3 and 4. The process of stable boiling in the liquid
film forming on the wall, at high gas flow velocity, is considerably hindered [6] and with an increase in * it is obviously
suppressed entirely. A flow of the dispersed-annular type ics
established [6]. The intensification of heat exchange, in this
case, is achieved from the evaporation of liquid from the surface
of the film, which is supplemented by the moisture precipitating
from the flow. As * increases the evaporating part of the liquid
can not be supplemented by that precipitating from the flow and
a gradual thinning of the film occurs, with which the intensification of heat exchange decreases.
intensification is only lo-40%.

When p

2 the heat exchange

It is apparent from the curves in Fig. 5 that an increase in
moisture content in the flow intensifies heat exchange; however,
there is a certain limiting moisture content after which a
further increase does not affect heat exchange intensity. In our
tests this value was on the order of 4-6%. However, in this
range of values for U, noticeable intensification occurs only
when * < 2.0; the degree of intensification increases when the
temperature factor approaches 1. When * > 2 all curves, regardless
of U and q, contract toward one limiting value, corresponding to
a virtually complete absence of heat exchange intensification,
i.e., in essence a heat exchange crisis occurs. The crisis,
under our conditions, is not characterized by an abrupt decrease
in heat transfer and the approach to it is quite blurred.
Apparently this is connected with the specifics of the process at
high velocities of the supporting moisture of the flow.
As a result of generalizing the obtained test data, the
following relationship was established:

_=I +qcll".2
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j."1

(5)

I

s

I
7R#

;'

Fig. 4.

,'

kcal/m 2 .h for

cascade No. 1 when

'

- 6%:

*

-------calculation according
to formula (7).

cascade No. 1.

(Here q=-

f.4

Fig. 5. N versus q for

R versus U when

q a 3.55"105

*-

) for a calculation of heat exchange intensi-

fication from the introduction of suspended moisture in the flow.
The formula was identical for the different cascades; the
geometric characteristics of the ribbing affected only the value
of coefficient c in formula (5). We should note that the values
of N for a single rod were the same as for the cascade. This data
made it possible to give a general recommendation for calculation
in the form of formula (5). To determine the coefficient c with
respect to the cases of ribbing we studied, the following experimental relationship was obtained:

C.(-

1.,

-

'. I.

Most of the tests were performed on an air-water mixture.

(6)
A

number of experiments were made on moist vapor. These tests were
generally pursued for the purpose of obtaining data for comparison. Within the framework of the experiment, as is apparent
from Fig. 3, we could not detect a substantial difference between
data obtained on moist vapor or air flows.
A comparison of data for single rods with and without ribs
shows that when moist flow is used, an increase in the ribbing
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coefficient leads to a decrease, all things being equal, in the
value of the heat exchange intensification coefficient. This is
easy to see, for example, from Fig. 6, which presents the curve
for variations in ratio
*A

as a function of p when q = 1.5.10

5 kcal/m 2

h.

40.

4

-

Fig. 6. K versus 4 when

-

*

q

1.5 x

0

5kcal/m2.h.

Formula (5) is different from the formula of V. I. Lokay for
an air-water mixture, obtained relative to a blade with a deflector

S[5+:

.75

ie

(7)

However, a comparison of formula (5) and (7) shows that in
this range, for which formula (7) is obtained (? - 0-2.50;
* < 1.4), it agrees fully with the relationship we obtained. The
dashes in Fig. 5 show the results of calculations using this
formula.
We should emphasize
that formula (5) is
invalid when 4 < 1.15.
In this case, as indicated above, another flow regime occurs in
the film.
Tests made on a cascade of turbine blades also revealed a
significant intensification of heat exchange during the motion
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in the interblade channels of air with finely dispersed moisture
[71.
A relationship between the degree of intensification and
the determining parameters was detected.

Tests with a blade

cascade were made in a much smaller volume than those with a
radiator cascade; therefore, we could not as yet obtain in them
generalized quAntitative relationships.

However, qualitative
r'elationships are found to be similar in both cases. For illustration, in Fig. 7a we have presented one of the patterns of the
variations in the average heat transfer factor in a cascade with
a variation in wall temperature.

It is apparent from the graph

that there are two heat exchange mechanisms:

one, corresponding

to great intensification in heat exchange, when a reaches values
of a Z 15.103 kcal/m2.h, which can be called the presence of
intensive evaporation, and the following decrease in a which
corresponds to a change in the heat exchange regime in the
boundary layer.
P2

a)

c.

/m

-*

Fig. 7. Average heat transfer factor versus wall
temperature during flow around a cascade of turbine
blades:
a - Data obtained on a blade cascade; b - Data of
V. M. Borishanskiy [9].
Indirect analogy with the pattern examined can be seen in
the results of observing vaporization times for the various liquid
suspensions on a heated surface presented in reference [8, 9).

9
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The corresponding pattern is presented in Fig. 7b.

The ordinate

in this figure is proportional to the heat exchange intensity.

A

comparison of the curves in Figs. 7a and b leads us to assume that
in our tests with blades evaporation of drops or separate liquid
formations on the surface possibly occurred.
Sd

2(00

- -i..
.
7I

[,

IL

,

/

-L- M.I.-1

5:2l

100

200

LD

e,,

Fig. 8. Intensification of heat transfer
as a function of spray dispersion.
In reference [10] it was shown that in the case of the
evaporation of separate drops at fixed wall temperature tw, the
ratio of evaporation time to droplet diameter T/dK is constant.
Taking this regularity into account, similar curves for drops of
various diameters were obtained by calculation on the basis of
Fig. 7b.
Fig. 8.

The results of these calculations are presented in
As is apparent, in a certain range of surface temperature

variation the dispersion of the spray must have a substantial
effect on heat exchange intensification.
However, in our tests and in the tests from reference (4] no
such effect was detected. Apparently, we did not manage to
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achieve sufficient dispersion variation in the tests since the
spraying devices in our experimental installations were rather
far from the working sections and the dispersion of moisture
entering the working section was generally determined by the
input conditions.
The effect of dispersion should be the subject of further
study.
Special research should also be performed on the effect of
curvature and the longitudinal pressure gradient in the interblade
channel.

*

*in

There is a basis for assuming that this effect will be
quite substantial since, to a certain extent, the amount of
moisture precipitating from the main flow in the boundary layer
will depend upon it.
To develop an analytical method for calculating heat exchange
flow with finely dispersed moisture it is necessary to set up
a study on the mechanism of motion and precipitation of moisture
from flow in the boundary layer and its evaporation mechanism.
The quantitative relationships and calculation formulas
obtained in this work can be recommended for practical calculation;
however, in using them, it is necessary to stay within the above
discussed applicability limits.
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A STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF FORCED
LIQUID MOTION ON HEAT EXCHANGE
DURING THE BOILING OF SEA WATER

V. N. Slesarenko
Abbreviations:
SAHCT a distillate
m.9 w sea water

In the thermal distillation of sea water, rotor installations
with boiling in a rotating flow of liquid are being used more and
more [i, 2). The operating regime of such installations is
characterized by the formation of a thin rotating film between
the heating surface and the boiling liquid. The distinguishing
characteristics of rotor evaporators are the low specific flow
rate of the heating vapor, good moisture separation, the absence
of scum formation, and a high heat transfer factor. However, we
should mention that there has been little experimental research
on the intensification of convective heat exchange during boiling
in thin rotating films.
On an experimental installation [3, 4), the main working
element of which was a rotor evaporator, a study was made on the
effect of the rotating motion of flow and the thickness of the
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boiling film on heat exchange during the boiling of sea water and
a distillate.

After the processing of experimental data on the boiling of
the distillate, it was found that a change in the number of
rotor revolutions with a constant clearance value and specific
thermal flux from 11,630 to 116,300 W/m

2

brings about a sig-

nificant increase in the heat transfer factor.

Figure 1 gives the graphic functions a2 = f(q) when 6 = 1.5
mm and the variation in the rotor rpm n = 500, 700, 1000, 1200
r/min.

On this same graph the curve a2 = f(q) for water boiling

in a large volume is plotted.

It is apparent from the graph that

at the same values for heat flux the quantity a2 in the presence
of flow rotation is significantly higher than for heat exchange
conditions during the boiling of water in a large volume.

.25.

! _ 1-lL,

/ ,. :2
121
2

Fig. 1.
sea
6 =
n =
4 -

a 2 versus q for distillate and

water boiling in a rotating flow:
1.5 mm; 1 - n = 500 r/min; 2 700 r/min; 3 - n = 1000 r/min;
n = 1200 r/min.

In the range of heat fluxes studied an increase in the latter
during liquid rotation acarcely affects the value of the heat
transfer factor, while with an increase in the rpm, the value of
103

rI

uluo inoreauei. The gruwth rato (the di'L'erence between the
value:. of a 2 at variouu rpm'u) of the heat transer ractor when
q - conit drops somewhat with an increase in the rpm. A change
in th. hydrodynamic regime of liquid motion relative to the
heating surface, in cur opinion, subitantially alters the general
picture of the heat exchange process, contributing to an
accelerat.on In the detachment of vapor bubbles and a migration
to the boundary layer of new portions of water. At low rpm's
(n - 500, 750 r/min) the frequency of vapor bubble detachment
determines the increase in a2 ; a subsequent change in n (1000,
1200 r/min), obviously, leads to a detachment of'liquid from the
heating surface and to a certain reduction in the growth rate of
the heat transfer factor.
A change in the size of the clearance 6 from 0.5 to 1.5 mm
leads to a reduction in the coefficient a 2 .
The effect of 6 on, a2 at various thermal fluxes can be established from examining Fig. 2.
d .lO'

x.

V

.

14

*

.1

'IJL -S

O25 J: 35 40. 5;N

J) M
O$1

Fig. 2. Variatlon in the heat transfer
factor for distillate with an increase
in the thickness of the boiling layer:
6 a 1.5 mm; N. 0. Styushin: 1 - n - 750
r/min; 2 - na 500 r/min; author:
3 - n - 700 r/min; 4 - n - 500 r/min.
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With small clearances between the rotor and the heating
surface (6 = 0.5 mm) the value of a 2 is considerably higher than
with large clearances (6 = 1.5 mm). This can be explained by the
fact that when 6 = 0.5 mm wall temperature is lower than it is
with clearances of 1.0, 1.5 mm. The reduction in wall temperature
occurs because of the better heat removal from the surface to the
liquid and the separation of vapor bubbles of very small dimensions,
not yet reaching separation diameter, which, on the whole, leads
to an increase in the heat transfer factor a 2. With an increase
in the clearance the heat exchange intensity worsens somewhat.
It follows from the above that forced motion (in the form of
2
rotation) in the heat flux range of q - i1,630 to 116,300 W/m

when 6 = const enables the intensification of the heat exchange
process, causing an increase in the heat transfer factor.
An increase in heat fluxes in this range does not cause a
change in the coefficient a 2. The heat transfer factor depends
on the rpm of the rotor (angular velocity) and at large n reaches
23,000-29,000 W/m 2.deg.
The growth rate of a 2 drops somewhat with an increase in the
angular velocity of rotor rotation. It is possible that when
n is too high, the nucleate boiling regime is disrupted and there
is a transition to film b'iling.
A change in the clearance S, all other things equal, toward
an increase somewhat oeduces the value of the coefficient of heat
transfer from the wall to the liquid. With the clearance
dimensions assumed, a2 drops 6-8%.
Sea water of constant concentration, boiling in a thin
rotating film (see Fig. 1), gives a ralue for the heat transfer
'actor 20-25% lower than distilled water boiling under the same
conditions. In our opinion, this is explained by the difference
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in tne physical properties of these liquids since the hydrodynainic regimes of the installation are the same.

An increase in specific heat flux within the assumed range
does not change the value of a2"

This is particularly important

for evaporative devices using low-potential heat.

Operation at

low temperature heads decreases scum formation.

The character of the increase in the heat transfer factor
with an increase in the rpm (Fig. 3) and during the boiling bf
sea water is clearly expressed.

In the distillate the effect of

angular velocity is less than in the sea water.

.S
,.-

-

-

--

-

¢.j~
Fig. 3. Heat transfer factor versus
rotor rpm:
0l- 6 - = 0,5 mm; 0- 6 - 1.5 mm;
n = 500 r/min.
Theoretical treatment of experimental data in connection with
the heat transfer factor and the rotor rpm gives the fr-low nempirical equations:

."=11 S80 .';
-

A sirilar character

68n.
.":

s

(1i)

.

for this relationship

(2)
i3

also observed

in the works of Hickman et al. [5].
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At low concentrations of sea water (1, 5, 3%) with forced
motion, a noticeable decrease in the heat transfer factor is not
observed as occurs with boiling in a large volume.

We can assume

that the turbulence of the flow during rotation with low concentrations excludes the supersaturation of the solution in the
boundary layer at the heating surface, while with an increase in
thermal fluxes during boiling in large volume such a supersaturation is observed and leads to a reduction in a 2 with an
increase in concentration.
This position is confirmed by the fact that during tests, the
deposition of scum on the heat-transferring surface during the
boiling of sea water in a large volume occurs more rapidly than
during the boiling of a rotating flow.
With an increase in the concentration (10, 15%) of sea water
the value of the coefficient a2 drops with approximately the same
intensity as during boiling in a large volume. In this case, sea
water has a considerable salt saturation and a change in the flow
hydrodynamics can not substantially
process.

change the heat exchange

It should be mentioned that in the presence of rotation

the drop in *. at concentrations of 10, 15% begins at a higher

range of thermal fluxes (58,000-69,750 W/m2 ) than with boiling in
2
a large volume (35,000-41,000 W/m ).
In tests with sea water the thicknesses of the boiling
rotating layer of liquid varied because of the change in the
clearance 6.
Experiments indicated that regularities of the process
remained the same as with boiling of the distillate, but the
absolute values of a 2 are somewhat lower.
Transition to higher rotor rpm with a decrease in clearance
size at q = const causes an increase in a 2 . But with clearances
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of 0.5 and 1.0 mm points are observed for which the value of a 2
drops ,iharply.

A substantial reduction in the heat transfer

factor is found with thermal fluxes of approximately 70,000 W/Mr.

In our opinion, with an increase in rotor rpm at this time
the water can not successfully remove heat from the surface, i.e.,
the process of nucleate boiling is disrupted and the value of a,
falls.

In the experimental study several characteristics of the
scum formation process, which occurs during the rotation of a
boiling flow, were studied.

In the presence of rotation In flows of varying thicknesses
and constant concentration, taken in our study after 60 h of
Continuous operation, scum deposit was not observed.

The salt concentration in the boundary layer does not grow
infinitely; a reverse transfer of salt to the mass of the solutles.

The rotation of the liquid flow obviously contributes significantly to this transfer; with boiling of sea water in a large
volume,

however, the movement of the liquid masses relative to

the surface deteriorates somewhat and with an Incrpase in wall
temperature scum begins to appear.

An intensive mixing of water

near the surface does not allow the salt concentration to increase
tn the tcundary layer and, consequently, the intensity if salt
deposit on the surface is

reduced.

This apparently explains the

abxence of scum on heating ,urfaces.
From an analysis of the works of Hadley and Hickman on the
-oilinj, or sea water on rotating surfaces it is apparent that
they also did not detect the deposition of scum during the continuous cpu:ratlon of an installation for 72 hours.
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Our

wf

conclusions are valid only at low temperature heads (At = 3-I0*C).
An increase in the temperature head to 15-16 0 C causes the
appearance of scum even with the rotation of flow. An increase
in the concentration of sea water for low At does not alter these
conclusions, but with a rise in At scum begins to cover the
surface. This once again substantiates the position that the
process of scum formation is wholly determined by the values of
the temperature head and the concentration of sea water.
From an analysis of the experimental data it is apparent
that the disruption in the hydrodynamics of a two-phase flow
because of the forced motion of liquid at low heat fluxes (to
116,300 W/m2 ) and the value of the heat transfer factor are determined by the velocity of the forced motion. N. G. Styushin
[6) arrived at the same conclusions, taking into account the
directed motion of the liquid by introducing the criterion
Kw = w*/w 0 where w0 is the velocity of the forced motion, w* is
the rate of vapor formation. We obtained a criterion equation in
which the velocity of the forced motion was taken as equal to the
angular velocity of the motion of the liquid:

This choice was based on the fact that the forced motion had
a rotational shape.
Using the experimental data from our study with distillate
and sea water, as well as the data of N. 0. Styushin, we attempted
to set up the final form of equation (3) and to generalize the
experimental data with this equation.
The criteria system which describes the process of liquid
boiling in a rotational flow is represented in the form:
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Nu -

(4)

Pr, Pe, K.).

As established during experimentation, a variation in thermal
flux (in the range q = 11,630-116,300 W/m2 ) has no effect on the
condition of heat exchange during the forced motion of liquid.
This enables us to exclude from equation (4) the criterion Kw as
not being a determining characteristic of the process in this
case.
Then
\.1 =f(Pr, Pe,).
where P'..

(5)

-.

". /fPe.'
The processing of tests (Fig. 4) in coordinates
with respect to a distillate in sea water makes it possible to
establish the final form of relationship (5)
5
Iu A Pe:'- Pr '.

where A = 5.75 is the distillate; A

*

(6)

5.0 is the sea water.

25

10-1

A -

L

.

FlF. 4. Processing of experimental data
on the boiling of distillate and sea
water in a rotational flow in the criterion form:
6 - 1.5 mm
Sea water

{1 - n a 1200 r/min; 2 - n - 1000 r/min;
(3 - n - 750 r/min; 4 -n = 500 r/min.
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To substantiate the criterion equation (6) we processed the
results of the experimental study of N. 0. Styushin on the boiling
of water during forced motion on various surfaces in the range of
q variations which interested us. They were arranged satisfactorily
with respect to the averaging curve (Fig. 5). The spread of
separate points varied from 0 to 20%.

Such a deviation can be

explained by the variation in the clearance between the rotor and
the heating surface in our test and the tests of N. G. Styushin

(2-8 mm).

#

!V

0,0
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Fig. 5.
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Generalization of the experimental

data of N. 0. Styushin on the criterion re-
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*
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We should mention that the quantity of experimental data on
boiling in rotational flows of liquid is very limited, which makes
a full check of the derived relationship impossible.
Analysis of the heat exchange process during boiling in a
rotational flow leads to the conclusion that an increase in rotor
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rpm within the thermal flux range 11,630-116,300 W/m2 leads to an
increase in the heat transfer factor by 80-85%. The effect of
the thickness of the boiling layer is not clearly expressed and,
although a certain increase in a2 at low (0.5, 1 mm) thicknesses
is observed, the stability of liquid boiling is disrupted with an
increase in thermal fluxes. At the same time, the boiling process,
under such conditions, considerably reduces scum formation.
We have based our conclusions on the fact that heat exchange
during boiling in the range of thermal fluxes assumed is wholly

determined by the angular velocity of the liquid.
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6.

CRITICAL THERMAL LOADS IN ANNULAR
CHANNELS
V. I. Tolubinskiy, A. K. Litoshenko,

and V. L. Shevtsov
Abbreviations
.Kp a crisis, critical;
HeA

=

underheating.

In various fields of engineering heat exchangers are frequently used in which the motion of the cooling liquid occurs in
cylindrical or annular channels where the pipe diameters and
slot widths vary from several tens to fractions of a millimeter.
Most of these systems in advanced installations use the heat
transfer process with surface boiling which does not reach liquid
saturation temperature under forced motion conditions. The
forcing limit of the heat exchange process with boiling is determined by the critical thermal load at which nucleate boiling

changes to film boiling.
Many works have been devoted to the study of the heat exchange crisis. As a result of these efforts, it has been established that the pressure, temperature, and physical properties of
the working fluid, the shape and dimensions of the heat-transferring
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surface, as well as the velocity of the forced fluid motion
affect the value of critical thermal load.
Nevertheless, because of the absence, in a number of cases,
of reliable methods of determining critical thermal loads by
calculation, it has been necessary to set up special experimental
studies.
The purpose of this work has been to study the regularities
involved in the appearance of a heat exchange crisis in annular
channels 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 mm wide under conditions of one-sided

2

external heating in a pressure range from 2.5 to 21.6 MN/m
Mass velocities varied from 50 to 400 kg/m 2 .s, and underheating

of the fluid to saturation enthalpy from 600 kJ/kg to 30% of the
per-weight vapor content.
Experiments were performed on a closed circulation loop, all
lines of which were made from lKh18N9T steel.

The cooling fluid

was distilled and degassed water. Circulation of the liquid in
the system was accomplished with a geared circulation pump in a
special housing which would withstand pressure up to 32 MN/m2 .
The pressure in the system was maintained by two NZhR-ll plunger
pumps.
The flow rate of the liquid was changed by a diaphragm to
which a specially constructed electronic differential manometer
was connected (1].
After the diaphragm, the water passed in succession through
the heat exchanger, electric heater, experimental section, heat
exchanger again, cooler, separator, and, finally, entered the
suction pipe of the circulation pump.
In a pipe-in-pipe heat exchanger the water was heated from
the heat of the water coming out of the experimental section.
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The electric heater was designed for final heating of the water
to the required temperature. In the cooler the water was cooled
to a temperature of 40-50°C and entered the separator, which was
an air-divider tank, during the filling of the system with water.
The test element was a single piece and installed vertically
(Fig. 1). The annular channel of the element was formed by two
coaxial pipes. The pipes were made together with tightly fitting
current-conducting cams. In the lower part the cams were welded
at the bottom and were spaced with asbestos-cement insulation at
the top, which allowed the thermal expansion of both pipes.

III

Fig. 1. Test element.
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The feed and drain of water was accomplished by clamp nozzles
to which thermocouple sleeves were welded. All parts of the test
element were made with a high degree of precision and processing
purity no lower than the seventh or eighth class.

The principal

dimensions of the test elements are presented in Table 1.
Table 1.
wfJI(21v.
AA

4.2
0,4
0,6

0,8

(3

Rapa UN
(4j)d"

13
13
13

13

12,6
2,J
]1,$
11,4

5)
A

20 40 70
20 40 70
20 40 70
20 - 80

-

12D
180

KEY: (1) Channel width 6, mm; (2) Channel
diameter, mm; (3) External dH; (4) Internal
de,; (5) Length of heat-releasing part Z, mm.
The element was heated by a constant current from an ANG-30
motor-generator, 5000 A, 6 V. The lower current-conducting cam
of the test element was set in an expanding contact ring, to the
copper nib of which current conducting bus bars were connected.
To eliminate from the test element the mechanical stresses which
were inevitable with the rigid attachment of both its ends, due
to thermal expansions, the upper electrical contact with the test
element was accomplished through liquid metal.
The heat exchange crisis was fixed visually by the appearance
of an incandescent spot on the outer surface of the heat-releasing
part of the element. In the adjustment test the crisis was also
fixed with the aid of a balanced bridge. These tests showed good
agreement for the quantity q
in both cases.
Thermal load on the heating surface was calculated from the
force of the heating current and the drop in voltage on the
length of the heat-releasing part of the element at the moment
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the heat exchange crisis occurred. Liquid flow parameters at the
spot of crisis occurrence were calculated based on the thermal
balance. Data from the control measurement apparatus made it
possible to determine thermal loads with accuracy up to 6-8% and
flow parameters with accuracy up to t45 kJ/kg.
The increase in thermal load was accomplished by increasing
the value of the heating current at prescribed constant values
for mass velocity, pressure, and liquid temperature at input to
the experimental section. Thermal load rose smoothly. With the
appearance of the incandescent spot on the heating surface the
load
The next
on the
was performed
with dropped.
the same values
for test
pressure
andsame
masselement
velocity.
Liquid
temperature was increased by 20-300 C.

A series of tests were

performed in the entire possible range of liquid underheating up
to saturation enthalpy; the deformed elements were replaced with
new ones.
As a result of each series of tests functions q

f(Ais)

were obtained at constant values for the width of the annular
clearance, mass velocity, and pressure.

More than 200 series of

tests were made in all.
As studies have shown, the value of critical thermal loading
is virtually independent of the underheating of the liquid to
saturation enthalpy at mass velocities of 50-200 mg/m2 s; with an
increase in mass velocity from 200 to 400 kg/m 2.s the underheating
of the liquid affects the value of q.p' which drops with a decrease
in underheating. A similar effect of liquid underheating on the
value of qp was detected in (2-5].
The effect of the underheating of liquid to saturation
enthalpy on the value of q p is generally not great and can be
taken into account in the following manner:
q.P3 qp (I + 0o!.12
0-,;,
.
1
)-1.
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It is apparent that the determination of Ai eA by calculation
can not be performed with complete accuracy, especially at low
values for Ai HeA since, in this case, vapor bubbles, which have
separated from the heating surface and have not succeeded in condensing in the boundary layer, are entrained by the underheated
flow, while the heat carried by them is not transferred fully to
the flow of liquid within the test element.

It is safe, however,

to estimate the vapor content of the flow as long as it is possible.
f(p) for a clearance
Figure 2 presents the function q
of 0.6 mm for the case of liquid heating to boiling temperature.
Similar functions were obtained for other clearances, lengths of
heat-releasing parts, and mass flow velocities [5]. As is apparent
from the graph, the value of q

in the pressure range from 2.5 to

21.6 MN/m 2 first grows with an increase in pressure from 2.5 to
15 MN/m 2 , reacY:ng its maximum values, and then drops with a
subsequent increase in pressure from 15 to 21.6 MN/m 2 . The effect
of pressure on the quantity q
can be expressed by the following
equation:
qa-

euf.(+

)(2)

As studies have shown, the critical thermal load, other
things ving equal, grows with an increase in mass velocity in
the studied range of variation. However, mass velocity has a
varied effect on q
with different clearance widths. With or
increase in the width of the annular clearance from 0.2 to 0.8 mm
the effect of velocity
grows. Partial functions q P = f(pw) have
the form qp 'V (pw) n , where the exponent n depends upon the width
of the clearance.

In the first approximation, the function

n - f(6) can be represented by equation:
n = 0,6 V.
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(3)

Wrd
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r
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001
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'Fig. 2.
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b 4

-

-

.g.s;

nn,~

40-m,

,.
0

5 -.g

2
kgm
,0
2?"

s

t(p) for

width 0.6 mm:
1-

2.
0mm, pw - 40,0kg/r
s; 2 - 40 mm,
Sa 200,kg/r 2 .8; 3 J4Omm, pw z 100 kg/m 2 .s;
-

14- Ipw

-

7 0 ram , pw

203 kg/rn 2

-

2
400 kg/rn *s; 5

;6

-

Z

-

70 mm,PW

-

70 mm,

-

100

gm..

Table 2 presents the values for n -f(6) obtained as a
result of processing test data, and values for 'In"calculated
from equation (3).
0,6

kg/0,4s.

-,4

Table 2.
lWspia honluesoro
(1) 33aopa, .MAI

n~aQ

0.2
0.4

0,270
0,412

0,269
0,379

0.8

0.465

0,485

0,8

0,545

0,53V

KEY:

-__f__14_0

-,~

__

(1) Width of annular clearance.
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Thus,
(14)

?O)'

The reduction in the exponent n with quantity pw and an,
increase in the width of the clearance 6 apparently occurs due to
the decrease in the turbulence of the liquid flow and its transverse pulsations in the annular channel with a decrease in its
width.
f(8) with pw - idem.
Figure 3 presents the function
The value of the critical thermal load increases with an increase

in the width of the annular clea~'ance from 0.2 to 0.8 mm, while
the partial function q

f(6), in the studied range of clearance

width variation, can be represented in the form:

q8P

(5)

where m varies from 0.5 to 1 and, on the average, can be assumed
equal to 0.7.

However, as mentioned above, the value of the

clearance also enters into the exponent when pw. Therefore, in
the empirical formula which takes into account the joint effect
of 6 and pw, the exponent with 6 will not be equal to the exponent defined earlier, obtained on the assumption that pw a const,
although the final result of calculation will reflect the effect
of 6 in the degree of 0.7.
It is apparent that with a subsequent increase in the width
of the clearance above 0.8 mm the value of critical thermal load
will tend toward a certain constant.
In the studied range of variation in the determining
parameters a decrease in critical thermal load was observed with
an increase in the length of the heat-releasirg part of the test
elements.

In the first approximation, we can assume that the

quantity qHp' all things being equal, is inversely proportional
to the length. In this work the length of the heat-releasing part
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of the test element virtually agreed with the geometric length of
the channel from liquid input to the spot where the heat exchange
crisis occurred.

I.,

2
pw
Function qp k f()g/mwhen
2
1 - Z -20 mm, pw ,100 kg/m .8, p

Fig. 3.

2 - I =20 mm, pw -100 kg/rn2

idern.
Mm 2
15 MN/mr;

. p a 10 MN/rn

20 MN/m 2 ;
4 - Z - 40 mm, pw * 400 kg/m2.s, p
2;
5 - Z - 80 mm, pw -100 kg/m2.s, p a 15 MN/m
6 - I-

80 mm, pw

100 kg/m 2.s, p
1

=

17.2 MN/m 2 .

As a result of clarifying the degree of the effect of
separate parameters, the empirical relationship for water heated
to boiling point is obtained:

q

--r_,(,

OP=,7.0_:

(6)

Formula (6), as is apparent from Fig. 4, generalizes 83% of
all the series of tests with a deviation of 125%. As a result of
the research conducted, we make the following conclusions.
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Fig. 4. Processing of experimental data according to
equation (6).
The effect of critical thermal loads is virtually independent of the underheating of liquid to saturation enthalpy at
s. With an increase in pw
mass velocities of pw a 50-200
1.

to 400 kg/m2.s the value of qp

grows with an increase in under-

heating.
2. With a rise in mass velocity, critical thermal loads
is
ethy
grow; however, in the near-critical region tuaio
insignificant.
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3. In the studied range of variation in the length of the
heat-releasing part and the width of the annular clearance,
critical thermal loads rise with an increase in the width of the
clearance and fall with an increase in the length of the heatreleasing part.
4.

In the pressure range from 2.5 to 21.6 MN/m 2 , q

achieves its maximum values when p

I

15 MN/m.

5.

For practical calculations we can use equation (6) which
is valid for the range of determining parameters indicated in the

work.
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RECOMMENDATION CN CRITICAL THERMAL
LOADS IN CYLINDRICAL PIPES
V. Ye. Doroshchuk
F. P. Lantaman

and

Abbreviat one
rp a boundary
Kp

- critical

At the present time, extensive experimental material on heat
exchange crises is available both in our country and abroad. To
desigr ftomic reactors with water under pressure and, particularly,
the boiling type, it is necessary to know the values of critical
thermal loads qpS i.e., specific thermal fluxes, at which the
nuclear regime of liquid boiling changes to the film regime. As
a rule, the surface temperature of the fuel elements rises
catastrophically and the reactor enters an emergency state.
Unfortunately, test data from various authors on critical thermal
loads agree poorly; the spread reaches tens and hundreds of per
cents. Naturally, this cauaes great difficulty in designing
reactors.
There is an urgent need to analyze the published experimental
material on this question and, based on such an analysis, set up
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a table of the most reliable values for q p"

Such a table, which

we shall call a "skeleton," can serve the direct needs of planners
and can furnish a basis for determining the dependence of q
on
the regime parameters of the heat carrier during the processing
of design equations.
To simplify the problem, we have limited ourselves to an
examination of critical thermal loads only in circular pipes, for
which the greatest amount of experimental data has been published.
Circular channels are used in several types of reactors.
It was decided to set up a table based on a channel diameter
of 8 mm and the following values for the regime parameters:
- pressure p - 49, 69, 98, 137, 167, 196 barl;
- mass velocity pw - 750, 1000, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000,

5000 kg/m 2 .s;
underheating of water below boiling

-

e-

0, 10, 25, 50, 750 C;

vapor content per unit weight x a 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
, ,
rp
the
which
at
content
0
vapor
is the boundary
where x
rp
w
boundary layer water film dries [19).

In examining the experimental data of various authors, we
started with the following assumptions.
1. The material and roughness of the heating surface, the
position of the experimental section in space, the direction of
flow of the heat carrier, and the frequency of crisis in the
same section have no effect on the value of critical thermal load
[5,

6).
2.

Low-frequency pulsations in flow rate and pressure, which

are characteristic to certain diagrams of experimental
'50, 70, 100, 140, 170, 200 atm (abs.).
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[5, 6, 7].
installations, can have a considerable effect on q
Critical thermal loads in the presence of flow pulsations are
reduced by several factors.

The necessary conditions for the

occurrence of pulsations are the following: the presence of an
easily compressible volume (usually a vapor-water mixture) in
front of the experimental section, the existence of an
"economizer" zone in the experimental section itself, and the
presence of a certain minimal thermal load which ensures the
formation of a certain amount of steam at the end of the heated
pipe (including and because of the surface boiling of water).
3. The channel diameter affects critical thermal loads; in
narrower pipes they have high values. To recalculate qHp from
2-13 mm, we use
one type diameter to another within the range d
the following formulas:
for underheated water

con(
for vapor-water mixture

(q ..

u-qs,-q,

-j~
i).

(2)

These formulas are borrowed from references [8, 9].

The
coefficient qo for various pressures has the following values:
2
q0 .10 6 , W/m

p, bar

8.20
7.58
7.29
6.71
6.28

49
78
98
137
167

4. When Z/d > 15 the length of the heated section of the
experimental pipe does not affect the value of q
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(p5, 11, 31).

5. The concept of "critical thermal load," related to the
so called heat exchange crisis of the first type (a crisis caused
by the transition of nucleate boiling to film boiling), has
significance only as long as the heating surface is washed by
water, including a water film with an annular structure of the
As soon as the vapor content in the heated pipe
0
h water
ae film
imdisada
dries and at
reaches a certain boundary value xrp' the
vapor-water -low.

this moment a heat exchange crisis of the second type occurs.
Thus, the upper boundary of vapor content, at which we can discuss
qp is x.

Table 1 presents the values of x 0

[1].

Table 1.
____:

_"

730
1000
00
25M0
300-50o0

49

0,86
0,75
l& 0,t
0,53
0,53
0,52

DES.GNATIONS:

.- 1I

69

!.

0,78
0,68
,
0,48
0,48
0.48

0
0,
0,'7
0.11
0,41

KO/M 2"

IT

with p in bar

'

________________Jell

.. 7

.

U,Z e
064
i 0,4
I 0.31
I 0,31
6'),1)(11
I

-

-7

"),39
0, 1
0,24
0.23

( 3

1

_
0,26
0..2
019

0,16
0,15
0:15
o,

-

kg/m2.s

The experimental data on q published in [1-6, 9-52] were
examined and processed. Not all of the data could be used In
setting up the "skeleton" tables, for example:
a) test data obtained at 2 > d > 13 mm since, in these .c:%,
there are no recommendations for converting the critical thermLt
loads on a pipe with an 8 mm diameter;

b) experimental stage in which q
regimes [6,

was measured in pulat'o.

36, 37, 40, 41, 49];

x > x0
c) measurements of specific thermal loads made at
- rp'
i.e., in the area of heat exchange crisis of the second type
[10, 11, 17, 20, 49, 51];
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studies of

d)

?.

I. Povarnin and S. T. Semenov [42,

4z-J mnaue

on very thin pipes d < 1.5-3 mm and generally with underheatinCr2
that w;ere too great 0 < 75

0

C;

e) studies of A. P. Ornatskiy and A. M. Kichigin [44-47],
which are characterized by a very large spread in experimental
points with underheatings of water to 500 C; moreover, these tests
were made on very narrow pipes;

f) references [21, Table 3, 7, 13] containinr

a limited

number of experimental points w th a large spread.

When there was no description of' the experimental methodology,
we were more critical of the test data and after analysis did not
use some of them.

To set up tables of critical thermal loads we processed thexperimental data of various authors in order to obtain q li p for
the skeleton values of p, pw, e, x.
graphs were plotted.

For this purpose, cov-respoii.)!n-

Interpolation was performed only if there

was complete confidence in its regularity.

The experimental data thus processed are presented in summary
table 2.

In analyzing this table, it was decided not to use the

bold faced numbers in Table 2 for further processing of the value
of q i(P.

They include the following:

a) Buchberg's test data [15], obtained at 0 = O-LOC, with
considerable inert gas content; as noted in [34, 39] at 6 + 0 an
abundant liberation of gas bubbles occurs in
th!z leads to unstable flow state arid,
noticeable reduction in

the flow of water;

as a consequence,

to a

q K;

b) Becker's test data [13]; this author did not obtain th!
dependence of critical thermal loading on flow velocity, whir,!.,
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naturally, causes a certain lack of confidence in his experimental
material;

c) our own test data at x > 0.

The critical thermal loads

which we measured in the flow of a vapor-water mixture were
somewhat greater than those measured by other authors (Table 2).
Apparently this is explained by the severe throttling of the
working medium at input to the experimental section (tens and
hundreds of kilograms per square centimeter), which ensures the
high hydrodynamic stability of the flow and, as a consequence,
i

q
leads to higher values for qKp

[25, 26, 53, 54].

In addition, we

performed tests on comparatively thick-walled pipes (6

=

2 mm),

which, when they are heated by ac current, could also lead to
higher values for q

(as compared with thinner pipes)[26].

We can assume that the processed recommendations on critical
thermal loads, for these reasons, will contain some allowance
with respect to q

When we dropped the values indicated by bold faced figures,
we were able to obtain averaged values of q

(Table 3).

Based

on these and the corresponding graphs, the final (leveled off)
values of qp were obtained (Table 4).
recommendations.

They are also the final

After analyzing the deviations in the test

data of various authors from these recommendations, we were able
to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed values for q
±10%.
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1,10
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A MODEL OF THE BOILING CRISIS
DURING FORCED MOTION OF A
TWO-PHASE FLOW IN PIPES WITH
HIGH OUTPUT VAPOR CONTENTS
L. S. Kokorev, V. I. Petrovichev,
and A. N. Borzyak
Experimental research in many laboratories [1-5] has shown
that with an increase in vapor content critical thermal fluxes
decrease, while the effect of mass velocity and pressure is
expressed weakly with low mass velocities wp (up to 500 kg/m2.s).
Models of the heat transfer crisis at high x [6, 7] are rather
contradictory. Generalizing equations based on these models do
not make it possible to describe the heat transfer crisis during
boiling in pipes in a wide range of variation for the regime
characteristics. At the present time there is a limited quantity
of experimental data on the heat removal crisis with high vapor
contents in the region of low pressures and low mass velocities
and calculated relationships for critical thermal fluxes in pipes
are not available.
In developing power installations for space equipment one of
the main problems is the heat transfer and condensation in
variable gravitational fields and under conditions of weightlessness. The mechanism of the gravitational field effect on the
heat transfer crisis of a two-phase flow in pipes has been
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Therefore, the creation of a model of the
heat transfer crisis during forced motion of two-phase fluxes in
ztudled very little.

pipes with high vapor contents is of great interest.

A CALCULATION MODEL FOR THE HEAT
TRANSFER CRISIS DURING FORCED
MOTION IN CHANNELS OF A TWO-PHASED
FLOW WITH HIGH VAPOR CONTENTS
The basic regime for a two-phase flow in channels-with rather
high per-volume vapor contents is an annular regime. In this case,
the liquid flows along the walls of the channel in the form of a
thin film, and in the core of the flow steam moves with a certain
amount of moisture in the form of fine droplets.

We can assume

that critical thermal flows are determined mainly by the properties
of the flow of the liquid film.

In the case of film disruption

and the appearance of dry spots on any section of the heatreleasing surface, heat exchange in this section is sharply impaired and overheating of the wall can exceed the permissible
value during sufficiently high thermal fluxes.
Let us examine first the state of a thin film of liquid on
an unlimited horizontal surface (Fig. la).
disturbances with wavelengths -

Let small harmonic

be imposed on the film (amplitude

of disturbances A is small as compared with wavelengths X).

The

propagation rate of these disturbances can be found from the
equation for capillary and gravitational waves in an ideal liquid
[9]:

Here a is the propagation rate of surface waves and a liquid
film; a

=

-- is the wave number; 6 is the average liquid film

thickness; a is surface tension; pl' is liquid density; p" is
steam (or gas) density over the film; g Is the gravitational
acceleration along the normal to the film.
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The first and second

terms in equation (1) are the squares of the velocities of the
capillary and gravitational waves, respectively, in the thin
liq'itd film. The film is assumed thin if the following condition
is fulfilled:

b)

a)

t/
it.

Fig. 1. Liquid film:
a - On a flat surface; b

-

In a circular

pipe.
The liquid flow rate in the film can not exceed the propagation rate of the surface wave:

a(2)
Let us examine here the state of the annular liquid film in
a circular pipe (Fig. ib). Let wave disturbances, parallel to
the axis of the pipe, be applied to the film. In this case,
standing waves exist, with which the integral of wavelengths must
be confined to the length of the pipe perimeter.

-24.

(3)

On the surface of the pipe a uniformly distributed thermal
flux qF is given.

The rate of decrease in wall thickness due to

evaporation is

.-

U.
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(4)

where r i6 the heat of vaporization.

The condition for the onset

of the heat exchange crisis can be formulated in the following
manner: if the rate of decrease in film thickness from evaporation
uq on any section of the surface exceeds the rate of liquid
boundary displacement, caused by the effec of capillary and
surface waves u 6 , then local drying of the surface is possible on
the given section of the surface and, consequently, the onset of
the heat exchange crisis. Mathematically, this condition can be
expressed in the form:

(5)

u,-a.

Using equations (1), (2), and (4), from equation (5) we obtain

+g

;*

(6)

-' )'"i

Hence it follows that the liquid film is most unstable to
From equation (3)

long-wave disturbances (minimum values of B).
the greatest wavelength corresponds to n

2

1,
1

-(7)

Then equation (6) is transforled to:

J(

-

&

(8)

For the annular flow regime relative film thickness can be connected with true vapor content per unit volume

(9)
hence
--

ims

fo. ,-for.

T-

H.vre R

*

is the inner radius of the pipe.

True vapor content

per unit volume * is a function of pressure, vapor content per
'.Ait we'dhi, and phase slippage:

-(10)
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where K - u"/u' is the ratio of vapor and liquid phase velocities.
Substituting equations (9) and (10) into (8), we obtain

where K is the coefficient of proportionality. In a vertical
channel in the absence of a gravitational field directed toward
the channel walls, the gravitational term in equation (11) can be
disregarded as compared with the capillary term.
for critical thermal flux assumes the form:

')

The equation

174(12)

where the coefficient of proportionality K 1 includes the slippage

factor

K.

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental results for critical
thermal fluxes during the rectilinear motion of water in a vertical
pipe 8 mm in diameter [1].

Tests were made at pressure p a 1.75

atm (abs.), mass velocity w0 variation from 20 to 500 kg/cm 2.s,
and relative pipe length Z/d from 25 to 150. Most of the experimental results are well described by the unique function of
vapor content per unit weight x and do not depend upon mass
velocity w0 and relative length t/d in the studied region. The
dependence of q
on x when x * 0.6-1.0 is described satisfactorily
by

Consequently, the coefficient KI in equation (12). in the
first approximation, is a constant value. From comparison with
tests in Ell, K1 a 0.275 is obtained. Thus, equation (12) can be
written in the form:
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KM2.! _

Fig. 2. Critical thermal flux
during the rectilinear motion of
water in a circular pipe d - 8

o

-

1d

a 25;

AA-tid 50;
+- 1/d a
-100;
0 -

4?

(2.) WY
kgf/m.-*s;0

p a 1.75 atm

Z/d a150;

1

*

(abs.); H2 0.

The dependence of q
on pipe diameter q
' l/'1
is confirmed
by the majority of the experimental works available C3, 4, 10, 11).

THE HEAT TRANSFER CRISIS IN THE
TWISTED FLOW OF A HEAT CARRIER
WITH LARGE VAPOR CONTENTS
In the twisted flow of a heat carrier# an artificial gravitional field directed along the-normal to the pipe wall is created.
With a sufficiently high acceleration of the force of gravity
in a twisted flow, we can disregard the capillary term in equation
(11) as compared with the gravitational term. Then the equation
for critical thermal fluxes in a gravitational field is written
in the form:

/4p'4.L
."gd(t

(114)

here g is the gravitational acceleration along the normal to the
pipe wall:

(15)
where w* is the rotational component of velocity during the
forward motion of the flow.
If we use strips which are twisted lengthwise with step S K
(the distance in which the strip turns 3600) for twisting the
flow, expression (15) can be written:
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g=.

(16)

where wZ is the longitudinal component of velocity, and git-.6-;
.
In the case of a twisted flow with a large vapor content, we have
20110=gAt
l"
d =d?

4

(17)

Substituting (17) into (14), we obtain
q~pm Ks'r(

1

)z foxy-t

(18)

Figure 3 presents the experimental results for critical
thermal fluxes during the twisted motion of water in a pipe 0 8
-m, S /d a 4; p a 1.75 atm (abs.) [l.
As seen from Fig. 3, the
K

experimental results confirm the calculated dependence; the
constant K! in equation (18), according to tests in Ell, is
4.6.10 -4.

2

Fig. 3. Critical thermal flux versus
mass
twisted
flow when
S*/d velocity
a 4; P a In
1.75
atm (abs.).

On the basis of a comparison between the calculated dependence
and experimental data Ell* we can conclude that in the region
w 0 > 100 kg/m2.s twisted flow Is more effective than rectilinear.

a!

If for rectilinear flow the growth In vapor productivity were
limited by comparatively low critical flows$ then higher vapor
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productivity could be obtained in the twisted flow by increasing
the thermal flux and, accordingly, mass velocity.
Conclusions
A physical model of the crisis at large vapor contents
per volume has been created, on the basis of which a generalized
theory for the heat transfer crisis during the forced motion of
two-phase flows has been developed.
1.

2. The dependence of critical thermal fluxes on the value
of the artificial gravitational field in twisted flow in pipes
has been obtainel.
Experimental studies are being performed at the present
time to mire precisely define the calculated relationships for
the heat exchange crisis in two-phase twisted flows.
3.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CRITICAL
LOADS IN STEAM-GENERATING CHANNELS
IN THE VICINITY OF BENDS
0. K. Smirnov

and V. S. Polonskiy

Abbreviations
rp = load
a a upper
H a lower
In evaluating the operational reliability of steam-generating
pipes in the precrisis region, it becomes particularly important
to take !.nto account the effect of local phenomena which impair
heat exchange. The solution of this problem has been the task of
a number of experimental works on the temperature regime of coiled
heating surfaces, widely used in contemporary steam generators.
Chief attention has been given to the study of conditions
under which the boiling crisis arises in bent elements. Unlike
these works, the boundary of developed boiling iii the straight
sections of pipe adjoining the bend was studied on a MEI [Moscow
Power Engineering Institute] stand. The first test results with
a mass velocity for the flow of 1100 kg/m2.s indicated a noticeable
reduction in critical thermal loads on the section before the
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bend EI.

Then additional tests were made on w

a 700 kg/rm 2s,

the results of which will be discussed in this article.
The experimental stand is a single-loop direct-flow steam
generator [2]. All of the steam-water channel is made of 1Khl8N9T
stainless pipes.

The heated part of the steam generator is divided

intn three sections:

an economizer, an evaporative section, and

an experimental section, with independent heating of each of them.
Heating is accomplished by sending directly through the pipes low
voltage industrial-frequency current. Current-conducting contacts
were sliding contacts, because of which it was easy to change the
lengths of the working section on the experimental coil. The use
of a flexible cable for the feed made it possible for the experimental pipe to freely expand.
As the experimental section we used a three-path loop of pipe

0 10 x 2 mm, made from lKhl8N9T steel.
the vertical plane.

The loop was arranged in
4 . The
Both bends had relative radius R/d

bends were made by cold bending; therefore, the wall thickness cn
the internal and external generatrices of the bend was different.
Due to this, with the chosen method of heating, the thermal load
along the cross section of the bend was nonuniform. Based on
evaluation, the thermal flux on the internal Ceneratrix (compressed)
can exceed that on the external generatrix (extended) by a factor
of 1.5-2.0. However, we can expect that at a relative distance
from the bend of Z/d m 15 and more, where the measurements were
made, the nonuniformity of heating is not apparent.
The wor.'ing part was a pipe with length t a 600 mm and a bend
at the end. By alternation of the current-carrying contacts the
position of the working section on the experimental coil was
changed. We could study the effect of the bend on the adjacent
straight sections with different directions of motion for the
mediuiw in them.

In tests with an upper location for the bend,

in the previous section there was a rising motion, while in the

I2

'

section following the bend there was a descending motion.

With a

lower location for the bend, the direction of motion in the
straight sections changes to the reverse.
At input to the economizer section, a regenerative preheater,
using the heat of the steam-water mixture used in the stand, is
installed. The r-generator was connected in the test with low
thermal loads on the experimental section at high mass velocities
for the flow.
The water supply was fed by five ND-60 plunger pumps.

To the

pressurized collector of the pumps a damper is connected with a
useful volume of 8 Z, 3/4 filled with nitrogen.

At economizer

input a throttle valve is installed. The flow rate of the water
supply through the stand was regulated by a partial bypass of the
heated channel.

The flow rate of the heat carrier was checked by

resistance readings on the measuring disk installed behind the
economizer section. Pressure drop was measured with a DM-6 gauge
in a set with an EPID-08. In addition, the flow rate was systematically checked by the volume method.

The pressure of the medium

in the experimental section was maintained at a given level by a
valve at the output of the stand.
Temperature was measured with a chromel-alumel thermocouple
0.5 mm in diameter. The hot junctions of the thermocouples were
welded to the external surface of the pipe with a step of 25-50 mm;
thermoelectrode wires were branched along the isothermal surface.
The temperature of the working medium was measured by a thermocouple introduced into the flow without sleeves through a teflon
seal. For measuring and recording the emf of the thermocouples,
we used PP potentiometers and EPP-09 electronic potentiometers;
the latter were equipped with a special filter for reducing
induction.
The pressure at various points of the channel was checked
with sample manometers, class 0.35 with a scale at 250 atm (tech.).
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The electrical load was measured with voltmeters and ammeters,
class 0.35 and 0.5. The thermal load and the boundary vapor content
were calculated with allowance for thermal losses to the ambient
medium. Thermal content at output from the economizer section was
checked with a manometer and a thermocouple which was specially
calibrated after installation.
Tests were made in tne following manner.

The experimental

section was brought to a given energy level with fixed values for
pressure, mass velocity, and thermal load. Then enthalpy at input
to the working section was increased in small stages (because of
the increase in heat supply on the previous section) during the
continuous check of working section wall temperature. A transition
to film regime was determined according to the elevation in wall
temperature.
The experimental data were obtained at pressure p a 140 atm
(abs.) in the following range of parameters:

mass velocity v.-

700-1100 kg/m .s, thermal flux q a 120-600.103 kcal/m 2 .h, boundary'
vapor content 0.15-0.9, relative distance from bend Z/d - 15-95.
2

Tests were made on experimental sections with upper and lower
locations of bend.
Figure 1 illustrates the dependence of the boundary vapor
content on thermal flux at different distances from the lower
2
bend during mass velocity w¥ a 700 kg/m .s.
Relationships xrp = x(q) for the section in front of the
bend are located below the relationships corresponding to the
section behind the bend. Experimental data at large relative
distances from the bend (see Fig. 1, 5) are described by the same
zelationship regardless of the position of the working section
with respect to the bend. The indicated line divides test results
obtained In sections before the bend and behind it and satisfactorily
descrioes the experimental material obtained on straight pipes L2-4].
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00

4

N

Fig. 1. Boundary vapor content versus
thermal flux in tests with mass velocity
WY w 700 kg/m 2 .s.

Relative distances Z/d

from bend:
1 - 15; 2 - 45 (behind bend); 3 - 45; 415 (in front of bend); 5 - 90 (straight
pipe).
The effect of the relative distance form the bend on the
deviation of critical thermal load is shown in Fig. 2. The value
of the deviation in thermal flux with arbitrary t/d from critical
thermal flux with Z/d a 90 is greater the lower the level of
boundary vapor content.

*|

The effect of a bend, observed in the test, on conditions for
the occurrence of boiling crisis in the adjacent parts can
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a

.4

-

a

i

-

a

---

N

a

- -.

-

Fig. 2. Increase in thermal flux versus
relative distance from lower bend:
when wY - 700 kg/m 2.s: 1 - Xrp
0.7;
2 - x

I*0.6;

0.85; 4
rp2
*

6
when
w
11 kg/m
0
6 - x p-0.5.

a

Xr 0.6; 5
rp *'
rp
s: 3

x
rp

0.4;

0.6;

obviously be explained in the following manner. With respect to
the previous section, the bend acts as additional resistance, retarding the motion of the steam. The portion of the section
occupied by steam increases. This reduces the amount of liquid in
the film and hampers mass exchange between the core of the flow
and the boundary layer, which finally reduces the value of critical
thermal load. In the section behind the bend the motion of the
steam is accelerated, which is accompanied by a decrease in the
portion of the section occupied by the steam and an increase in
the thickness of the boundary layer. The cross circulation currents
which occur in the bend continue to exist for a certain distance
from the bend, intensifying mass exchange between the core of the
flow and the liquid film. This leads to the fact that the value
of the critical thermal flux increases. Consequently, in design
calculations of coil steam-generating heating surfaces it is
r-'essary to introduce a correction factor which takes into account
the reduction in critical thermal flux in the section In front of
the bend. The principal experiments were made with a lower
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location for the bend; a smaller ?iia,ber of tests aere made with
an upper location for the bend. The change in bend position is
accompanied, as mentioned above, by a change in the direction of
medium motion in the adjacent section.
Thus, a comparison of the results of these two series of tests
enables us to judge the effect of a bend on the condition for the
occurrence of boiling crisis with different directions of motion
for the heat carrier.
Only one bend design, with a comparatively small relative
radius, was studied in the tests. Under such conditions, we can
expect that disturbances induced by the bend differ little in the
upper and lower positions. Actually, centrifugal forces exceed
the force of gravity many times and, obviously, generally determine
the character of the bend effect on adjacent sections.
Figure 3 presents a comparison of boundary vapor contents
obtained with upper and lower bend positions.

The comparison is

made in cross sections with the same relative distance from the
bend at two mass velocities for the flow w7 a 700 and 1100 kg/m 2 s.
As is apparent from the figure, deviations in boundary vapor
content from the bisector do not have a systematic character and
do not exceed 115% (except for three points).

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental data in tests with
and lower locations of
bend:

S/
,-/
o.upper
-

4e

--

/

/w2
7

--

w
D- w>

-E
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110 kg/m 2 .s;
700 kg/m.s.

Thus we can assume that the effect of a bend does not depend
upon the direction of heat carrier motion in the adjacent straight
sections of a heat-generating pipe.
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THE MECHANISM OF AMALGAM BOILING

I. Z. Kopp
Designations

ea
p
AS
At
p
r

contact angle;
- coefficient of surface tension;
- coefficient of friction;
- chemical potential
-change in area;
- change In free energy;
- density;
- heat of phase transition.

Subscripts
r - gas phase;
- liquid phase;
T - solid phase;
nn - melting;
mcn - evaporation.

The possibility of intensifying heat exchange with the boiling
of mercury is of considerable interest. Among other methods of
heat transfer intensification is 'the physicochemical method, the
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essence of which lies in the addition of amalgxmating 3ubstances
to mercury.

The application of boiling amalgams is one of the

present problems in the development of certain designs of liquidmetal installations [1].

Reference [2] gives the results of studies on heat transfer
during the boiling of potassium amalgams with forced convection in
circular vertical pipes, diameter 9.5 mm, wall thickness of
approximately 0.72 mm.

The data obtained in (2], Just as the

results of other studies on the boiling of amalgams, do not agree
with contemporary ideas on heat transfer during boiling since the
characteristics can not be related to either nucleate or film
boiling.

For thIs reason it was consideree advisable to examine

the mechanism of amalgam boiling.
As indicated in [3), the addition of an insignificant amount
of potassium or sodium leads to a change in the character of the
physicochemical interaction between the melt and the steel heat
exchange surface and to a sharp change in the character of melt
boiling.

If during the boiling of pure mercury the heat transfer

factor falls within the range 200-500 kcal/m

2

h.OC, then during the

boiling oV amalgams under the same conditions it will reach 2000
kcal/m

2

.h.OC and more.

M. I. Korneyev studied the boiling of magnesium amalgam [41
where the heat transfer factors in similar conditions reached

2

5000-7000 kcal/m .h. C.
According to the conclusion of the authors of reference (31,
the intensification of heat transfer to boiling mercury with the
addition of amalgamating substances is achieved in three ways:

a) from a reduction in the surface tension of the amalgams as
compared with mercury;
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b) from the disruption of the oxide film on the heat exchange
surface and the creation of a direct contact between the mercury
and the wall;
c) the joint effect of both factors.
However, an analysis of the accumulated research material [2,
5 and others) and the conditions for the generation of vapor phase
[16) gives no indication that these factors can explain the sharp
improvement in heat exchange during the boiling of amalgams when
compared with similar processes during the boiling of mercury.

It

is established by the cited study on heat transfer during the boiling
of magnesium amalgam [4, 5] that the heat transfer factor has high
values during both the boiling of sodium and potassium amalgams in
tests by A. N. Lozhkin and I. G. Izrayelit [3].

However, the

surface tension of magnesium amalgam scarcely differs from the
surface tension of pure mercury, which Is apparent from Fig. 1, and,
according to some studies, is even somewhat greater than that of
pure mercury [6]. Then from the assumptions discussed in [3) concerning the mechanism of heat transfer intensification during
amalgam boiling there remains one moment which provides the
probability of oxide film disruption on the heat exchange surface.

d,dyn/am
4S0
- ... .

*G

'

..

_

.

-..

Co.

....

4,1

, at, (teUch.) %

Fig. 1. Surface tension of amalgam
based on data from [6].
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This argument can explain some observation results.

Visual

observations of steel surfaces in contact with amalgams and at
room temperatures do not reveal any removal of the oxide film from
the surface.
Observations show that amalgams moisten well both pure and

oxided surfaces which pure mercury does not moisten. A substantiation of this can be the example of wetting by amalgams of both
metal samples and pure glass vessels, which can not be wetted by
mercury. Although in [8] the authors discussed the concept that
part of the magnesium, during its introduction into the mercury,
is expended on reducing the oxides present on the heat exchange
surfaces, no direct or indirect proof has been obtained concerning
the absence of an oxide film on the surface.
M. I. Korneyev attempted to explain the improvement in the
wettability of the heat exchange surface by amalgams as not due to
the change in the surface tension of the magnesium amalgam on the
$

boundary with its own vapor, but due to the change in surface
tension on the boundary with the wall, i.e., in examining the
relationship for the contact angle
Vatf(

W

the determining factors are aMT and a T.
It is assumed that the action of the surface-active substance,
which is the amalgam with respect to the mercury, affects not only
the quantity a
hut also the quantities a T and c T. Therefore,

a decrease In free energy in the Isothermal process of droplet
spread, described by "xpre.;slon (2), will be of considerable
significance:

'o

IS. -

-07, A.

(2)

However no qualitative relationships, at the present time,
can be obt a:,ed and th,

is the b.sts for assuming that their
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6

effect is quite small.

The foundation-for this premise can be the

examination of the surface tension of metal on the boundary with
its own melt, made in references [9, 10], where it was shown that
it is interrelated with the surface tension of the melt by relationship

P(3)

It is obvious that if the additions of amalgamating substances
are fractions of a per cent, the density ratio is virtually unchanged, while the ratio of the transition heats in all cases refers
only to the liquid metal.

Thus this assumption does not explain

the characteristics of amalgam boiling.

concerning the mechanism of the physicochemical method of intensifying heat exchange during mercury boiling, i.e., concerning
the boiling of amalgams, in connection with the analysis of the
behavior of an amalgam film on mercury as a surface-active substance and the mechanism of boiling [16].
a layer

It is known [11) that

of surface-active substance is continuous and rapidly

Since only the surface layer of
amalgam can be in contact with the heating surface, in the process
of vapor formation there can occur thermal disintegration of the
extends over the entire surface.

amalgam, the mercury component of which turns into vapor. However,
the amalgamating metal immediately comes in contact with the next
portion of the mercury and again forms a surface-active substance,
approaching the surface of the melt volume. The breakdowns of
continuity in the surface layer of amalgams, due to thermal disintegration during boiling, are rapidly eliminated because of the
spread of the surface-active layer of amalgam.

Based on data

presented by V. 0. Levich [11], the film spread rate grows as it
approaches the source of the surface-active substance, tending
toward infinity.
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The vapor forming in the process of evaporation during bc ling,
in spite of the presence of a surface layer of amalgam, contains
virtually no impurities.

Analysis of the condensate of mercury
vapor on the magnesium content, performed by L. I. Gel'man, in a
study on the boiling of magnesium amalgam, has shown that with a
magnesium concentration of 0.114-0.142% in a boiler, its concentration in the condensate of mercury vapor was 0.00016-0.00031% (7).
This value is less by a factor of ten than the minimum concentration
of magnesium in mercury capable of leading to heat exchange intensification during mercury boiling (approximately 0.005%). In
the installation in which tests were made and samples were taken
for measuring magnesium concentration, there were no separation
devices and, consequently, under normal conditions, the magnesium
content in steam must be even less than that presented in [7), i.e.,
near zero,
Based on the results of motion picture studies [12), the reason
for the worsening heat exchange during mercury boiling on a contaminated surface lies in the propagation of the steam bubble along
the heating surface and the creation of a layer of mercury vapor
between the surface and the mercury (the vapor bubble can not
overcome the surface tension of the mercury, penetrate into the
mercury volume, and collapse). The steam bubble grows because of
the evaporation of mercury not from the surface but from the
volume of the mercury. However, in the presence of a surface-active
layer, heat transfer to the mercury volume can occur only through
this layer. Consequently, in the boiling of amalgams, in all cases,
the generation and growth of a steam bubble occur not on the heat
exchange surface itself but in the volume of the mercuryi, lUited
by the surface-active layer of amalgam.
The latter circumstance agrees with the theoretical conclusion
that the surface-active layer contributes to a severe attenuatic
of wave motion on the zurface of the liquid (11] and, with a
sufficiently high elasticity for the surface layer film, behaves
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as an incompressible solid plate. Judging from the test data,
concentrations of amalgamating substances In mercury can be very
low and can vary over a wide range. For example, in [3) with a
change in potassium concentration from 0.0293 to 0.0049% by a
factor of six or with a change in sodium concentration from 0.0505%
by several factors, the heat transfer factor remained virtually
unchanged.

In tests [4, 5) using a magnesium amalgam, the beginning
concentration varied from 0.01 to 0.04%, which also had no noticeable effect on heat transfer (Fig. 2). Moreover, in the tests
described in [3), in one of the installations used for studying
heat transfer during the boiling of a potassium amalgam, the boiling
of pure mercury was studied. In spite of the fact that, in this
case, the concentration of amalgam could be minimum, in the first
test period heat transfer to the boiling metal was high, on the
level of heat transfer during the boiling of amalgams.

w4U

cal/M2

oCC

I-

loss

0

44

..;j•7

M

bi.kal/ -h
Fig. 2. Heat transfer to magnesium amalgam
at various magnesium concentrations [5).
With a high percentage content of surface-active substanceamalgam, the boiling of mercury will occur, n all cases, on the
melted metal-additive layer. As shown in reference [13), the
overall form of heat transfer regularity during the boiling of
liquid on the surface of melted metal does not differ from the
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form of the similar regularity during boiling on a solid wall.
Nowever, in all cases, for the upper temperature of the calculated
temperature head we shouid take the temperature of the surface on
which boiling occurs. Taking this into account, the data In
reference [2] can be interpreted in accordance with the known
regularities of heat transfer during boiling.
Analysis of the actual function of the variation in thermodynamic potential [14] shows that its maximum occurs not on the
surface but at some distance from it, i.e., in the mass of the
boiling metal. Hence the possibility of such cases when conditions
for the generation of steam bubbles are more favorable at some
derth from the wall in tha boiling metal. At the same time, in all
cases, near the surface conditions are created for local sharp
Jncreases in impurity concentration, i.e., the probability
increases for the fluctuation of concentrations azad, consequently,
consider.'ably improves the probability of the formation of vapor
phase nuclei.

The additional substantiation of the validity of
this mechanism can be the examination of critical thermal loads,
whose values for amalgams are substantially lower than for mercury,
and also the new data (n heat transfer during nucleate boiling of
mercury [17].
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON THE EFFECT
OF DUCT MATERIAL ON THE HEAT
TRANSFER OF BOILING MERCURY

IL. I. Gel'manI

and I. Z. Kopp

Abbreviations
CT

- steel;

38c - nucleus;

Hec - saturation;

mcn - test;

n - surface [?1.
In earlier research on heat transfer during mercury boiling,
a summary of which is presented in references (1, 2, 3, 4), the
film regimat of boiling was observed and possible ways were
discussed for intersifying heat transfer of boiling mercury due
to the transition to nucleate boiling. In connection with the
established possibility of heat transfer intensification due to
tne achievement or moistening by pure mercury of a heating surface
made from low-carbon steel and the achievement of high specific
thermal fluxes [5, 6), as well as the observed effect of surface
material on heat exchange during the boiling of water and organic
liquids [7], the problem was posed to determine the effect of
surface material on heat transfer during the boiling of mercury.
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Studies were made on an experimental installation, a brief
Jescription of which is presented in [3], with high-frequency
induction heating by the succ¢ssive substitution of experimental
eections made of various materials.

Along with the study of heat transfer, a check was made of the
material of the heat-transferring surfaces, for the wettability of
the surfaces by mercury and the content of impurities in the
mercury.

Analyses were made of the chemical composition of the

experimental installation's materials both before tests and after
them, as well as a layer-by-layer microupectral analysis of the
materials of all sections.

Section No. 1 made from pipe of low-carbon steel, diameter
16 mm, wall thickness 6 mm. Before the tests on mercury, long
tests on water were made and the loop was cleansed.

The initial

chemical composition of the material was characterized by the
following indicators:

carbon - 0.22%, silicon

0.39%, chromium - 0.14%, nickel - 0.18%, sulfur
phosphorus - 0.024%.

0.20%, manganese

-

0.021%,

After the tests were finished, the section

was examined and analyzed.

The inner surface was uniformly

moistened with mercury along the height of the duct.
With immersion into cold mercury in the open air, the mercury
wetted the inner surface (concave meniscus) and its form did not
change immediztely after contact with the mercury ceased.

After

two or three days, at separate points on the wetted surface breaks
In the continuous mercury film appeared.
coated with oxides and increased in size.

The breaks were rapidly
After five or six days,

almost all the surface of the duct was covered with oxides and
only at certain points were there drops of mercury.
From the middle of the duct two cylinders were cut.

One of

tne cylinders was ground from the ends and used for micrcspectral
analy.;!s In various cross sections along the wall thickness.

The

.iecond cylinder was used for layer-by-layer chemical analysis In
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three different sections, the results of which are presented In
Table 1.1
Table 1. Results of layer-by-layer chemical analysis of the
material of Section No. 1.

Elements Determined.
Analysis
No.

Layers

1

Outer (from 0 26.5 mm to
0 24.5 mm) ................

C

...

d

t
Si

e
Mn

Cr

Ti

1

0.30

0.22

0.5

0.11 None

Middle (from 0 24 mm to
0 22 mm) ..................
Inner (from 0 21 mm to

2

0.23

0.21

0.5

0.12 None

internal diameter.....,.

3

0.23

0.22

0.5

0.12 None

Microspectral analysis was conducted at four points along the
wall thickness for determining two impurities only: manganese
and silicon (Table 2).
Table 2. Results of analyses on determining impurities in
Section No. 1.
Analysis
Method

State of
Material

Layers

Elements
Determined

Mn
Chemical

Initial

After.tests
(average)

Microspectral

Inner
Middle
(2 measure-

After
tests

ments)
Outer

1Metallographic

0.39

0.20

0.5

0.22

0.47
0.69

0.23
0.33

0.87

0.48

studies were made by G. Z. Khislavskiy.
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Si

Section No. 2 was made of new low-carbon steel pipe with a
Unlike section No. 1
pure inner surface, wall thickness 3.1 mm.
before Installation in the loop, section No. 2 did not make contact
with the water or other media. After filling the loop with mercury,
seven days passed before the heating of the experimental section.
During this period mercury temperature did not exceed boiling
temperature. Only three times was the mercury heated briefly to a
temperature of approximately 2000C for checking and calibrating the
measuring equipment. The rest of the time the mercury temperature
did not exceed the temperature in the laboratory (below 200C).
The results of chemical analysis on the material of section
No. 2 after tests are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of chemical analysis on the material of
Section 2 after tests.
sAnalysis

Elements Determined

Si

Mn

Cr

Ti

0.19

0.11

0.45

None

None

5

0.17

0.11

0.43

None

None

6

0.15

0.10

0.43

None

None

No.

C

4

Outer (from 0 22 mm to
0 20 mm) ..................
Middle (from 0 20 mm to
18 mm ...................*
Inner (from 0 18 mm to
interior diameter .........

Here It is more evident, but as for section No. 1, a decrease
in carbon content is observed in the surface layer.
The layer-by-layer microspectral analysis of samples from
section No. 2 for the content of manganese, silicon, chromium, and
nickel is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. The result of layer-by-layer micro-'
spectral analysis of samples from section No. 2.
Elements Determined
Ni
Cr
Si
Mn

Layers

0.15

Middle..............

0.64
0.37

0.20

"

Middle..............

0.39

0.07

it

Outer...............

0.20

0.03

Inner ...............

Traces Traces

"

In all sections of the pipe of section No. 2 complete wetting
of the surface by mercury in a cold state was observed.
Section No. 3 was made from a Khl8NlOT steel rod, diameter
28 mm. The rod was bored out in the centers to 0 25 mm and then
melted with electrodes of low-carbon steel to a diameter of
approximately 50 mm. After boring to a clean and smooth surface,
the rod was drilled 0 18 mm and bored out in the centers to an
outer diameter of 29.2 mm. Such a procedure for preparing the
experimental section was adopted for the purpose of ensuring contact
of the mercury with the surface of the given material (Khl8NlOT
steel) and the possibility for induction heating of the experimental section.
However, chemical analysis of the material showed that in the
preparation of the section, apparently, there occurred a melting of
the stainless steel near the melting zone and a displacement of the
material, i.e., the surface on which mercury boiling occurred was
substantially different than prescribed (Table 5).
Table 5. Results of chemical analysis on Section No. 3.
Layers
LaesNo. Analysis
Outer..........
Inner...-......

7
8

Elements determined
C
Si
Mn
Cr
0.12
0.12
172

0.36
0.53

1.07
1.114

Ti

0.76 None
6.83 0.038

The microspectral analysis of material in section No. 3 had
similar results.
For this reason the test data for section No. 3 was not processed and section No. 4 was prepared to test heat transfer during
the boiling of mercury in a stainless steel pipe. To prepare
section No. 4 a new pipe of Khl8NlOT steel was used, with an inner
diameter of 13.4 mm and wall thickness of 2.8 mm. With continuous
cooling of the pipe, a layer of low-carbon steel was melted on its
surface, after which the surface of the pipe was bored out to a
diameter of 29 mm.

Before the tests on mercury boiling adjustment

operations were performed on this section with respect to heat
exchange during the boiling of water.
Before filling the loop with mercury the external form of the
inner surface of section No. 4 did not differ from the ordinary
surface for Khl8NlOT steel.
After filling the loop with mercury and starting the highfrequency heating device of the experimental section, the process
of heat transfer to the boiling mercury occurred as in the first
period of mercury boiling in section No. 1: wall temperature
exceeded mercury saturation temperature by 300-400 0 C and sharp
oscillations in mercury flow rate and pressure occurred in the
loop. Such instability of process, indicating the presence of the
film regime of mercury boiling, continued for 90 hours of continuous mercury boiling.
After this period, local reductions in the temperature head
could be observed at separate points, and after 60 more hours a
reduction in the temperature head (wall-flow temperature) was
fixed along the entire length of the experimental part and it was
possible to increase power input.

From this period the study of

heat transfer to boiling mercury in section No. 4 was made.
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It is obvious that the overall picture of the heat transfer
intensification process during the boiling of mercury on a surface
of stainless steel does not differ relatively from the similar
process of heat transfer intensification from thermomercury processing of low-carbon steel [6].

This agrees with the assumptions

made by the earlier discussed authors concerning the principal
possibility of achieving nucleate boiling of mercury on the surface
of various metals by long purification from products of corrosion,
adsorption and chemisorption, which prevent wettability by mercury.
The result obtained indicates the possibility of ensuring the
wettability of stainless steel by pure mercury with a safe distance
of the contaminating impurities from the surface, as with lowcarbon steel.
To check the stability of the result obtained, tests on section
No. 4 were interrupted for two months, after which a new series of
tests were made. During these tests the nucleate regime of boiling
was observed.

After dismounting section No. 4 the material was used for
chemical and microspectral analyses.
The chemical analysis was made layer by layer and resulted In
the data presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Results of the chemical analysis of material from
Section No. 4.

Layers
Outer (melt) ........

Analysis
No.

-Elements

C

Si

Mn

Determined
li
Cr

Ti

9

0.05

0.29

0.62

0.41

0.38

None

10

0.08

0.34

0.63

1.12

0.77

None

11

0.11

0.53

1.09

18.o

9.8

None

Middle (from 0 16 mm

to 0 14 mm) .........
Irner (from 14 mm

to internal diameter
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Spectral analysis was performed in ten sections throughout the
thickness of the section wall.

The results of spectral analysis

for determining the five elements are presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Results of the spectral analysis of material from
Section No. 4.

Location of Spectra

Elements Determined
Cr
Si
Mn

Ti

Ni

Inner layer ...............

0.48

-

18.20

10.47

0.47

Middle layer ..............
t

t

0.81
0.85

-

21.80
14.45

10.23
9.12

0.30
0.36

"

"

0.72

-

10.72

8.10

0.31

"

"

0.66

-

4.89

2.39

0.08

it

it

0.75

-

2.08

1.66

0.08

"

"

0.56

0.17

1.62

1.20

Traces

I

"

0.42

0.27

Traces

0.60

None

"

"

0.50

0.20

Traces

Traces

None

0.37

0.30

None

None

None

Outer layer ...............

In the initial material for working section No. 4 the
following contents were established by microspectral analysis:
chromium 9%, nickel 11%, and titanium 0.33%.
It is obvious that the chemical composition of Khl8NlOT steel,
as a result of contnued mercury boiling in a pipe of this steel,
was virtually unchanged.
The calculated values of wall thickness in various -7.ctions
In all sections
were more precisely defined by direct measurements.
the surface of the pipe in contact with the mercury waz u;ormly
wetted by mercury.

With the immersion of segments of the cection

into mercury at room temperature there was observed complete
wetting by mercury of the inner surface of the pipe (the meniscus
was concave).
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Sections No. 5 and 6 were made from new pipes set up for the
pipe system of a high-pressure boiler and characterized by the
following data in Table 8 (average composition).
Table 8. Chemical composition of the material of Sections
No. 5 and 6.
Sample
No.

Chemical comp sitLon,
Si
Mn
S
P
Cr

C

-

Cu

Mo

V

1
2

0.11
0.12

0.20
0.18

0.53 0.012
0.50 0.014

0.012
0.014

0.99
0.11

0.17
0.10

0.28
0.34

0.26
0.22

3

0.13

0.18

0.50 0.014

0.015

0.12

0.11

0.33

0.21

In accordance with TU-257 this composition corresponds to
12KhlMF steel.

Before the tests the material of the section was

not wetted by mercury.

After the tests the section was uniformly

wetted by mercury over the entire surface.
Table 9 presents the geometric characteristics of all experimental sections.
Mercury samples for determining impurities in the mercury were
taken directly from the loop through a valve for draining and
filling the loop. The necessary measures were taken during sample
selection to exclude the possibility of error. For example, part
of the mercury was drained past the sample vessel and then the
vessel was filled. Samples were taken: 1) before conducting a
series of control tests on section No. 1, 2) after coiaducting tests
on section No. 2, 3) before conducting tests on section No. 4.
In all cases, based on total impurity content, the mercury
corresponds to brand R-3 according to GOST 4658-4 9 [GOST a rOCT
Z All-Union State Standard) (99.9%) (Table 10).
According to external appearance, In all cases, in the selected samples the
mercury was pure.'
'The analyses of mercury were made by N. L. Izanova.
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Table 9.

Characteristics of experimental sections.

Material

0

0

S

C

4

of the
0

exchang
exchange

0.

Cd0

V

~4.)

t.20 160
I

St.20

1A

SV

surface

16.0

"JO
0

4~
:S1

(

-H

t 0

.

oH

Process for preparing
section

4

44G
.

020

28.0

Cd

-

C.
OH
4.4

6.0
6.0

-

i- 4

4.
2.0

e

ip

eoe

ot

New pipe before contact
with mercury was in
contact with boiling
water for approximately
a month.

2

St.20

15.8

22.0

3.1

-

--

3

Khl8NlOT

18.0

3.1

corrosion

-from

29.2

5.6

-

New pipe with clean
inner surface protected
Bar of Khl8NlOT steel
0 28 mm bored out to
0 25 mm. St.30 melted
to 0 50 mm, drilled 0
18 mm, bored out to0

-

4

Kh18NlOT

13.4

-

29.0

-

-

19.0

7.8

-

3.2

29.2 mm.

New pipe of KhlBNlOT
steel 6

2.8-

5.0

a 3.0 mm
CT

melted by electric
welding St.20 to 0 50
mm and bored out to 0
29 mm. Tests were made
previously with boiling
water.

5

l2KhlMF

20.2

28.2

-

4.0

4.0

New pipe. After welding
and marking, surface
strongly oxidized.
Wave-shaped bends along
length of pipe t - 100
mm. h .

6

12KhlMF

20.0

28.0

-

4.0

177

4.0

up to 0.1

mm.

New pipe. Inner surface
strongly oxidized.

Table 10.

Results of mercury analyses
Before
After
of testsbeginning
on
sectiontests
No. on
2

Before
Section tests
No. 4on

section No. 1

Iron .............

3.5 10- 4

10 10

4

12 .1-

Magnesium ........

Chromium .........

None
2.4 .10 4

0.05 10

4

0.05 10- 4

Nickel .........
Copper ...........

0. 094
0.2410-4

Titanium.........
Total impurity

None
6.24.10 - 4

None
0.4 10-4
-10.45.10 - 4

0.2.10
4
2.010-4
14.25.10

content

The methodology for determining heat transfer characteristics
was as follows:

specific thermal fluxes, flow rates, vapor contents,

etc., In the processing of measurement results, were similar to
those described in [3].
During the tests, regimes were established by changing 1Leat '

power. The power was gradually increased to permissible surface
temperature of the experimental section ("750*C) and then gradually
reduced until the mercury boiling process degenerated. After this,
the regimes were established in art arbitrary order throughout the
range of permissible loads. The duration of each regime was no
less than 3-4 h.
In the processing we included only those regimes in which the
temperature of the outer surface of the steam-genor.trIg pipe wa,
below the Curie temperature of the studied material Ly :,oless
than 30-500 C (for pressures corresponding to saturation temperatures
up to 6000C).
Tils
the range
according
more than

report pre!-nts the results of experimental studies In
of specific thermal loads up to 2.106 W/m2 , which,
tu test conditions, correspond to steam content of no
20% at section output and % velocity of no more than
1V'

510-60 rn/s for the steam-mercury mixture, when developed surface
nuclateboiling of mercury occurs and the shell or annular flow
regime has not yet set in. The chief results of tests made on all
experimental sections are presented in Fig. 1. Primarily our
attention is turned to the disagreement of data obtained for
various sections, as well as the substantial spread in points for
each section.
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The difference in heat transfer levels during the nucleate
boiling of mercury in pipes of various materials can be explained,
to a considerable extent, not by the brand of the material but by
the effect of the microstructure of the pipe surface.

As is

apparent from the surface microstructure photograph, several sections
of which are presented in the photograph in Fig. 2, the dimensions
of the depressions in the roughness of each of the studied surfaces
differ considerably. The statistical processing of the series of
microstructure photographs showed that the pipes of St.20 steel,
used in tests, had an average roughness depression radius of
approximately 0.050 mm, while pipes of 12KhlMF steel had approximately 0.012 mm and pipes of stainless steel had approximately

0.007 mm.
From this point of view, the results obtained agree with the
results of tests on the effect of surface roughness on heat transfer during the boiling of nonmetallic liquids [8, 9) and substantiate the analysis of conditions for the occurrence of steam
bubble nuclei [10]. All these data show that it is precisely the
dimensions of the roughness depressions which determine the
dimensions of stable steam bubble nuclei. With an increase in the
radius of stable nuclei there is also an increase in the necessary
wall temperature head-saturation temperature, which is the main
characteristic of heat transfer in accordance with the rule obtained
as a result of the joint solution of the Laplace-Gibbs and
Clapeyron-Clausius equations, which can be presented in the form:

Pup Im - fy.

In Fig. 3 our data in coordinates R a f(AT) for mercury with
specific thermal load 1.106 W/m2 agree with the data from (8) for
the boiling of n-pentane with a specific thermal load of approximately 0.5.106 W/m2, which are discussed in [9).
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ter

.. 1

-1

1
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-

Fig 3. Temperature head versus dimensions
of roughness depressions during th(. boiling
of mercury on various surfaces:
x- St. 20i 0- St. l2Kh1MF; A - St. Khl8N1OT;
*Data E)for n-pentane.
(1) Diameter of roughness depressions, mm.

For the purpose of clarifying the observed spread in teat dataI
with respect to each of the experimental sections studied art

additional study of the temperature regimes in steam-generatingI
pipes was set up.
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THE EFFECT OF GAS PHASE DISPERSION
ON THE INTENSITY OF HEAT EXCHANGE
BETWEEN PHASES AND ON THE FLOW
PARAMETERS OF A TWO-PHASE FLUID
MIXTURE
D. I. Volkov

and N. I. Malofeyev

Abbreviations
H -

liquid

beginning

H - end

beginning

wa4-

maA

isotherm
-

adiabat

p-

critical

r

gas

In various industrial areas two-phase fluid mixtures are used,
in which both phases are far from critical states as well as from
states which correspond to phase transitions. Some of these
mixtures such as, for example, mechanical air foam and others,
move along pipes without heat exchange with the ambient medium and
with a constant mass composition of each phase.
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With high, dispersion, oP the gas -phase the. ,mot ion. of -the
ixture is charact-erized -by- the absence of reiatiVe hs slippageq
[11. in, the absence -of surface-Actlve' salts andsruttre
stabilizers,, -a fluid mixture of' the 'mechanical air foami type Is -an.
elIas
3ti.*,c -porous mediumn capable of multi1e expahsion, -and .Ompressionwlthout d1isruption and coagulation .of the gas, 6phere.. 'The, imas
of each sepalrately taken gas bubble 1h- the -cosnositiOn--of -thiS
hntntad
riture,, during its e xpanibn-cohtractidlt'
on se quent ly . ~he, thei,-modynamic laWs, of ideal gases appl-y to such,
the
a Nubble 2.herefore,j in,,a number :of w6'ks- {2 3 he'e
concept of ipbthermal or adiabatic, '(Isentropic-) -varlatibns in-the
utate of the gas tphase0 -during- the, disch&rgqe of -the fluid- iiikture..
Wth adiabat.Id vayilat.1ions In gas, -phase, state, there Is -no heat0.0hio 1n gas -phase
Wthb is~pthermal
~~hngebet~ien. phaes.
s tat e heat ekchange doe6s occur- -betwe~n -phase -.
hleat exchahge be6tween phases af-fects- the gas,.pha~e paraiiet'rs
and:, consequentliy, ,-the parameters- of the enbtire- mikture. Let us)
examine- this effect t getreai
In,the -general-c'asej during .th'e mbotion ,or discharge 6f -a,
flid mixture the temperature of eacPh phase, anid the value of'
thermnal Tluk. b~tWeen, them -are different and, Vartable- o,that, -the
-heat exccharige p~esbtenphases is iionstat-ionary- and -occur-,;
under condlti ohis 'ofgAdual pha-se temperature equali~ain
Ai iture in. whi1ch the gas phase, is A bu~bble
-xrinlga
f
thaf- 25' mmi Aneu dis-regardi~g
0411 a sph~ere mlth a' diameter o ';s
the transfr of heat. by' convectio6 Inside the 'bubble. as wt-ll as
iqi and- -gd- -fphase., we can,
aatr~msf~er 1botWeen
th':! radTiant he~
vte ThA a sepruat-eiy- taken -gas buibble., as, for -a- solid- sphere,,
u~ fmilar ~ourequ4Xation, of" nonstationary, -heat. conhductivity".
'n thle heat transter' thgor i [4V}the-,solutibn to -sudh, &n.equdt'6n
v.,ith give n boundary -bondiftohs of- the third type -is-usually
r.-divedto the -form,:.
18il(6 Fo)

1

where 0=

Z.is-the d~mensionle6ss temperature- 6f the. gas bubble;
a'~ i s t h
-l tBiot, -driterion t6rda gas bubblej
i.the

Fourier criteftion 16r. -A kg ,bubble; -t is -the tempefitureL onh the
surf ace -6r in, the, c6nter of' the- bubbl6 (spher) tan mmnto
timel,
ithe
contstant, 'tempe&rature, ov6i _time o6f-the- liqui~d'
suirr~ounding, the bubble, O6QCt - is the _temipetre, unifor ml-y, dis'tributed thogotthe volutme,. o_ -the buibble, at the initiai mcn~itor timle (t
0),, 66;- R,is,the radius ort thei. bubble (peem
-, is the hett tr~ansfer :factor hrom liquid, phase to--the bub bl 6
(assumred- co'nstant o(ver 'time)', kcai/m ;'hidet4; , i's -the heat -conducdtivity- factor; of
phse kclr
~dg
-as sthe- temperiAtUre.
conhdu~ctivity -factor of gas phase, m /h;, t is--the heatt exchang~e

Fo& criter~ia for varlius val-ues -6 Aland' tr we6 an, 'by uJsing' the
grap4, of Suziction (1-rsne
S5b-

dete6rmine ,the- dmsionles
bubbl"e
n
0 tdt-m o

nthe anfdbookbonheait trtansfer
temrture inthe cenrterof -the
its
- uracelOjjnt-J~

Such cacltoswere makde wihrepc tth
oowng
paraiet~jr§ o6fUthe air in ,the comfpositionfof -the-mechanicalar
foaM _p0 -1 atm (b.,t
00
.27k~/~dg
3
2
h
a 6.07-66 ,m,'h, yu1.16 kr .' acltosshwdta
oly ait ,thei beginning o6f rthe heat
6R
tepeatr-ediftprs,from
dchahge pioes i e;,6when' Bl< d'n
0~

*

The- results, of, calculations- in-"the, form .f 'graphs, -t
6r' variou vaiu, of eR, are, preLsented, in Fig.1
Asfollo~ws -from Fit. 1,_ the 'beginningl timne
rof the hieat 6ehange

ann

time

ocesst ,is-reduced' with a eraeIn-the-

buible-radius, R according to- the law of ,the power, fuPtit6n, nabmely,I
T

-f- (RP) 4i

wherie n add -f are-constants.

-

H

1Nan

T.P.

I

I
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The tinme cf intense ileat exchange between phas'es t s ~His
detl:rined TncP_1. I -by 'the -segment of'-the o;rdinatest between the
0
(,0 R'. 0
fZ
.0'an
Curves of tunct-1ons f
QR2
41icorresporld-iawto th e begdnni'an th endngofht exchanhge
Th ese cutrVes nakL 'it ;posible to dist'ingUish. the
bet;4ee~n phases.
folioilmn, tnree mrioihs On tlhe graph inV i'.1
I. Tlv 'eE Ion of g as phas'e adiabatic- expanisibhn,
expanson oI this 'phase- -during t occurs -Withotha

in wifdh-the
xhnewt

-is the tine of the- fluid, wherethe l~quid Phase sinc-e t t
Ui.ture 's,-mot-i'on, on. a-,segMent of -the--pte-w~th.,Ieh&th I'..

Thle xrion -of PolytroPi6- !pansh 1hi. Which.'the ga -phas
du
ig
pand6 Wlth ift-onse :hqAt exch.nej
T~~~
< 1
1
0ttt,- mraximnun va~lve and, at the dame timeq a variable vaiUe 6f
t ie t ia,.-r at ure -gradient. 1pz this§ region, partial cases can. bethe sobili and !:ochortic-expansion of the gas, phdse.
2.,
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3. -The region of" isothermtal e&xpans16hinwic

a~pa
duJigt~
f expnds.-at -a minim~um and- conht~nt, value for the
temperature 'gradient, al.w,vautor-the therihai Clut betweenh
ph4ases 1 and , practicil
ontant t~mperdtre hdad. Duringth6
motion of' fluidflow the aaeesofgsp~~p y,, Rj atand
dbchnge cotnti'uuly. and,- donsequentlyz, their IAliti s fo-r t hL 'Bi6
and'
Fo riteriadl1hangi.
The -heat _,exchangke time -for-,gas-bUbbles,--,With.
i p,,ase:, increases- with. an iniaei
'ssure p nerabe,in the- iitial
case, the- curves tor tebgnigAnd
gas tefnierAture_ to Inth
Land, of heat exchange and also -the regio1s, o-f -adiabati-,polytriopic,and isothermnal expansions are sh-ifte-d -upward.-in.the 'direcdtion, of
regioni of adiabatic
an- increae ihetxcage tmwieh
expansion is conisideiiablyt inicrease~d due -to-the'incr-ease in -thevalue ofT H
The conversion of heat excha'nge time at new 'Initial parameters
for gas phase can be -acc omplished, with- forhiuli
P~*lU~
'(2)

4

kp

**I,

where rIs. i-s the heat exchange time with $as -phase parameters
equal to p0 a 1 atm '(abs. and t6 in20*C, in seconds.; -k-is -the
coefficienft which takes into account temperature variations
(kt a 1.0 when t a 20 0 -d and k - 2.5 when t ii l50*C);i k~ p/p0 is
the coefficient which takes into account Opesure variation.
Using formula (2)and the graph presented in Fig. 1, we can
calculate the heat exchange times for the gas sphere (bubble) with
variable radius R. increasing with a drop in the pressure of the
flow of the fluid mixture from p to p0 . Such calculations were
made for a gas sphere with initial radius RHa4 in10~ m during its
expansion along the isotherm and adiabat from pressure p * 10 atm
Cabs.) to p0 a 1 atm (abs.). The values of the radius of the gas
sphere during its expansion were determined from formula:
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(3

-

The results of calculat-tons pre :presented ln Fig' 2. 'As
follows from Pig. 2, the time for. the- 'beginning and end of the beat
exchange of the gas phase with the simiultaneous reduction-6f its

temperature, the drop in pressure of the fluid mixture, and the
increase in the gas sphere't s radius vary insignificantly.

In

practice, this time dan be considered constant in any flow cross
section of the fluid, mixture.

We should mention that the time for%the begining -T, and end'
T

of the heat exchange between phases can be greater, less, or

equal. to the time for the displacement o£ -he elementary volume
of the fluid mixture and the pressure drop in it from hydi-aulic
lI

velocity on length I or the mixture's discharge time into the
atmosphere Ti.

mechanical air foam on sections

Data on the motion time of

of pipe, nozzle, and free stream are presented in Fig. 3. The
motion time for foam t, was defined as the ratio of the length of
path I to the velocity of foam motion W, measured during the test.
Comparing the time thus determined with the time for heat
exchange between phases, calculated from formula (2), we can make
the following conclusions.
1. in pipes with length 1 z 120 hi during the motion of a
fluid mixture containing gas bubbles whose radius is a value from
0.001 to 25 mm, condition

T

iZ fulfilled.
Is

Since the liquid

,rhase has a heat capacity higher than gas phase, its temperature
during phase heat exchange remains virtually constant. Under these
conditicns, the process of gas phase expansion can be considered
Lsother!:.al with the polytropic indicator n - 1.
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2. During-the discharge of the-mixture from the conical
nozzle and during-the transition of heat from liquid phase to gas
phase, the following types of discharge are possible:
a) isothermal (n

1s
)-when R

C0.001

b) polyt-opic (n- 1.0-1.L4) when
<

ac)

RA

mm and T,

Tx

0.01-0.1 mm,and

TN <T

K

adiabatic when R > 0.1 mm

And,

< T4

With the discharge of a mixture from the conical nozzle and
the transition of heat from gas phase to liquid phase the
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3. Vartibioinr gas phasle paaees-ihlntsa

Eig
-

Netin

&-Ai pl

uction.
cxioA5

'sot.erml
motion of a midhitr intal sction-- r pipe withea

for
z 0.0001 s; 1 - Isothermal
0.0
with length IO motion when A < 0.001 nun; 2
motion when A > 0.1 mm;
3 - Pol'tr60ic inotioh When R 6.
001 mim;- A, lia - Is'obaiTc motion
wihen R 0.01 mm and R - 0.1 mxn, resctiVe1y; KG i-Motion of.
mixture in final section of free sti~eami withi length 1K
10 mh
for
'rK
1 s; LIc, 4id - Isobaric motion during R *1.0 njim and
R =10 mm, respectively; - - - - Boundary of gas phase expansion process behind nozzle from p
to p0).
-Adiabatic

following forms of discharge are possible:
a) polytxropic ( n
b) isochoric (n

=o)when

1.t4-co) when R = 0.01-0.1 mm;
R <Z0.001 mm.
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1

3., in 'the -free stream,,of t"he flhid-mixture various fordof
mi-ture-fmotion-arC po6ssible as- a functin- 6f -theL va&lue f and
theu
ratio betw
6f

othe

time of penthe
itensive heat exc
haka

beginn

HII

, and-time

e

between
nd-of
x
e -heat,ehangd
the
e

pases.,

ofte

te

inathe str

fwing

Without heat exchange betwe,
n

rothen

phases

e wilocur
o

an Without- a chnge

state of the gas phase (P i const, tr

t,

-cnxsit

in--th

onlywhen such

motion is preceded -by motion- of thfe mixture in the -nozzle unider
betweenhases.

conditions of heat- enchan

-When R

.0-anr

>
&d

ture in the stream willoccur

<0

<

with

o

the
heat
exch

.otion-of-the
ixb ng

phtas
atWen

anid with in -expansion, in thte g pha-se according to tW6 isobarictime of gas hase thermal-expanisioni will icresiie
law (n *0.The
With an~ increase in gas- bubble -dimensi~ns..
And, finally-, whjen'R > 10 mm and t < r, t hotion -of-the
mixture in the- stream Will occur -without heat exchange- and without
a change in'the s6tate of the gas phase; however, with different
€onst;
temperatures for liquid -and gas phases (p = donst; tr
V r a const). Nevertheless, such motion must be preceded by motion
of the mixture in the nozzle without heat exchange between phases.
The variation in gas phase parameters as a function of the
dimensions of the gas bubbles in the mixture is presented in Pig. 3.

*

From this it follows that the dispersion of fluid flow has a
substantial effect on heat exchange between phases and also on
such parameters of gas phase as density and specific volume, which,
during motion of the mixture and drop in its pressure because of
hydraulic losses, change in the process of gas phase expansion.
From this point of view, there is a significant difference between
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Pmicrod-lsp'ersed -and mhacrodisP~rded' fluid, flows.i 'This difeec
rnut b taen
rft acoun ~wensettin upequation* of' flow motioni.4hif
Thude ,the- enst and, specijfic vlume ftemxue
et US- find& the, depend e of -the, specific ,Volume of the' fluidrixtue V o-pesuein thi--.presencdeof heat exdhiihe, -btwden
phi.e~.Fr' Uhis we- shalt'wr'
t~rst- the ,.6o' stio- -for thid
specific volume, of a :tWo-pha
luid -mixture-in the, foilowig

-whrd.Vi
i

iicdist An- _ji- N.-

t-onst

Are- volumes of the in-

-).mpressible liquid., and, compr~dsibl& gas, -PhAse i~set
1y;
V,,I
1'are, the elementary -Volumes, of -discareLte, elements,-of liquid
ai ;gas phase., epciey
r the numbers- of liquid
1 adn
-ad ga
hseicuiofs -in 1 kg of the Miture. -The Peri-voluyfe
contents ,of phases -will-be:
t
d=VMV; ~"Vr'~,(6)
,

Taking expressions (5), and .(6) for -the Volumes -of liquid- and

gas phases in the -mixture, into account,j we can write:

From expressions (5-8) After transf'ormations it is easy to
obtain formulas for specific volume of a two-phase fluid mixture
with heat exchange between phases taken into account and As a
function ot the form of mixture motion.
The table gives the basic characteristics of various forms of

motion for a two-phase fluid
for determining the specific
of the form of m~otion. From
the mixture during isochoric
tChe flow is Incompressible.

mixture and formulas are presented
volume of the mixture as a function
the expression for specific volume of
motion, it follows that, in this case,
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~Anay
-isof
the daa rehnedinthe table in dcates that
with, differenit -heat exchiange intests bewenpaesad
c~onsequently, wi th diffe-tent thermodynamic, laws-of -Variation-for
t ,he
state-of the gas phase, inh A,moving mtixture, dest 'adseific
'volume of' the m'iti
hnea
ucino the Pblytron ihiao
n.h ornetioWith
-hsit
i& bbvioUdlY.L
11eiettoc

iso6baicd, isother mdl, adiabatic, Asochoridj -afidpltoi

om

of 'fluid flow motion clastss of motlofi And 'to study tepoete
of ,MiXture6s

paatyacrdntoca

Table.

Formtulas. for the specific volume of A,tWo'.
fluid ntu
tkg itacothet eichae
betWeien- phpses- and _,the form-.of
zmxiaemtii
FPorm -of ;iixttr -motion,
'Fdmui
a fo ;he6pci
anid-its -,oaractef,eoumtc
_dsf
-temit
phas

-Isoth!rmAl motion:.
co~t:
p ~ mcons:

i_b+~~

Adiabatic mdtioi:~ pOVi-VnbI
s-6choric motion:.
Va' i, il4 inb - iost

v-+Iconst-

Conclusions
The approximate method of calculating heat exchange between
phases in the flow of A two-phase fluid mixture characterized by
constancy of mass phase composition indicated that the dispersion
of gas phase, to a considerable extent, affects intensity and
duration of heat exchange between phases.
Depending upon the time of the beginning and end of heat
eoxchange between phases in the flow of a mixture, the direction
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versaO), 'the
i
pthds to- ga orVice
qu
li o idiid
vel6cityo6f mnix~t-ure miotion ni-d thei lefth of the- p-ath o6f moionfi
ther-e :ari~se isobaric, Aiothermfial, adiabat'ic, -ischoricd_ &ihc
6f- the- thermtal flu

speciffiA
n various, densities, and 60
troic hindator6iiQ)
This usbetaken initoacount whe
volumc.d for the m iure
i tilid mi-xtur
uptbe moio p-ueqatifor ati
et I#:
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THE, -DYNAMICS OFTHE 1: QU-IVBOILI'NG'
PROCESSt IN-A FO
H
AG
PRRESSURE GRADIEN'T
V.A.- Z9ysir-

And-1i, A-. 'Bati-bich-

AbbreViations
limiting

ho

KO critcalI
t

ho
cp0

j

critical wall

Kpsc-C

-

cWi
OftiCal
central
.counterpressure
exit

The discharge of' a liquid having an initial temperature near

*

*

satur~ation temperature is accompanied by steam formation the
intensity of' which can significantly exceed the intensity caused
by the presence of' heat exchange. The process acquires an
adiabatic character.
Although the actual process is always accompanied by a
disruption of' thermal eq-ilibrium,. an explanation of' the basic
regularities of' discharge can be obtained f'rom a thermodynamic
analysis. In the case of' the discharge of' a saturated liquid,
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boiling -Must: ocdcufr with- ;an infinitely -Small, Pressure drop, ie.
at in-put -to a conqvergent- n-ozz'le.i With underheat-ingoth liquid'
to saturatio6n_ temperature- the 'boiling- front- is. shIf-teLad' do6wnsdt ream.
Aa.-crbtah-underheating, this fotareswt
h mniu
cqross, sjection- of the nfozilei -Theq cor'~~ igre girn c7n be,
t
i-h.the
eie
tIiiiigregime -is c6hairactefi~zd by, the
-agreemhent, -6f the boiling frontwith 't
he criticadll cross s8e ction,
wihwhkch viaor :for itions,-a
eo '04y, inte--expandn
,Oaft or -the chbthfel. In
hthe case of 'a-reesb rcs behind
th boilingL fr'ont the flow MUt bei superso6nic,. F;or these conditi6ns,- disregarding grav ttiohal forces,j we dahn detrieb
,theirmoidyniamic.,analysis the' velocity- injft odf -the,boiling Tfront

Henice we fi d-the corresponding, initial uhderheating
V,
The parameters -of the -state ini -(1) and,(2

Ir(2)
refer-to- the

initial flow statei
in the framework of the assumption made at At > At.,,, which
is characteristic for many-technica1 problemsi the flow rate
through a nozzle of any shape must be determined by the simple
relationship:
C? =F, 2~~~

(3)

where F is the area 61f the minimum cross section; p0 is the
H
stagnation pressure in froht of the nozzle; p8 is the saturation
pressure with the temperature at input.
Experience shows that when counterpressure p11
np "p., the
actual flow rate can be substantially different from the values
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given n (3). The availaible data.f theo0ietical analysis does
6
not
henable- generalization of test material. -Therefore for-practicai
cdlculations. it was proposed. to use:ptUrely empirical relati6hships which.were. tar from,covering the necessary areas of appli-

~catiOn.
After thermodynaric analysis taking into account' h&
phenomena occurring in the boundary laye6r ,it, as possibleto

establish a :diagram-.of the process explaining, he chaiacter of
the principaiL reguiaritie-s and',giving ,a basi6 for-generalizing'
test data.

According to this diagram,, substatfitated: by special
visual observations, with a sufficient pressure drop- vapor
formation occurs in the :convergent part of the channel.

However,

it is developed in that region Ot the boundary layer where the
velocity does not exceed the-quantity , from equality Ci). Con
ditions for the- limi-ting, flow- egime are determined by the local

value of full1 stagnation _Oresure. Based on his)., at "li1mitinig"
and 'superlimiting" flow regimes, when- pressure drop exceeds
critical, in the convergent part of

twO-layer flow:
layer.

-the
nozzle there: occurs a

a two-phase bOundary, layer and a liquid central

At output into unlimlted space -thereoccurs a boiling of

the central part of the flow and in the free stream a critical
section is formed. With discharge froM a Laval n6zzle-with a
sufficiently small angle of taper, the expanding section is maintained, apparently a tWo-layer flow structure; this leads to a
very unique character for the discharge process.

The peripheral

flow, passing into the minimum section through a region of local
speed of sound, has a pronounced supersonic character. In the
central flow in the expanding part of the channel vaporization
*

occurs.

However, this process is limited by the change in channel

cross section. Figure I shows the distribution of pressure along
the axis of the Laval nozzle with various counterpressures and
during the discharge of water with constant initial parameters.
In all cases, from the point of view of gas dynamics, the discharge
regime was supercritical - flow rate remained constant.
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This is

co6nfirme~d ,by the constant--character-of Pressure distributi
up6
-to-the niinimtim-fost tecti6n; of~th6_ nozzle.'; -MeaWhiled, t~
pres'sure i:n the rio~te .was, depentdent. o cunen-u~
Th&
nzle 's ange ,of te afects the Vga! 6ue
of crtical prsur in
the~~ et miiu
nad
sacnsequence
Aof6laloafCts
the flow rate c:haracteristic -of' the- no~zzle6. A- group -of -studies
on- the dischdirj& of, -'Uj-eAheated',Wkterin
- c'-hhhels.'ota
v oisIn
hddition- tom~~rn
oh a ..s-'ial~~n.
,sh1apes were mAd6.-.
flowV rates -and'5"preiur di-'btos
ln
h
hne
xs it
was posslble- to- L.iecty measure,6 the. reaction _,6f the str~eami which
en~bd!-Us- t& detein6h the a&ver&gei -didcharge-iat-.-

-

-

-
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the geomietry- of~ th6,:channel_. Tt-,ddta f6i tic h-" t1onhg? fittinigs'
6ould. b6-,generalized, U~ing -thi f6lloWing, &s-thei deter~mining

Where ~ti

*

the- initi&l undeihdt~hg,6o--the wAter Up,-to boiling

~~The r~esults, of prcs
Fig,. 2.
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npat which the following condiion was fulfilled:
-0,~

is the pressure measured in front of' the exit of the
where p
outpit channel section.
The quantity OB
pressure at which

"1

was determined according to the counter0
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;

0,(6)

in

'We should emphasize that- thei tet-t shbw 6d the ptadtical
imnpossibil-ity' of di'ectly me asuringz :critical -p~ressure- in, frPont oCf
the ekit-i Thit -is epliained- by -the lArge- pressuOire gradli&nt
occurrinit i the,
w 'p~ihra
h's
lwi front Of' the
bloc king, front. This, agreement-betwen the, values-of
0"Is found -in,adcordande-with :the-_abo6ve" cosdrto
-ngtheffiehanitt of JlowWrmaLvaoze

'and
concern-

By measuring the- stream .reaction- it, was possible to -deter'mine
the average-discharge Velocity at supercrittic&l regimfe when- f6o
rate and Pretbure at the exit was Adjus.ted- to d6OCMd on the
outr--sue
thn the velocity fi&dt~ 0-Wa -d~t~fined
*from
expression

C?)

Ireaction;

Here W~ is the discharge velocity measured according to stream

i. is enithaloy during isentropi expansion from the
initial state (with enthAlpy io) tothe- final state.
Pre~ssure p

was determined from expression:

As we see, the discharge process is characterized by con3Iderable irreversibility, which is indicated by the very low
Values of
.The
degree of irreversibility increases severely
KPL4'
with an increase in the initial underheating up to boiling point.
The character of pressure distribution along the output
section of a cylindrical channel indicated a sufficiently close
%~grcement with theoretical calculations based on a model of
one-dimensional flow. This enables us to assume that mutual phase
slippage, to which many authors give a high value, is virtually
absent; consequently, the chief factor in the nonequilibrium of
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*

thei process ,must be, the- difference- in thi temnp6ratureg -6f' liquid
and Vapor phase. An,lidt,
substanitiation o6t this%
assumiiptioh
is the sharp lincrease in p o e s r ve s b l t *ith :A cdhdange- fromi
ceylindrical fittings to LA&Il hoiiile,.
iue2
- -shows 5th& cur ve o1' the, 4v6ro6ity f"Act6r -fodi A L&vai
noh6
with a apr z:lof6*
i
- -28
detei~mined from ,ah
-6xprebsion simil ar toC?,Whepreidn
ia -ofl
i
U6h vl~o
I~ was: substituted' C(it ist -,the Lmthaloy, duing A.se6ntrpic
04
P~ns16h- uip to a givenh
nepesr)
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CLASES F MOTI1ON FOR ATO- S

DISPERSED.-'FLOW" WITH- .HEAfTftk'CANGE'
BWEE PTHASES

Designations,

I

h

oft liquid layr
d-diameter-of -gas sphre
-thickneiss

t or T-temperature in
T

-

0C

or

OJk.

t IM6e;

pw0
V
ypg

pressure;,
velocity-;
rate;
volume;
specific weight;
density;
of gravity;
a cross-sectional area of flow;
z - geometric head;
v- critical pressure ratio;
a- ratio of phase contents per unit
volume;
-flow

-specific

-acceleration

ni- polytropic index;
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4

-

D,-

iiitr

ofipihg;-

dbdoffi citfit otAfidd V
~i

ty

gas;,

n-tsric condti

C

*-in,
crticadl
ii

~~1

T

-

Wi,

--

cros btioh;-

beginIcihg;
-.
ex
6
lmliting,

-heit,

rip-

;

g

isothermal-

In ship .building, rocketryj power engineering, the pe6troleu m
and chemical industtis, various sytems ,are usdd with two-phase
fluid workihg-media movihng--in-an -emulsion regime with c-onstantweight composito ofPhases 1,,
3]. -Among these -media are all
fluid dispersed media:, air-water emulsions;i helium-n itrogen
mixtures; flotation) carbon dioxide-water, and mechanical air
foams.

*states

In these two-phase flows both phases are far from critical
as well as from states corresponding to phase transition.

With a high degree of flow dispersion, which can be ensured by
free or forced dispersion methods, there is no relative phase
*slippage.
In the presence of surface-active substances the flow
structure is the most balanced and stable.
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c~ciTh

6sence

Th
epeena

f sucesiv,.te :th6

frh- clclain

sdesntheuoede-o

otid:onhr6ib

dsprsd

w t-oa.e

Thetudywas made- taking into Account- h opesiiiyo
etecag
the ti~om-phase flow-, th effet of -d-iprioonphase, struc!ture,,, and-the
betwehn phaes, the: transoatin.
.presence of critcal ,parameters which- arie6diring; -thO-discOharge
i
oft a -tWo-PhAse, flo

and- affect

the- dyn

c -of -the free -stream

Structural anialysis of a- twopae flow. -has, shown that
dispersed ftoV has tiwo flow regi6ns:; free-disbersed and connectedlow-,the,:gas -sphere& are- -hot con-.
dispersed. In f ree-dispe~rsd
hedted, to each other aind- are in -afre seddstat-e., The
In.coriected-.
shear stress, in -this- case, is, zeroi.
dispersed, flow the gas.bubbles in- the formw -of polhedrons With
thin filmsb,, are connected- to a common, structural framie -which- has
A certain rigidity (eliasticity of shape).,- b6cause of. which -th
initial shear stresses reach considerable ,values-. The mutual
transition of free-dispersed and connieted-dispersed flows-occurs
imtin
at a liquid film thickness of h 4;0.01 min Teiaueo
gas content per unit volume, at which this transitiobn sets in with
a given dispersion is determinied-by expression:

-initial

The boundary separating the regions of free-dispersed and
connected-dispersed rnoton for a two-phase flow Is presented in
Fig. 1.
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caste thoynami

,state.of gas-,phas8e during the motion--of' Ato-hs

flov with-da
'pressure drop -and is nonstationary
In th sa , the conndtionh
:between -time -&a dsatli -temerattre--vriatis,
-At,-any, p6int of
-the rmoVing -gas -me6diuim 1.sdetermined. by -the FP6Uriiei4-Kirchh6ff
dif fere6nht i6 - iiu6thon Of 'heat co6nductivity, ,5
S6die mos
tv6n Agase
chagebewee pass
of gas p0hase inside a
w~. asodirear
"the ,Gjashof hiUmber

aMh

-s ~nd&r' L& etiahrni-idin
ws ottaken. into .acount.i The,-c~nVebton,
sphere wvith _a- dimheioiv7of less than -50 mm
inde., f or -these-conidition

-the Pranidtl number,
4~-(

I

~

-the product of

or, air P,?2

~and
the convection factor 1.8 -t-

2 )4

1.0

The gas sphere inside the small sphere can thus be.-assumed
immobile. Under, this condition., 'the conVectiV6 temprature change
In the Fourier-Kirchhoff equation is zero and acquires the form
of the Fourier equation as in the case of A solid. F~or discrete
elements of' gas phase having the shape of a sphere, it assumes
the form:

On the basis of' the second theorem of thermal similarity
(Bukingham's theorem), he unknown function in the form of
dimensionless temperature was determined as a function of' the
Biot number Bio = aR/X and the Folarier number Fo = 'aT/R.
Given
the different value for the gas bubble radius R and the time of
Its heat exchange T, we obtained the values of Bio and Fo. with
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fwhich,-bad06i~-data from,~

w ddtermfincI th6 Vdtlues of
jarid.\
ith identicaLlu~es -for_ dimens1Iion~s emeau'
a
grphcre1ationh"I-, wasp~tt-d for- heat- e6xhaig6 time andgs

phatd-aii, dispersion, t

-

'RWhich-is prstdLd in-Fig., 2,for

_parafieters ,of ~a-paep
,a,. -and
As,
a'*11
-telA6
h
ad o nmbrs chri~ al0ri th fowline, the-teat e6xchange-

k

Z&46,

'i-atm-(abs.))1

where k is the6 ;coeficient -taking. into ,A6oUnt temperature
-variatioi;p/* is the. coiretion..fa&tdr -taking- into, account2
-pressure,-Variacion,. in acorahice. ith; ,the-first, theorem,-of -thermal
-similarity,U4ewitoh's torn
'Then the timejb ho
eat exchang betee phases, t-r was -compared,
with the- time, forvthe -proc- of two-iphase flow muotion t- on, Varioussections of .the path (pi6e, ndzile,,s~eai)
if -the time o6f''flow 'motion-T was less thanh the- time -tr, the
beginning, of intensi-ve -heat 6xchnge-between. phases-, the, flow w~as
considered- adiabatic (,i- o -k l.JL;)t; if the time- for flow, motion T
han the- quantity TH but less than the -quantity Trs
was greater -t
the time of the- eand of -the heit e6xchange process between phases,
.if the time of motion
the flow Was assumed pol-ytropic, (n1*
of the flow was greater 'than the quantity T<, the flow Was assumed
corist were
to be isothermal. When conditions p isconst or V
applied, the polytropic process was a particular case of the
Isobaric or isochoric variations in the state of the gas phase.
This analysis enabled us to distinguish narrower, but
sufficiently typical with respect to physical conditions, classes
of two-phase flow motion: isobaric, Isothermal, adiabatic, and
isochoric, for which it was possible to perform mathematical
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s.

analysis
6eieeqain
f mottion.
-'rthe
'Piipose of
d-4vn
etain ~fmto , humb.,r of asupin
ere ,mdd
and,& the- fbW.Its~lf Vas taken as a siif ied6 oel

a

The motioh of the fiw was considered tead.y and continuous.
Dispersed flow withsurtace actiVe .Subs6tance reducing the ;surface
:tablb ah&
tension of- -liquid-pOhase Was. as~suffiddteiodnnil
-balanded, i.e

the
h, arbitrary

eaiaton of-liquid-and.gas- phases-

under the, effedt of, surface forces,4ad; gavi

diftusion,6t
ogasnto,liquid -and- thUv6

o

wa,6wk
e

iuded.i

inoflqi

The

into,

gaso were, ignored.be6ause of their insi
while theweIght
Wnficlnce
omo6sition-of phases wasO assumed onstant,
nunmdditio, .we dd:not- take into.accouht the J mp in presure on the phase Interface,

which,,
accdin

tthLalacd -equatin6)

did nobt e:kceed, 1-4%

6of the pressure in liquid phafse.
In deriving equatiois ofrmotion -f6r an ideal two-phae flow,
the :Assumption was -made that forces of friction and _tangfi
tial
stresses were zero, i.e., therewas-no disipati6n of energy, ineither phase and the velocitym 'of particle- m6tion at all points, of

any arbitrarily taken section

was identical.

The actual two-phase fliowWith high, phase dispersion

was

cons idered a quasihomogeneous flow, whose viscosity and
tangential stresses for both phases which were identical, while
the density-and Velocity gradient were continuous functions of
the coordinates.
The motion of free-dispersed and connected-dispersed flows
was assumed to be translational, nonrotational, or potential.
From the assumptions made it follows that the model of ideal
*

two-phase dispersed flow is similar to the model of steady potential
ideal single-phase compressible flow, and a system of combined
differential equations with partial derivatives, consisting of
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m u

nto numn
m

numm m

mu •m

m me n

i

n

Rnn'1

j

eutih
f1 cotinuity dnd the relationship,
bet46,n 11.6w dens~ity an pr-ie,
an ,,be appli6d, to, it.i Iite-giadtion of' the-difre&ntial eq-uations with the- su-btitutionobf'
-t~dip~hdence:of dntyon _press
,ure _gives$_-the o wn
-Euer eqaios

equath
o

edMotion
1
f6r i;~

e.dmnz

tw-hseAlw

1

=0)~!lCfS

(Vmns);

S

InP-

With the fus -of equations,(~~(),() and (7)--, we Analyzedthe pr-ocess o6f' the disdharge of' a-twwophase ftlow 'from, onIcal
4nozzles-, Which -showed, that',ddrihg -the discharge of a flid -flow
irom nozzles there- is,a
itical :barrier wihich is-es6tablished, in
anarrow (ciia* et of
1 h
zl
wn to th6, pr~sdnce
of gas phase.
During the critical discharge- of a. two-!phase fluid floWi the
discharge Velocity-, maximumn wei.htu-per-secon flow rate,, and
critical prsueratio aire functions of the -gas content per unit
volume of' the flow- (or the ratio of' phase content per unit volumne).
For-example, With Isothermal discharge o1' a two-phase dispersed flow (with gas sphere dimensions* R < 0.01 mm), these
parameters are determined from the following expressions:

Ul
OG=2.L

g

1 (I

-~-

2.3* c Igvs J*5 Vic-q;

1 fl*

47+

__m_

4,ic Ig v.7

2 -. 1 ~

X.(1 +4,.
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I_
1(9)

2:1, -=0;

kI)

=0.

(8)
I'

(10)

(1

1With -adiabatic dSi h-arg'-of a -two-phase diSpersed flow, (with
_gas sphere dimension' R > 0.1 mm), the critical parametersare
ddpterie blbye
the following
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isoareWith

in .)

isthercsemalibai

vi

'0'. bli-; in adidbatic *£~

i)

nio

chrc ~=duig ichreInto -avacuuii )'.
Thus-- the criti-cal
parameters durinjg -the ~discharge o'f atwo-p;;hase-:flow,-(velocity wi
are determined- riot_ by the value odf -thevalal
anid- flow rate A
o6t
two-phase flow, but, bytev~u of counte6renerg8y
-potential
prssure- or tie,y u ~cr'itical. pr6r riowhcdeend
up~oh therm~al flux and& its-direction

,between hae

(rogsphe

-t-6- iqUd or iiqUid: pha se -tAn, expe-r~nmental- study on the mtotion -o ral ie)Viscous
two-phase dispersed, 'flow showddtnat inthe discharge -f6rrnUlas(8),() (12_),_ and' (1),deiiV~d: for- ideal- flow 'it is necessaryto introduce the floW, rate factoz ii
0930.6 which takes into
&ccount losses, from friction during -the discharge, of A viscou
:two-phase _P16w te~o

conical -h6tzzlesi

Dur-ing isothermal mobtion of a viscou: -two-"phase dispersed,
Plow in :pipes With- heAt tr~ansfer ftromf liquid, -P~a's to -gas,
hydraulic losses, can be6 deOte6rin le6d by :solVing trfansce'ndenital
eqUati'ns, having, -the, form:.
u
( 4P u)
(PH , )h"+''
(A

-Y

TPhis equation is obtained by integration of expression

(17)
in which the quantities X. w, and y are defined as functions of
gas content per unit volume, depending on the absolute value of
pressure arid changing along the line of flow.
The quantity X was expressed in terms of variables w. y. and
(18)
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where the, etefficienrt -of,dYnani

visc-6ity .0i is- -cphnneted, with,

the value of'gas-content per- unit voiume by, functional relationship

Based on- the data: ftrm an experimental study by-theauthor,_

.Are.:.
the c efficint, .neuatin, (16).-and formulas (1 and 4
0.3 ) ; 'k, - 0Q26;
"Di"
0.05; h'22(Vheni A k,--6 4 in 1;- k

A- V1
The.study, o6f isothermaJmot~oh -of'

us two-phase flow

the adlabatic .and isothermal discharge p ocesses, :and'
the isobaric motion -of a two-phae fow in free, stream enabled,
in. pipes,

the author to obtain.th6 relationship neceS azdy for the.hydraulic

Conclusions1.

It is shown that equationS of motion and the relation-

ship between parameters of isobaric, isothermal,. adiabatic, andisoch6ric two-phase flows are varied and in -the absence Of heat
exchange between the--ambient medium a-id the flow and in the
absence of phase transition of components, are determined by the
thermodynamic law,-of variation for the gas phase state, Which, in
turn, depends upon the value of thermal flux and its direction
(from gas to liquid-or from liquid to gas).
2.

It is established that the value of thermal flux depends

upon gas phase dispersion.
3. Thermal energy, changing from liquid phase to gas,
increases the available energy of two-phase flow and reduces the
critical discharge velocity and flow rate. Thermal energy,
changing from gas phase to liquid, reduces the value of available
energy and increases the critical discharge velocity and flow
rate.
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dr.~iitld'dl, pramieters ot
(Pressure PAtio V~, -Velod-1ty M4_,
Jlrec tlon ~aOd, 4alueis -of, thermal
pers1on, of gds ;Phase (sspere

tw-0hAte_ -flow- during :dischairg
Arid' -f16W raxite j-qdeped oni the
flux 'and, f£iilly~s 6hf the-dorrdus
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D NAMIC-. CHARACTERiSISTUS OF;A.
'COOMTERFLOW AHEATE C ANGt
~A
PPA RAT US
...

V.. 1,

6churoV -And':Ai.., -hakahoV

'Ri
Hat.-exdhangers-ha-Ve
found, Wide aopiiation in modern power
installation64
The dynamic -ptrodetle&of a heat exchanger which Is an

element in an -o~eral: ohitrol- system can substantially affect the
dynamics of-the automated object.

The know!edge of dynamic

Characteristics of heat exchangers is necessary when-deslgning
automatic control systems for powier installations.
A characteristic peculiarity of heat exchangers is the considerable effect of parameter distribution on the nonstAtionary
processes of heat transfer. This situation, to a considerable

~extent,

makes it difficult to obtain the analytical dynamic

~characteristics of the equipment. Even after the necessary
~simplifications, the dynamics of a heat exchanger are described
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*

by a system, of differ-ential equations- -in,
par~tial- derivatvs
whose solution- leads, to traniscendenhtAl 'transfer 'functions.e The. use
of such transOer functions istdngh
dimids of' the,0
oje ct
oh analiog modeliht deVides- is not,,poss'ible.i, 'B66aU oftith
problem- is- posed to obta.in-Ta&sim.pe approximate transfer'.function
for~ a hea- -echanger,, 'which,would- allow ;us to--determine, its
transient pro esj akijng into -acco6unt thespecifi
-of -the:
physical prd s6 6 d- uriilng. -inthe 6bjedt, wjth,t hedesAry,
-degree of acdiiiicy.;
Var1ous methods for: obtaininga
funcdtli

f or a-heat e.chnfier a&re

apoxmt

osbe

triansfer,

1

i~n thi- work, we, used adn-approximationi -of -the-initial1 transid
-cendenta-i trans fer function of -the,-heat exchger wit -the,
'-,ppilpatioh, of 6.method of linehar .intdgrAl eva1lation. The,
result's, of the solutions- obtainied--are -dompared,with e6xperinital
data compiled from, a test bf ,a;laminated cdunteurflow- heat exc6hanger of the 'GTKa-lQ NZL gas' turbine type.
A comparison of cailcuilateLd anid e-xperimental dynamic characteristics makes it possilble ;to establish- the admissibility of thesolutions obtained.
Let us examine a cdounterflow- heat exchanger, whose structural
diagram is presented in Fig.. 1. Disturbing, input adtioni are the
temperature of the hot medium 6l
and the temperature of the
0
cold medium 2ax at heat exchanger input; the output parameter is
the temperature of the cold medium at heat exchaniger output e ax
In determining the components of the heat exchanger' transfer
r.'Lic tions
(P) tP),

and W. p)=

we make the following ordinary assumptions.
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Fig.I.St~udturiai diagram
ofahh

texcnanhearsn.

Let:Ut AsUmek that the p dhyond&hts
d
of -thewoAorking
medium are cnstant , hre Is,non temperature gradient or velocity
gradienti in e ha t iexchan er sections,.eand,there is no theat
exc hange -al
the, axi onf the hdat exchane
Wfe shall further
assume that €on-hnat, exc heat
heexchanger
ed an heat s transferred
rom the hot md um to theo ld through a hividing wal. Also we
asum,e that the
theat
empxhan
oesints i th mtransientd

processes keep thervle-qa

to thL-values dur~ing-Astaicd

regimes and do iot depend
w
n coordinates.
-us tdisecgard -the
0<thermal inertia- of
te i
mi t
-eat exchangechanns.
e
Wa

shal examine -asingle dimensional problem- (the6xs-fth

o

or
at i
c ed aorg the deig
wall of -the heat exchanger).
seUnder these conditions for the heat exchanger element we can set
up.th following, system ~of -equations for ther'mal balances:

whereitsx
e
are the temperatures of the hot medium, cold
13
medium, and dividing; wall, respectively; x - relative coordinate
! x < 1); 0 - flow rate of medium; F - heat exchange surface;
a-heat exchange factor; 03 - weight of dividing wall; C specific heat capacity of medium; C3 - specific heat capacity of
wall material. Subscript 1 corresponds to the hot medium and
Here e,,

*(0
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Next we apply the Laplace trans formi relatiVd -to. th6 vahiab
x.k
under the- -foiI6wing-botindAry ofdiio
when, x =0-

when x

I

%(
p

-V7~-B
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~T*~

(Ai

i..4S~l~
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Fulfilling the Laplace reverse tran~form, we obtain unknown
transfer functions:

(P)(2)

W,
where s1 and

s2

are the roots of the characteristic equation:
~(A IB) s-A182 + A2,91= Os

-

SI.

2

-,--

2

A

R
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tfiat -the, transfer fucinsd

ie~et:::6 be :-hovi

io c

ge

'unrde'r nonzero intlconditions if we-cons ider-deViat46ps -of
ti-Mjqrtue&frm--_h~r.values durinig the- -tudied4 heat, exchange,

With thed_:!
of the trais fer TUnct!ons. obtainedd we can- determine the, output ,pArameter-of -the heat- ex-changer- e2~ ttl under
vaio6us, distuzbing 6ffc6ts, *0xt) and
Howevr finding
the, anialytical, .functional relationship- between these, parameters
is ,Vdry difficulit as is the use -of'th yaiccaatristics

I

obtained-during the, iodeling,of, the tranien-t, proeses of theheat, exchangeri. In-order to o btain_ the doriary- transfer functions
~ofth hatexhager e
-,6hall -approxiate, expressions (1)-4and,

The paaeeso

hsapproximate transfer function are,

-found' undier ,the-conditi-On that W91 (p) is equal to its exact value
Wm p at extreme -values -of ,p6nd, thtte-l
integral
evaluations-are equal- to the exact and approximate transfer
function, i.e., from, th-e followirjg relationships:.

(3);

W4 (P) IV
I,

dp

*

Performing the necessary transformations according to
equalities (3), we obtain approximate transfer functions of' a
counterfiow heat exchanger:
W.,
Iva'P)

*P

MI(5)
.NiZP
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(4)

The parameters of the transfer functions Wl(P)

And W 2 (p) are

found from the following relationships:

-i ) '

k, = i , (- es" _; t,'- k
k2

r 3

2 (A,".-B ,
r 2

'I

"es ) .

-

,

1)'

(k-- e" ') (A ," B-e )2

Here.

A'-•

-

(s
W4

(N + I M .)(-10

: B., =' -2A;---' s ° = A °1 + B1°

+,Iv(N

Af.) Bj1e h*

-

(NI' +14?) BIO;

(I + B,e, -)
_NM..)

e' . (+t

-e')

The' approximate transfer" functions obtained have been
evaluated on a heat exchanger of the GTK-10 gas' turbine type.
An experiment for taking the amplitude-phase frequency
characteristics of a GTK-10 heat exchanger was carried out while
it was operating in the gas turbine cycle. Therefore, from the
experiment we could obtain the total frequency characteristic of
';he heat exchanger during the simultaneous action of two disturbances: with respect to 0 lx and e 2x .
The constants of the heat exchanger in the studied GTU
operating regime had the following values:
1/h; ic3 = 53.3 1/h; K4 = 3.90.

K1

= 3.15;

K2

=

46.9

91

in determining the constants, the heat exchange factors a 1
and c,'2 were found by calculations,

using the values for the heat

transfer factor of the. heat exchanger obtained from the experiment.
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For the studied operating regime, the following appi6ximate
transfer functions were obtained for the heat exchanger:

W,(P)-.

I"'
0.C63 ---

- .)

--3,4'SPTT-0
p - 0,337

Figures 2 and 3 present the calculated Values for the
amplitude-phase characteristics of the heat exchanger W1 (iw) and
W2 ,(iw), plotted on the basis of exact and ,apprOximate transfer
functions.

As is' apparent from the graph, the obtained approximate

dynamic characteristics of the heat exchanger, in spite of their
simple form, enable us to indicate very precisely the dynamics of
the processes in a wide range of frequencies.

Figure 4 illustrates

the total frequency characteristics of the heat exchanger, obtained
with the aid of expression

W ii')

,

02

w

W',(,',)
U

I

Iv
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-D:"'"'2) W.(i1,).

I-

,u.

u.

Q.

-- I
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'*P1
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with
Ampltude-phase characteristics
respect to the temperature of the cold medium
at heat exchanger output and the temperature of
with constant temperature
input,
the hot medium atcold
medium:
of the incoming
Fig. 2.

111a

function
0 - Calculation according to transfer
accordingt
W'T(p), formula (1); A - Calculation
(p), formula (4).
W
transfer function
pa$/clK = rad/s.
DESIGNATION:
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Fig. 3. Amplitude-phase characteristics with respect to the
temperature of the cold medium at heat exchanger output and
the temperature of the cold medium at input with constant
temperature for the incoming hot medium:

i

0- Calculation according to transfer functionWT (p),
formula (2); A
Calculation--according-to-transfer functio
w2 (p), formula (5).

[paD/ceK =

rad/si
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Fig. 11. Amplitude-phase characteristics with respect to the
temperature of' the cold medium at GTK-10 heat exchanger output and the temperature of the hot medium at input:
0 - Experiment; 0 - Calculation according to transfer functions
WT (p) and W T (p); A - Calculation according to transfer

functions Wa (p) and Wa (p).

[paD/ce

rad/s]
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The experimental frequency characteristic is also presented
there.. As follows from the graph, a good correspohdence between

calcuiated and experimental frequency characteristics is obtained.
The values of exact and approximate frequency characteristics also
agree Well in the examined frequency range.
The results obtained indicate

that the simple approximate

transfer functions found can be used for determining the transient
processes of heat exchangers.
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THE SIMULATION OF WEAK .GRAVITATIONAL
FIELDSFOR STUDYING HEAT EXCHANGE
DURING BOILING'
B. I. Verkin, Yu. A. Kirichenko.,

M; L. Dolgoiy, I. V. Lipatov,
and A. I. Charkin
Abbreviations
n - lift, bubble, flow
c - cohesion
m - inertia
OTP

- detached

critical
npeA - limiting
Kp -

n tip - critical flux
The study of heat exchange processes in weak gravitational
fields, the processes of boiling in particular, is a timely study
in connection with the development of new fields of engineering.
Conditions of weightlessness and reduced gravitation (for
.;tudying hydrostatic and heat exchange phenomena, etc.) are usually

'P. S. Chernyakov and V. L. Polunin also participated in
this work.
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accomplished in laboratories on installations equipped with
containers freely falling under the effect of gravity [1, 2).

*

The

main disadvantage of this type of installation is the extremely
brief testing time, several seconds in the best of cases. Under
these conditions it is very difficult to study processes occurring
in liquids or in two-phase media, which require some stabilization
in time, for example, heat exchange processes during boiling.
In the Low Temperature Physical Engineering Institute of the
Academy of Sciences, USSR, methods have been developed for
simulating the conditions of weightlessness-and weak gravitational
fields, making it possible to perform an experiment for as long
a time period as desirable:
simulation With the aid of a two-dimensional layer of
liquid in thin containers and narrow slits;
-

simulation with the aid of forces acting on a liquid
magnet in a nonuniform magnetic field.
-

WEAK GRAVITATIONAL
SIMULATING
1.
THIN
WITH TWO-DIMENSION4AL
FIELDS
CONTAINERS'
In the rather thin layer of liquid (or liquid-gas, liquidvapor system) located in a narrow inclined slot, only the component of gravity directed along the slot will affect the hydrodynamics and heat exchange processes. In this case, in thin slots
we can simulate the conditions of weak gravitational fields for
processes occurring in them where the simulated acceleration of
gravity g will be equal to (Fig. 1):

where gn = 9.81 m/s2 is the normal acceleration of gravity; € is
the angle of slot slope to the plane of the earth's surface.
'This method of simulation was proposed by A. D. Myshkis and
Yu. A. Kirichenko.
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Fig. 1. Simulation of weak
graVitational fields in thin
-_.-

containers:
Lift, acting on the bubble;

-- "_-F

-

F - Cohesive force between
bubble and wall; ,F- Drag of
liquid; F
-

-

inertia; F6

-

Surface tension.

it is convehient to conduct such studies in thin containers
with transparent WalIs.
If the detached diameter of the bubble D0 is compared with
the distance between the side walls"'of the container 6 so that

D,).=(2)
and the bubble touches the side Walls at the moment of detachment,
only the component of lift directed' along the container will affect
it.

It tests are made with a heater (for example, a resistance

heater), located an equal distance from the walls of the slot, the
following conditions must be fulfilled:
2

(3)

For a correct study of boiling under simulation conditions
it is necessary that the forces acting on the bubble be either
the same as during boiling in a large volume for a weak gravitational field equivalent to that simulated or be small as compared
with the simulated lift.
The following forces will act on the bubble at the moment of
its detachment from the heater (see Fig. 1):

lift Fn, inertia of

the liquid F., surface tension F,, drag FD, surface adhesion
between the bubble and the wall of the slot F

.

To evaluate the
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applicability of the method, we shall find the ratio of forces
F
6' F and F. to lift F

rn,

-

"-

:=7'

n

N '

.
.f .

(LI)

We can see that when condition (3) is fulfilled, the forces
acting on tne bubble will have the following orders:
Pi

Fi-

F.- 4

8-.R,,,;

1

FD

s'
n

where p is the density of the liquid; T0 is the time interval
from the moment of bubble generation to its detachment; R 0 is the

0
detached radius of the bubble; a is the coefficient of surface
tension; v is the kinematic viscosity .of the liquid; y is the
contact angle.

V

We shall designate in terms of R and " the detached
diameter of the bubble and the time interval between bubble generation and its detachment at g = gn' using the dependence of
R 0 on the acceleration of gravity [3]:

assuming the

detachment time T0 , in accordance with the formula of Pleset and
2-

Zwick from [4], to be ToT=Tn

we obtain from (5):

= . 02.gn(sln
3, ),' HR,
. Ru2pgn 6:
(sln )'i ;
s'
t) ;" IL
€°
:(
H4 -"=:.,
3.
Ir7"
PO,"
(sin a '
8R.ng(sinj)

_

,~IT

(6)

The first two expressions in (6) in order are the same as in
a large volume [5) (assuming g = gn sin q) and are not needed in
the evaluation. To evaluate l3 and n 4 we assume ROT = 6/4. This
is valid for the evaluation calculations of slots with a thickness
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jv(-za1 millimotrs aines the detached diametera of bubbles in
It
birge vulume for the working fluids we used (ether and water),
to publinhed data [6) and the results of our tet, ore
(c,,Cu'dinf
onr) the order ol' one millimeter and more. The detachmen-t time wan
,"'Illeteatd from the formula precented In reference [4].
4.

Olven the values of the corresponding physical quantities and
0.5 mm whichnacorresponds to 8 a 2 mm, we obtain friom
a:oumtnjr, Hn
condition n3 < 1 for ether and water on glass sin 4 < 10 -3 and
oIn 4 < 10- , respectively. The contact angle for ether is asumed
to be y - 50 and for water y - 10. Evaluations obtained from
condition n4 < 1 give even smaller values for n - g/gn w sin €.
on thin slots the simulation of weak gravitational fields
T'1ui,
duririr bolline is possible up to overloading' on the order of

r -* 10"3 .
Experiments were made in thin transparent containers with a
clearance width of 1.2-3 mm on ethyl ether, ethyl alcohol, and
water. We atudied the boiling crisis, as well as heat exchange
during nucleate and film boiling on platinum resistance heaters
0.05-0.3 mm in diameter, located in the middle of the container
and equal distance f.,om its side surfaces. The heater served, at
the same time, as a resistance thermometer. The container was
placed in a thermostat in which constant temperature was maintained,
near the saturation temperature of the studied liquid. Data on
critical thermal fluxes are presented in Table 1 and on Fig. 2,
where the solid line indicates the relationship q p/qn Kp
(~~0.25
0 2 5 . Each point on Fig. 2 and in Table 1 is an average
- /-T)
value of tnree measurements. Based on the results of approximately
five hundred measurements of critical thermal fluxes in the
ov,.rload interval 0 < n < 1, the following relationship was found
by the method of least squares:

'The ratio of the simulated acceleration to the normal
acceleration of gravity (n g/gn ) will be called the "overload."
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(7')

.26±.o,oL.

,k0

q,.-,,,

Taking into account the earlier measurements made on nontherm6-

stated containers (approximately 1000 measurements ih all)

(8)

k O24. 4- 0,01.

*
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Fig. 2. Critical thermal flux versus modeled
of gravity:
acceleration
a
in aneifed
- Alcohol in thin
0 -Ether in thin containers;

containers; A

-

Water in thin containers; 0

-

Oxygen

in a magnetic field.
Thus, the obtained dependence of critical thermal fluxes on
the acceleration of gravii;y agrees well with the familiar
Kutateladze-Borishanskiy-Zubr relationships of the hydrodynamic
theory of crises.
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Table 1. Critiel thermal flux in tnermostated
conzainers on platinum heaters.

To .u_______ _____..___
-'0

10IV

_ _

I-(,.05

(5)

2
3
"4
5
6
7
8
9

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

10

-2

01

11
12
13
14
15
!6

2
'3
3
12
2,0
24

0,1
015
0.15
0,1
0,1
01

17
18
19
20

3,8
2,4
3,0
1,8

0,3
0,3
0,3
0,1

KEY:

0.05
0.0&5
0,15

0,15
0,5
0,05
0.15
0.15

1

u

____--______.____)___"

4.50

1,54

0,34

0.23"

1,13
3,66
3,44
3.80
4,91
3;4'
4,10
3.24

2,47
1,61
1,51
0.97
2.20
2.04
0,97
1,21

0.56
0.44
0,44
0.2
0.45
0.530,24
0,37

0.23
0.21
"028

7.40

4j1

0,56

0,22

Boa

6.15
5,37
5,36
4,4
4,95
,55

2.74
I,51
1,68
1,61
1,97
1.78

0,44
0,28
0,31
0,37
0,40
0,32

0,25
0,28
0,30
0,29
0,28
0,26

Bo,a
Bo~a
Bonia
Boaa

5,40
5,97
595
4,75

1,59
2,12
2,03
1,8

0,30
0,35
0.34
0,38

0,30
0,29
0,26
0,30"

,,p

?3,,ip
COnp
hio
9Np
34mp
3-,1p
3 1p
6 3€-p
cn)qCi.p

Cr.pr
CIMpT
Cr,PT
(7) Bo,"a
a

-0,28-

0,2N5
o,2
0,29
0,27

(1) Clearance thickness, mm;- (2) Heater diameter,

nmn; (3) Liquid;
(7) Water.

(4) W/m2 ; (5)Ether; (6) Alcohol;

In the case of an underheated liquid, when condition (3) is
not fulfilled, the index k in our tests was considerably less
thar

0.25.
The average value for relative critical thermal tluxes during

weightlessness is

0.8=0,02,

(9)

-nd, taking into account the measurements in a nonthermostated
., ntainer, Is
._ ..

036 ± C,O .

(10)
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Table 2.

Nucleate boiling in thermostated containers.
i

Be..

.,,.,

-

'

Iarn
Mis

3

3
3
2

5 33
-6.
7
8
9
10
11

o0.
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.6

3
3
3
1.5
1.5

a 6).0 ,

S,,

,
eI

S-- H1
1

K'

0.15
Cur
0.15
C.ispr
0.15 18 brp
o0
3&aip
0,05
0.0is, np

2

I.I

.

"-:

1,60
0"712
6.&9
1,81
2.29
1.67

24.5
19,7
I7
25.0
40.3
19.3

0,667
0.35
0,76
0.73
0.57
0.43

22.2
18,7
6.9
24,9
39.9
371.3

0,71
0.37
0.86
0.73
0.57
0'44

1,9
1.32 -31.5
'42.02 2 ,3
34,p
0,09 V.4
30p
1,42 j23 .4

0,48
0.42
00.
0,44
0,6

P,,6
219,0
30,8
21.s
22;4

0,49
,46,
0,43
0.65
0.45'
0 63

34 mp

j

IIOC

:(.), a()

4.0 2(n)

,

1.0 024
,.05 0.018
11.12 043
,,D ,1
1,001'0,17
.0 J ,
.,02 0.17
1,08 017
,9460Jo.7
I-0 ,17
1,04 10.17

KEY:

(1) Clearance size, mm; (2) Heater diameter,
mm; (3) Liquid; (4) W/m2 ; (5) Deg; (6) W/m2 .deg;

(7) Alcohol; (8) Ether.
Tests were made on heat exchange during nucleate boiling in
the overload range 0.02 , n < 1. Certain data on nucleate boiling
(11 sets of measurements, 3 series each with 7 measurements in
each series),are presented in Table 2. The heat transfer ftator
a during nucleate boiling with a reduction in the simulated
gravitational field increases somewhat. This relationship,
calculated by the method of least squares based on the results of
more than 200 separate measurements, has the form:

-.=,o-o,o .. -, 0,0'<. <I,,
"n

where an

=

a when n

n

l&f

1.

With weak gravitational fields near weightlessness, we can
not fix the region of developed nucleate boiling; following the
beginning of vaporization, crisis sets in.
For film boiling the following relationship is obtained:
. -"\ga/

k) 0=,
ISZ0,02;
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0,03 < -L<1

(12)

I2
I/
The index k in relationship (12) is les than the expected
k = 0.23-0.3, obviously, becdause of the heat transfer through the
of the container and convective heat exchange in the liquid
and in the vapor, which does not correspond to siniulation conditions. Relationship (12) can be consider ed the upper boundary
fof
the heat transfer factors during filmb6oi-ing-in the studied
range of acceleration.

fwall

Figure 3 presents motion picture frames bf the boiling
orocess on a thin wire in the container, olocated at angles 00
(n = 0), Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c; 200 (n -- 0.35), Fig. 3d; 90 (n = I),
Fi. 3b.

There is an apparent tendency for the vapor bubbles to

increase and merge dur'Ing a drop in the overloadLng.
Under weightlessness simulation conditions the growingbubbles
in the boiling-process Pnerge into one vapor-avity covering the
entire heater.
The same pattern is also observed during--the boiling of
liquid oxygen in a nonuniform magnetic field when simulating low

overloads.
THE MODELING OF WEAK GRAVITATIONAL
FIELDS WITH THE AID OF FORCES
ACTING ON A PARAMAGNETId LIQUID
IN A NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD
This method Involves placing a paramagnetic liquid (liquidoxygen) in a constant nonuni2vrm magnetic field of such configuration that on each elementary volume of the liquid there acts
a force directed against the force of gravity and fully (weightlessuess) or partially (weak gravitational field) compensates for

If 0 n = PgnV is the force of gravity, V is the volume of
tquid, F is the force acting on the liquid in the magnetic field,
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Fig. 3a
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Fig. 3b
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Fig. 3e. The boiling process in a
container with various simulated
overloads.
then

n
We can see,
magnetic field

AFE(13)

using [7), that for a liquid magnet in a uniform

A=

yi'
Ig H1

(14)

where H is the intensity of the magnetic field and K is the
specific magnetic susceptibility.
This method is accoiwplished in the interpolar vertical
clearance of an electromagnet with the diameter of the terminals
14
200 mm and maximum field intensity approximately 10 Oe. The
polar terminals were designed according to a method similar to

[7].
The profile of the polar terminals is presented in Fig. 4
where the dashes indicate the caloulated configuration of the
terminals, and x0 , z0 are the cutoff points of the terminal
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profile.

A constant force compensating the force of gravity acts

in the plane of symmetry of the terminals

(XY).

The volume of

the liquid magnet bounded by coordinates -zl, +zl1,

x1 , x 2 , and y

will be affected by the unstudied vertical components of the
compensating force, equivalent to relative overload:
:t-

9-

X +x

-

(15)

2 )'-

An evaluation of all errors connected with accomplishing the
method shows that it is possible to simulate weak gravitational
fields with forces acting on a liquid paramagnet with an accuracy
to at least ±0.01 g

ii

•

*

I

Fig. 4. Profile of polar
terminals of a magnet for
simulating weak gravitational

*I.

*I

Ifields.

0 zo

The overload for vapor n n during the simulated overload for
liquid can be expressed by the formula:

(
where K and

K1

"(16)

are the specific magnetic susceptibilities of

liquid and vapor, respectively.
stantially from n.

The quantity nn differs insub-

In the case of weightlessness for liquid
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oxygen n = 0, while nn

2"10 - .

The most reliable method of checking weightlessness for
boiling is the neutral equilibrium of a vapor bubble in the
studied region of liquid since in order to simulate the boiling
process during weightlessness, it is obviously essential to ensure
the weightless conditions for vapor bubbles.
In studying heat exchange there will be additional errors
caused by the dependence of magnetic susceptibility on temperature
and the appearance of thermomagnetic convection.
The upper limit of simulation in a study of boiling can be
found from the relationship:
V7

(1

where T is the average volume temperature of liquid; 0 represents
the Curie-Weiss points; v is the volume of the vapor bubble;
v

is the volume between the bubble surfaces and the heater.
For liquid oxygen when At

10 deg nnpeA = l0- 3 . Thus, the
1

presence of thermomagnetic convection does not obstruct the study
of heat exchange during boiling. However, thermomagnetic convection makes it impossible to study convective heat exchange with
the chosen method of simulating weak gravitational fields. The
relationship between the heat transfer factors for thermomagnetic
a and thermal aT convections can be written for liquid oxygen in
the form:
I

If we assume that the study of thermal convection is possible
when aT

aM, this gives the evaluation of limiting overload at
O

which it is possible to study thermal convections: n > 0.6.
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Boiling was studied in a glass Dewar vessel with an internal
diameter of 14 mm, placed in the vertical clearance of the magnet
on platinum resistance heaters with a diameter of 0.05 and 0.1 mm.
The heat transfer factor versus thermal flux for various overloads
(n = 1, 0.64, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 0.05, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01, 0) was
studied.

Data on boiling are presented in Table 3; some of the

boiling curves are given in Fig. 5a and 5b.

In addition, critical

thermal flux versus the acceleration of gravity was studied (see
Fig. 2).

The dependence of the heat transfer factor on q,

corresponding to convective heat exchange (see Fig. 5), as indicated above, is caused by thermomagnetic convection.

In the

area of film boiling there is also observed an anomalous dependence
of a on q, which is apparently connected with.the limited dimensions of the working vessel in which the study was made.

For

the area of nucleate boiling, which is simulated correctly, we
can arrive at certain conclusions relative to the dependence of a
on g and a on q in the region of weak gravitational fields.

From

Table 3, which presents data on heat transfer factors for developed nucleate boiling, reduced to flow q = 4.104 W/m 2 and the
it is apparent that in weak
exponent k for relationship a = Aq k
g ?avitational fields for developed nucleate boiling the following
relationship occurs:

.q"

(19)

agreeing with the relationship obtained under normal conditions.

Concerning the heat transfer factor during nucleate boiling
under conditions of weak gravitational fields (0.02 < n < 1), we
can only state that it is not less than under normal conditions.
Boiling curves (see Fig. 5) indicate the constriction of the
nucleate boiling regions with a decrease in overload.

When n

0

there is virtually no region of nucleate boiling.

The dependence of critical thermal flux on g was found in the
form
q';p =q up

g
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Table 3'. Parameters of the
nucleate boiling of liquid
oxygen under conditions
imitating weak gravitational
fields in a nonuniform magnetic field.

n 104 W
i'* -a eg
*

k

0,02

4,5i

0,7

0.043

3,9

0,88

0 05
0.1
0.3
0,5
0,64

3,9
4,2
4,6
4,1
4,2

0,86
0,64
0,88
0,75
0,79

1

3,7

0,8

*The value of a corresponds to
the moment of crisis during a
thermal flux of 3,8.10
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.

'
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1
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., W!
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Fig. 5. Curves representing the boiling of liquid
oxygen under conditions of weak gravitational fields
simulated in a nonuniform magnetic field.
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in the range 0.01 < n < 1. The limiting average value of relative
p = 0.26 ± 0.01.
critical thermal flux when g = 0 is qn p

I-I_
Fig. 6. Critical thermal flux verzus
the acceleration of gravity based on
data from various authors:
0 - Ether in thin container; A - Oxygen
in a magnetic field; I - Based on data
Usyskin
from Mert and Clark [8]; 0
and Zigel' [3]; A - Lyon [9].

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship q,,p=qnp

and the

experimental points obtained by various authors [3, 8, 9] including
the data from our work. Data of Mert and Clark [8], who conducted
a very careful study of the boiling of nitrogen from a copper
sphere in a falling container, has the best agreement with our
on g in the overload range 0.03 < n < 1. The
dependence of q
elevated values of qRP, found by Usyskin and Zigel' [3] during
boiling on thin wires in water also in a falling container
obviously are explained by the insufficient purity of the weak

24o
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gravitational fields and the short testing time. Lyon and
colleagues [9), who conducted tests with the simulation of low
overloads according to a methodology similar to ours in a magnetic
field of a solenoid, also obtained very elevated results in the
region of weak gravitational fields. It is possible that intense
thermomagnetic convections, caused by the very large surface of
the heater, affected the results in reference t9).
a

Concluaions
1.

Methods were developed for simulating weightlessness and
weak gravitational fields for studying the process of boiling in
the overload range 0.01 < n < 1.
2.

The relationship between-critical thermal flux and the

acceleration of gravity was found:
q9

q, V'

,=
*,

0,01 <..< I,

and it agrees well with the familiar theoretical KutateladzeBorishanskly-Zuber relationship [10, 11).
3. According to two methods, the limiting average value of
critical thermal flux when g = 0 was found:

0

0,05.

In the experiments we observed considerably lower values for
limiting critical thermal flux (0.18 qn
-0.2 q' Kp )
4. We have shown that the value of the heat transfer factors
during nucleate boiling under conditions of weak gravitational
fields is no lower than it is under normal condi,..'ns.
5.

It was found that the dependence of the heat transfer
factor during nucleate boiling on the thermal load under conditions of weak gravitational fields remains the same as during
normal gravitation.
241

6. With extremely weak gravitational fields (g 0) there Is
virtually no region of' nucleate boiling and after boiling b-egins
crisis sets in.
7. During boiling in weightless conditions there is a
tendency toward the forniation of a single bubble which surrouinds
the heater.
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SECTION II
THE HYDRAULICS OF TWO-PHASE FLOW

FLOW PULSATIONS IN TYP'ES*OF STEAM
BOILERS
i0
i

OM.
Baldina, V. G. Zinkevich,
R. I. Kalinin, and V. B. Khabenskiy

Abbreviations

3

- economizer

nap - steam
BX -

input

eux - output
- dynamics
MWH

BH

- minimum
-

internal

Until recently test data on stability conditions for
evaporating parallel flows have been represented in parametric
form [1, 2, 3) and made it possible to determine the necessary
throttling of boiler pipes only for a heating surface similar to
that studied with respect to components and thermal conditions.
In the general case, it is very difficult to determine the amount
of throttling necessary or the amount of relative throttling H:
nn

where EAp S

@"(1)

1Pap

is the sum of the pressure drop at the input unheated
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and economizer sections; Ap
is the same at the evaporator,
reheater, and output unheated sections of the pipe.
Figure 1 is a generalization of test. data on the flow
stability boundary in a number of industrial and bench test installations as a function of the value of mass velocity wy.
Certain qualitative regularities in the form of 11

f(wy) are

noticeable only at very low values for wy 300 kg/m2 s, which are
virtually never encountered in steam boilers.
Attempts to use other parameters for the purpose of generalization - pressure, thermal load, output vapor content, etc.
also have not given positive results. Theoretical methods for

-

finding the boundaries of the stability region for the motion of
a medium in steam-generating pipe elements, based on the use of

j,

the theory of automatic control [41 , have not as yet reached the
level of engineeringdesign. Available physical concepts have not
sufficiently explainedthe-phenomena observed.
For these reasons, a stand was built at the TsKTI [Central
Scientific Research, Planning and Design Boiler and Turbine
Institute im. I. I. Polzunov] for studying pulsations in parallel
pipes at pressures up to 250 atm (abs.) [5].

The study of inter-

pipe pulsations on this stand included a study of the nature of
the phenomenon and the obtaining of experimental data in the little
studied region of high pressures and thermal loads.
first two types of horizontal pipe bundles:

We studied

one of four straight

pipes 0 26 x 3 mm, each 7.5 m long, and one of three coils, each
27.5 m and with the same diameter.

The pressure drop between the

input and output collectors of the pipes was kept constant by a
shunting system with a large cross section. The test pipes were
heated by steam (p = 250 atm (abs.), t = 500-5500C), passing into
the furnaces along an annular clearance between the heated pipe
and the outer housing.

The length of the heated section was:

straight pipes 5.0 m and for coils 4 x 5.0 m.

for

The stand operated
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with a single-flow system and, required up to 8 t/h of water. Water
was supplied from a high-pressure pump (p = 300 atm (abs.)) with
a temperature of

i000

C and was preheated in surface heat exchangers
before entering the test elements.

,Fig.

1.
boundary in
coordinate
-- Test
R data
w: on the stability
1- - Davidov's tests,
boiler p = 100 a-m (tech.);
2 - Kruzhilin's tests, boiler 200-35, P - 35 atm
(tech.); 3 -Semen ovker's tests, boiler 200-35,
Shmukler's tests, VTI
P = 35 atm (tech);,4
boiler, p = 60-140 atm (tech.')'; 5 - G01ovan's
tests, stand, coils 0 i , 15, and 17 mm, P = 15-50
atm (tech.); 6 -'Serov and Lezin's tests, stand,
pipe 0 4 mm, P = 30-100 atm (tech.); 7 - Lavrenov's
tests
stand, coils 0 13 mm, p = 20-50 atm (tech.);
8 - Valdina's tests, boiler OKG-100-2, P = 15-22
atm (tech.); 9 - Fedorov's tests, stand, pipe0
10
mm, p =
40-100
atm (tech.);
10
authors'
tests,
stand,
coils
26 -x Region
3, 28 xof ,the

16 x 3 straight pipes b 26 x 30m, p = 20-200
p atm (tech.).
Horizontal coils

28

0 4 and 1 16

3 mm
7 with dc electrical

heating from a
6PN-550-750 transformer, 550 kW at a voltage of
85 V, and a vertical coil from pipes pae25
am
te.am,
were next installed on the stand [6]. Diagrams of these coils
are presented in Fig. 2. The horizontal coils were ea2.623.1 m
long and the heated sections 19.6 m each.

The vertical coils

26.4 m long could be connected along systems of H-, N-, and Mshaped motion with the aid of the switching provided.
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Sections

i!

of each path were heated for a length of 5.0 m.
The pressure in the installation varied from 20 to 240 atm
(tech.). The average thermal loads were, with electrical heating,
< 40.10 3 kcal/m 2 .h and, with steam heating, up to 600.103
kcal/m 2 .h.

Underheating before boiling at water input was

Al, = 5-100 kcal/kg.

31

b)
1;"M awi

1

-a))

Fig. 2. Diagram of experimental coils:
a - Horizontal 0 28
14mm; b - Vertical 0 26
3 mm.
KEY:
(1)
Throttle
gate;
(2)
Conductor
contact;
(3) Annular chamber; (4) Rod pipe.

Variable quantities - water flow rate at input, dynamic head
in several cross sections along the pipes, and pressure drops in
their sections

-

were established by the N-700 oscillographs and

the single-flow EPP-09, whose signal was fed from sylphon sensors
through multichannel electronic transformers developed at the
TsKTI.
a

-

oiotl02

m;

etcl02

m

Interpipe pulsations were caused by a change in the parameters
of the'To-Win the coils or by the degree of pipe throttlitng at
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input or output.

The flow stability boundary in the studied pipes

was determined according to the moment of the sharp increase in

vibration amplitude; Several tests have been conducted near it,
beginning with stable and up to the appearance of developed pulsations.

For example, the appearance of pulsations in horizontal

and vertical coils is presented In Fig. 3.

The character of the

flow process did not depend upon the orientation of the pipes.

a)

Cc/h

,2,D0

-

I~1.-:l;I

I--

.~

loop

Fig. 3.

Development of pulsations during a decrease in

flIw rate:
coil 0 16 x 3 mm, p = 119.8 atm (abs.),j
a
q 129.1 X13kcal/m 2.h, Ai 0 = 13.9 kcal/kg; b x 10
q
= 119.3 atm (abs.),
pipe,
Vertical
Ny
N10p II389
#
. lifting
8 4.7- kcal/kg.
kcal/m 2 h, i
-Horizontal

0

flow

dringa dcreaeii
evelpmet
Fig.3.ofpulatios
rate:
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In tests using the markings of a synchronizer, combined
diagrams wtre plotted showing the variations in flow rate G., the
dynamic head of the flow on the evaporative part and at output
from tne coil D, and the pressure drop on its successive input,
heated, and output sections (AP x' API AP2' AP3' AP4 P Apeux) for
tests with pulsations (Fig,. 4).

The combined diagrams showed the

identity of the relationship for horizontal and vertical pipes.
The pressure drop and the dynamic head of the flow on the watercontaining section always vary in opposite phase with the corresponding quantities measured in. the output sections of the coil.
In the middle section of the pipe these quantities, as a function
of the regime, can have any character.
In stable regimes during the forced multiple variation of
flow rate, certain opposite-phase variations of dynamic heads at
input and output are also noted.

However, with a large deviation

!n flow rate at input the dynamic head at output finally changes
in the sume direction. With pressure near critical and beyond
critical all pressure drops on separate sections of the coil
changed synchronously with the change in flow rate at input.
All these peculiarities of the variation in dynamic characteristics of flow along a pipe in nonstationary conditions can be
explained if we consider the change in the per-weight capacity of
steam-generating pipes during fluctuations in their flow rate.
According to the equation for the preservation of matter, flow
rates at input G az.1 at pipe output W are connected by relation-

ship:
=

d(2)

where dB/dT is the change in the per-weight capacity of the pipe
in a unit of time.

With subcritical pressure with any small

decrease in flow rate, the fraction of space occupied by steam is
increased by 6G and the per-weight capacity of the pipe is
decreased by 6B.

This part of the per-weight capacity is removed

2'4
8

/
Ig

from the pipe during transient process T.

If the removal rate of

part of the per-weight capacity is assumed constant, then
immediately after the disturbance the flow rate at output will be:

41

(abs.)l~~i JI -L' I I I
atm,
'L.J~~ii~,!

-1:LqIll:k

4. Ur

IMP

iif!
I
11 1 lttIli

j

--

.4M

p

Fig. 4. Combined diagrams showing variations of flow
rate in separate sections and pressure drop in the
sections of a vertical N-shaped coil:

p = 96.5 atm (abs.);

= 345
0k
34
kcal/kg; G - Flow rate at input; Dl, Dm2 - the same at

the end of the first and third paths; Ap8 x, APBUX

pressure drop at input and output of unheated sections;
Apl, A

-

the same on consecutive heated sections.

if 111>6-; then flow rate at output in this period will be
greater than the initial quantity. In this case, pressure losses
in the steam-containing sections can increase by a greater quantity
than losses are reduced in the section before the start of boiling
and the reduction in flow rate will continue.
A rise in the pressure drop in the water-containing section
increases flow stability. This condition is assumed to be
characterized by the coefficient of relative pipe throttling H,
determined by expression (1).
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Depending on the dynamic properties of the system, greatly
determined by the inconstancy of the filling of the evaporative
pipeis per unit weight, the necessary value for coefficient n can
vary over a wide range. The inte'nsity of the variation in the
per-weight filling of pipes during a decrease in flow rate at
input can be characterized by the coefficient called the dynamic
coefficient of capacity:
B(A

4)

A method for the approximate calculation of the dynamic
coefficient of capacity is proposed in [5, 6, 7].
All test data obtained on the stand, concerning the stability
boundary of flow in coils, as well as test data from other studies,
were processed in coordinates R - B . A generalized relationship
between the necessary relative throttling of the horizontal heated
pipes (ensuring the absence of interpipe pulsations in them) and
the dynamic properties of the progressing flow is presented in
Fig. 5. The region of stable regimes is above the limiting curve.
The uniqueness of the relationship is disturbed only at low mass
velocities wy < 500 kg/mr 2 .s, which was approximately accounted
for by introducing a correction factor to the value of the necessary
relative pipethrottling, equal to the ratio of mass velocities
500/wy [73'. On Fig. 5 test points at wy < 500 kg/mr s are plotted
with conversion of the relative throttling in reverse relationship.
It can be seen that the coordinate chosen made it possible to
connect the experimental data obtained on various types of test
installations and steam boilers under various flow parameters
considerably better than, for example, in Fig. 1.
This generalization was used in the new standards for
hydraulic design.

The nomogram of the standards is presented in

Fig. 6. An evaluation of the necessary value for the relative
throttling of evaporative pipes nHH, which ensures the absence of
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_ , .- -&-

the
of -test
Fig. 5. Generalization
1 stability
for designations).
(see on
Fig.
B- data
in coordinates H
boundary

intercoil pulsations, must be made for single-flow boilers at
minimum output, when-the pressure of the medium 'in the evaporation
zone is minimum, and for boilers with multiple forced circulation,
at maximum.

For pipes with an-orientation other than horizontal',

the function of the standards can be applied when the fraction of
level pressure drop in them does not exceed 10-20% of the full
pressure drop.

Fig. 6.
__

_

Nomogram for deter-

the necessary relative

_mining

throttling of horizontal

pipes.

0

4

525
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With a considerable fraction of the level component in the
total pressure drop and a strong throttling of flow at input or
output sections, amore successful generalization of test data is
possible in the coordinates n - B

- K [183, where

A
="

AP ,=

-

p

,+h

(5)

pressure drops in throttle devices at input and output

- the same in the input and output
from the pipes; Ap6 x, AP
unheated sections; Ap , -the same in the economizer section.

However, a further refinement of the standard.method of
determining the value of R necessary for providing flow stability
in a system of boiler pipes is desirable with a more detailed
study of the effect of initial parameters on the stability boundary
and the mechanism of the nonstationary process in a steam-generating
Nevertheless, an experimental determination of the propagation of a disturbance along a pipe, the rate of change in the
mass capacity in its separate sections, the role played by the
pipe.

heat-retaining metal of the power pipe, and other questions is
extremely difficult and, in a number of cases, impossible. In
order to clarify these problems and the effect on the stability
boundary of individual parameters, a method of mathematical
modeling was used.
A mathematical model describing a process is a system of
equations in partial derivatives, expressing the laws of conservation of energy, mass, and momentum in single-phase and two-phase
flows and the heat conductivity equation for the metal of the
pipe.
Considerable attention was given to the selection of the
experimental relationships necessary for completing the basic
differential equations since they have a.substantial effect on the
course of the nonstationary process. For example, for the pressure
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steam content a formula was used which approximates the experimental data generalized in the hydraulic design standards for
steam boilers with high accuracy; for the coefficient of friction
in a single-phase flow the relationship obtained in [9] was used,
which is.valid for a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The resistance of friction in a two-phase flow was calculated according
to the formula for homogeneous two-phase flow with a factor taking
into account the relationship obtained in the standards between
losses in actual arid homogeneous flows.

On the basis of reference

[10], this coefficient was defined as a function of the Re number
and the ratio of two-phase flow density to water density on the
saturation line at a given pressure.
For the most

accurate quantitative description of the

pulsation process and for tracing the change in parameters over
time and along the pipe, the initial system of equations in
partial derivatives was numerically integrated on an electronic
computer. To solve equations in partial derivatives the method of
straight lines was used, with which the derivative with respect to
time was retained and the derivative with respect to the spatial
coordinate was replaced by finite differences.

The obtained system

of high-order ordinary differential equations with substantial
nonlinearities was solved by the Runge-Kutta method of the fourth
order.
The presence of slippage in two-phase flow, the nonuniformity
of the thermal load along the pipe, and the need to accurately
account for the level component of pressure drop determined the
selection of the most convenient system of coordinates in which
the equations were presented. The economizer section was described
by equations in Lagrange coordinates and the evaporative sections
in Euler coordinates. Moreover, such a representation made it
possible to eliminate the Jump in velocity which occurred during
the use of only the Euler system of coordinates.
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ThO, numerical integration of the mathematical model was
accomplished on a M-220 computer.
The methodology used to derive the pulsation model was similar
to the methodology applied in the test. Under determined initial
conditions and a large initial flow rate, the pressure drop between
the collectors slowly decreased, i.e., imitating the reduction in
flow rate in a system of parallel pipes. The pressure drop decreased until the model went into flow pulsation in the pipe, after
which flow rate pulsations Were fixed at a constant pressure drop
between the collectors. When the boundary of instability was
reached, a small reduction in flow rate led to a considerable increase in pulsation amplitude. At a considerable amplitude the
flow rate pulsations had a pronounced nonlinear character as in the
experiments.
The computer calculation program made it possible to change
at any instant the throttling at input and output, the thermal
load, and the underheating of the water at pipe input.

J

W.

vkxM

kJ/.----------2)

In I $200
j ii

Fig. 7.

II nl i I

I

Variation over time in mass velocity at

pipe input in the pulsation process:
experiment; ---------- theory;
I - for test conditions q - 355 x l03 kcal/m 2 "h,
t

× = 284 0C, p = 57.8 atm (abs.); 2 - for test

conditions q = 191.5 x 103 kcal/m 2.h, t
p = 100 atm (abs.).
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270C,

The theoretical solutions obtained were compared with test
data provided on the stand.

A good correspondence between theory

and experimental results was achieved both with respect to the

values of average mass Velocity at which pulsations occur and with
respect to their period.

Figure 7 presents examples of a

theoretical and experimental comparison for flow rate fluctuations
in the coil 0 28 x 4 illustrated in Fig. 2. The study of pulsations using mathematical modeling is very effective when it is
necessary to illustrate, in pure form, the effect of one of the
parameters on the stability boundary. During a change of one
parameter the others can be maintained Within strictly prescribed
limits.

1;

I

Theoretical study of the effect of a specific thermal load
on the stability boundary has shown that with its variation during
constant underheating, pressure, throttling, and pipe geometry,
mass velocity, which corresponds to the pulsation boundary,
changes almost proportionally. The slight deviation from the law
of direct proportionality is explained by the fact that with an
increase in flow rate the ratio of the-coefficients of friction in
real and homogeneous two-phase flows is reduced. This leads to a
reduction in the relative portion of the evaporative section's
resistance in the total drop in the pipe and somewhat improves
flow stability. Thus with an increase in thermal loading, for
example, by a factor of k, boundary mass velocity increases by a
factor of Ak.

A study of the effect of this phenomenon on the

stability boundary has shown that in the range wy = 300-1500
kg/m2.s the coefficient A lies within 0.9 < A < 1.
Such regularity for the effect of thermal loading is explained
by the fact that the mass capacity of the pipe is kept constant
during a synchronous change in wy and q and completely confirms
the connection between the value of R

15, 7).

and the stability boundary

A

A comparison of the ratios of specific thermal loads and

boundary mass velocities for a series of tests conducted on the
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stand at near values fnr the other parameters is presented in
Table 1.

Table 1.
.,.W
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43822',8,12 M1-O1i,9
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KEY:
(1) atm (abs.); (2) kcal/kg; (3) kcal/m 2 "h;
(4) kg/m. s; (5) Type of element; (6) Horizontal coil;
(7) Ditto; (8) Vertical pipe.
To study the effect of pipe diameter on the stability boundary
calculations were made for pipes with internal diameters of 10,
20, and 40 mm.

Thermal loads were selected so that the output
vapor content per unit weight in the initial state was identical
in all three pipes. Accordingly, the specific thermal load for a
pipe with internal diameter 20 mm was greater by a factor of two
and for a pipe with internal diameter of 40 mm was greater by a
factor of four than for a pipe with internal diameter of 10 mm.
All the remaining parameters (pressure, underheating, throttling
at input and output, pipe length) were kept constant. Theoretical
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solution

has shown that under these conditions the effect of the
diameter on the stability boundary is not substantial (Fig. 8).

-

..

Fig. 8. Variation in the ratio
of boundary mass velocities in
pipes of various-diameters to
that in a pipe 0 20 mm under
identical initial Vapor content
per unit weight, pressure,
underheating, and pipe length.

-_-

The validity of this conclusion was checked theoretically for
various initial combinations of parameters.

The insignificant

increase in the boundary mass flow rate with an increase in pipe
diameter is connected with the change in the coefficient of
resistance during a change in diameter. Thus, we can assume that
the effect of pipe diameter on the stability boundary is manifest
only in terms of the thermal load, i.e., flow stability does not
change if with a change in diameter the specific thermal load
changes proportionally or, in other words, the dynamic coefficient
of capacity B

is kept constant.

If, however, during a change in

diameter the specific thermal load remains constant, an increase
in pipe diameter will decrease the boundary value of mass velocity.
All other parameters are assumed constant. This regularity is
confirmed by experimental data obtained on the stand during a
study of horizontal coils with two diameters (Table 2).

i
4

Theoretical studies have also shown that the effect of pipe
length on the stability boundary during constant parameters is
also manifested in terms of the specific thermal load.

Thus, for

example, with an increase in pipe length by a factor of k and a
corresponding decrease in the specific thermal load the pulsation
boundary shifts insignificantly toward a flow rate increase.
pulsation period grows significantly.
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Table 2.

'p

16,9121.651

I 1,24.0
40

KIVU
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STABILITY OF STEAM-WATER FLOW IN
A,HEATED PIPE IN A SINGLE-LOOP
SYSTEM
G. G. Treshchev
Abbreviations
6

-

K Tp-

container
boiling

friction

ex - input
eUx - output
In a number of cases, a heat exchanger in which heat exchange
occurs with phase transition is connected to a straight-through
single-loop system, which can be represented schematically in the
following manner.

-~~
A4

4 ,../

....
'

....

Fig. 1. Diagram of a straight-through single-panel
model.
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From tank 1 (Fig. 1), in which constant pressure is maintained, liquid moves through throttle 2 with strong throttling,
container 3, and throttle 4 with weaker throttling, into section
5 where heat exchang,. occurs with phase transition. Then the
steam-water flow (or steam) through the unheated section of the
loop 6 and 8 and chokes 7 and 9 moves to tank 10 in which constant
pressure is also maintained.
In spite of the very strong throttling of flow in throttle 2,
self-oscillations

of steam-water flow can occur in such a loop.

The possibility of oscillations is brought about by the presence
in front of the heated section of container 3 with a medium which
has a compressibility of a sufficient magnitude [1, 2].

Then with

relatively small oscillations of pressure in the boiling zone and
low resistance for throttle 4 the flow rate of the liquid entering
the heated section can change considerably and flow oscillations

can occur.
Let us examine what parameters of the system are important
in order that strong throttling at input not affect oscillation of
the flow in the heated part of the loop. We shall write the
equation of motion for zone I, which is indicated by the dashes
Zone I begins at container 3 and ends at the flow
boiling boundary. After integration of the equation of motion
in Fig. 1.

with respect to the coordinate along the loop (for simplicity let
us assume a system arranged horizontally and disregard the pressure
losses from water expansion in the heatea part of the loop), we
obtain:

where G = pw is mass velocity; p6 is pressure in container 3;

PH is pressure in the boiling zone; IK is the length of the
channel from the container to the beginning of flow boiling;
Ap

is the pressure loss from friction, involving the resistance

of throttle 4.
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For an analysis of system behavior at the stability boundaries
we can limit ourself to Small deviations of flow from stationary

flow.
For small deviations, equation (1) is written as

with which it is assumed that AG does not change along the
coordinate; in this case,

-

d, =I

.

We shall write here the equation of continuity for container
3; in it flows a quantity of liquid FG0; this quantity is constant
since it is determined by the drop at throttle 2, which is very
large and during small pressure oscillations in the.boiling zone
and in the container can not vary noticeably (pressure up to
throttle 2 is constant). From container 3 flows a quantity of
liquid FG (this flow rate is constant per length Z K). consequently,

00where

-,_(

-,

(3)

,; let us call this quantity the total compressi-

bility of the examined part of the system; V is the volume of the
container per unit cross section of the pipe.
Taking into account the constancy of the flow rate at input
to the container (3), during small deviations we obtain from
relationship (3):

-Ao==-..6fL.
Substituting this value of flow rate into the equation of
motion (2), we find

APe

4r.%

AP.

0-
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Solution to this equation is found in quadratures and is
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Substtuting the value of Ap6 into the equation of motion (2)
and solving relative to L1, we obtain
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.
Hence it is apparent that when the quantity I11'
is great, the first term in brackets can be disregarded; then for
a deviation of flow rate from the stationary values, the following

expression is obtained:
3-

where a

-

w.t.

(6)

.

From relationship (6) it is apparent that the change in flow
rate Is determined only by the pressure oscillations in tne boiling
zone and the value of the resistance of the system's input sectica:
kt+

_ is the coefficient of resistance of the throttle (4);
4 is the coefficient of resistance of a pipe with length Z and
diameter d.

where
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The value of throttling before container 3 does not have a
noticeable effect on the change in flow rate AG.
To check this experimentally we use a single-loop system
consisting of the following elements. Used as tank 1 (see Fig. 1)
was a boiler of an experimental heat and power plant, giving steam
at a pressure of 300 bar and a temperature of 600 0 C. A study,of
pulsations was made at a pressure of 50 bar. Therefore, after
cooling the steam in pipe heat exchangers, it was throttled by
throttle 2 from 300 to 50 bar.

Then container 3 with a capacity

of 23 Z was connected to the system.

The container was filled

with a steam-water mixture, which after cooling entered the heated
section 5. The container was connected with the section of pipes
having an internal diameter of 11 mm and a length of 5.06 m, which
then changed into a pipe with diameter 8 mm and a length of 0.5 m.
The heated section was made of pipe with a diameter of 12 x 8 mm
and a length of 2.4 m. It was heated by dc current from an
ASD-50 motor generator. This section was arranged vertically ard
the water fed into it from the bottom.
Behind the heated section the following were connected in
series: a section of pipe 0 8 mm and 0.38 m long, a section of
pipe 0 11 mm and 2.62 m long, a throttle ring 0 3 mm, a section of
pipe 0 11 mm and 24.82 mm long and then a cooler in which the
steam-water mixture was condensed and cooled - two lines of
pipe 0 11 mm and 17.6 m long. On the end of the single-loop
system was a throttle 9 in which the pressure was reduced to
atmospheric (in tank 10).
The resistance between the input end of the heated section
and the container was approximately 20,000 N/m2 with a mass
velocity of water 550 kg/m 2 "s. The quantity k,--(

;

-

was

equal to 72 m/s.
The value of total compressibility of the medium in the
), was
volume of the container, expressed by formula 16- -263

II
0.3 s 2/m.

The value of the product of

,

was 22.

Consequently,

the pressure oscillation in the container was considerably less
than in the heated section and its variation can be ignored.
During pulsations the pressure oscillations in the boiling zone
did not exceed 4 bar.

It is clear that the flow rate of water

entering the container, determined by the drop of 250 bar in
throttle 2, was virtually constant.
Thus, in our single-loop system the small self-oscillations
were determined by the input conditions after container 3;
however, throttle 2 had no noticeable effect on flow stability.
To investigate the characteristics of the transition of
stationary flow to pulsating flow, the above described experimental installations was equipped with IDT quick-response induction
pressure gauges. One gauge was installed 0.05 m in front of the
heated section and the other 0.05 m behind the heated section.
The temperature of the water flow at input was measured by
a quick-response thermocouple. The thermocouple was made of
chromel-alumel wire 0.2 mm in diameter, placed in a sleeve 0.8 mm
in diameter. The hot junction of the thermocouple and the bottom
of the sleeve was a single unit. The emf arising in the thermocouple was intensified by a photoamplifier.
Electrical signals from the pressure gauges, thermocouples,
and the heated current of the section (voltage drop) were recorded
with a N-105 oscillograph. Along with the recording on the
oscillograph, a recording of the parameters of the stationary
regimes preceding the regimes with pulsations was made. The
transition to pulsations was accomplished either by an increase
in the thermal load through an abrupt Jump (by 3-30%) or by an
increase in the temperature of the water entering the heated
section.
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Figure 2 presents the oscillograms obtained.

If the flow is

far from the stability boundary an increase in thermal load brings
about an increase in pressure in the boiling zone, which then
drops to a stationary value (Fig. 2a); oscillations do not arise.
If flow is in a stable region and near the stability boundary,
with an abrupt increase in thermal load attenuating oscillations
will occur (Fig. 2b).

If, finally, flow is so near the stability

boundary that the increase in thermal loading brings about its
transition into the unstable region, stable self-oscillations will
arise in the flow (Fig. 2c).
An increase in thermal loading causes the additional formation
of steam in the zone of the heated section; this leads to an
increase in pressure. The pressure impulse affects the flow; the
entrance of water Into the heated zone decreases and the output
of the steam-water mixture increases.
The more the flow is throttled at input and the less at output, the less the flow rate will change at input, the more intensely the steam will be removed from the heated section, and the
more slowly the pressure will grow in the boiling zone. As is
apparent from a comparison of the oscillograms in Fig. 2a and 2b,
as the stability boundary is approached, the rate of pressure
growth increases and the pressure impulse grows; this leads to a
stronger deviation of flow from stationary. Oscillations occur,
but they are attenuating if the dissipation energy for the oscillation period is greater than the input of additional energy as
compared with the stationary flow. With a further increase in
loading the energy flux into the flow for each oscillation increases; this increased energy input fully compensates energy
dissipation and the oscillations become nonattenuating (Fig. 2c).
How oscillations arise in flow during a disturbance (growth) in
water temperature at input is shown on Fig. 2d.
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From the oscillograms it is apparent that when at a given
flow rate, pressure, and thermal loading, flow temperature reaches
a certain level, oscillations arise which increase with a
further rise in temperature. If the temperature increases even
more, the oscillations disappear; this begins at the moment the
water temperature approaches saturation temperature (underheating
less than 20C).
It should be noted that oscillations can arise not only with
an increase in loading but also with a decrease in loading (Fig.
2e). The oscillograms showed that this is connected with the
reduction in pressure; this occurs due to a decrease in vapor
formation

and thus a decrease in pressure loss from friction in
the output section and the throttle.
V

Of course, a reduction

in pressure, as a disturbance in the
thermal flux, can also cause oscillation (Fig. 2f).
Thus, at the stability boundaries a disturbance of any of the
regime parameters can lead to the occurrence of self-oscillations
in the flow.
A series of tests were made at constant pressure and flow
rate and various underheatings from 2 to 350 C. With a change in
underheating in these limits during loadings which are greater
the greater the underheating, pulsations whose period changes
arise; with an increase in underheating the period grows.
However, this connection is not monotonic. Figure 3 presents the
values of the square of the oscillation period as a function of
the vapor content of the flow.
The circles on Fig. 3 indicate tests in which the transition
to pulsation regimes was accomplished by a disturbance of thermal
loading, and the triangles indicate the same accomplished by a
disturbance of water temperature at input to the heated section.
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Fig. 3. The square of the oscillation
period versus the vapor content of the
flow.
In the first approximation we can assume that the oscillation
period does not depend upon which parameter is measured for
oscillation disturbance: thermal loading or water temperature at
input.

The spread in points with a low value of vapor content is

caused by the low accuracy in this region for both the values of
vapor content and oscillation periods. The character of the curve
f(x) - the presence of a maximum - is connected with the
I2
fact that the pressure increase in the boiling zone occurs more
slowly (the period is greater) the greater the total compressibility
of the zone and, consequently, the less the vapor content of the
flow. On the other hand, the pressure increase is connected with
the rate of steam removal from the zone II (see Fig. 1), and it is
less the greater the resistance of the output throttle and,
consequently, the greater the vapor content of the flow.
It should be noted that the oscillation period can change
somewhat as a function of the pressure oscillation amplitude:
with an increase in amplitude it increases somewhat (for example,
with an increase in amplitude from 1 to 2.8 bar the period
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increases from 24 to 26 s).

AI

The amplitude, however, of the

oscillations grows with an increase in the abrupt Jump of the
parameter, which is caused by a disturbance in the flow.
Thus, in a single-loop system self-oscillations can arise;
this occurs when the total compressibility of the medium in the
part of the system in front of the heating zone is sufficiently
great. A large value for the product of the coefficient of input
section resistance times the total compressibility of the input
part of the system k.X8 determines the possibility of pulsations
and, on the contrary, a low value for this quantity in the presence
of considerable throttling at input ensures flow stability. In
the experimental installation described this criterion was 22
seconds.
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.THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF TWO-PHASE
NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOWS
Ye. I. Nevstruyev, D. A. Khlestkin,
T. T. Antidze, and G. M. Dvorina
In most modern steam-generating installations water heated
considerably less than saturation temperature is fed to input.
With large thermal loads at comparatively short distances from
input in the heated channel surface boiling begins. As tests have
shown, the steam forming on the heat-transferring surface, even
with considerable underheating, does not condense directly on the
surface but penetrates the region of underheated liquid and is
entrained by the flow. Due to the fact that vapor condensation
does not occur instantaneously, but at a finite, frequently rather
slow, rate, two-phase flow is thermodynamically unbalanced. Such
flow is a mixture of vapor and underheated water; the greater the
vapor and the greater the average underheating of liquid phase
with the same value for relative flow enthalpy x, determined
according to the heat balance, the greater the degree of thermodynamic nonequilibrium.
Furthermore, the process of vapor formation is, in essence,
a nonstationary process and is characterized by variable values of
basic parameters. Because of this, the processes in steamgenerating pipes should be studied not only by measuring the
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average values of flow parameters but also by the simultaneous
recording of variations in these parameters over time.
A complex study on two-phase nonequilibrium pulsation~ess
flows in heated and unheated pipes is being carried out in the
Laboratory of Two-Phase Systems of the Mass Exchange Department
of the NIIVT [Translator's Note: This abbreviation could stand
for either the Scientific Research Institute of High Temperatures
or the Novosibirsk Institute of Water Transportation Engineers.]

[

under the direction of Academician M. A. Styrikovich.
A description of the experimental installation and the
research methodology is explained in detail in references [I, 2).
I

Each series of tests was

usually performed with constant

average values of pressure, mass velocity, and thermal loading by
the gradual increase of temperature at input to the experimental
installation.

At first pulsationless regimes of flow were studied,

and then pulsation regimes up to the onset of crisis. In each
series of tests the boundary values of parameters were fixed,
corresponding to the beginning of the emergence of self-oscillations
in the experimental section.

The figure presents the variations

in true per-volume vapor content over time in three cross sections
along the experimental section (the first two in the heated pipes
and the third in the unheated), and it is apparent that, in
analogy with pulsationless flow, during pulsation flow regimes the
quantity of vapor in the unheated section of the pipes is greater
than in the heated.
The figure illustrates various types of pulsation regimes
detected in the tests, which can be dependent on the frequency
characteristics, and are conditionally called disordered a,
ordered b, and low-frequency c.
The term "disordered pulsations" is introduced for the
characteristics of regimes in which oscillations of parameters,
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even in short intervals of time, are characterized by variable
values of amplitude and frequency, differing by several factors.
Such flow regimes occur with large vapor contents and comparatively

low thermal loads and, probably, are annular dispersed flow regimes
with which part of the liquid phase flows in the form of a film
along the channel wall and the other part of the moisture is
*

sprayed in the form of drops in the vapor flow. The character of
the film's motion-on the heat-transferring surface, as the tests
of other authors have shown, can be wave-shaped.
Ordered pulsations are characterized by the almost exact
agreement between the frequency and amplitude characteristics of
the parameter oscillations and are probably connected with the
displacement of large vapor clusters along the channel.

With such

flow regimes pulsations of vapor contents and pressures, as a rule,
agree in phase, while pulsation of flow rate is in opposite phase.
The reason for the occurrence of flow rate pulsations in a steamgenerating channel is probably the periodic increase in the
hydraulic resistance of the channel connected with the periodic
increase in vapor content.

It should be noted that in install-

ations with powerful pumps and strong flow throttling at channel
input (in absence of large compressible capacities) flow rate
pulsations do not occur. Under actual conditions in the presence
of collectors and multi-pipe systems, increase in the hydraulic
resistance in any one of the parallel branches must unavoidably
lead to a drop in the flow rate due to the redistribution of flow
rates.

Thus, the installation

used in this study, with a turbine

pump apparently imitates rather closely the operation of one
branch of a real apparatus, excluding the fact that the pressure
drop in the experimental section is not kept constant as occurs
under actual conditions.
Low-frequency pulsations (see Fig. lc) are obviously connected with the periodic temporary increase in pressure in the
experimental section.

Such a pressure increase and the
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corresponding saturation temperature increase lead to a weakening
of the boiling process intensity or even to its complete cessation
for a certain period of time.

The hydraulic resistance of the

steam-forming sections falls, flow rate grows, and pressure
decreases. The boiling process becomes more intense and vapor
formation, hydraulic resistance, and pressure increase, which
again leads to a reduction in vapor formation intensity. The
period of .such pulsations is '25-30 s and is commensurate with the
time of liquid passage along the entire experimental loop.
Before the appearance of a crisis, whose onset parameters
were evaluated earlier, all recording instruments are simultaneously switched on, recording the variations in the basic flow
parameters in the period before crisis onset, at the instant of
the crisis itself, and after it, i.e., after discharge or reduction of the load. With considerable underheating at input and,
accordingly, relatively large critical thermal loads, crisis occurs
with pulsationless flow regime and low true vapor contents per
unit volume at the spot where the crisis occurs. This type of
crisis, arising with comparatively low vapor contents per unit
volume, is, of course, similar to the crisis during boiling in a
large volume when all the vapor forming at the surface goes into
the volume [3].

With moderate underheating at input and, accordingly, average
critical thermal loads, crisis occurs in the above examined flow
regimes with ordered pulsations. The period for pulsations in
vapor content, pressure, and flow rate is up to 2.5 s with a heated
section length of 600 mm. The temperature of the heat-transferring
surface before onset of crisis does not pulsate in such regimes
and remains virtually constant. Only at the instant of crisis is
there observed a sharp increase in wall temperature. This points
to the fact that before the onset of crisis on the heattransferring surface even during the approach of large clusters of
steam there is a relatively stable film of liquid which ensures
the continuous cooling of the surface. Analysis of the regime
274

charac.teristics with this type of crisis has shown that the first
oscillations (in the direction of increase) in wall temperature
are observed when a maximum vapor content per unit volume of
0.95 is reached.

Obviously, in this case, the crisis is connected

with the fact that the large cluster of vapor at the surface of
the liquid film hinders the replenishing of the surface film by
liquid from the core of the flow.

An evaluation of the liquid

film thickness on the heat-transferring surface at the moment
crisis occurs indicates that-under the examined flow regime a
considerable portion of liquid must be in the flow; then it does
not greatly affect the intensity of heat transfer from the surface.

With very small underheatings at input to the heated section

Iarises

and, accordingly, low critical thermal loads, a boiling crisis
during flow regimes with disordered pulsations. Oscillation frequencies during disordered pulsations are approximately one hertz.

Variations in vapor content during these

regimes as crisis approaches are accompanied by significant
oscillations in the temperature of the heat-transferring surface
(on the order of tens of degrees, always in the direction of an
increase). Since the-maximum vapor content with this reaches one,
consequently, there is no stable film on the heat-transferring
surface, otherwise there would be no such noticeable increases
in temperature.

Due to the rather high frequency of the os-

cillations in true vapor content per unit volume, the surface,
which is

periodically dry, can not be strongly reheated before

the entrance of the next portion of moisture either from the core
of the flow or from the advancing wave of the boundary layer
(on the assumption of the existence of waves on the surface of the
liquid film).

Only with average vapor content per unit volume

equal to 0.95 does crisis arise, accompanied by continuous temperature increase on the heat-transferring surface and by its
reddening on the upper output end of the heated section.

As

visual observations have indicated, the crisis is propagated down
to the input section itself.
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Thus, based on the studies made, we can state that when
investigating the crisis of boiling, the study of the hydrodynamics
of two-phase flow by measuring the instantaneous values for vapor
contents has great possibilities and is of considerable interest.

By analogy with two-phase gas-liquid or steam-liquid flows
in unheated or weakly heated pipes, it is assumed that during
passage along the channel of large vapor clusters there occurs a
shell flow regime during which the vapor moves along the axis of
the vertical pipes while the water moves along the periphery and
in bridges between the shells. Moreover experimental data [4, 5]
indicate that during the boiling of underheated liquids in the
presence of large thermal loads, vapor is concentrated primarily
in the boiling boundary layer while the core of the flow not only
remains single-phase but also is heated rather weakly.

Therefore,

we can assume that at sufficiently high vapor contents such flow
can be not shell-shaped but ring-shaped; the vapor moves not in
the form of shells along the axis of the pipe but in the form of
rings. However, the core of the flow can remain single-phased.
If such a flow regime actually occurs, then upon the passage of
a vapor cluster the main mass of liquid, moving along the axis of
the pipe, must have a velocity greater than the velocity of the
vapor. The possibility of a vapor cluster on the heat-transferring
surface has been demonstrated not only by movie film [6] but also
by several analytical studies [71.
As for the bridges of water between the vapor clusters, vapor
in them perhaps moves in the form of chains or filaments whose
ve2ocity must be greater than the average velocity of the liquid.
The problem is particularly complicated when studying nonequilibrium
pulsation flows in which the pressure pulsations continuously
cause both condensation and boiling. To study such flows, not
only new experimental methods are necessary but a completely
different approach to analytical studies is required.
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Conciuslons
1. When a steam-generating channel is fed water which has
not reached saturation temperatures, the quantity of steam in the
sections of this channel is considerably greater, while the
temperature of liquid phase is considerably lower, than could be
expected in the case of thermodynamic equilibrium.
2. The absence of thermodynamic equilibrium indicates that
the condensation of vapor in underheated liquid occurs not Instantaneously but at finite, rather low rates.
3. Study of the instantaneous values for pure vapor content
per unit volume and other regime parameters has indicated that,
as a function of the underheating at Input and the thermal load,
the existence of various types of pulsationless and pulsation
flow regimes is possible for two-phase nonequilibrium flows.
4. The mechanism of boiling crisis in channels is Inseparably corected with the hydrodynamics of two-phase flow, and
when examining, it It is necessary to study not only the heat
exchange but also the hydrodynamic characteristics.
5. A study of the heat exchange crisis in two-phase flows
must be carried out using quick-response recording equipment due
to the transiency inherent In such flows.
6. An analysis of the processes in steam-generating pipes
must be performed with the thermodynamic nonequilibrium of twophase flows taken into account.
7. The research conducted Indicated that depending upon the
underheating of the liquid at input to the heated channel and,
consequently, on the critical thermal load at the same pressures
and mass velocities, there are possible at least three completely
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different types of boiling crises connected with the structure of

the two-phase flow.j
8. On the basis of an analysis of the'variations in regime
parameters of pulsation flow over time, and particularly the
instantaneous values of true vapor content per unit volume, we
can predict the probable structure of a two-phase nonequilibriun
pulsation flow consisting of a rings of vapor and an underheated
liquid core.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF HYDRODYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS DURING THE BOILING OF
UNDERHEATED WATER IN VERTICAL PIPES
G. G. Bartolomey

and V. M. Chanturiya

Designations
d - internal diameter of working pipe, mm;
p - pressure at output from working section, bar;
w - velocity of water at input to working section,
m/s;
(yw) - mass velocity of flow in channel, kg/m2.s;
q - specific thermal flux, W/m
y - specific weight of water on saturation line,
kg/m 3 ;
T" - specific weight of vapor on saturation line,
3
kg/m ;
r - vaporization heat, kcal/kg;
i' - enthalpy of water on saturation line, kcal/kg;
in - average flow-rate enthalpy of flow, kcal/kg;
- average flow-rate enthalpy of water in core
i
CP
of flow, kcal/kg;
is - water temperature on saturation line, 0c;
tn - average flow-rate temperature of flow, 0C;
to - temperature along axis of flow, 00;
tn - temperature on interface of viscous sublayer
and core of flow, OC;
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Rw

t

-

t Cp-

average flow-rate temperature of water in the

flow core, °C;
- temperature of external surface of channel

t
t

temperature along the cross section of the
flow core, 0C;

wall, 0
C;

H

-

temperature of internal surface of channel
wall, OC;

n - relative radius of working pipe;
€ - average true vapor content along the cross
section of the flow;
x - mass flow-rate vapor content or relative
enthalpy of flow;
x
a

- actual mass flow-rate vapor content;
8 - volumetric flow-rate vapor content;
- actual volumetric flow-rate vapor content.

The hydrodynamic processes which occur during the boiling of
underheated liquid under forced circulation conditions, due to
their exceptional complexity, are very difficult to subject to
theoretical examination, which means that experiment is the chief
method for studying these processes in order to reveal their
overall regularities.

Analysis of published data indicates that

the majority of works on one of the most important hydrodynamic
characteristics of steam-water flow - pure vapor content during
surface boiling - have been performed on channels of rectangular
or annular cross sections. As for an experimental determination
of this parameter in channels of circular cross section, which is
of considerable practical interest in the design of modern thermal
apparatuses, only references [l, 2], using the method of labe'ed
atoms, are known to concern this question.
The purpose of our work is the experimental study of true
vapor content, averaged along the flow cross section, during the
surface boiling of water in vertical heated pipes with internal
diameters of 11.7, 15.4, and 24.0 mm by the radiographic inspection
of the working channel with a wide beam of y-rays, along with the
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determination of the temperature profile along the flow cross
section and the measurement of the external temperature of the
channel wall surface, In addition, in a number of supplementary
tests, with radiographic inspection of a pipe 15.4 mm in diameter
by a narrow beam of y-rays, the distribution of vapor phase along
the cross section of the flow was determined, while the character
of the temperature pulsations, measured along the diameter of the
working pipe, was studied with oscillographic recordings. Thus,
in addition to accumulating test data on true vapor content, our
work also included the study of individual characteristics, which
enabled us to examine in greater detail the physics of the surface
boiling process.
Tests were made at pressures of 15, 30, and 45 bar, thermal
loads (0.4, 0.6, 0.8).106 W/m2 , and mass velocities of 450, 900,
1800, 2700, and 3600 kg/m. s.

The degree of water underheating

at input to the working section varied from 160 to 6°C. At output
from this section the value of true vapor content varied from
zero to 0.55.
EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATIONS AND
TEST METHODOLOGY
The experimental installation is an open loop connected to
the main lines of the MEI [Moscow Power Engineering Institute]
heat and electric power plant for the feed water and superheated
steam. The diagram of the stand and its description are found in
reference [3).

Thin-wall pipes 0 12.3 x 0.3 mm, 0 16.1 x 0.35 mm,

and 0 26.9 x 1.45 mm 2000 mm long, made from lKhl8N9T stainless
steel, were used as the heated channels, which is the main element
of the experimental installation. The values for flow temperature
along the axis of the pipes at input and output of the working
section were measured with chromel-copel thermocouples with
alundum wires 0.2 mm in diameter. In addition to this, a similar
thermocouple checked the average flow-rate temperature of the
working medium one meter from the output section of the experimental section after the flow had passed the elbow.
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For measuring the temperature of the external wall surface
of the heated channel, five chromel-copel thermocouples were
installed along its length and, to avoid induction, were insulated
from the current-conducting surface of the channel by a thin
layer of mica.
To measure the temperature profile along the flow cross
section a specially designed movable thermocouple was used,
located 70 mm from the output section of the working pipe. The
thermocouple was moved along the channel cross section by a device
with a micrometric screw. The position of the hot junction of the
thermocouple, diameter 0.4 mm, relative to the axis of the pipe
could be determined within ±0.25 mm. This made it possible to
move the thermocouple without liquid leakage at pressures to
60 bar and enabled us to easily replace thermocouples.

The moveable

thermocouple device is shown in Fig. 1.

1 /,2

i

J

/5

.I

/

Fig. 1. Moveable thermocouple device:
Fitting; 3 - Teflon recess;
1 - Working channel; 2
4 - Capillary tube; 5 - Insert piece; 6 - Metrometric
mechanism; 7 - Shaft; 8 - Guide; 9 - Bracket; 10 Upper carriage of the radiographic inspection device;
12 - Insulating clamp.
The value of the average radiation Intensity, necessary for
determining true

,apor content, during motion in the channel of
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the studied medium was recorded with a special electronic instrument. The isotope Tu-170, activity 0.5 g-equiv. Rd, was used
as the radioactive source.

As the y-radiation detector we used

a NaJ (Te) crystal and a photomultiplier.
The points for measuring radiation intensity during the
radiographic inspection of the channel by a wide beam of y-rays,
conditionally designated
and 02' were located along the height
of the workii.g pipe at various distances from its output section.

*I

The signal from output of the measuring system was fed to the
indicator or, during a number of tests, to the input of an N-700
loop oscillograph.
Radiographic inspection of the experimental channel by a
narrow collimated beam of y-rays, dimensions 0.5 x 10 mm, was
performed with continuous and uniform movement of the carriage in
a direction perpendicular to the axis of the pipe. The measurement cross section for radiation intensity was 300 mm from the
output section of the working section.
The order of the basic tests was as follows.

According to

the test regime assumed, the flow rate, pressure in the working
section, and thermal loading on the heated pipe were established.
As stationary state was achieved, the.simultaneous measurement of
the basic thermophysical parameters of the flow was made and also
the cross-sectional average radiation intensities were recorded at
points

*1and

02"

In addition, the external channel wall surface

temperature was measured and the temperature was taken by the
moveable thermocouple at several points along the flow cross section.
In addition to the main tests, several supplementary experiments were made on a pipe with an internal diameter of 15.4 mm;
the test procedure differed from the above only with respect to
parameter recording.

The radiation intensity averaged along the

flow cross section was measured only at point *1.
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Tests were made in series.

Within each series, several tests

were made in both the single-phase liquid flow regime and in the
regimes of surface and volume boiling by gradually varying the
water temperature at input to the working section. The values of
the other parameters were kept as constant as possible.

At the

measurement point for all recorded values, a condition of thermal
and hydrodynamic stabilization was maintained.
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON TRUE
VAPOR CONTENT AVERAGED ALONG
THE FLOW CROSS SECTION
The cross-sectional average
parameter analyzed in our work.

true vapor content is the basic
According to the methodology

developed earlier for calculating * during the radiographic inspection of an experinental channel by a wide diverging plane beam
of y-rays, the values of the studied parameter in twc cross sections
of the channel for each of the main tests were determined according
to the linear calculation function derived in reference [4].
Maximum absolute errors in determiuing true vapor content in most
tests were within ±0.035. The minimum value of €, recorded under
experimental conditions, was 0min = 0.015. The values for
relative enthalpy x at the radiographic inspection points were
calculated according to the quantity of heat absorbed by the
working medium in the section of heated pipes before the given
cross section, taking-into account losses to the ambient medium in
The value of the limiting absolute error in the
entire examined range of x variation was less than ±0.006.
this section.

Figures 2, 3, and I are graphs of the true vapor content 0
versus relative flow enthalpy x, varying from negative values
during the boiling of underheated water to positive values
corresponding to the beginning of the region of volume boiling.
Analysis of the functions obtained makes it possible to illustrate
certain regularities in the effect of the regime conditions on the
2
studied parameter. Thus, with a mass velocity of yw = 900 kg/m .s
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for all three test pipes, an increase in pressure leads to a
reduction in true vapor content in the entire studied region of
x variation; with a decrease in pipe diameter this relationship
noticeably weakens. At higher flow velocities for a test pipe
with d = 15.4 mm, the noted oharacter of the effect on # is preserved but it is manifested to a lesser degree. However, for a
working pipe with d = 11.7 mm, with an increase in flow velocity
the value of true vapor content at various pressures changes
insignificantly, while a disruption in the uniqueness of the
effect of pressure on * in the region of negative values for x, in
a number of cases, is coimensurate with the degree of accuracy involved in determining true vapor content in our work.
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versus: x for a pipe with d = 24.0 mm;

.
yw = 900 kg/m 2 "s

1 - p = 15 bar; 2 - p = 30 bar; 3- p

45 bar.

Within the studied range of parameters an increase in the
level of thermal loading, other conditions being equal, as a rule,
leads to an increase in 0; the minimum value of true vapor content
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recorded in these tests is noted with large negative values for
relative enthalpy. Thus, if during q = 0.8.10 W/m2 min is
recorded approximately when x = -0.08, then for the case of
a = 0.37.106 W/m2 the minimum possible value of true vapor content
occurs only at x = -0.011.
As relative enthalpy increases, the
effect of thermal load on the studied parameter decreases and, to
all appearances, gradu ' y disappears in the region of volume
boiling.
From a comparison of the test data it is also apparent that
in the studied range of vaiition for the regime parameters, the
mass velucity of flow uniquely affects the value of true vapor
content; with its increase, € decreases. However, with a decrease
in the diameter of the working pipe, all other regime conditions
being equal, the value of true vapor content generally increases.
However, if the direct relationship % = f(x) for a pipe with
d = 15.4 mm lies above the curve for a pipe with d = 24.0 mm
throughout the relative enthf-Iy variation range and the quantity
min for both cases is noted d*r.g near values of x, then for a
pipe with d = 11.7 mm a noticeable increase in true vapor content
is observed only in the region of small underheatings and positive
values for relative enthalpy, while the quantity min is recorded
at smaller negative values for x.
INVESTIGATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC
FLOW STRUCTURE AND DETERMINATION
OF TEMPERATURE FIELDS ALONG
FLOW CROSS SECTION
In our work on the hydrodynramic structure of the flow of a
vapor-water mixture during the boiling of an underheated liquid
in 3ircular channels, diagrams showing the distr.bution along the
,low cross section of radiation intensities averaged along the
chord were recorded on a diagram tape of an EPP-09M2 potentiometer
during radiographic Inspection by a narrow collimated beam of
y-rays in a series of tests on working pipe wJth an internal
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diameter of 15.4 mm.

In processing, the diagrams obtained were

broken down into a finite number of chords, for each of which the
average value of true vapor c,.ntent was determined according to
a formula for a narrow beam and a source having monochromatic
radiation [5].

As a result, diagrams were obtained showing the

distribution along the flow cross section of true vapor content
averaged along the chord for the region of surface boiling at
various values of relative enthalpy (Fig. 5), whose analysis made
it possible to give a qualitative evaluation to the character of
the structural rearrangement of the flow as the degree of underheating decreases as the working medium moves along the heated
pipes.
At large negative values for x the main part of the vapor
phase is concentrated near the heated surface. The reduction in
underheating of the liquid along the experimental channel is
accompanied by'the gradual transfer of vapor from the boundary
layers to the core of the flow and an overall increase in vapor
phase.

Our attention is turned to the high concentration of

vapor in the central zone of the flow with zero relative enthalpy.
For each of the examined tests the true vapor content,
averaged along the radiographically inspected cross section of
the channel, was defined as the weighted mean along the chords.
The results obtained agree well with the values of

*

measured by

a wide beam of y-rays under the same regime conditions.
In order to determine the temperature fields along the flow
cross sections during the boiling of underheated liquid,
temperature measurements were made with a moveable thermocouple
at several points at equal intervals along the diameter of the
experimental pipe. According to these temperature values, which
were averaged over time, temperature profiles were plotted at
various values for relative enthalpy; an examination of these
profiles made it possible to illustrate the effect of various
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Fig. 5. Distribution of local vapor contents along
I
flow cross section:
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2
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0.57.106
q
d = 15.4 mm, yw = 900 kg/m .s,
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p = 15 bar; b - p = 30 bar.

DESIGNATION:

nap = vapor.
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regime factors on the character of temperature distribution along
the flow cross section. Thus, an increase in pressure within the
studied range does not lead to a noticeable restructuring of the
examined profiles, while an increase in thermal loading, all other
conditions being equal, is accompanied by an increase in the
temperature drop between the boundary layers of the flow and its
colder core. An increase in mass velocity leads to equalizing of
the temperature field due to the higher degree of flow turbulization and, consequently, the more intense transfer of thermal
energy from the heated wall to the flow core.
Compared on Fig. 6 are profiles of temperature along the
flow cross section, obtained in pipes of various diameters with
approximately equal regime conditions. Here there occurs a
marked growth in the above noted temperature drop, as well as an
increase in the difference between the boundary layer temperature
and the average flow-rate temperature of the flow with an increase
in the diameter of the experimental pipe. A similar character
for the effect of the diameter on temperature distribution along
the flow cross section was earlier noted in reference [6]. It
should be mentioned that not once did7 the measured temperature
near the heated surface exceed the saturation temperature of the
liquid at a given pressure. Attention is drawn to the presence
of a certain temperature gradient during values of relative
enthalpy near zero. We should note, however, that this design
of moveable thermocouple does not exclude the possibility of heat
flow along the thermoelectrodes, which leads to a distortion of
the temperature profile to be determined and a disruption, in a
number of cases, of its symmetry relative to the axis of flow.
At

In measuring the temperature profiles of the flow throughout
the region of studied regime conditions, significant temperature
pulsations were observed; to determine the character of these
pulsations during supplementary tests on a working pipe with
d = 15.4 mm, oscillographic recordings of the temperature values
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Fig. 6. Temperature profiles along the flow
cross section:
0.8.106 W/m2 p = 30 bar;
yw =900 kg/m2.s q
a-

d = 24.0 mm; b-

d - 15.4 mm; c - d - 11.7 mm.

at various points along the pipe diameter were made. It can be
noted that in the region of large negative values for x, where
single-phase or the initial stage of surface boiling occurs, and
in the region of small underheatings the character of the change
in the examined pulsations is qualitatively different.

The noted

growth In amplitude as the heating surface is approached, in the
latter case, appears more suddenly and is accompanied by a
noticeable drop in pulsation frequency.

In addition to this, it

was established that, all other conditions being equal, an increase in thermal loading leads to an increase in these pulsations.
THE PROCESS OF SURFACE BOILING
ALONG THE HEATED CHANNEL
Earlier it was noted that within each of the main series of

tests, by varying the degree of water underheating at input to the
experimental section, several tests each were performed in both
the regime of single-phase flow and the regimes of surface and
volume boiling. The values of the remaining regime parameters
were kept constant. This enabled us to reduce all the processed
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experimental data of each series of tests to one general pattern
showing the distribution of temperatures and true vapor contents
of the flow, as well as channel wall temperatures as a function
of the increase in flow enthalpy along the heated channel at
given regime conditions.
For a complex examination of the process of the development
and course of surface boiling along a steam-generating channel
under forced circulation conditions, the above indicated relationships t = f(i n) and 0 a f(i n ) are presented, as an example,
in the form of graphs obtained from the data from one series of
experiments. In plotting these graphic relationships, the values
of average flow-rate temperature, temperature along the axis of
the flow, temperature of the external channel wall, as well as
the values of true vapor content averaged along the flow cross
section were successively plotted along the y-axis. The values of
the average flow-rate enthalpy of the working medium in at the
measurement points of the recorded quantities were calculated with
the heat balance equation. The average calculated values of
the temperature of the inner heat-releasing channel wall surface
were determined according to the measured and average values of
the temperature of the outer surface of the test pipe and the
drop in temperature in the pipe wall.

Figure 7 also presents

temperature profiles along the flow cross section; in plotting
this an additional coordinate was introduced - the current values
for the relative radius of the working pipe were plotted along
the x-axis.
From an examination of the graph thus plotted it follows that
the cross section where the value of *min is recorded virtually
agrees with cross section b, beginning with which there occurs a
decrease in the difference between the average flow-rate
temperature and the temperature along the flow axis, and is considerably removed from the cross section of the formal beginning
of surface boiling a where the channel wall temperature reaches
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the saturation temperature of the studied medium at the given
pressure. This situatioh agrees well with the pattern, visually
observed earlier in reference [7J, of the vapor phase distribution
along the heating surface during the boiling of underheated water
with a clearly distinguished zone of low boundary vapor content
(on the order of 0.01) with a subsequent increase in the zone
where vapor content grows sharply as the degree of medium underheating decreases.

In our case, only the beginning of the second

zone is fixed due to the fact that the insignificant vapor contents
in the first zone are beyond the sensitivity limits of the meter
used for determining true vapor content.

too
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Fig. 7.

Temperature, true and flow-rate vapor

content versus flow enthalpy:
W/m2
d = 15.4 mm; yw - 900 kg/m2.s; q = 0.57.106
p = 4 5 bar.

In examining the hydrodynamics of the boiling process for
underheated liquid along a steam-generating channel it is expedient to divide the region of surface boiling into a zone of
high underheating (from the formal beginning of surface boiling
to the beginning of rapid increase in vapor content) and the
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zone of low underheating (further from the actual beginning of
volume boiling). The generally assumed distinction between the
regions of undeveloped and developed surface boiling, in our
opinion, is more conveniently used in problems connected with
determining the heat transfer factor.
It should be kept in mind, however, that the graphs obtained
for the distribution of temperature and vapor content along the
working pipes are only approximate.

This is generally explained

by the fact that each of the analyzed graphs is plotted according
to the results of various experiments conducted within a given
series of tests under approximately equal regime conditions.
Actually, however, the effect of channel length on the course of
the process was not directly studied.
An analysis of the approximate graph for the distribution of
temperature and true vapor content of flow along a heated pipe
makes it possible to assume that the conditions of working medium
input to the experimental section must be reflected in the
quantity 0, measured in any channel cross section. Along with
the condition of hydrodynamic and thermal stabilization in the
true vapor content measurement section, it is apparently necessary
that liquid underheating at input to the working section be at,
least higher than the values for underheating corresponding to the
zone of high surface boiling underheating at the given regime
parameters.
Analysis of the graphs presented in Fig. 7 has shown that
both in the region of single-phase flow and in the zone of high
surface boiling underheating no noticeable restructuring of the
temperature field along the flow core cross section is observed
since the measured temperature profiles on the noted section of
the channel preserve their mutual equidistant nature. This is
apparently explained by the fact that in the initial stage of
its development along the heating surface the boiling process for
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underheated liquid has only a boundary character; therefore, the
effect of theturbulizing action of the vapor bubbles which are
forming is manifested in the form of a thinning of the viscous
sublayer and a more intensive heat transfer because of the motion
of molar particles of liquid within this sublayer [8].

Con-

sequently, in the zone of high surface boiling underheating the
observed decrease in the full drop between the temperature of the
inner heat-releasing surface of the channel wall t BH and the
average flow-rate temperature of the flow tn, characterizing the
increase in heat exchange intensity between the channel wall and
working medium, is a direct consequence of the decrease in the
drop in the viscous sublayer, representing the difference between
tBH and the temperature along the interface of the viscous sublayer and the flow core t , while the other component of the full
drop t n - t., generally determined by the character of the
temperature distribution in the flow core, remains constant.
After the temperature drop in the viscous sublayer reaches
its minimum limiting value, tsH - ts, in the section where the
rapid growth of vapor content 6 begins (see Fig. 7), a subsequent
increase in heat transfer intensity in the zone of small surface
boiling underheating occurs only from the restructuring of the
temperature fields along the flow core cross section, which leads
to a gradual decrease in the full temperature drop along the
channel.
Conclusions
In this work new experimental data were obtained on true
vapor content during the boiling of underheated water moving in
1.

vertical heated pipes with internal diameters of 11.7, 15.5, and
24.0 mm. The effect of pressure within 15-45 bar, thermal fluxes
within 0.4.106-0.8.106 W/m 2, and mass velocities within 450-3600
kg/m 2 .s on the value of the studied parameter was examined.
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2. A calculated relationship was obtained in parametric form
for determining true vapor content during the surface boiling of
water in a pipe with diameter 15.4 mm for the studied range of
regime parameters.
3. The hydrodynamic structure of flow in the region of
surface boiling was studied. With values for medium underheating
near zero, a high concentration of vapor phase in the central zone
of the channel is noted.
Temperature profiles along the flow cross section with
various degrees of water underheating were measured by a moveable
thermocouple. We noted the presence of an underheated flow core
4.

and the absence of a state of thermodynamic equilibrium in the
flow at zero values for relative enthalpy.
A complex analysis was made of the process of surface
boiling along a steam-generating channel under forced circulation
conditions.
5.

6.

The test data obtained make it possible to evaluate the

value of the hydrodynamic'characteristics in the designing of
thermal equipment in which surface boiling is used.
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THE EFFECT OF THERMAL FLUX AND
THE GEOMETRIC SHAPES OF A CHANNEL
ON THE VAPOR CONTENT PER UNIT
VOLUME OF A MEDIUM DURING BOILING
Z. L. Miropol'skiy, R. I. Shneyerova,
A. I. Karamysheva, E. T. Semin,
and M. N. Vinogradova
Abbreviations
CT -

rod

o6 - course
.n - surface
Hac.-

saturation

At the present time a number of works have been published on
the study of true vapor content per unit volume during the forced
motion of a steam-water mixture in channels of various shapes
[1-5). However, the available data are insufficient for judging
the effect of geometric parameters on 0, particularly the very
little data available for channels of complex configuration such
as rod channels with small gaps between the rods (6Cv._c)

or

between the rods and the unheated course (6cT..o6).

Because of this the authors made an experimental determination of the values of 0, averaged over a cross section,
during the motion of a working medium in a vertical cylindrical
298
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channel with diameter 17.2 mm, inside of which werethree heatreleasing rods 5.1 mm in diameter with a spacing of 8 mm.
quantity

6

T

0 =2.9

mm, and

6

CT-CT =

1.4 mm.

The

The arrangement

of the rods was asymmetric along the angles of ah equilateral
triangle and the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the channel was
6.7 mm. The rods were heated for a length of 400 mm by passing
ac current along them.

The unheated length of the rod at input

was 40-155 mm.
was determined by radiographic inspection with
a wide divergent beam of y-rays (6) a distance of 20, 135, and
312 mm from the beginning of the heated section, i.e., Z/d was
here 3, 20, and 45 respectively. Tests were made at pressures of
The quantity

30 and 98 bar, mass velocities from 100 to 1000 kg/m 2.s, and
specific thermal fluxes from 0.2 to 2 MW/m . The relative
enthalpy of the working medium in the control sections varied
from -0.4 to +0.3; the working medium was prepared by preheating
deaerated and desalted water from the lines of the heat and power
station. After the experimental section the medium was cooled in
a heat exchanger and its flow rate was measured by a measuring
tank. The enthalpy of tha medium in the control sections was
determined according to the enthalpy of the feed water at input to
the stand, taking into account the beat introduced and the thermal
losses determined by special calibration.
For gamma transmission the radioactive isotope Te-127 was
used with gamma quanta energy of 0.088 MeV. The maximum absolute
error in determining 0 was ±0.05.
Figures 1 and 2 present

the results of tests for a cross

section located 312 mm from the beginning of heating, in the form
of the dependence of true vapor content per unit volume * on
relative enthalpy x, specific flow q, and mass velocity wp. Here
the calculated values are plotted for flow-rate vapor content
per unit volume p--

for adiabatic flow in absence of
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phase slip. From-an examination of these data it follows that
in the presence of the heating of rods, values of # other than
zero are noted in the zone of negative relative enthalpies and
are larger the higher the thermal flux. Accordingly, with equal
values for x in this zone, # increases with an increase in q.
With an increase in x this difference decreases.

2*

iti
422

i

D. -4

-

1

-4 2

4

-

-

8

°_

Fig. 1. Dependence of f on x, wg, and q.
three-rod channel p a 30 bar.

U-

A

When comparing the data obtained with various mass velocities,
we can see that in the region of negative relative enthalpies 0 is
reduced with an increase in wp, while in the region of positive x
an inverse relationship is observed.

*,

Relative to the effect of pressure on
it can be noted that
in the region of negative values for x there is observed an increase in 0 with an increase in pressure; this effect is most
strongly manifested at small wp. With positive values for x and
an increase in pressure,,

decreases since higher values of 0

respond to equal values of x at high pressures.
3I
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Fig. 2. Dependence of 4)on x, wg, and q. A threerod channel p =98 bar.
The effect on 4)of the relative length of he section of
thermal stabilization is shown in Fig. 3. Here it is apparent
that, all other conditions being equal, in the region of negativ,
values for x, 0 increases with an increase in the length of tbe
connected heated section, particularly in its initial zone since
the change in 4 with a change in the relative length of the
section from 3 to 20 is significantly greater than with a subsequent change in

/d

from 20 to 45.

It should be noted that in

pipes and channels with large gaps the effect of the initial
section appears to a lesser extent, for example, only when 1/d <
10. With an increase in relative enthalpy of the medium the effect
of the initial section on 4 decreases and in the region of positive
values for x (in practice, when x > 0.05) in the studied parameter
range the effect of the length of the connected sections on ¢ is
not noted.
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The above mentioned character of the dependence of 0 on mass
velocity, pressure, and the length of the connected sections in
the region of negative relative enthalpies of the medium is
explained by the tollowing characteristics of the studied process.
Surface boiling begins nly when surface temperature becomes
higher than saturation tpimperatu'e by several degrees.

In the

first approximation the b6ginning of surface boiling can be determined from condition

where c iz the heat transfer factor in the absence of boiling.

i2.

q '

Fit

3.

Fig. 3. The effect on t of the length
of the connected heated section. A
three-rod channel p % 30 bar.
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With an increase in mas, "elocity a grows and, accordingly,
tn, t n, and x increase,
or a given value of q.

in response to the beginning of boiling

When q and wp are equal, with an increase in pressure condition (1) is fulfilled at higher t n, i.e., at somewhat higher
values of a (due to the reduction in water viscosity and the Increase in the Reynolds number); consequently, the difference in
temperature Ai = i' - in and the difference in enthalpy At = tHc
with an increase in pressure, while
- tn somewhat decrease
Ax = Ai/r increases since the heat of vaporization decreases more
significantly than Ai. The beginning of boiling is shifted to
the region of lower values for relative enthalpy.
The reduction in € in the initial section of the channel is
also apparently connected with the fact that a here is higher than
it is in the presence of thermal stabilization; therefore, boiling
begins at higher values for tn and x. In addition, in the initial
sections of the channel the amount of vapor bubbles which enter
from the connectedheated sections and can not be condensed
decreases.
Figure 4 presents experimental data on true vapor content per
unit volume obtained by the authors of reference [1] on the same
stand during the motion of a working medium in a vertical pipe

Iwas

with an internal diameter of 15.7 mm. The pipe was heated on a
length of approximately 500 nm; gamma transmission was accomplished
for a distance of 340 mm from the beginning of heating, i.e., Z/d
approximately 22. A comparison between this data and that
published in [6] for a pipe with a smaller diameter (approximately
8 mm) shows that when x > 0 the value of € increases with a
decrease in diameter. In reference [2] it is noted that in the
zone of negative relative enthalpy the effect of the diameter on
€ is not detected.
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Since the data presented in Figs. 1, 2, and 4 were obtalneu
in the parameter region where the effect of the length of the
connected section is small, they can be compared in order to
Illustrate the effect of the geometric shapes of a channel section
on 0 with near values for the remaining determining parameters.

With such a comparison we see that in the region of negative
values for x the vapor content per unit volume in the rod channel
with narrow gaps (min a 1.4 mm) is noticeably higher than in the
pipes and in the region of positive values for x this difference
evels off, i.e., surface boiling of liquid in the rod channel
begins at lower values of x than in the pipes. Apparently this
is explained by the fact that in the narrow gaps between
neighboring rods or the rods and the channel wall the velocity of
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the flow is considerably less than average while the enthalpy of
the medium is higher [7]. The presence of turbulent mass exchange
is insufficient for equalizing enthalpy in the cross section of
the rod channel and is sufficient for the high condensation of
vapor bubbles generated here.
Conclusions
1.

In rod channels with narrow gaps between the rods or

between the rod and the course (on the order of 1.5 mm and less)
surface boiling begins with smaller thermal fluxes or smaller
medium enthalpies than in pipes, i.e., in comparable conditions
in the region of negative relative enthalpies, 0 in rod channels
is higher than in pipes.
2.

True vapor content per unit volume in channel cross

sections located at a comparatively small distance from the beginning of heating, all other conditions being equal, can also
depend on the length of the connected heated sections, increasing
with an increase in this length. With an increase in medium
enthalpy the effect on 0 of the length of connected sections
decreases.
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CALCULATING THE VAPOR CONTENT
FIELD IN CYLINDRICAL VERTICAL
CHANNELS
I. P. Kornyukhin
In studying the hydrodynamics of two-phase flow and in
certain practical applications it is necessary to know the radial
distribution of vapor content 0(r) in a cylindrical channel. The
radiographic inspection of a channel along the chords by a narrow
beam of y-rays enables us to determine only the field of local
vapor contents or vapor contents averaged along the chords.
(The term "local vapor content" used in many works is unsatisfactory since the concept "local" is usually connected to the value
of a function at a point. In our discussion we shall use the
term "chordal vapor content" instead.) However, the function of
radial distribution can be calculated according to the known field
of chordal vapor contents. There are a number of methods for
such calculations [l, 2]. The method of K. Schwartz [1l is the
most familiar. The function of radial vapor content distribution
(or mixture density) in a cylindrical channel under axial symmetry
can be represented by the polynomial
ar

where r is the relative value of the channel radius (0 < r < 1);
ak is the constant coefficient.
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The value of the constant coefficients ak is determined on
the basis of the boundary conditions (two boundary conditions) and
the results of a radiographic inspection of the channel along
The connection between the number of terms of the polynomial n + 1 and the number of chords m along which the radiographic inspection is made (in the more general case - the number
chords.

of node points m for which the values of chordal vapor contents
f are known) is expressed by the relationship
n +1= m +2.
However, in spite of the relative simplicity, the Schwartz
method has a substantial disadvantage - it does not give an
objective criterion for checking the accuracy of the results
obtained. Because of this it is pertinent to examine several
possible cases which can be represented when calculating the
function

(r) according to this method.

The coefficients of polynomial (1) do not decrease. The
series whose argument varies within 0 < r < 1 does not converge
and it is difficult to expect a satisfactory correspondence between
1.

the calculated vapor content distribution and the actual one.
2.

The coefficients of polynomial (1) decrease.

In this

case, it is not possible to judge the convergence of the series
and the question of correspondence between the actual distribution
and the calculated distribution remains open.
The accuracy of the method could be improved by increasing
the number of nodal points m. At the limit, while increasing
to infinity, we can achieve full correspondence between the
calculated profile of vapor content and the actual one. However
this method involves an enormous amount of calculation and is
scarcely advisable.
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In addition, a check was made of the reliability of the
Schwartz methdd by comparing the distribution curves when function
p(r) is given by different equations.
two variants - when *(r)

Such studies were made for

is given by a power polynomial (1) and

by a trigonometric polynomial
ak cos

2

(2)

In both cases, the calculation involved the same values for
chordal vapor content obtained in one of the works from ENIN
[Power Engineering Institute im. G. M. Krzhizhanovskiy] when
m = 4. On Fig. 1 curves 1 and 2 in relative form 0(r) =(r)/€(T)
(true vapor content per unit volume averaged along the cross
section) represent the distribution curves calculated according
to equation (1) and (2).

The correspondence between them is not

satisfactory, another indication of the insufficient reliability
of the Schwartz method.
Also known are two methods.which make it possible to calculate the true vapor content per unit volume averaged in a certain
range of radius variation.

One of them was used at the MO TsKTI

[Moscow Branch of the Central Scientific Research, Planning and
Design Boiler and Turbine Institute im. .
Polzunov]
c.
by G. I.
Aleynikov and Ye. K. Golubev, and the other was used at the ENIN
by I. S. Dubrovskiy. However, both these methods make it possible
to only approximately determine the form of the function *(r).
Because of this, the author has developed a strict analytical
method for calculating the radial distribution of vapor content,
which will be presented below.
As we know, radiographic inspection of a channel by a narrow
beam of y-rays enables us to determine vapor content averaged
along the path of the ray.

For a cylindrical channel we can thus

obtain the vapor content averaged along a chord (diameter), i.e.,
the chordal vapor content.

This quantity can be represented as
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q

the average value of the integral of function *(r) along the
corresponding chord (Fig. 2):

/

C--. j (r)dy.

~L

IV-

2

0

41 02

Fig. 1. Curves of radial
vapor content distribution:
1 - Schwartz method (equation
1); 2 - Schwartz method
(equation 2); 3 - Method used
our work (equations 5-7).

-in

J0,4 0 46 4748 VP(,7

It is assumed that the field of vapor contents is axial.
The correctness of this assumption for vertical cylindrical
channels is indicated in a number of works

11, 3, 4].

On the basis of (3) we can calculate the average vapor
content for any chord of the channel.

A generalization of this

equation for a chord located at distance x from the axis of the
channel (0 < x < 1) and a change of variables give:

.

f (~~~~,x)
=

ir_

.-.

~.(4)

Function f(x) can be plotted on the basis of the results of
a radiographic inspection of the channel along chords and in the
subsequent analysis is assumed to be given.

In this case,

relationship (4) can be considered an equation relative to
function *(r).

This equation is integral.
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According to the

7Fig.

2. Diagram of the radiographic inspection of a
cylindrical channel by a

narrow beam of y-quanta.

zI

solution method, it is near an integral equation of the Abel type.
Its solution gives an analytical expression for calculating the
distribution 0(r) according to the known function f(x):
.2

dF(x) .dx

where

(x) =f(x)I'

x."

(6)

Analysis of this expression showed that the necessary condition of boundedness for O(r) when r = 0 is the equality
=0,

dFx)

(7)

which, taking into account (6), is transformed to:
df(x) I

0.

(8)

Physically, the condition (8) means that the value of chor-dal
vapor content obtained by radiographic inspection in a diametrical
plane must be extremal.

With axisymmetric distribution of vapor

content such a statement is sufficiently rational.
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In deriving equation (5), no limitations connected with the
spercifics of vapor content are imposed on functions f(x) and *(r).
Therefore, under conditions of axial symmetry equations (5-7) can
be used for calculating the radial distribution of any parameter
a(cording to a given field of chordal values.
Several peculiarities in calculating 0(r) should be mentioned.
Both graphic and numerical differentiation of functions f (x) and
F(x) can be rather time-consuming and insufficiently accurate.
Because of this it is advisable to interpolate beforehand the
function F(x) by a polynomial (or several) with the subsequent
analytical differentiation and integration.

(Interpolation by a

poljnomial of function f(x) directly would lead to a considerable
complication in the calculations). It should be kept in mind that
polynomial F(x) must satisfy condition (7).

Fig. 3. Interpolation of test vralues for
chordal vapor contents by a polynomial.

The use of this method can be demonstrated by the following
example.

On the graph in Fig. 3 the points indicate the values

of F*(x

= F(x i)VT(i-number of chord) calculated according to

i )

equation (6) on the basis of the test values for

fNxi ).

Here the

interpolated curve and its equation are presented. The vapor
content field ¢(r) was found according to equation (5) on the
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basis of'the obtained function FO(x.
The results of calculation
are presented in Fig. 1 (curve 3). All curves shown on this
graph are calculated for identical values of corresponding chordal
vapor contents. Comparison of curves 1 and 2 with curve 3 shows
that the use, in this case, of the Schwartz method leads to

erroneous results.I
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON FLOW
STABILITY IN STEAM-GENERATING
PIPES WITH VARIABLE LENGTHS
OF HEATED AND UNHEATED SECTIONS
V. I. Lezin

and 0. K. Smirnov

Conditions which allow unsteady regimes of heat carrier
motion in channels connected in parallel are related to their
design characteristics [l, 2J.
In this work we shall examine the test results obtained on
an experimental installation of the MEI [Moscow Power Engineering
Institute] [3], with variations in the length of the heated and
unheated sections by a redistribution of the heat supply and a
lengthening of the working channel.
The central part of the experimental installation consists
of two steam-generating pipes with an internal diameter of 4 min,
Joined at input and output by common collectors (Fig. 1). Water
at a given temperature is fed from a connected preheater into the
input collector and then into the working pipes. After the
collector the steam-water flow enters a cooler where it is condensed and the cooled condensate is drained into a supply tank.
The water is circulated by three ND pumps.
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I

"

f

4p

Fig. 1. Diagram of experimental installation:
1- Heated section; 2- Collector; 3 - Mounting;

4

-

6

Throttle washeri 5
Measuring disk; 7

8 -Stimulating

-

Throttle valve;

-

Removable vessels;

disk.

The working pipes are heated by passing low-voltage ac
current through them.

On one of the pipes heat supply is effected

on three sections with the independent control of thermal load;

on the shunting pipe this is done on two sections.

The length

of the heated sections varies during the displacement of the
sliding current supply.

The overall length of each working pipe is 7.26 m.

On the

beginning and end sections of the pipes there are removable
flange Joints to which additional mountings of pipes with an
internal diameter of 4 mm are connected.

At the input into each pipe are flow-rate measuring disks
and throttles in the form of removable calibration washers or a
needle valve.

At the output from the pipes there are also

throttle washers.

Studies were made in the pressure range 30-100 atm (tech.);

2

mass velocity varied from 200 to 750 kg/m2. s, and thermal loading
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on separate sections from 100,000 to 600,000 kcal/m2. h.
The first group of tests was made with variation in the heat
supply along the length of the working pipes.

In the second group,

tests were conducted with a change in the length of the working
pipes because of the connection of the unheated mountings. In the
third group of tests throttle washers were used on the working
pipes in front of the collector.
The effect of thermal load distribution along the.length of
the channels was studied in tests with a redistribution of the
heat supply and disconnection of the heating on part of the
evaporative channel during constant, as well as variable, total
heat supply.

The position of the boiling point was kept constant

in all the regimes by the corresponding control of heating power
on the economizer channel. Each test involved work with several
regimes. In one series of tests the regimes were distinguished
by the value of thermal load on the beginning section of the
evaporative channel with a constant value of total heat supply,
in the other series, by the value of vapor content at output from
the pipe during a constant value for thermal load on the initial
section of the evaporative channel.
The length of the heated section of the evaporative channel
in the various tests was 3.4, 2.55, and 1.7 m.

Loss in motion

stability was fixed by the appearance of interpipe flow-rate
oscillations. Regimes in the immediate vicinity of the motion
stability boundary recurred by passage from the stable region to
the pulsation region and vice versa.
The effect of the length of the steam-generating pipes was
studied with the use of mountings on the unheated sections of the
economizer and evaporative channels (see Fig. 1). Mountings I, 3,
and 6 m long with throttle valves were installed at input to the
pipes. The same pressure drop was ensured on all mountings by
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regulating the valve. The steam-generating pipes were heated
uniformly along the length. By gradually increasing the thermal
load they passed from stable regimes to pulsation regimes and thus
the stability buundary of the heat carrier's motion was determined.
Unlike the others, these tests were made with a different temperature at input to the distributing collector.
The same methodology as used in the first group of tests was
used in the tests with mountings and throttle washers on the
output ends of the pipes, i.e., the length of the economizer
channel was kept constant and the uniformity of heating and the
t
heat supply on the evaporative channel was varied. Mountings

3 and 6 m long covered with thermal insulation were used.
From the test material obtained a clear relationship is
apparent between the motion stability boundary and the heat supply
distribution along the evaporative channel; An increase in
thermal loading on the initial section of the evaporative channels,
as with an increase in the overall heating level, leads to the
appearance of intercoil pulsations.
An increase in channel length because of the unheated section
on the economizer channel improves flow stability. On the other
hand, the lengthening of channels due to the unheated section on
the evaporative channel reduces flow stability.
Data from all tests were processed with respect to the value
of the relative flow throttling, effective vapor content, passage
time, and the specific weight of the medium. As a generalizing
function we obtained the function in coordinates

× = f(F) where

ex is the reduced coefficient of resistance on the economizer
section (includes local resistances of the input throttle and
measuring disks and the linear resistance of friction of the
economizer section), and 7 is the average integral value of the
specific weight of the medium in the vapor-containing channel.
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Figure 2 presents the generalizing function according to
tests at a pressure of 70 atm (tech.) where the most complete data
were available.
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Fig. 2. Boundary value of the reduced coefficient of
resistance versus specific weight of the medium in the
steam-containing sections when p = 70 atm (tech.):
0 - with redistribution of the thermal load along the
length of the evaporative channel; A - with disconnection of heating on part of the evaporative channel;
x - with unheated mountings on the economizer channel;
o - with unheated mountings on the evaporative channel;
0 - with a variable quantity of heated economizer
section.
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The experimental points correspond to stable regimes near
the boundary of intercoil pulsations.

Similar functions were

obtained in tests at other pressures.
As is apparent from Fig. 2, the data from tests with a

'',

different character of heat supply distribution, including the
reduction in the length of the heated section on the evaporative
channel, are described by one curve.

The relationship obtained

also indicates a shifting of the motion stability boundary with
a change in the total heat supply on the evaporative channel.
Experimental points corresponding to regimes with mountings
on the economizer channel are indicated on the curve in Fig. 2.
This means that an increase in channel length because of the
heated sections of the economizer channel affects motion stability
Just as the installation of an additional throttle washer with a
resistance equal to the pressure drop on this section. In tests
with variable temperature at input to the distributing collector,
the length of the economizer channel was changed by a factor of
almost two.

Experimental points obtained in these tests, for all

practical purposes, fall within the general relationship. The
effect of increasing the length of the steam-containing channel,
as is apparent from Fig. 2, is taken into account, with sufficient
accuracy, by changing the specific weight y.
A series of tests with identical pressure drops on the
mountings of the evaporative channel was made in this work.

A

valve covered the shortest mounting and thus the total pressure
drop on this mounting and valve was varied up to a value equal to
the pressure drop on the longest mounting.

Then by redistributing

the heat supply on the evaporative channel, we determined the
motion stability boundary of the heat carrier. The processing of
tests showed that when the total pressure drops are equal, loss
of motion stability occurs under identical conditions. This made
it possible to plan a way to evaluate quantitatively the effect on
the installations at channel output of the throttle washers used
318
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as stimulating washers during studies on pulsation phenomena.
Obviously, in order to determine the boundary of stable regimes
we should arbitrarily replac

the washer with an equivalent

element - an unheated mounting with the same pressure drop; then
calculation reduces to the computation of the average specific
weight of the medium in the evaporative channel and a determination,
according to the curve in Fig. 2, of the necessary reduced resistance for the economizer channel.

1700

-

too -i

140

""

0
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o
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-

Fig. 3. Comparison of tests and calculated values of
Con the stability boundary of the heat carrier's
motion at pressures 30-100 atm (tech.) and mass velocity
of flow 376-565 kg/s with throttle washers at output
from the channels:
a - washers with an opening of 1.5 mm; 0 - washers with
an opening of 2 mm; A - washers with an opening of 2.5
mm;
- washers with an opening of 3.5mm; -+
washers
with an opening of 3 mm.
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This method of evaluating the washer effect was checked

(Fig. 3) during a comparison of the values of C based on the data
of this work, and also presented in 1:3], with the calculated
values for C a4
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STRUCTURE OF FLOW OF A STEAM-WATER
MIXTURE IN A VERTICAL UNHEATED
PIPE AT HIGH PRESSURES
S. M. Lukomskiy, P. I. Povarnin,
and R. I. Shneyerova
In order to observe the structure of flow, a visual section
was used on an ascending pipe of a circulation loop and high-speed
movie photography was applied.
*

The loop was made of steel pipes with a vertical section
diameter 22.5/36 mm, horizontal section diameter 30/42 mm, total
height of loop approximately 6 m. The loop was equipped with a
separator for separating the vapor-liquid mixture and a condenser.
A throttle gate is located on the descending section of the loop
to regulate the flow rate of the working fluid. Visual observation and motion pictures of the cell structure in the pipe
were made through a glass viewing section located on the ascending
branch of the loop 4 m above the heaters.
The visual section (Fig. 1) consisted of a steel frame in
which a pyrex tabe is set whose internal diameter (22.5 mm) is
equal to the internal diameter of the ascending pipe in order to
ensure the constancy of the hydrodynamic conditions in both pipes.
There are two holes in the frame for the adjusting screws which
have cylindrical glass 14 mm thick installed in them. The main
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glass is duplicated by a second safety glass identical in shape
and size.

The entire device is further provided with protective

flanges which are connected by pins passing through from the
outside of the section.

This adaptation was extremely effective

since during heating and the increase in dimensions of the whole
section, the tie pins remained cool and provided additional
tightening. This construction made it possible to photopraph at
presstire above 100 atm in the installation.

i

i

_

I

_

Fig. 1. Overall diagram of installation:
1 - Safety bolt; 2 - Safety glass; 3 - Working glar's;
4 - Insert; 5 - Tie bolts; 6 - Protective flanges;
7 -Pyrex
tube.

Tests were made on distilled deaerated water.

Preheatine

and partial evaporation of the working fluid was accomplished by
the electv'ic heaters. During the tests the following parameters
were measured:
pressure, temperature in the experimental and
descending section, circulation velocity, the capacity on the
electric heaters, and exposure speed.
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To determine the pressure in the installations a precision
diagram [1l was used, consisting of a series-connected differential
manometer, filled with mercury, and a compensating standard
balance press, which provided measurement sensitivity of ±5 mm Hg.
Movie photography was performed in the transmitted light of
an SKS-1 high-speed camera.
lamp with a reflector.

The light source was a two-kilowatt

In order to set up an overall representation of the character
of the hydrodynamic regimes, film was examined through a 16-NP-6
movie projector with a film advancement speed of 16-24 frames per
second which, with an exposure speed of 1000 frames per second,
slowed the motion by a factor of fifty.

Through marks applied to

the film every one hundredth of a second by a neon lamp, we could
more precisely define the exposure speed for a given section of
film; the quantity of vapor bubbles and vapor locks was measured
and the speed of their motion along the axis of the pipe was
calculated.
To provide a visual representation of flow structure, we
made photoillustrations, conditionally called "pictures of stopped
regime," which were compiled as follows: the leading edge of the
head of a vapor lock, which was usually clearly outlined, passed
through the space of the viewing window during a time corresponding
to the passage of n I frames.

Then on the nI frame we had an

image of the entire segment of the lock whose length equalled the
diameter of the viewing window; after counting off the following
n1 frames, we obtained on the 2nI frames a full image of the next
segment of the vapor lock whose length also equalled the diameter
of the viewing window.
This operation was performed for the entire segment of film
studied - from one lock to another. The frames thus chosen were
combined, forming an image or an illustration of this regime.
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It should be noted that the picture presented on these frames
is, in essence, the unfolding of the process over time on a
section Z = 22.5 mm on which the photography was accomplished.
Therefore, when we shall subsequently speak of the "length" of a
lock, we shall mean the calculated length obtained as the product
of the lock passage time through the viewing window times the
speed of its motion.

Series of visual observations and motion picture photography
were made at pressures of 10, 30, and 50 atm and single shots were
taken at higher pressures - 60, 70, and 80 atm. Generally the
photographs were made during a stationary operating mode when, for
a long period of time, on the order of 1-2 hours, constant pressure,
circulation rate, and vapor content were maintained.

Part of the photography was made at slowly increasing
pressure.

However, pressure increased sufficiently slowly, for example,
8-10 atm in one hour; exposure time for one cassette (30 m of
film) was approximately 5 s. Thus, we can assume that during the
photography pressure was constant.
It should be noted that a
comparison of the photographic results at identical medium
parameters but during stationary regimes and under conditions of
slowly increasing pressure indicated complete identity of flow
structure.

Table 1 gives the characteristics of some of the films taken,
which then were used for subsequent processing and conclusions.

Before describing the results of the motion picture photo6raphy, we should pause on the observations made during the tests
directly through the viewing window.

At low pressures below

3 atm an alternation could be seen in the window between long
vapor locks and sections of pure water; in several cases the
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Table

1.

4
M W1
i

P.X1,CJ1 2

W,.M,CeX

20

9,92

0,515

18

9.94

!1

45
46
47
38
24
23
25
27
28
29

10.34
10,55
10,62
20,92
29,44
29,77
29,1
26,90
29,95
29.95

1;06
1.1
0,49
1.1
0,52
0,55
0.5
0,56
0,56
1,16

33
40

t'58
1,09

50

48.08
48,59
59,38

82
54

62,85
76,4

0,896
0.54

19

KEY:

9.94

m/ceK

-

1,21
1.51

0,95

!.1

-

0,59
0.49
0,59
0,9
0.91

0.85
0'726
0,596

0,96

(1) Film No.

DESIGNATIONS:

Vo. /ew

-

2

no/cit 2

2

kg/cm 2 ;

m/s.

passage time for such a lock could be measured with a stop watch.
However, beginning at 5-6 atm and above, a single line of vapor
bubbles could be seen in the window, which leads us to speak of
the establishment of an emulsion flow regime, i.e., a flow structure where the vapor moves in a liquid mass in the form of more
or less uniformly distributed bubbles. However, an examination
of the photographic material revealed considerable complexity
and variety of structure in the flow which, as mentioned above,
during observation by the naked eye appeared to be identical,
consisting of a group of "visually emulsion"
regimes. The
vapor bubbles in the liquid mass have a variety of forms and sizes
and a significant portion of the vapor moves in the form of a
vapor lock filling almost the entire cross section of the pipe.
The presence of such locks of any size can be observed in a
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considerable range of pressures and their final disappearance
noted only when approximately 80 atm is achieved.
It can be seen that at constant pressure the circulation rate
w0 only slightly affects the character of the flow structure,
while a change in the reduced vapor rate w" frequently leads to
a considerable change in the observed pattern.

Fig. 2.

I

jiI"
*I2 i',No.

30 atm:

..

w0

24:

'

=

Flow structure at
p = 29.44 kg/cm 2

0.59 m/s; No. 28:

0f

2

p = 29.85 kg/cm 2, w 0 = 0.55
m/s, w" = 0.9 m/s; No. 29:
2 , w
29.85
1.15,
P
0

i0
S

wgfil= 0.85 m/s.
KEY:
(1) Period of vapor
lock passage.
DESIGNATION: ceK = seconds.

i2
II
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The difference in flow structure as a function of vapor
content is quite sharply manifested at a pressure of 30 atm. With
a circulation rate of w 0 - 0.5 m/s and a reduced vapor rate on the
order of 0.5 mis long, sharply outlined vapor locks with foam
formation in the stern were observed (Fig. 2); such a structure
was seen at a pressure of p - 10 atm (abs.) (Fig. 3).

w

= 0.5-1 mls and w 0

When

1 m/s (films 24, 28, 29) short locks

(50-60 mm) were fixed; such vapor locks frequently do not fill the
pipe cross section (see Fig. 2).

IS

10 atm:

No. 18; No. 19, No. 20:
p = 9.94 kgcm2 p =9.92
kg/cm , W 0 = 1.10 m/s,
S1
0 = 1.10 m/s, w0 = 0.515

2I

m/s, w" = 1.51 mis, w 0 = 0.95
m/s, w" = 1.21 m/s.

KEY:

(1) Time (in seconds)

of picture change in viewing

'

window.

._
V

3
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Extremely intensive foaming'occurs at the same time. Large
-sections of film, hundreds of frames in length, are apparently
filled with foam and scarcely let any light through.
At higher pressures the effect of the reduced vapor rate
decreases; for example, when p = 50 atm (abs.), w" - 0.73 m/s and
w 0 = 0.54 m/s, identical structure with very small vapor locks
was observed (see Table 1).
A comparison of the structure of flow at various pressures,
i.e., a photographic picture of the "stopped regime" for pressures
of 3 to 80 atm, is given in Fig. 4.
Here, first of all, we can see two different structural
groups. The first group, for pressures from 3 to 20 atm, can be
characterized as the region of "vapor lock regimes with emulsion."
This region is distinguished by fully formed locks 100-200 mm
long, occupying almost the entire cross section of the pipe with
foam formations in the stern usually reaching dimensions of
approximately one third the length of the lock itself.
The liquid intervals between locks are filled with vapor
bubbles of various shapes and sizes.

With an increase in the

amount of vapor the size of the liquid intervals decreases and
vapor locks come closer together. Within the described region
the vapor lock sizes remain approximately constant with a certain
tendency toward reducing as pressure grows.

The second region

(from 30 to 80-90 atm) can be called the region of "emulsion
regimes with passing locks." In this region we can observe a
sharp reduction in the size of the vapor locks, which reach
40 and even 20 mm in length; vapor locks 60 mm long are an exception. Behind the locks there is virtually no foaming; many
locks occupy less than the cross section of the pipe, partially
preserve their axial position, and frequently are deflected
toward one of the walls.

In this region there is also a tendency
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toward a decrease in the size of the locks as pressure grows; at
a pressure above 60 atm the locks were observed to degenerate and
transform into groups of bubbles.
In the liquid intervals we can see numerous bubbles of very
different shapes and sizes; however, fine bubbles up to 4 mm in
diameter with the proper outlines of a flattened sphere predominate (Fig. 4).
Finally, at p = 100 atm (abs.), which was observed during a
showing of films on a screen, vapor locks completely disappear
and only groups of separate bubbles remain. Thus, it can be
stated that at a pressure of approximately 100 atm (abs.),
S% ~1 m/s and w" z 1 m/s, a transition to a purely emulsion flow
regime occurs, where all the vapor is uniformly distributed in
the liquid mass.
Rlegimes at p = 30 atm (abs.), undoubtedly of particular
interest, can be called transient.

As mentioned above, regimes

with low reduced vapor rate (wo
0 " approximately 0.5 m/s) belong to
the first region of "vapor lock regimes with emulsion" (see Fig.
2).

Regimes with high reduced vapor rate (w0 " approximately

1 m/s) belong to the second region "emulsionregimes with passing
vapor locks." The main characteristic of regimes with w 0 z I m/s
is the earlier mentioned extremely intensive foaming. Thus, we
can assume that at 30 atm it was possible to feel the transition
point from structures of one type to another; this transition
depends, in the first place, on the quantity of mixture vapor
content. Such a conclusion agrees well with the observation of
Doctor of the Technical Sciences S. I. Kosterin (2), that with
an increase in mixture velocity the dispersion of the structure
also increases.
In addition to qualitative observations of the variation of
flow structure in a pipe, the methed of high-speed motion picture
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photography enabled us to find a way of computing the true
velocity of vapor bubbles and vapor locks.
We examined locks and bubbles on a section of film corresponding to the stationary regime of motion picture photography,
and their velocity was calculated according to the formula:
i

,

()

where w n is the true component of the velocity of a vapor lock or
a vapor
rOK bubble along the axis of the pipe, m/s; do, is the
diameter of the viewing window, in m; nc is the exposure speed in
frames per second; nn is the number of frames during which the
head of the lock or vapor bubble passed from the lower to the
upper edge of the viewing window.,
According to the values of w n obtained for a series of vapor
locks or bubbles, we took their average arithmetic value, which
was used as the average absolute velocity of a lock or bubble of
a given size.
The total error in determining w n varied from 3% with a low
lock velocity and high exposure rate up to 15 and even 20% with
a low exposure rate.
Computations made by the method described above have a
provisional character; they are necessary for developing a method
of processing the photographic material.
The results of calculating w, for vapor locks according to
some photographs are given in Table 2, from which it is clearly
established that as yet there is too little data to establish any
regularities.
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Table 2.

nimsl

77
78
79
80

lanieiei

-CKOpwb
cm W,
CLopoy.

t

10,283 .
10,371"
27,898
27,504

e.tcu
naps ,

1,62
1,63
0.59
0,40

0.86
1,20
1.03
0,98

Cxopocn poca..aoemuO
.
Co Uo nPOCO ,1.1.o
ctaa no
M@C

2.06
2.83
1,62
1lA8

2,13-2,53
3,0-3,3
,5--1.9
1,58-1,78

2
(1) Film number; (2) Pressure, p, kg/cm ;
KEY:
(3) Circulation rate w 0 , m/s; (4) Reduced velocity of
vapor wi", m/s; (5) Mixture velocity Wcm , m/s;

(6) True velocity of vapor locks w n computed from films

Wr, m/s.
The work performed made it possible to develop a method of
observing and fixing, with the aid of a high-speed movie camera,
the structure of the flow of a steam-water mixture in a vertical
unheated pipe at high pressures.
The complexity of the flow structure was clarified and the
relationship between changes in the character of the flow regime
and pressure, circulation rate, and the vapor content in the pipes
was illustrated.
We could establish that with values of circulation velocity
and reduced vapor velocity w 0 near I m/s and a pipe diameter
of 22.5 mm there are two equal regions of hydrodynamic regimes
as a function of pressure:
a) the vapor lock regime with emulsion was observed up to
30 atm;
b) the emulsion regime with the passage of fine vapor locks
and large bubbles was observed from 30 to 80 atm.
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The transition from the first regime to the second was noted
at 30 atm during a variation in w 0 " from 0.5 to 1 m/s.
The method of high-speed motion picture photography makes it
possible to calculate the true velocities of separate vapor
bubbles and the vapor locks in a liquid mass and is promising for
a determination of instantaneous values of vapor content in the
studied section of the pipe.

The material obtained in the motion picture photography of
the structure of a two-phase flow made it possible to compile a
motion picture film which gives the qualitative picture of the
effect of p, w 0 and w 0 " on the structure of flow in a vertical
unheated pipe 22.5 mm in diameter.
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A METHOD OF CALCULATING CRITICAL
PARAMETERS DURING PULS ATION
REGIMES IN THE MOTION OF A
STEAM-WATER MIXTURE
V. S. Polonskiy

and IYe. P. Serovl

Abbreviations
rp - boundary
H

- nomogram

p - calculated
3 - experimental
As experimental data show, the value of critical thermal
fluxes deipends upon the amplitude, frequency, and type of disturbance applied to a system of steam-generating pipes [l, 2].
The period of self-oscillations during intercoil. pulsations
varies from one or two to several tens of seconds as a function of
the type of installation [3), and in order is equal to the passage
time of a heat carrier particle through the entire channel [3, 4].
The frequency of forced oscillations, encountered during the
operaticn of steam generators, is of the same order.
In its turn, the process of steam generation is also a
periodic process. As experimental data have shown, the frequency
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of vaporization depends on the physical properties of the heating
surface, the physical constant of liquid, thermal flux, and
pressure, and varies within a wide range. In [5] it is shown that
the frequency of bubble breakaway is w 4 35-45 Hz; in [6] it is

w = 30-60 Hz, in [71 w = 13-17 Hz, and in [8] w = 15-21 Hz.

From

that examined in [9] it follows that a change in the frequency of
vaporization was observed within w = 17-55 Hz. G. G. Treshchev
introduces the probable frequency of vapor bubble formation during
surface boiling, which is w = 3.0.103 Hz [10].
Consequently, the minimum frequencies observed by various
authors during boiling in a large volume with moderate thermal
loads are 10-15 Hz, while with surface boiling they are two orders
greater. It is obvious that the vaporization frequency during
the development of boiling in a moving liquid will be nearer the
frequency during surface boiling than the frequency during boiling
in a large volume.
Mass exchange intensity of liquid phase between the flow
core and the boundary layer plays a large role in the onset of the
crisis phenomenon.

Frequencies of mass exchange processes can be

evaluated according to the value of the turbulent pulsation
frequency which exceeds 100 Hz [11].
Thus, the frequencies of vaporization processes and turbulent
pulsations are at least one or two orders higher than the frequency of forced oscillations or disturbing self-oscillations.
The interaction between the examined periodic processes
depends on their frequency relationship.

If the pulsation fre-

quency of the flow-rate parameters is the same order ao the
frequency of vaporization and of turbulent pulsations, there is
a direct connection between these processes.

On the other hand,

if the frequency of these processes differs considerably, each
can be examined separately.

In this case, the oscillations of
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hydrodynamic parameters do not affect the condition of vaporization. Relationships obtained during a stationary regime remain
true in dynamic conditions also. This means that in the first
approximations the boiling crisis process in steam-generating
channels during pulsation regimes can be considered quasistationary.
If in stationary regimes, for example, the value of boundary
vapor content or thermal flux for a channel of given form is
expressed by relationship:
x,po---iq,,, (u,,.)o, Poi;

qrpo - f,[Xo, (OT)o,'Po,

)

(la)

then during oscillations the increase in the boundary vapor content
rp ""XV - XAVo
or thermal flux
Aq

q

rp
- o

is

(2)
.%tf .

("I ) Aw l

( 2..)O

(2a)

This relationship is more accurate the lower the value of parameter
deviation. Partial derivatives characterize the degree of the
effect of this parameter on the value of boundary vapor content.
Corresponding values of the argument increment differ both in
amplitude and in phase. The relative amplitude and phase depend
on oscillation frequency.
Thus, in finding the region of unreliable regimes, it is
necessary to determine:

the amplitude- and phase-frequency

characteristics of the steam-generating channels, the value of
the increment in boundary vapor content or critical load as a
function of the frequency and amplitude of the disturbing action,
the relationship between the increment of boundary vapor content
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Axrp (Aq rp) and the real increment Ax2 (Aq) which occurs with a
given disturbance.
In general form, during the calculation of the dynamics in
channels, a one-dimensional model is usually used, described by
the following system of equations: continuity, energy, state,
thermal balance or heat conductivity - with corresponding initial
and boundary conditions [12].
The equation of heat carrier motion is usually replaced by
an algebraic relationship between the equivalent resistance and
the flow rate and specific volume. This gives the basis for the
model of the boiling crisis during pulsation regimes in the form
of a structural diagram recorded for a linear object (see Figure).
Here the symbol wn

designates the corresponding transfer function.

Let us examine the purpose of each link during one disturbance,
for example, during a disturbance with respect to the input
enthalpy.

A pulsation of input enthalpy causes a change in output

parameters D 2 , i 2 , and Y2 in terms of the transfer functions
WD2i1, wi i.

A change in D 2 and Y2 in terms of transfer functions

WpD2

causes a pulsation of pressure in the channel.

and w

pD 2

A

PY2

pressure pulsation in the channel brings about a pulsation of the
medium's temperature and heat transfer factor. Naturally this
leads to a pulsation of channel wall temperature, which follows
the medium's temDerature also with a different amplitude and phase.
This causes the appearance of the periodic component of thermal
flux from the inside of the channel wall In terms of the transfer
function wqp.

A change in the periodic component of thermal flux

and pressure in terms of transfer functions wD2 q
w

p

wi2 q and wD2 P2

, respectively,affects the output parameters of the system.

The totality of output quantities AD2 , Ap, Aq in the equation (2)
modeling unit determines the output quantity Axrp
lent quantity Aip.

or the equiva-

Comparison of the actual output enthalpy

Ai2 with Airp is effected in the comparison unit.
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If Ai2

Airp,

the boiling crisis begins in the channel; if Ai2 < Airp, the
temperature regime of the steam-generating channel will be normal
(as for the case when thermal flux is the quantity to be deter 7
mined).

r...
.....

4 OW

All

i~V

I-t-tPr2l~ul

wit,,

-.

.

-.

Figure. Structural diagram of the model of a
boiling crisis in steam-generating channels
during pulsation regimes.
KEY:
(1) Modeling unit; (2) Comparison unit.
Table 1 gives a comparison between experimental data and
calculation results during a disturbance by the flow rate of the
heat carrier AD1 . The static relationship xrp = x(q, wy, p) is
taken from reference [13] in which it is given in the form of a
nomogram.
Table 1 uses the following designations:
i
rp
i H-

- experimentally determined boundary
heat content represented by the authors

of [2);
heat content

determined according to

the nomogram in [131, for the average
values of flow-rate parameters on the
assumption that the process is stationary;
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i
Ap = i0

P

H0

-

Ais = iH

j

heat content determined with the actual
values of output parameters;

-

H

g - calculated change in heat content;

-irp

- experimental change in heat content.

Table 1.

P.

UI.,n rr'jIe
w

1. -

6,

Ka1 x". it

,a
%A-Ka Di

3M0
451

191
138

237
221

315

546

340

206

231

0,59
2,38
1,32
1.35
1,27

366
372
404

50
454
492

487
239
4-35

103
215
57

224
32
88

379

454

434

20

75

347

470

363

107

1,5

318

430

39

46

.1,0

340

553

503

50

123
117
213

1,1
1.0
0,8
0,7

331
366
334
33

524
5,D
556
571

100
100

800
800

6
6

0.5
0,5

0,7
0,6

334
336

100

800

6

0,5

0,88

2000

800

6

0,42

6

0,42

6

0,42

6 0,5

DESIGNATIONS:
cel = s;

xxs2a

ama

Vt

571
587

0,23
0,23
0,37
0,37

0,5
0,5
0,5

~
190
174
222

6
6
6
6

60
0,6
0,6

I~alAj

182
140
179
110

800
800
8()
FO0

800
800
KCJ0
2()
2000

f

2.KA

42
400
377
463

100
100
100
100

100
100
300
M
300
100
70

ip

"

KA.1 WP jPA

-MO

atm (abs.); Xe/M 2 . ceK = kg/m 2 .s;

.4 = kcal/m 2 .h; xxaa/x

= kcal/kg.

The increments of heat carrier flow rate and enthalpy were
determined according to transfer functions [12]. Thermal loading
was assumed constant and equal to the stationary values. The
increment of thermal flux was determined according to [14S.
comparison data from [2) were used.

For

As is apparent from Table 1, the determining parameters
varied over a rather wide range. The agreement between calculated
and experimental data was fully satisfactory. At low amplitudes
for flow rate oscillations the agreement of data was better than
at high amplitudes.
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For the purpose of a more complete check of the data, a
special experiment was set up [151. Tests were conducted in the
following range of factor variation: p = 100-140 atm (abs.);
q = 250-550-103 kcal/m 2 .h; wy = 700-1100 kg/m2.s. Frequency
variation limits were w = 0.8-6.28 I/s and relative amplitude for
thermal flux was A = 0.25-0.5.

q
In thetests examined the amplitude of pressure oscillations
did not exceed 5 atm (abs.). The amplitude of pressure oscillations was greater the lower the mass velocity, the higher the
average thermal flux level, and the greater the oscillation
period. In all tests, oscillations of the heat carrier flow rate
were insignificant. A comparison between experimental and calculated data was performed only with respect to the value of
boundary enthalpy.
The results of the comparison are presented in Table 2.

As

is apparent from the table, the agreement between experimental and
calculated data was better than during flow rate disturbar.3e.
This is explained by the fact that the disturbance along the heating
channel obviously is somewhat weaker than a disturbance of the
heat carrier flow rate. Consequently, the depth of variation in
regime parameters was less.
In performing the calculation of dynamic characteristics, a
number of simplifying premises were made; specifically, the
feedback with respect to pressure and thermal flux was disrupted.
Obviously,

a more precise solution within the framework of

quasistationary concepts can be obtained with more precise,
computerized calculations of the dynamic characteristics of a
steam-generating channel.
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Table 2.
p.
:,.;

III

q.10_$,

I

I

II

4

'p

ama

K.Iu&

100
100
100
100
100

700
700
700
700
700

250
250
250
250
400

0.25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25

2.09
3,14
4,65
6,28
2,09

601

100

700

400

700
700

40D
400

3,14
4,83

562

100
100
to
1o
100
100
100
140
140
140
140

0,25
0,25

557

569
560
560

0.25

700

550

0,25

562
546

545

700
700
700
700
700
700
1100

550
550
550
550
550
550

0,25
0,25
0,25
0,24
0,24
0.24
0,28

6,28
2.09
3,14
5,04
6,28
2,09
4,19
6,28
2,09

542
541
548
493
489
487
475.

543
544
544
484
485
485
489

140
140"
140
100
100
100
100
100
140
140
140
140
140

1100
1100
1100
700
700
1100
1100
1100
700
700
700
700
700

550
55
550
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

0,28
0,28
0,28
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,'25
0,5
0,5
0.5
0,5
0,5

3,14
4,19
6,28
0,8'
1,4
2,08
4.18
6,28
4,18
3,14
2.08
1,4
1,04

472
474
475
569
588
549
543
549
486
489
492
495
497

489
488
488
558
558
552
"551
552
484
482
482
478
483

A.4t

1*ireip

550

.

Kicga.tfz

598
595
597
566

597
598
598
599

559
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EVALUATING CIRCULATION RELIABILITY
IN HIGH-STRESS SHIPBOARD BOILERS
Yu. V. Aleksandrovskly
Abbreviations

on - descent
non - useful
H - nonstationary

yx - impaired
Shipboard steam boilers, unlike boilers in stationary power
plants, operate more frequently in unstationary regimes. During
manuevers, the load of the boiler can change from minimum to full
and vice versa. Because of this there is considerable interest
in evaluating boiler reliability in unstationary regimes and,
particularly, circulation reliability in a boiler during pressure
change.
Until recently circulation reliability during unstationary
regimes in such boilers has been evaluated according to the method
proposed by D. F. Peterson [1]. Studies on the circulation in
shipboard high-stress boilers which have unheated descending
pipes have shown that an evaluation of the allowable rate of
pressure drop in such boilers according to Peterson's formula
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gives a significant allowance.

The application of the basic

assumptions of this method to an evaluation of circulation reliability during a pressure rise in a boiler has shown sufficiently
good agreement between calculated and experimental data.

The

studies have also indicated that a rise in steam pressure in an
actual boiler does not lead to a disruption of circulation.
In connection with the development of the "Standard Method of
Hydraulic Calculation for Steam Boilers," a check of Its
assumptions and recommendations was made with respect to the calculation of natural circulation in high-stress shipboard boilers.
As a result, it was established that the basic assumptions and
recommendations of the method can be used for calculating and
evaluating the reliability of shipboard steapa boilers.
specifics of such boilers come to light only in an

The

evaluation of

the allowable rate of pressure reduction.,

As we know, in the."Standard Method" project it was recommended to determine the allowable rate of vapor pressure drop
in a boiler (when won ! 0.8 m/s) under the condition that
circulation reversal and stagnation in the less heated pipes of
the loop was not allowable.

The danger of stagnation and reversal

occurs because of an increase in resistance in the descending.
pipes.

In high-stress shipboard boilers the least heated line of

pipes is located in the high-temperature region of gas flow and
the specific thermal flux absorbed by it is 150,000-200,000
kcal/m

. and more.

At the same time, the resistance of the

descending pipes is not great since the cross section of these
pipes is less than 70% of the cross section of the ascending pipes.
As a result, as Is apparent on the figure, the least heated pipes
of the loop in the stationary regime have a multiple reserve
with respect to such circulation revei-sal and stagnation.

Along with this, In the most neated lines of ascending pipes
the circulation frequency even in a stationary regime is near the
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maximum allowable values. With a drop in steam pressure in the
boiler, circulation frequency in the ascending pipe is reduced and
reaches values at which heat transfer from the outer surface of
the pipe to the working liquid can be impaired [2]. The calculations made indicated that in shipboard high-stress boilers with
a pressure drop the circulation frequency in the most heated lines
reaches limiting values before circulation reversal and stagnation
occurs in the least heated pipes of the loop. Because of this,
an additional check on the reliability of circulation during a
drop in steam pressure in the boiler is necessary.
I2

...
s..

-

-/

ttc

Figure.

Variation in the feunyo

circulation toward the most heated pipe
of the loop Kmn stagnation head Sf
and descent resistance APon during a
drop in vapor pressure in a boiler.
Calculations showed that the quantity of heat released to the
most heated pipes of the loop during a drop in pressure, going to
an increase in vaporization, is not great in them as compared with
the quantity of heat absorbed by the pipes from the combustion
products. This makes it possible, when evaluating the allowable
rate of pressure drop with respect to the value of maximum circulation frequency, to use a diagram of the loop obtained during
calculations of the boiler on stationary regime.
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The hydraulic

curve of the most heated pipe of the loop, as well as the hydraulic
curve of the descending system, calculated for various rates of
vapor pressure drop in the boiler, should be plotted on this
diagram.

Assuming that the curves for the ascending part of the

loop do not change with a drop in steam pressure, we determine the
value of net head in the loop Snon and the water flow rate at
input to the most heated ascending pipe G kg/h.
frequency in it is calculated as:

K=as

Circulation

•

where D H is the quantity of steam generated in the most heated
pipe during nonstationary regime, taking into account the additional
vaporization due to the release of accumulated heat, kgf/h.
Circulation frequencies are calculated at various rates of pressure
drop in the boiler. Calculations show that with such an approximate calculation of circulation frequency, error is no more than
1.5% as compared with the values obtained when calculating the
loop separately for each of the pressure drop rates.

The allowable rate of pressure drop in high-stress shipboard
boilers must be checked further based on the condition that the
degree of steam dryness in the most heated pipe during nonstationary regime xH must not reach the value x
determined

yx

H

according to the data from the "Standard Method."

Taking into

account the necessary reserve, the following condition must be
fulfilled:

-_ >,,1,2.
Xx

The fact that in the most heated pipe of the loop in highstress shipboard boilers, the circulation frequency is near the
maximum allowed, must be taken into account when evaluating the
allowable heating surface breakdown.

In determining the per-

missible quantity of Jammed pipes in the bunch near the furnace,
it is necessary to calculate the circulation frequency in the
most heated pipe.
346
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THE OPERATION OF EVAPORATIVE
LOOPS WITH HORIZONTAL AND
DESCENDING MOTION OF A STEAMWATER MIXTURE DURING NATURAL
CIRCULATION
Yu. I. Tseluyko, Ya. N. Rudnitskiy,
A. D. Fayershteyn, L. B. Katsenelenbogen,
and L. A. Strel'tsov
Abbreviations
8H

-

internal

Experience has been obtained on an evaporative cooling
installation of a reheating furnace in one of the modern rolling
mills, on the basis of industrial studies and a three-year period
of operation, with the performance of hearth pipes having a
descending motion for the coolant during operation on evaporative
cooling with natural circulation with a pressure range in the
drum of 9-17 atm (gauge). A simplified diagram of the installation is presented in Fig. 1.
Heated lateral pipes 0 114 x 20 mm (see Fig. 1, 8) along with
Longitudinal, which are not shown on the diagram, form the
supporting grid on which is placed the metal, heated top and
bottom, before rolling. These pipes, which are steam-generating
heating surfaces, are connected in parallel to a common
348

circulation system which provides their cooling. The height of
the circulation loop is 21, 25 m. The circulation pump, connected
in parallel to a system of descending pipes, is used only during
starts and stops of the evaporative cooling installation.

Figure 1. Simplified diagram
of evaporative cooling installation:
1 - Drum; 2 - Circulation pump
*

-

.

/9

for starting and stopping;
3,
pipes; 5
-Descending

Measuring diaphragm; 6, 7

S9

....

-

pipes; 8 - Heated

___Ascending

loops with descending motion;

-Boundary

of furnace lining.

The use of descending motion makes. it possible to cut in
half the number of circulation loops of lateral pipes with vertical
supports, which substantially reduces the metal content of the
installation due to the decrease in the amount of descending and
ascending pipes, the number of shut-offs, and meters.
Figure 2 gives the design of a heated loop with descending
(up to 2.5 m) motion for-the coolant. There are ten such loops
in the installation. Thermal stresses, averaged along the heated
length of the loop and the perimeter of the pipe, reach 125 x 103
kcal/m 2.h. As is apparent from Fig. 2, the heated part of the
loop consists of horizontal and vertical sections.
Reliable cooling of the horizontal section is determined by
excluding lamination of the steam-water mixture.
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Tests made at

Giprostal' [State Scientific Research and Planning Institute of
the Metallurgical Industry] and experience in the industrial
operation of horizontal pipes at these pressures and thermal
stresses on the order of (200-240).103 lccal/m

2

.h show that re-

liable cooling of horizontal pipes with internal diameter up
to 75 mm in the zone of surface boiling can be achieved at a
circulation rate of 1.2 m/s [1, 2].

12

J

4

840

2150...7

[

VAi

2150

240

"'to

.

.. .. ..

ttB
Fig. 2. Heated loop with descending motion:
1 - Design of support pipe with descending
motion; 2 - Longitudinal support pipes;
3 - Heated metal; 4 - Furnace lining;
A - Upper (initial) point of the descending
section, in the region of which the thermocouples were installed; B - Lower feated
point of descending section; C - Lower
geometric point of descending section;
D - Damaged region; E - Output point of
heated loop.
With less thermal stress the minimum allowable circulation
rate at which there is no lamination in the zone of surface boiling
on the horizontal section is accordingly reduced.
Reliable cooling of the vertical heated section with descendIng motion of the steam-water mixture is determined by the absence
of vapor bubble stagnation.

Based on data from [3], the circulation rate, which ensures bubble drift is 0.4 m/s; however, these
data were obtained on an air-water model under low pressure for
pipes with an internal diameter of less than 48 mm.

?50

As shown by special circulation tests on an industrial installation, made on pipes with d
= 74 mm under pressure in the
drum of p = 12 atm (gauge) with wall temperature measurement by
thermocouples caulked-in on the descending part of loop A (Fig.
2, A), the wall temperature of the pipe in the descending region
did not increase in the rate reduction range of 1.2-0.55 m/s.
The results of the tests made indicate that with a circulation
rate of 0.55 m/s (the flow-rate vapor content per unit volume 0
with respect to the heated length of the descending section from
point A to point B changes from 0.72 to 0.8 - see table) vapor
bubble drift is ensured during the descending motion of the flow
and the possibility of bubble stagnation is fully excluded. It
was not possible to perform tests at rates below 0.55 m/s in
industrial conditions.
With low circulation velocities, in order to exclude
corrosion effects on horizontal sections, because of the possible
stratification of the steam-water mixture, tests at low rates
were brief - no more than ten minutes in each regime. However,
this time was completely sufficient for studying the steady-state
regime.
Thus, the tests allowed us to establish that the minimum
allowable circulation rate in a loop with descending and horizontal
motions for the coolant is limited not by the conditions of vapor
bubble drift on the descending section but by the condition that
there be no lamination on the horizontal sections of the loop.
As three-year operational tests on these loops have shown,
with thermal stresses up to 125.103 kcal/m 2 .h, the reliable
operation of the horizontal sections is ensured at a circulation
rate on the order of 1 m/s and above. Vapor content per unit
volume 8 with respect to the heated length of the descending
section changes when w0 = 1 m/s from 0.475 to 0.64 (see table).
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Table.

580,000

Characteristics of a loop with descending motion during a total thermal load of
kcal/h (q = 125. 10 kcal/m 2 .h* , p = 12 atm (gauge)).
r

vapor content per unit weight (x and
per unit volume () along the length of

W

the heated contour (see Fig. 2)

w

Regime Deignation
0

Reim-esgato

U

r________

Point
A,

1-

Cd

0

heating

X

Pin

,

PitE
heating

heating

,,

Circulation rate in descending
section, sufficient for vapor

bubble drift

0.55

0.67

1.0

1.210

2.55

3.15

0.018

U.72 0.0315

0.8

0.155

0.96

Circulation rate sufficient
for reliable cooling of the

horizontal section

0.0073 0.4750 0.0133

0.64 0.08

0.93

Minimum circulation rate at
which boiling is absent in
the descending section

0

0

0

0

0.02

0.725

*Thermal stress is introduced for the heated part of the loop not covered by masonry.

On the row of loops with descending motion, the furthest

from the burners and, therefore, those having the least thermal
loads, there was no boiling in the descending sections.
As shown by experience with the parallel operation of loops
having boiling and nonboiling descending sections, such a combination does not reduce the reliability of the installation on
the whole. The reduction in pressure in the drums to 9 atm (gauge)
was caused by pulsation of the flow rate in the most thermally
loaded loop (w0 = 0.7-1.3 m/s). Long operation of the installation
revealed the reliability of pipe cooling in such a regime.

A

reduction in pressure in the drum below 9 atm (gauge) expanded
the pulsation range which was bounded by the lower limit of the
working pressure on the level of 9 atm (gauge).

Installations with descending coolant motion in the heated
pipes have several operational peculiarities.
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a) when the installation is filled before the thermal unit
(furnace) is started, it is necessary to carefully remove the air
from the descending heated sections by the individual flushing of
each loop in turn with a rate of no more than 1 m/s.
b) pressure reduction in the installation, when necessary,
should be accomplished smoothly, without cutting off circulation,
being directed, in each specific case, along the circulation
apparatus.
Adjustment and observational tests on evaporative cooling
installations with a descending motion of the steam-water mixture
has shown that a sharp pressure drop (>0.3 atm (gauge)/min) in
the system leads to the formation of vapor locks with a stagnation
of circulation in separate loops; after pressure stabilization the
stagnation phenomena last longer in the most thermally loaded
loops than they do in the others.

In the case of such disturbances,

it is necessary to eliminate vapor locks by an artificial brief
reduction in flow rate to the neighboring loops with the aid of
control valves.
Figure 3 shows the characteristic damage to heated pipes,
which occurs on the horizontal sections when the operational
requirements are not met and which took place in the initial
operating period of the first installation with descending motion
installed in this country.

Damage occurred in the center part

of the upper lateral pipe of the loop (Fig. 2D).
As shown by an analysis of the work of loops according to
operational manuals and diagrams, as well as by chemical and
metalographic studies of damaged pipe specimens, these damages
occurred during the formation of vapor locks and long circulation
stagnation in the most thermally loaded loops because of the
sharp pressure drop in the installation. With long stagnation
the metal is damaged under the action of steam-water corrosion,
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(PAPIIICS MOT PEPPOMIrqI.E
A

-

!

b<

,*

B

4..

f2

'

Fig. 3. Damage to the upper lateral pipe
0 114 x 20 mm as a result of the primary
effect of steam-water and the secondary
effect of the sludge corrosion. The
arrows indicate the direction of maximum
thermal flux and the spot of hole formation:
A - Character of the damage to the insulated
pipe in the gap between insulation units;
B - Character of the damage to noninsulated
pipe; 1 - Insulation; 2 - Pipe; 3 - Dense
deposits of corrosion products; 4 - Loose
deposits of corrosion products.

which continues with the formation of an oxide layer, and after
the restoration of circulation, under the action of secondary
sludge corrosion.

As is apparent from the figures, the largest

damage centers appear in the direction of the action of maximum
thermal flux (on Fig 3B from the side of the Jet, on Fig. 3A in
the gap between the two insulation units covering the top and
the bottom of the pipe in the initial period of operation; several
months after start-up the insulation was removed).
4
The effect of metal damage from within under the action of

*

steam-water and sludge corrosion, in the direction of maximum
thermal flux, is of interest and, of course, can be used in
engineering.
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A standardization of the pressure drop regime eliminates pipe
damage and provides for the reliable industrial operation of loops
with descending motion.
In this country, at the present time, we have in successful
operation seven evaporative cooling installations for continuous
reheating furnaces, which have heated support pipes with horizontal
and descending motion for the coolant. All seven installations
operate with natural circulation.
Descending motion is particularly promising for the modern
wide furnaces, as well as for redesigning existing ones.
Conclusions
A test was made on the reliable operation of pipe elements
with descending (to 2.5 m) motion for the steam-water mixture
during natural circulation and thermal stresses up to 125103
1.

kcal/m 2 .h with a pressure range in the drum of 9-17 atm (gauge).
2.

It was established that under these conditions the

sufficient speed of bubble drift on the descending section of the
pipe dSH = 74 mm, with flow-rate vapor content per unit volume up
to 0.80, is 0.55 m/s. The minimum speed of bubble drift could not
be established due to the production limitations on an industrial
installation.
It was established that the minimum allowable circulation
rate in a loop with descending and horizontal motion for the
steam-water mixture is limited not by the condition of vapor
3.

bubble drift on the descending section but by the lack of mixture

lamination on the horizontal sections of the loop.

With thermal

stress up to 125.103 kcal/m 2 .h in the studied pressure range
(9-17 atm (gauge)), reliable operation of horizontal sections is
ensured at a circulation rate of 1 m/s and higher.
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4.* The use of d~escending motion makes it possible to
substantially reduce the number of circulation loops which, in

turn, makes it possible to operate with natural circulation in a
wider range of thermal loads on the furnace.

This also reduces

1

the cost of the installation because of the reduction In the
amount of metal used.
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A STUDY OF THE HYDRAULICS OF
STEAM-WATER FLOW USING AN
EXAMPLE OF THE STEAM-GENERATING
WELLS IN KAMCHATKA
0. S. Naymanov
Abbreviations
CM - mixture
Tp -

friction

y - mouth
3KC

- experimental

At the present time, in the USSR (Pauzhetska GEOTES',
Kamchatka oblast) the practical use of the Earth's heat for developing electric power has begun. The working medium in these
power plants is steam generated from wells drilled to the
necessary depth.
The construction, hydrodynamic tests, and regime characteristics of the well3.are examined in detail in [1]. Here we shall
pause on an explanation of the calculation functions which can be
'[Translator's Note: The expansion of this abbreviation
could not be found; however, the first three letters could stand
for the work "geological" and the last three for "thermoelectric
power plant."]
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recommended for describing the motion of the steam-water mixture
I.n the wells without which it is impossible'to analyze theoretically
the hydrodynamics of the wells on the whole, its characteristics,
and optimum structural dimensions.
Up to the present time, in calculating two-phase flows
(in any case, for values of true vapor content per unit volume

S0.5-0.98) the only method is the semiemrirical method using
the true vapor content per unit volume found experimentally.
However, the numerical relationship for quantity ¢ of various
authors under various initial conditions are different, which
gives us no a priori bagis for using them in describing the
processes involved in the discharge of the mixture from wells.

*
*

The process in a well is characterized by the following basic
peculiarities.

1.

9'he values for paessure, vapor content per unit weight x,

and other parameters of the steam-water flow on the path from the
beginning of vaporization to the mouth of the well vary substantia]ly.
Thus, for example, x varies from 0 to 0.1-0.15,
0 from 0 to 0.98-0.99, etc.

2.

Since in this article we shall examine wells with constant

flow rates and constant pressures at the mouth and in the beginning of vaporization (pulsing wells have not been considered),
the flow in separate cross sections can be considered stationary.

3.

The steam-water flow passes along a considerable path,

counted in tens and hundreds of meters; the diameters of the wells
are extremely large (100-200 mm); the pressure zone 's 1-10 atm
(abs.).

The flow is vertical; heat losses to the surrounding

lock are insignificant and allow us to consider it isentropic.
We shall write, in general form, on the basis of the Euler
differential equation of motion, an expression for the elementary
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*

6team-generating section of the well:

dI

(1)

where p.is the pressure kg/m 2 ; G is mass velocity of the mixture,
kg/m2*s; YcM is the specific volume of the mixture, kg/m 3 .
Subsequently we shall limit ourselves to a study of the zone
p < 2.5 atm (ats.) and 0 > 0.95; the component of vapor p.iase in
the familiar expres3ion for the specific volume of the mixture is
insignificantly small, which makes it possible to write the
simple relationship

=1

(2)

.-

The drop in pressure going into the acceleration of the flow
element (represented in formula (1) by the second term in the
numerator), for the indicated pressure zone and wher, G < 500
kg/s2. s, as calculations have shown, does not exceed 1-5% of the
pressure drop in the well and, therefore, in the subsequent
analysis can be disregarded.
We should discuss in somewhat greater detail the value of
the resistance by friction occurring as the mixture rises in the
well.

In general form, we can write
-

21

(3)
VisD

where A0 is the coefficient of hydraulic resistance, assuming a
flow of liquid phase only; k is the additional factor, taking
into account the presence of steam-water flow.

Several formulas

for determining this coefficient have been proposed [2], [3], [10].
In Table I we give these formulas.

Since in the pressure

zone less than 10-15 atm (abs.), which is characteristic for all
wells, with:rut exception, the ratio of specific weight y"/y' << 1,
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the original expressions could be somewhat simplifiexd; These
simplified formulas are also presented in Table 1. In this same
table are given the numerical values for k along one of the wells
at three points:

at a depth corresponding to the beginning of

vaporization, at an intermediate point, and at the mouth of the
well.
Table 1.
M .nw
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(5) :ita.,'l.noto .ayX~ a..u1,.o
noto)(a
I

..

(1

)1.53

5

I8

28

13

I 1.8

16

108

1.,5

6,6

25

_-

flpeoip.1neala,
qtop,,y.la .1apcH
A.19
Bupa~emls
icnm b3onamtems
(6) ccpea.MIro
.11H 1.1ecioro .anop [3)
KEY:

X

j- -i i

X 31.u 101111
i l p. a'na

l -7

(1) Prerequisite for composing formula;

(2)

Approximate formula; (3) Numerical values of' coefficient
k for pressures p, atm (abs.); (4) Quasihomogeneous
flow [2]; (5) Experimental formula obtained on the basis
of tests on vertical two-phase flow [10]; (6) Transformed
Darcy formula using an expression for the average
dynamic head [3].
in the high pressure zone where coefficient yP = Xc
formula (3),

AO in

taking into account the difference between the

calculated values of Ap

and experimental, is virtually equal to

one, formula (1) has become widely used.

However, there are data

[4] which indicate that in the zone 8 > 0.7-0.8 the value of 4
drops,

It is precisely this zone which Is characteristic for

discharge from a wel:.

The preliminary calculations we performed (a detailed study
of losses from friction during the motlon of flow in wells is not
the subject of this article) showed that at pressures below 2
atm (abs.) the values of coefficient ' during calculation according
to [2] approach values of 0.1 and less; consequently, formula (3)
is more convenient for calculation.
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The formula proposed by S. G. Teletov, in our opinion, is
more logical in its physical premises and

in addition, in the

zone of pressures in wells this formula has an extremely simple
form.

All subsequent calculations were made using this formula.

It should be mentioned that since an analysis of the actual
values of

*

along the wells is the main path, at a given stage of

all the experiments on the wells only those were chosen for which
the effect of friction on the depth of vaporization was limited
to several per cents (p

>

2.5 atm (abs.)).

The use of any of the

reduced formulas for coefficient k would have an insignificant
effect on the final results.

With these remarks taken into account, expression (1) is
reduced to a function of p and 0 only:

dl=

(4)

The parameter

A=

2gD (j

for a certain well on a given regime can be considered a known
quantity.

Assuming the relationship

*

= f(p) under assigned values

for pressure, flow rate, and well geometry, expression (4) can be
integrated and the calculated value of vaporization depth can be
obtained for the corresponding initial conditions of mixture
discharge.

Unfortunately, there is a large number of different

recommendations with respect to finding the quantity *.

An

illustration of this is Fig. 1, on which in function 0 the values
of C

4 /8 are presented according to the data of various authors.

Therefore, we should solve the reverse problem, using the experimental values of vaporization depth for determining 6.

All

the available empirical relationships for finding true vapor
content per unit volume during the motion of a two-phase medium
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in vertical pipes with moderate pressures can be divided into
two groups.

C

/

-"_/

I.I

481

1//

fill
Fig,. 1. Function C = f(B) according to the data
of various authors (p = 3 atm (abs.); G = 10 kg/s;

V,

D = 132 mm).

First group.
Fr

(FrC

Coefficient C i

assumed independent of p, B,

is the Froude criterion for the mixture) or G.

In [5]

and [6] ¢ is implicit in the equation connecting the true
velocity of vapor phase w" with the calculated velocity of the
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mixtur~e WCM:

a +=a.ab
.

(5)

G. Ye. Kholodovskiy recommends that we assume a = 0, b = 1.26,
n = 0.981 for the reduced velocity of vapor phase w0

> 3 m/s and

for w 0 " < 3 m/s (the "shell" regime of mixture flow) b = 1.46,
n

=

0.84.

Based on the data in [6], where the effect of diameter
variation was specially studied, an adaitional term which takes
into account pipe diameter is introduced into coefficient a.
The coefficients we obtained according to the graph presented by
the authors were equal to

a=O, 8 +--

4,7
P - 5.5

4
LVi

b

n=0,92

1,6;

for mixture velocities' above 3 m/s; for lower velocities a is
equal to as much as in the preceding case, b

=

2.4, n = 0.72.

Cravarollo [7] gives a direct expression for quantity

*,

obtained purely by the empirical method:

(
t-[

i+

(1
,

15

_).

]

where y is the coefficient of surface tension. The experimental
data from ENIN [Power Engineering Institute im. G. M.
Krzhizhanovskiy] [8] for pressures of 40, 70, and 120 atm (abs.),
representing €
V

=

f (8, p, Fr

CM

), were replotted by us and ex-

trapolated to a pressure of 1 atm (abs.).

With extrapolation

accuracy, the results of calculations using these data agreed
with the data in [7].

'When 8 > 0.8 the velocity of the mixture wcM differs insignificantly from reduced steam velocity wo
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0

V. A. Lokshin and A. L. Shvartz [9], after processing the
available experimental data on useful moving heads in the pressure
range 11-220 atm (abs.), introduce a diagram for finding the
quantity C.

In the region of developed motion and 0 > 0.91

coefficient C becomes a function of 8 only and in the zone
0 < 0.91 and wcm < 3 m/s a function of mixture velocity (and,
consequently, of G).

In the pressure zone near atmospheric the

following coefficients are assumed in formula (5): a = 0.75; b = i;
n1.

Second group.
only.

It is assumed that 0 is a function of

According to A. A. Armand [10], in zone 8 < 0.9 C

with an increase in 0 to 1, C = f(p, 0)

-

and p

0

0.833;

1.

According to the results of tests at Cambridge University
[10], it is proposed, in pressure zone 1-210 atm (abs.) and
x = 0.03-1, to calculate
!=

where y - the "slip factor" pressure.

is assumed constant at a given

Since the vapor content per unit weight is a function

of pressure and vapor content per unit volume 0 only, the formula
introduced is easily reduced to the function 0 = f(f,

p).

The experimental material available to us on ten wells of
two thermal areas (Pauzhetska and Bo.'she-Banna), including 29
working regimes on the whole, made it possible to evaluate each
of the included calculation functions for determining the quanti.ty
¢ for vertical two-phase flows with respect to actual wells.

Function p =
The evaluation was carried out as follows.
=f(l - )was represented by a polynomial of the fourth power whose
coefficients were found according to each of the examined functions
for a network of varying parameter values (beginning transformation
pressure pO, mass velocity G, well diameter D, pressure at mouth
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Having relationship p = f(l -

*)

and assuming a constnat value

for the average specific volume of liquid phase on the vaporization
section, expression (4) was integrated, after which it was possible
to obtain the calculated value Z = '(G, p, p y) for each of the
methods.
Extensive calculation was involved; therefore, the basic
computations were performed on an electronic computer. The per
cent of disagreement between experimental and calculated values
for vaporization depths are presented in Fig. 2.
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Table 2 prese nts the basic data on the tested wells and also
the value of I

wi:ich indicates the conditional faction of

decrease in vaporizaion depth at a given pressure drop and mass
velocity caused by energy loss from friction.

Table 2.
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n6
63

13

23

50I

I,
2

1

Well and regime nawnbr;

(2) Pressure of flow

at beginning of vaporization, p0 , atm (abs.); (3) Flow
rate of well G, kg/s;

(4) ,,ressure at mouth py, atm

(abs.); (5) Flow-rate vapor content per unit volume at
mouth, 8;
begins I

(6) Experimental depth at which vaporization
m; (7) Low-flow-rate wells (designated

by * on PIg. 2); (8)
by * on Fig. 2).

High-flow-rate wells (designated
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q

As we can see, a comparison of the quantities ZTP and I
illustrates the earlier statement that the method of calculating
losses from friction can not substantially affect the degree of
agreement between calculated and experimental values of vaporization
depth. Of all the analyzed functions for the quantity
the most

*,

satisfactory function, which enabled us to describe all well
regimes, without exception, with an accuracy of the experiment
itself, was the criterial equation of G. Ye. Kholodovskiy (see

Fig. 2).
The results, processed according to [6], disagree considerably
with the experiment, which is explained, in our opinion, by
additionally taking into account the diameter effect. The
correction for diameter, offerred by the authors during a transition from D = 25 mm to D = 150-200 mm noticeably reduces the
value of 4; moreover, if it were not taken into account, the
results of the calculations accord~ng to [6] would agree with [5].
The authors themselves point to the disagreement between their
results and the data of several other researchers, who obtained
a more moderate effect of the diameter on 4. The absence of a
noticeable diameter effect up to the value 76-100 mm is obtained
in [5] with a constant mass velocity and in [8] with a constant
FrCM.

The experimental data on wells indicates that this

assumption can be extended to diameters of 150-200 mm.

Tests of

wells did not indicate a substantial independence effect of
diameter.
The effect of the Froude number of the mixture on 0 has been
established by many studies [2], [8].

However, [5], [6], [7],

and a number of other authors present the flow-rate velocity as
a parameter substantially affecting 4. These parameters differ
in quantity D (0.8). Since, in absolute value, the diameter
enters into the value of FrcM to the fifth power and the value of
is proportional to the Froude number itself to a power considerably less than one, it is obvious that, taking FrcM or G as
367
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parameters, we (with different D) will not obtain a noticeable
difference in the final results. This situation indirectly confirmed the agreement of calculated values according to [8] and

[7] where 0 is presented as a function of GvID.
The substantial inconvenience of using the Froude number of
the mixture as a parameter in the practical calculation of wells
lies in the fact that by definition it depends on the volume of
the mixture and this means also on 8. It is, therefore, more
convenient to represent the true coefficient of vapor content per
unit volume as a function of the separately calculated quantities
8 and G. In this sense, the expression for 0 according to [5)
has an additional, purely applied advantage in calculating wells.
The use of the method in [7] led to noticeable errors which,
obviously, are explained by the inadmissibility of extrapolating
the obtained empirical relationships to the region of specific
weights less than 40 kg/n

and G < 300 kg/i

s.

reduction in accuracy was noted by the authors).

(The possible
The function

for 0 in [11] has a simple form; there is a good agreement with
Armand's tests with respect to the values of C in the zone
0 > 0.9 and with respect to the numerical values of losses from
friction.

A comparison with the data of well tests indicates

a satisfactory agreement of quantities Z for high-flow-rate wells
(better than according to [10], poscibly because of the reduction
of C in the zone of low 0 and the considerable (up to 40%)
disagreement in the quantities for low-flow-rate wells.
Calculation according to Armand's data [10] gave relatively
good agreement for high-flow-rate wells, but for low-flow-rate
wells the per cent of error exceeded 50%.
According to Lokshin's method when 8 > 0.91 the exponent
in expression (5) is equal to one, which causes the invariance
of C with respect to G.

The possibility of reducing C with a
decrease in the mixture velocity below 3 1n/s was discussed by
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the authors for the zone 8 < 0.91 only.

Since on a larger section

of the thermal mixture motion 8 > 0.85, the calculated values for
vaporization depth according to [9] were t.ndependent of mass
velocity and agreed with the data in [10].

Examining the entire comparison of calculaved and experimental
data with respect to the motion of the steam-water mixture in
wells, it is easy to see the effect of the character of the
mixture motion on the selection of the second parameter (in
addition to 8) in determining *.
In the case of the annular regime (w
C depends only slightly on mass velocity.

> 3 m/s) the coefficient
Its numerical values,

as calculations for zone p and G show, according to [5] are near
those in [9], [10], [11].

This explains the small error for high-

flow-rate wells (which have wcm > 3 m/s) for all calculation
methods.

For the "shell" regime of mixture flow (w

< 3 m/s),

the effect of mass velocity becomes substantial, which affects
the decrease in the exponent with n in [5] and [6].

In this case,

calculations according to [10] or [11] give a higher per cent of
error and for low mixture velocities are not suitable. Calculation
according to [5] gives satisfactory agreement with experiment in
the entire zone of real variations in initial data.

Calculation

according to [6] leads to understated values of I due to the
additional reduction in

*

with a decrease in diameter.

Calcu-

lation according to [7] and [8] is characterized by a rise in the
per cent of error, which indicates nonuniformity of extrapolation
of results obtained with large G and y" on the condition of
mi)ture discharge from wells.

Conciusions

1.

A method is given for calculating vaporization depth in

steam-generating wells at pY < 2.5 atm (abs.).
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2. In order to determine the true vapor content pep unit
volume, the equation of G. Ye. Kholodovskiy Is recommended and
gives a satisfactory agreement with the results of tests on all
wells.

3.

No effect of increasing diameter up to 200 mm on the
quantity 0 was detected.
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BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TWOPHASE UNBALANCED STATIONARY
FLOWS
Ye. I Nevstruyeva
Designations
•

I

Z - axial coordinate, channel length;
11- heated perimeter;
F - area of heated surface;
f - area of cross section;
G - flow rate;
V - flow rate per unit volume;
w - mass velocity;
w - velocity;
q - thermal load;

P - density;
i - enthalpy;
r - heat of vaporization;
x - relative enthalpy of flow, flow-

rate vapor content of balanced flow;

true vapor content per unit volume;
S - concentration of solutions;
S-

K - multiplicity of circulation;
n - steaming coefficient;
m - recirculation coefficient;
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-

P

-

intensity of change in vapor content,
vaporization, or condensation.

Subscripts and Superscr'ipts
-

water;

-

steam;

Hcn - evaporation;
noA - preheating;

n - vaporization;
H - condensation;
n. c - boundary layer;
a - flow core;
w - liquid phase;
o, ax - condition at input;
H.

a - beginning of intensive boiling
s - parameter on saturation line;

A
i

*-

-

actual value, distinct from balanced
value;

beginning of unlimited growth of salt

deposits;
Hac - condition of solution saturation.

To calculate the characteristics of two-phase balanced flows
it is necessary and sufficient to know the pressure gradients and
the distribution along the channel of temperatures of the heatreleasing surface and true vapor contents per unit volume. The
knowledge of the basic flow parameters and the distribution of
thermal load, surface temperatures, true vapor content: per ur.it
volume, and pressures make it possible to determine with respect
to the thermal balance the flow-rate vapor content per unit weight,
as well as to calculate the reactivity of the reactor and the
complete hydraulic design, i.e., to determine the specific weight
of the steam-water mixture, the components of losses of head from
friction and acceleration, and to calculate the more general
hydraulic resistance or moving head of natural circulation.
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7

In real steam-generating installations, water or other liquid
which is considerably underheated below saturation temperature is
fed to channel input so that two-phase flows, in most cases, are
thermodynamically unbalanced [1, 2]. To calculate the basic
characteristics of such flows, it is not sufficient to know the
basic parameters of the flow at input to the channel and the
distribution along the channel of thermal load, true vapor content
per unit volume, temperature of heat-releasing surface, and
pressure. In order to illustrate what additional data are
necessary for calculating the basic characteristics of two-phase
unbalanced stationary flows, we shall examine the processes which
occur during the boiling of underheated liquid.
The amount of steam forming in a unit of time on a unit of
surface is

The multiplicity of the circulation of liquid between the
flow core and the boundary layer, which is equal to the ratio of
the mass of liquid flowing toward the steam-forming surface from
the flow core to the mass of the steam being formed, is
K =AG,
=A'

(2)

and the degree of liquid steaming in the boundary boiling layer,
which is equal to the ratio of the mass of liquid flowing toward
the steam-forming surface from the flow core to the mass of liquid
expelled and entrained by the steam from the boundary layer to
the flow core, can be expressed in the form

n

AG'

K

-(3)

The multiplicity of the circulation of liquid between the
boundary layer and the flow core, in addition, can be expressed
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in terms of the recirculation coefficient which is the ratio of
the volume of liquid flowing toward the surface from the boundary
layer to the total volume of liquid flowing toward the surfaces,
equal to the sum of the volumes of the forming steam and the
liquid expelled and entrained by the steam, i.e.,

if the volume

of the forming steam is
M"

.16,"

---

qNCU

(4)

and the volume of the liquid expelled and entrained by the steam

is

--SF -=...

,v

(5)

then, substituting the mass of the flowing liquid from equation
(2),

we obtain
IF'-

-r

_ •(Sa)

Then the total volume of liquid flowing from the flow core can be
expressed in terms of the recirculation coefficient in the
following manner:

Substituting (4) and (5) into (6) and limiting ourselves to the
quantity of the volume of evaporating liquid, we obtain
K=-(! - m')(K----

(6a)

hence

or

in(8

Thus, the knowledge of any one of the examined quantities
(circulation multiplicity in terms of the boundary boiling layer,
the degree of steaming of the boiling layer, or the recirculation
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coefficient) makes it possible to determine the other two according
to formulas (3),

(7),

or (8) since there is a unique relationship

between them (Fig. 1).

Furthermore, the knowledge of any of the

three examined quantities makes it possible to determine the
relationship between the quantities of heat expended during the
boiling of underheated liquid on its heating and on evaporation.
Actually, the quantity of heat expended on heating liquid flowing
to a unit of surface in a unit of time up to the temperature of
the boundary layer will be

°°"n ,

it)

q' "

O =

q°"&

-.)

=0-

(9)

It should be noted that the second term in equation (9) takes into
account the difference between boundary layer temperature and
saturation temperature.

If boundary layer temperature is below

saturation temperature, heat is expended not only on heating of
the liquid up to boundary layer temperature, but also on heating
that liquid which then is evaporated, from boundary layer temperature to saturation temperature.

If boundary layer temperature

is greater than saturation temperature, the heat which was expended on heating the evaporating liquid from saturation temperature to boundary layer temperature then returns to liquid.

Thus,

the second term in the equation (9) can be either positive or
negative.

Taking into account the fact that
q,,cn + q,1 = q,

(10)

by the simplest transformations we can obtain an expression for
the mass of steam forming in a unit of time on an unit of heating
surface, as well as an expression for the mass of liquid flowing
Vfrom

the flow core:

'IF=-1,.1£

-K" c - 1'.) -7(-., -IJ(

Sol
T-=;
i7K --

ia

K9_

I:iI
1) - (10.c - I)(

If the amount of steam forming in a unit of time on a unit of
heating surface area is divided by the cross-sectional area of
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1)

the channel and multiplied by its perimeter, vaporization intensity
Sn, i.e., the amount of steam forming in a unit of time per a unit
of liquid flow volume, at the limit will be

inaui

i~e.,
teaon of stea
r __
----

;

.t.ll.

I0

-

-

-r
- =

4

K
(

Iomn

ftepraui

I
2

- ) ( . -& "(

q w

648 44

-

Fig. 1. Circulation multiplicity versus relative flow
enthalpy for a pipe 5.4 mm
in diameter, 300 mm in length,
a pressure of 1.2 bar.

-at

We should mention that during the boiling of underheated
liquid, in the general case, not all the steam is stored in the
flow, as occurs with the boiling of liquids heated to saturation
temperature, but some of It, in contact with the underheated
liquid in the flow core, is condensed.

The intensity of steam

condensation in the flow of underheated liquid is of independent
scientific and practical interests; however, the intensity of
steam storage along the channel can generally be expressed in
the form
(13)

dG

In order to find the flow rate of steam in any cross section of
the channel, we should integrate equation (13) along the channel
from the cross section in which intensive vaporization begins up
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to the examined cross section:

ZZN
r.)dz f Z.S IdZ +
Grp =fSr+

----- dZ.

(14)

Z"

Thus, in order to determine the amount of steam in any
channel cross section, it is necessary to know the location of
the section in which intensive vaporization begins, the intensity
of condensation along the channel, the distribution along the
channel of pressure, circulation multiplicity, liquid temperatuoe
in the boundary layer, and liquid temperature in the flow core.
At the contemporary level of knowledge concerning the boiling
processes of underheated liquids, data as yet is insufficient for
determining the amount of vapor and, consequently, of liquid.
However, in the first approximation, it is completely
acceptable to assume the following.
1.

Steam condensation intensity even in the flow of under-

heated liquid is neglible as compared with vaporization intensity
[3, 4]; consequently, it can be disregarded.
2. The pressure drop on the heated section is considerably
less than working pressure; therefore, all steam parameters (on
the saturation line) and liquid parameters can be considered
constant along the channel.
3.

The temperature of the liquid in the boundary layer is
approximately equal to saturation temperature.
4.

Liquid temperature in the flow core is approximately

equal (actually it is somewhat lower) to the temperature of
liquid phase in the flow.
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It should be mentioned that at high thermal loads when the
temperature of the liquid in the boundary layer is greater than
saturation temperature, the last two assumptions lead to errors
which somewhat compensates each other.
equation (14)

=

~~~~~T

With the assumptions made,

takes the following form:

of
r,

Z

IK 9H
dZ'(15)

(1

Then the actual vapor content in any channel section can be
determined

according to formula
(16)

_--I dZ-J

"-rw=3I

Xaj

ZN.3
or

Ax,l , 'z ,

.

Zd
I

.X

dZ

(16a

Phase velocities can be evaluated according to formulas:
as __ n
=""N '--,-p-"

7P F

-dZ

I'
Z--''"
;.dZ,

I--R.

1

(17)

Z

Ow'f

(18)

or
iLAKI!

and V'

-

(19)

Thus, if we know the distribution of circulation multiplicity
along the channel on the basis of any analytical considerations
or experimental data, the liquid phase temperature, true vapor
content per unit volume, and point of initial intensive vaporization can be evaluated by numerical or graphic integration, as
well as the quantity of steam in the channel, the actual vapor
content of the flow, and the phase velocity in any section along
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the channel.

All the above quantities and functions necessary
for evaluating the characteristics of two-phase unbalanced flow
at the contemporary level of knowledge can be determined only
experimentally with the use of completely different study methods.
Circulation multiplicity of the liquid between the boundary
layer and the flow core is evaluated on the basis of the salt
method [5, 6] according to formula:

1--- s,

'(20)

where the beginning of unlimited growth of salt deposits S** is
determined experimentally in studying the regularity of salt
deposition.

The salt solubility limit SHa c is determined either

experimentally or according to handbook data in the first
approximation based on saturation temperature on the assumption
that the temperature of the boundary layer is equal to saturation
temperature. The effective temperature of the boundary layer can
be evaluated more precisely by experlment [7]. The actual flowrate water content of the flow (1 - x ) with low absolute values
of vapor content per unit weight, in the first approximation, can
be assumed equal to (1 - x) where x is determined according to
the thermal balance. Thus, an approximate evaluation of circulation multiplicity is made not according to formula (20) but
according to the simplified formula:

K

ST

1- 49i
SPSC (I

.

(21)

X)

Temperature of lquid phase or the quantity of relative
enthalpy of unbalanced flow can be determined by a direct measurement of liquid temperature in a separator installed behind the

experimental section. By changing the length of the experimental
section, we can, at identical thermal loads and flow parameters
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at input, obtain the experimental function o the variation in
liquid phase temperature distribution along the channel. These
studies should be made simultaneously with the study of circulation
multiplicity on the same experimental installation.
The exponential function presented in references [2, 8],
proposed for the evaluation of liquid phase enthalpy or temperature
distribution, can be represented in the following form by the
simplest transformation:

x,.

x,, Iexp(-

"

,
j-)

(22)

where coefficient A is the increment of vapor content per unit
length of the channel:
A

fwP'r
9_1-Z.1-Z - Z..

(23)

t*

It should be mentioned that the selection of the exponential
function of distribution is based on formal consideration and is
necessary in an experimental check.
The temperature for relative enthalpy of the liquid in the
section where intensive vaporization begins or the distance of
this section from input to the heated channel can be approximately
determined with an examination of the distribution of true vapor
content per unit volume along the channel. Relative enthalpy of
the liquid and the cross section where intensive vaporization
begins is indicated by dashes on the graph showing the dependence
of true vapor content per unit volume on relative enthalpy of
the flow (Fig. 2). Several empirical relationships are known for
evaluating the enthalpy of the beginning of intensive vaporization
according to various signs: according to the achievement of
saturation temperature or a certain overheating of the wall and
according to the beginning of the intensive increase in hydraulic
resistance or true vapor content per unit volume.

However, all

these relationships have a special character [9-13].
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Fig. 2. True vapor content per unit volume versus
relative enthalpy of the flow at a iressure of
31 bar and thermal loads from 0.3 to 0.6 MW/m 2 .

The distributions of true vapor contents per unit volume
along the channels are mainly studied using the method of radiographic examination and, at the present time, there is a rather
large amount of experimental data available [4, 13, 14, 15, etc.J.
Recently attempts have been made to analytically solve the problem
of the distribution of true vapor content per unit volume [2, 8,
17]. However, even the most successful of them require the
knowledge of the location of the point where intensive vaporization
begins and the distribution of liquid phase temperatures along the
channel, as yet completely unstudied.
Conclusions
A brief analysis of the characteristics of two-phase
stationary unbalanced flows has shown that the greatest interest
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lies in complex examinations of the hydrodynamics (the beginning
of intensive vaporizations, true vapor content per unit volume,
pressure gradients), heat exchange (the temperature of the heat-

releasing surface, liquid phase, and boundary layer), and mass
exchange (circulation multiplicity of the liquid between the flow
core and the boundary layer), performed on the same installations
under identical conditions.

Such examinations have been performed in recent years at
IVT [Translator's Note:

The expansion for this abbreviation is

not known.].
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II
THE ACCURACY OF CALCULATING WATER
CIRCULATION ON ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
G. I. Zinger, and L. N. Papernaya

Designations

g

-

projection of the acceleration of
gravity in the direction of the
pipe, m/s2;

G - total mass circulation flow rate,
t/h;
I - heat content,kcal/kg;

Z - length, m;
p - pressure, atm (tech.) or kgf/m 2 ;
Q - heat reception of section, kcal/h;
r

-

heat of vaporization, kcal/kg;

w

-

circulation velocity, m/s;

x - flow-rate vapor content per unit weight;
z0 - coefficient of specific hydraulic
resistance of pipes;
8 - flow-rate vapor content per unit volume;
y - specific weight, kg/m3
4
- density, kg.s 2/m
0

€ - true vapor content per unit volume.

I
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m

m

m

,

Subscripts and Superscripts
6 - drum;

a - beginning of boiling;
cm - steam-water mixture;
j - order number of sections convergent
to node;
- wate& "n saturation line;
-

±

-

steal in saturation line;
refer to flows directed toward and
away from node.

The calculation of circulation in complex loops consists in
determining the circulation flow rate in the system as a whole
and the flow rates in individual loops, as well as other parametcrs
characterizing circulation and depending on these flow rates,
with given working pressure, thermal fluxes on the heated element,
coefficients of hydraulic resistance and the geometric parameters
of the circulation loop.
I5

The method of adding characteristics, used in calculations of
circulation in boilers [1), is unsuitable when calculating
evaporative cooling systems which operate at lower pressures
(1-10 atm (tech.)) and are distinguished by the characteristic
connection of various groups of unlike individual sections to
common intermediate pipes, etc.

Calculations using the method

from [1], In these cases, lead to results which differ substantially from actual quantities. The method from [2) is used
by us in machine computation for calculating stationary regA:,mes;
calculetion of the economizer sections and determination of the
point where boiling begins are performed according to the same
formulas as in [].

The formula for calculating 0 = 0(0, p, WcW)

[2, 4] is derived by processing the experimental data [3, 5); the
functions P'(p) and i'(p) are found by processing the tables in
[6]; di/dp is expressed in terms of p'(p) and i'(p) according to
the Clapeyron-Clausius formula.
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For calculating the steam-containing sections, a system of
equations for p and x is used:

p

/

.7(iorij

with boundary conditions when
"-. .p.p.

.p..);

(2)

In solving system (1) it is necessary to fulfill conditions
p > p,, x < 1.

We must also fulfill the condition of conjugation

at each of the points common for several individual loops (ineluding in the drum):

PJ =¢°tist

|i

--=0 ;

•(3)

(00- = (O+'*

i

expressing pressure balances, material and thermal balance.
The calculation is considered finished if the test flow rate
gives at the end of the ascending pipe entering the drum a pressure
which differs from p6 by an allowable discrepancy and the given
distribution of flow rate along the individual loops gives a
pressure at the end of the converging pipes which differs by the
value of the discrepancy. The value of this discrepancy is given.
in advance by a computer i' each specific case. It is actually
the accuracy with which system (1) with boundary conditions (2)
and (3) is solved.

Numerous calculations have shown that the

value of the allowable discrepancy rather frequently affects the
circulation flow rates, changing them by a factor of 1.5-2. This
occurs not only at pressures near atmospheric but also at pressures
on the order of 40-50 atm (tech.).
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. .

(2)

Fig. 1i. Assignment to calculate water circalation in the ascending gas duct and the cooling
water jacket of a cooler-boiler behind a 250-ton
converter from the Karaganda Metal Plant:
1 - Drum; 2 - Descending pipes; 3 - Collectors;

,

4 - Heated pipes of the water wall; 5 - Steamtransferring pipes.
(1) To circulation pumps; (2) From circuKEY:
lation pumps.

,
i

//I

As an illustration we can use the calculation of circulation
in loops of cooler-boilers of converter gases behind a 2510-ton
converter (Fig. 1). The basic data for calculation is working
pressure 48 atm (tech.); thermal stress, for the cooling water
jacket 30.10 3-48o.103, for the ascending gas duct 14.103- 304.103
for the descending gas duct 7.103-65. 103 kcal/m3.h.

The heat

reception of the bundles of converging ptipes is referied to
approximately as
A 1 = 0.04
version II.

1:2:4.

arm (tech.)

in

The absolute discrepancies are
version I and A2 = 0.005 arm (tech.)

In

Accordingly, the graph of reduced circulation

velocities are presented In Fig. 2.

A further decrease in the allowable discrepancy did not lead
to a decrease in circulation velocities.
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Fig. 2. Circulation rate versus heat reception in the
ascending gas duct (II) and the cooling water Jacket (I):
1 - Pipe with maximum heat reception; 2 - Pipe with average
heat reception; 3 - Pipe with minimum heat reception.
KEY.: (1) Circulation velocity w0 , m/s; (2) Heat reception,
thous. kcal/h.
DESIGNATION: am = atm (tech.).
Analysis of the calculations made shows that the allowable
discrepancy in calculations must be selected according to the
minimum value of the useful head in individual loops and must be
one order less. Such calculations are generally rather cumbersome and require computer work.
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SECTIOi III
HEAT TRANSFER WITH COADEiHSATION

CALCULATION AND TEST DATA FOR THE
HEAT TRANSFER FACTOR DURING THE
CONDENSATION OF MOVING STEAM
(ReH < ReHp)

L. D. Berman
Designations
Cf - coefficient of friction resistance;

- specific heat capacity;

e

d - external diameter of pipe;
g - acceleration of gravity;
Ga

= gZ 3 /v 2

- Galileo number;
J - density of the lateral flow of the

mass;
K = r/(c p5 - phase transformation number;
I - characteristic dimension off the

surface in dimensionless nambet.s
(for the vertical surface 7 r I
for the horizontal pipe

L
Nu =

-

p
Pr =

p
r

=

height of vertical surface;
Nusselt number;

-

pressure;
Prandtl numbert

-

heat of phase transformation

-

0,;

(condensation);
Pen = UNI/n-

Reynolds number for vapor flow:
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Rem = 4uI/v

- Reynolds for condensate film;

u - velocity of the medium in the
direction of the x-axis;
U - velocity of the basic mass of steam;
a - averaged (over the height of the vertical
surface or along the perimeter of the
horizontal pipe) heat transfer factor;
a - local heat transfer factor;
6 - thickness of condensate film;
4 - temperature head (difference between
wall and steam temperatures);
- coefficient of heat conductivity;
- coefficient of dynamic viscosity;
v - coefficient of kinematic viscosity;
p - density;
T - viscous stress.
Subscripts and Superscripts
K - condensate;

Kp - critical value;
H - with motionless steam
n - steam;
OTP - separation;

x - when Z = X (for dimensionless numbers);
6 - on the interface of liquid and vapor phase.
With film condensation of moving steam, the mechanical interaction between the steam flow and the film condensate changes the
flow conditions of the latter, which involves a change in the
value of the heat transfer factor as compared with the case of
motionless steam condensation [1, 2]. Although Nusselt indicated
this more than fifty years ago, there is as yet no single opinion
concerning the effect of steam flow on the intensity of heat
transfer across a film of condensate when the Reynolds number of
the film Re

is below critical Re Kp'
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which with motionless gas

phase 1

pisb

fbr the transition to the turbulent regimhe

o~ the T£±in'l6,wW.1
the 41low 6fg~s' (V
or)
ph§ daLh;haVe a~ double ef fect on
Re
the TfIOwm'f' he UIIdi ftfti idhen,~

jC'eu66

Ia

hange in the v,616city distr~ibultiozi in the latera-U
cross s-ct-i6n ,of 'the ,Pilm ttd,j :on~equently, a cdhange in the
av& g Vel6it an, thickhess of th~e, fim While its lar~int& flow
is piies'erved,~ h to, the-- ff dc t of, the fricti6n on thie

Iiregime

the,, souircdo disubac which-cdjses a, more 'radical
resltructuiring :of the ~fo
eieof-the,,cbnd en ate flilih, - Its
trahsifioha duringi~elatively- 16 R 'to a n6ni egular (th;ree -be,

I Idimensibna!),

WaVe egm with separaion,. under certain conditions,.
of' drops frok the liqid 'suif'acd
The solutlor- to-the- proibleh o6f-the'efeto stati-V elodity£ati;d~inhg cohdens;ation on, th6, ertical
on the-he&t tran-sfterf4
~taih , to, the case whenth
stirface,, propos6&, by -Nusselt El,
i lainar. Viscous stres~
flow regiime of 'the, 6'bndensht& tilihJ6
ili
s,
on the phas6 interface was -defined 'by

of friction resistance c6, was assumhed
constant And, dquAI to, 0.O055,5
wher~e th& coeffitjt

Ifi refere6nce '141, It mws proposed. to use the resurlts of this,
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Withth

test results of' the

t' ithor of this work , the coefficient of-friction resistance t.6

:).oo85.
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iI

soluion,
16,sed: ihn- x;efei'endes. [5-91, 'for t1he
,66hdensation-of moVing .steam on av4eticai surface were intended-the rfin~

*

to accouht for the fact that the value 6fviscous stress

or th -cofficient of-friction
de ends on the gradient

&fsteam

eoiity at the interfacei i.e.,

'ohthe steam flowregimes, and also-the fact that duting,'the
dondeisation of steam inside: the:Vertical pipei thevelocity of
the steam (or Re n ) decreases as it condensates. In both these
referehces and' references[10, 1], -for condehsat1oh on :a

K

horizontal pipe, function a (Rej)or

the gradient

Vwere de-

termined according todata fotrhe ftoW of a gaseos vapor)
-medium around an Impermeable surface in the ab6ence of condensation.
given attention to the
[12-17]-have -authors
A number of
circumstance that, in-the case of vapor cohdensation, the transfer
of momentum by the, lateral flow of the mass (by the condensingsteam)-affects the value 'ofthe gradient. ,

and, consequently,

Some ofthe authors-cpsidered it p ssible to,disregardhis
effect due to its smallness [15; obthers, ophthe Other hand-,

pointed to its signitIcAnht or even determining role [13, i6, i7).
Although in most of the above works the Nusselt model of

laminar flow of acondensate film-was maintained as -the basis and
only the problem of refining the quantity r6 was Posed, in the
works of VTI [Al:l-UniOn Institute of Heat Engineering im. L. E.
Dzerzhinskiy) [3, i, 18, 19) the necessity of changing the basic

model itself Was, discussed., This was based on the assumption
kcaused
%to

that even With low velocities of vapor flow the disturbance
by it leads to a disruption of the laminar flow of the
condensate film, which passes into an irregular wave regime, and
a change, due to this mechanism, in the transfer of heat across
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the f Ii.
This wa
.'aniestihn, the deveiopment of the suggestTon
discussed eari-ir 'in [.2, .j'. that th6 ek'trnad disturbances daused
-by :the, priecipi.tating cohd'endte 6r the MbVihg steam were 'the

r&as0fh, fbr- the, transition, 6bse-ied- in tests, to .turbulent :condefnsate. film XClow -even dt relttiVely low R£ynOds 4iunbe'Os Re
(on the ord'er 6f 200-4'0,0'aihst i6L50.20Q6)
in the. absence of
6xterna-, diJsturbances.
Various th'eo1,etical relationshis forithe hdat transfer
factor during the condensation of moVinhg vApor aid th ,laminaV
flow bf cofdehsafte fimh 'are compared bei to each other, and to
Various test data; They' all -refer to the condensation of
saturate!d Vcapor mbiVing, downWOild when ?r,, > 1, 'K> q, -R&e
-Re-~
When it is ne dessary to take int o -acount the simultaneous action
-on the dondensat6 film, of both gragity , and friction on the phase

*1

CONDENSATION ONA VERTICAL SURFACE
we ,fassuwe that during the condensation of the m6Ving

steam the - film flow refrains laminar, then, as--was shown in [3.,
we cn use the,results of Nuss'1t,' s,numerical solution even in
those cases when the dependence of
on Re. and on the transter
of momentum by the condensing steam is taken into account.
this it

is necessapy to chanse "tle

For

quantity T6, acoording',,

in

06 dimensionless number 11
421"..
ii' T depends on a (see below)
the quantity T6Is more precisely defined by the iteratlon method.
Figure 1 prese. ts some results of calculations thus oW.Mrntd or
the condensatli- , vf steam moving downward on a vertical surface
(flat plate or surface hving radii Of curvature along the
horIzontal which are large enough for us to assume the flow of the
thin condensate, film .!s two-dimensional).
On Fig. I curve ]. Indicates the dependence of a/a

according Iro Ausselt with c

,

= 0.00505

on U,

const, curve 2 with

?92

V

Nor-

IMP,

Blasius' law of resistance for laminar flow of a gaseous (steam)
medium (Re

= 1.328 Re- 0 " 5 , and curve 3 with Prandtl's

< 5.105) - c

law of resistance for turbulent flow (Ren > 5.105)
0

Re 0.2

c

-

=

0.074

Since the examined solution is based on the assumption

that a smooth laminar film of condensate is preserved, the increase
in cf, which is observed when a wall is covered with a rippled
film of liquid, is not taken into account.

All three curves agree

well with the approximate equation obtained in [li):

(cA

7h>7
)a3 '(Pr+A14

1

where for curve 1 A = 0.0032 and n = 2, for curve 2 A
n

=

1.5, and for curve 3 A

=

0.048 and n

(4)

=o,

=

=

0.92 and

1.8.

ii
-,'

1~22

Fig. 1. Calculated values of
.-/
as a function of the
velocity of the steam with condensation on a vertical surface
(water vapor p= 1 bar,
= 100C, L = 1 M):
I - According to Nusselt;
- With Blasius' law of resistance; 3 - With Prandtl's

---14

,
4

4

' :i2

law of resistance; 4 - With
T6 according to formula (5);
5 - With a according to formula
(7).
50 :0
O 2,5

4Ud

15

20

25 ,m/s

1/00 IV5

.J

Curve 4 in Fig. 1 is obtained in the same way but with the
effect of impulse transfer by the condensing steam taken into
account when determining T6 . Particles of steam, penetrating
from its basic mass through the boundary layer to the phase interface, reduce its longitudinal velocity, while giving corresponding
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umimmntum. to- the particles. of' the :basic sttam f'lbw in the bbo'ar Y
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This formula, obtained by Meredith and Griffith for longitudinal flow around a plate with uniform exhaust of the boundary
layer [20], was used earlier for determining T6 in reference [17).
The function for T, obtained in [16] under the condition u = U
when y = n,also leads to this formula.

The results of our calculations in determining T6 according
to formula (5) are described well by the equation:
=.0,125(1/r +

+2;'A)(J8

-/8)1,

(6)

where
B = Rea (Gan Pra K).

Curve 4, plotted on the basis of these calculations, differs
little from curves 1 and 3, i.e., as already mentioned in [3],
{6

the change in T as compared with that assumed by Nusselt did not
lead to a substantial change in the values of c/cH under the
examined conditions.
Ancther result is obtained in reference [21], according to
which

which ~l/M77

V2 (2+ 1')(7)

where
16L.

Formula (7) answers to curve 5 in Fig. 1. It deviates considerably from the other curves. The reason for this requires
clarification especially as in [21] the quantity T 6 was determined
according to the same formula (5) as in

calculations represented

by curve 4.
As follows from [17), in deriving formula (7) it was assumed,
in the first place, that in the case of film condensation
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7-1

regardless of the hAturie of 'the forces Acting on, the condensate,
,film-, the 16ocal heat transfer- factor is'proportional to the, square
root of the avdr~kge, film velocity Ida glien crOss section of i,

and,, in- the second place,, that- the average, fiip velocities in
-different cases-of condensation are roundL in _the relationship;

whereL,

takihg

(8) 1nto account,
and

z

J

2.r3%

(10)

ere, noted byI the subscript 1, are the quant'itle6 which
relate to the condensation 6f moving steam when, the condensatefilm is only-acted upon by friction on th6 phase Interface (condition of Weightlessness),,, the, quantities indicated by, the sub script 2 pertain_ to the conidensation, gf motionless steam during
,the, action, of gravi-ty only)j. and quantities carrying -subscript3
refer to the, condensation. of m~oving steam in: the field of, gravity
with uhe simultaneous action 61f both forces.
Actually relationship (8) 1.: valid, only for weightlebs condltions and with quantity -r,determined by, formula (5). it can
not be, extend~ed to other caseb, however, and because of this it
In addltlon-, for
is impossible to obtain relationship, (10),
labrihraxr fi~lm we actiually have, instead, of -(9)

Therefore, the forinula obtained, based on the above two
assumpti'ors, is not w
fltounded, theoretically even for the
eamined caseP of' laminar flow of a condensate film, 'although, asour calc~ulations indi-,ate, for conditiona which respond to the
396-

assumed value of T',

the errors caused by assumptions (8) and (9)
have- reversed signs and, to a considerable extent, compensate
each other. The main reason for the substantial disagreement of
curves 4 and 5 is the error which slipped in to the derivation of
formula (7). This error means that for the limiting case when
UA
1

0, we have, according to this formula, at
0 and not toward
a or, in other Words, that d/ot
0 and not. toward 1. Such a
result contradicts those taken in the derivation of formula (7) as
the bAsic assumption.

The introduction of corresponding corrections

into the derivation leads to a confirmation of curves 4 and
:frmula (6).
If, taking the above into account, we exclude durve 5 from,
examination, we can see that on the assumption of a laminar flow,
-of the condensate filmand moderate steam.velocities., to which,
Fig. i refers, a more precise definition of the quantity T6 as
compared with that taken by, Nusselt is very weakly reflected in

the calculated values of mi
For the-case of condensation on a vertical surface test data
convenient for checking these theoretical relationships are still
iacking. Test data for condensation on a vertical two-dimensional
plate of freon-113 steam-moving downward at p !1 bar and
4
5.5-22°C are presented in the recently published work [9].
However, the test points, presented in this 'work on a graph, has
sucha large spread that it is imp0ssible to-use them to evaluate
the correctness of any theoretical solution.'. As they only make

'Hoping to combine the test points for various t on the graph,
the author of the work arbitrarily multiplied the obtained values
0 2 5, which
of~
b(PKr
~ Nu
of Nu
according to the data from VTI [22]
x by (P K) o
for condensation,6f moving steam is inadmissible. This method did
not eliminate the large spread of the points.
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it p0ssible to estabiish an approximdt

'(averaged for the studied

c6nditi
or ffor the averaged value of Pr
40). dependende of
the heat transfer factor on steam Velocity, which can be repre-

-

-

,sented in 'the form (Fig., 3 and 4):

This relationship satisfactorily agrees with the test data

Sfrom

VTI for the- condensation of moving+ ater vapor on a- horizontal pipe, according to which When Rer > 200 the heat transfer
factor is proportional to steam ve160c.ty to adegree constftuting,
on the averag6, 0.16 against 0.2 in the exatbined case.

gn

a-

-

Fig.

.12 i

3.

Fig. 4.
Dependence of the
4 on dimenati o
Mt16-da
si6nlessst6eam velocity
with the;,average Pr K = 40
(prbcesslhg of data In [9]).

Dependence. of

N
(Pr.K(,O8.

ii1

*++

++ i , +

o
n Re2

during the condensat-on of
freon-113 on a vertical plate
according to the.tests in [911
(p = 1 bar, % = 5-22"C).

Other test data described in literature for the condensation
of moving steam on a -vertical surface were obtained during the
iaotion of steam inside pipes or channels with an annular cross
section [23-26].

For the reasons already discussed in [3), the

average heat transfer factors obtained with this do not allow us
to judge the f£Low reqlme of the condensate film.
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CONDENSATION ON A HORIZONTAL Pi,
Various calculated data for-the cas'e of the condensation of
vapor-moving downward on a horizontal pipe in lateral flow with a
laminar condensate film -are presented in the form of a/aH as a
-function-of -the,complex
(13)

represented -on Fig. 5.

[7b

F1i

I
.

__

as a function of H during
conderisatibn of water -Vap6r
on a horizontal pipe (4 = i0 C6):
I - According to [4]; 2,

1

Accordiihg to ,equation (6);
4s 5 - According to equation (14);
-6,,6w7 - According to equation

__

;

--.

100

200

*-DESIGNATION:

JO

4

5. Calculated values of

2/"
-,the

(15) (a - when e = 0.42, bwhen c - 0.64).
66p = bar.

M

Curve 1, taken from [2, 4,) is a modified function as a
result of the increase in cf up to 0.0085, obtained by Nusselt.
With the coordinate used in Fig. 5 it remains constant for any
p and 4, while when the dependence of cf on Ren is taken into
account, the curves for various steam pressures (and temperature
heads), plotted on these coordinates, deviate noticeably from
each other. This is indicated, for example, by curves 2 and 3 for
pressures of 5 and 0.5 bar, respectively, plotted according to
and equation in the form of (4) when A = 1.3, n = 1.5, and I = d,
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-

--

wr

-which-responds to function C

4 Re

=

0 "5

Up to

[Ii.

/a

1.6

these curves almost agree with those plotted according to the
results of the solution described in [10,,

whileat. larger b//H

they- are s6meWhat higher.
If we assume, as in (5), taking into account the transfer of
momentum-by lateral mass flow, that T6 *JU
sin ,
(where T is
the averageequivalent angle of surface slope for a horizontal
pipe), then instead of (4) we obtain [3):

(~' O,~e.(Gn~k)()

Q=.

(14)

According to equation (14), we-plot curves 4 and 5 (Fig. 5),
pertaining to the same two pressures and diverging even more

strongly than curves 2 and,3.
In [17,

with the same method of accounting for the effect

of lateral mass flow, the following formula is obtained for the
average heat transfer factor (when i/Pr K <<

+!

):

(15)

+

For factor c in this formula two values are given: 0.42 for
the flow of steam'with boundary layer separation from the surface
of the pipe at a polar angle of foTp

820 and 0.64 for the

separationless flow of steam.
In the basis of formula (15) lie the same two basic relationships (8) and (9), Just as in the case of formula (7) derivation.
Based on the assumption that the variation in the local heat
transfer factor along the circumference of a cylinder is the same
In various condensation cases, the author of the formula extended

100

the relationships

(8) and (10) to heat transfer factors averaged

along the pipe's perimeter.

Since this assumption is not precise,

it introduces additional error into the solution. This also
pertains to the assumption that it is6 possib!e to take into account
the effect of the location of the boundary layer separation point
by changing only the value of- factor e in formula (15).
As an argument in favor of'the validity of formula (15),
sometimes researchers point to the fact that it satisfies two
limiting-cases:

when ,

0 it changes into the-formula for

weightless conditions and When U = 0.into Nusselt's formula for
motionless steam. This can not, however, in itself serve as
proof of the suitability of formula (15) when g 0 0 and U

# 0.

In addition, for the examined conditions when the forces of
friction andgravity act simultaneously, fqrmula (15) is valid
only in one limiting case, when during separationless flow
Uu + 0. This does not give sufficient basis for the statement
that when U. > 0, and even more when *0vp < 1800, the formula
correctly reflects the effect of steam velocity on the heat
transfer factor.
The tentatively evaluated and very wide limits for the
variation of the factor c in formula (15) led to the fact that
both the theoretical and experimental data obtained by other
authors fall between the two curves answering to the extreme values
of e for the given conditions (for example, curves 6a and 6b or
7a and 7b on Fig. 5). For this reason it is impossible to consider as a conclusive confirmation of the correctness of formula
(15) the fact that a considerable portion of the test points
according. to data from reference [22] lie in a wide band between
the extreme curves plotted according to this formula. At the
same time, in comparing the calculated and test data, we should
be guided not only by the boundaries of the quantitative discrepancies between them, but also by how much the theoretical
dependence based on any model correctly reflects the regularities
of the studied process.
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In Figs. 6 and 7 the test relationship between /a H and Re.
for two series of tests [221 (series I when p = 0.47 bar, 4 = 7.46C
and series II when p = 0.031 bar, 4 = 3.10C) are compared with the
relationships calculated according to formulas (4), (14), and (15).
When computing Re, according to test data as velOcity U, for a
pipe located in a staggered bundle, the steam velocity here is
taken in the narrow section of the bundle.

o

.

•j 7

.0

1

-

-000

47
09,

toa

I"

SM0

49

xx0

Fig. 6. Dependence of a/a

Fig. 7.

on Ren during the condensation

on Re

of'water vapor on a horizontal
pipe (d = 0.019 m, p - 0.47 bar,

sation of water vapor on a
hozizontal pipe (d - 0.019
m, p = 0.031 bar, 4 * 3.1°C).
Curve designations
the same
Fg.6
Fig. 6.

4 = 7.40 C:
1 -According to tests fromasi
[22; 2 - According to equationin
[6); 3 - According to equation
[14]; 4 - According to equation
[15] (a - when c a 0.142, b when c = 0.64).

Dependence of a/(H

during the conden-

For p = 0.47 bar and 4 = 7.40C (see Fig. 6) the test curve
is located noticeably higher than all calculated curves and even
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those beyond the limits of the wide band bounded by- curves 4a and
4b plotted acc6rdingto formula (15). Curve 4&, representing the
value c = 0.42, describes the.'test data under, the same conditions
as curve 3,'plotted according to formula (14), but lies considerably below it. Moreover, in the entire region of Ren
covered by the tests, curve 4a lies below line '/dH = 1. This
dontradictg the basic assumptions of the author of formula (15)
and is an attempt to co6rdinate this formula with test data from
reference [22] for other regimes'by changing the factor e.
For p = 0.031 bar and 4

3.1P

(Fig. 7) the calculated

values of a/ct according to formulas (4) and ('14) are near the
H
test values, while those calculated according to formula (15)
when e = 0.64 are higher than test values throughout the studied
range of Re numbers. Formula (15) when c = 0.42, In this case,
n
gives values a/a < 1 -for a rath6r wide range of Re- variation.
The character Of test and calculated curves when p = 0.031 bar
is also substantially different, due to which-in the region-of
high6r Re' the spread between theoretical and test data increases.
n

Figures 6 and 7 reveal a substantial spread between calculated
and test data with respect to the effect on the heat transfer
factor of process parameters, especially steam pressure. The
test curves a/t = f(Re ) for the two series of tests examined,
encompassing approximately the same range of Ren,. are very near
each other; at the highest Ren z 2000 the values of c/aH for
series II (p = 0.031 bar, t = 3.10 C) are only approximately 4%
lower than for series I (p

*

0.47 bar, 4 = 7.40C), which lies

within the limits of experimental accuracy.

In contrast to this,

at the same Ren and the same steam parameter variation, the
calculated values of a/tH according to all three theoretical
formulas vary substantially and, what is no less important, in
the opposite direction; with the change from the conditions of
test series I to the conditions of test series II they grow
approximately 50% according to formulas (4) and (14) and 65%
according to formula (15).
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Test data for the condensation of moving steam on a test
pipe in lateral flow were also obtained in reference [27], but
their accuracy it so low that it is impossible to use them for
checking theoretical relationshipS.

Conciusions
A comparison of calculated and test data for the heat transfer
factor during film condensation ofmoving saturated steam (in the
region Re

)' indicates that none of the examined theoretical

< Re
K

K

liP

relationships, obtained'during various determinations of viscous
stress on the interface of liquid and vapor phase, correctly
describes the rules of the studied process established experimentally for condensation on a horizontal-pipe. Available test
data as yet are, Insufficient for & final Judgment concerning the
suitability of any of the proposed process models or conditions
under which one model should be changed for another. However,
they, along with the data available on the flow of liquid films
during moving gas phase and on the transfer of matter across
liquid films, lead us to believe that the concept of'the preservation of a pur~ly laminar flow of a condensate film in the
presence of moving steam in the region Re

*

< Re

K

which is the

fouiidation of the examined theoretical relationships, on the most
part, does not correspond to the actual physical circumstances of
the process. These data stand in favor of the assumption,
expressed In a number of VTI works, concerning the restructuring
of the flow regime of condensate film Under the effect of disturbances caused by steam flow, even at relatively low Reynolds
numbers Re

K

and variations, due to this mechanism, in the heat

transfer across the film.

Preservation of a purely laminar flow

for the film can, obviously, be expected only in a relatively
narrow range of Reynolds numbers for vapor flow for very viscous
liquids and in the absence of other disturbing factors affecting
the film.
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THE CONDENSATION OF VAPOR'ONk
RIBBED SURFACES

N. V. Zozulya

and V. A. Karkhu:

Designations
x; y

-

h; 4; 6(d)

-

T

ts

-

ts
t
to
tw

T=

ts

-

to

-

-

u

-

Xw

-

x -

coordinates of rib length and
height, respectively, m;
height, length, and thickness
(diameer)oof rib, respectively, m;
vapor saturation, temperature, 0C;
rib wall temperature, OC;
rib wall temperature of root, 0C;
local temperature drop between the
temperature of the vapor and the
temperature of the rib wall, OC;
temperature drop at rib root, OC;
heat transfer factor during vapor
condensation, W/m2 .deg;
perimeter of rib cross section, m;
cross-sectional area of rib, m 2 ;
coefficient of heat conductivity of
rib, W/m.deg;
coefficient of heat conductivity of
liquid in condensate film, W/m.deg;
coefficient of dynamic viscosity of
liquid, kg.s/m2;
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/

y

-

r

*

-

3
weight density of liquid, kg/m ;
vaporization heat of liquid, J/kg;

Q; QPT' -:quantity

of heat removed by smooth

pipe.and ribbing, respectively, W;

GtTP' Gp

-

weight
of smooth
respectively,
kg.pipe and ribbing,

e
r

-

vertical;
horizontal.

Subscripts

-

From an analysis of Nusselt's equation

it is apparent that the heat transfer -factor during vapor con-

densation on a vertical surface is considerably reduced with a
sharp decrease in the coefficient of heat conductivity in liquid
phase and the heat of vaporization. These properties characterize
the majority of organic low-boiling substances, which have a
vaporization heat approximately ten times lower and a heat conductivity coefficient approximately five times lower than that of
water. The intensity of heat transfer from the condensing vapor
in the condensers for such liquids can be considerably less than
it is frotn the cooling water. In these cases, it becomes advisable to develop the surface on the vapor side by ribbing.
An analysis of the effectiveness of straight longitudinal
ribs (continuous and discontinuous) during film condensation is
presented in the work of N. V. Zozulya and V. A. Karkhu [l.
In this article, this problem is solved for wire ribbing.
Figure 1 shows a pipe with one of the available types of wire
ribbing. Such ribbing is widely used in gas heat exchangers.
If this ribbing is used for condensing vapor, then, depending upon
the pipe arrangement in the condenser (horizontal or vertical),
407

the ribbing elements can be arranged in three characteristic
positions with respect to the direction of the flow of the condensate film .formed on the wire ribbing: vertically upward, horizontally and vertically downward.

Intermediate positions of a
rib under various angles of slope

a)*

according to the direction-of

_b)

condensate motion (to or from the
root of the-rib) can pertain to

S-I7,

.'one
.

of the vertical arrangements;

,

For finding the temperature
distribution along the height of

the wire rib, we shall examine
Nusselt's equation (1) for a
vertical plate or its familiarmodification for a horizontal pipe
Fig. 1.

and the differential equation of heat conductivity

'p-(2)
with boundary conditions:
when

y

when

yh

O T=T,;dF

-

T

7=2%

(3)

It should be noted that the regularities of the condensation
process on such small surfaces as wire ribbing must differ somewhat from the results obtained by Nusselt in solving the above
problem. Let us say that in condensation on a horizontal thin
wire the forces of surface tension will play a predominant role,
while in Nusselt's equation they were not taken into account at
all.
In condensation on vertical wire elements the substantial
difference from the conditions of Nusselt's problem is the
appearance here of tomperature gradient along the height of the
rib, i.e., along the path of motion of the condensate film.
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The locai heat transfer factor, in this case, depends not only on
the coordinate with respect to height and the temperature at the
examined point but also on the temperature at all the points
positioned above.
wecan say beforehand that the

solution to the problem according to the diagram taken for the
rib, cooled from below, givesa somewhat understated result with
respect to the .quantity of heat removed, while for a rib cooled
from above the result is-somewhat overstated. In the latter case,
for a vertical rib with cooiing from above we do not take into
account the possible runoff of condensate on the rib from the
supporting surtace, which would lead to drenching of the rib with
liquid and the complete loss, of its effectiveness as a surface
for vapor condensation.
A vertica

ri b cooled from below. The differential equation
of heat coductivity (2)for a vertical rod of circular cross
section, cooled from below -(-!Pig. 1), under conditions of film
condensation of Vapor, after reduction to dimensionless conditions

has the form:

Turning our attention to the decreasing character of the
temperature gradient toward the free end of the rib, in order to
facilitate solution of the problem, the boundary conditions has
been simplified here and below by the assumption that on the free
end of the rib the heat transfer factor is equal to zero, i.e.,

when

E==0

when

1

409

(6)
.

-Now-

-

Equation (5)'with boundary conditions (6) was integrated by
-the numerical method on an'electronic computer.
The results of the integration are preSented in Fig. 2. The
curves of temperature distributionalong the rib with Various
values for parameter:m

can be generalized with sufficient

accuracy C±5%) by the following formulai

Using generalization (7),

we determine the amount of heat

removed by a single wire rib;,
Q=

fl

Z,__

(8)

__

A vertical rib. cooled,'fr.m;bove.

With the coordinate system

used in Fig. 1, the differhtial equation of heat conductivity for
a vertical rib with cooling',rOniabove has the same form as that
for a rib cooled from-below. The boundary conditions, according
to the earlier discussed assumptions, are

when,

=0

when

-

J

0

(9)

The solution to equation (5) with boundary conditions (9),
performed by the numerical method, is presented in Fig. 3. The
results of calculating the temperature gradient along the rib in
the region 0 < m. 1 50 are generalized (within 15%) according
to the following formula:

S=(1 - o0.06
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-

(10)

-

--

a

1'03

- which is removed
We 1-shall
of heat
4-calculate the quantity
- .4---

n

in the condensation process by a single wire rib with height h:
Q

d2,.j ,,.dOI

°,14"2Tc).'3

4

( 1

A horizontal rib. To solve the equation of heat conductivity
(2) on a horizontal element of wire with finite length, cooled
at the root (see Fig. 1), we use the Nusselt equation for the
average heat transfer factor during vapor condensation on a
horizontal pipe:

; =0,724

(12)

After substituting (12) into equation (2) and changing variables:
n

0;,72A 'Y"'"h,
o,

we arrive at the differential equation:
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(13)

[with

boundary conditions:when

,

'

-when,

.0

i -7

An equatiOn of this type, is examined in El) and.an appro6ximate
analyticalsolution-is obtained tor it.
o
n
Along with this,, a numerical Solutio t equation (14) with
boundary conditions '(i5)'was obtained.. -The-results of integration
are presented inYig, 4 and, ,Within i5% for mr * 0-50, can be

generalized by the f6llowihg relationship:

a- 01640(16)
conThe -quantity of heat removed by a single rib 1n the vapor
densation process is calcuiated according to formula:

Q-=-

**

"(17)

Compared wit4h the analytical solution-presented in Ell, formula
to the
(16) gives a somewhat understated result (with respect
quantity of heat removed) only at low values for parameter mr.

When m- > 5 both solutions
41

-this
--

a

94

_

"of

virtually agree. The data in
article and reference El)
make it possible to conduct a
concrete evaluation of the
effectiveness of Various types
ribbing as a function of its
working conditions.
For example, ribbed
pipes

0 24/22, 1 m high, are examined
Fig. 4.v'

while arranged vertically in the
condensers. In [1] a comparison
0 24/22,
is made of the effectiveness of smooth and ribbed pipes
for
1 m high, with longitudinal vertical ribbing. A comparison
412

A

tubes of the same dimensions-with looped wire ribbing, characterized by the following data, is given in table two:

4 mm

Spacing of loop with respectUtoheight..........
Rib height.......................
Thickness (diameter,) of rib.............
Number of ribs............-.......

10mu
1.mmn

Rib material...

Copper

.,......

******...........

36

Ribbing effectiveness is calculated',for the vapor condensation
conditions of two, substances - ,water And,-carbon tetrachloridediffering sharply in their -thermohysical -properties.i Heat- transfer from a smooth pipe is adcounteid ,for a6ccording to Nusseltts
formula. Heat removal from' the ribs, is calculated according to
formula (17).

Smooth 'pipes
matter

,

HP0
CC14
t

*

9Q

r'

Working

Pipe with ribbing
kW

kW

kJ/kg

47

2250
192

24
5.9

4.7

Q

QP

0,GP

100,

50

108

128

108

The results of calculations lead us to conclude that if, in
spite of the high heat conductivity of the selected materials,
the use of these forms of ribbing for water vapor condensation
is not feasible, then with the condensation of the vapor of lowboiling substances the use of ribbed surfaces can give a
noticeable effect.
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HEAT AND -kASS 'TRTANSFER DURING.
CONDENSATION OF STEAM FRSMI"SATURATED-AIR IN AN .ANNULAR DUCT
L. S. Bobe, D. V. Pavlov, and
D. b. Malyshev
Designations
4
QKOHO

. conventional -heat-transfer coefficient,
heat-transfer
of conotvye
W/m
*de;

coefficient,

total. thermllo
a - flow raW,.kg/p;
prpsi~p N/rm
p
PC -total pr sure, :N/m;
I-mean temperature, 0C;
t:
- garithmic temperature difference, OC;
r -tno
- relative moisture content of air, %;
r - latent heat of steam generation, J/kg;
c- specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg.deg;
Pn/PCM " cubic content of steam in mixt.ure;
p- coefficient of mass output relative to the
gradient of partial pressure of steam, l/s;
%yM

-partial

n

4/

n

g

= pnPcM

-

n nrp

a dimensionless parameter characterizing the

c
cross flow of substance to the surface of
condensation;

d6 and dH

d

-

internal and Outside diameters of the annular

-

duct, m;
equivalent diameter, m;
2

F - heat

and,mass transfer surface, m

The remaining designations are conventional.
Subscripts
c.

s

-

dry air; K-condensate; n

interface; cM- air-steam mixture; 1-

[

-

steam; rp--

phase

input; 2 - output;

r - gas (air).
The process of condensation of steam from an air-steam
mixture is widespread in chemical technology. The condensation
of steam from a mixture with cubic content of gas below 50-60%
today is sufficiently comprehensively investigated.

The heat-

and mass transfer during the- condensation-of steam from a mixture
with a large content of noncondensing gas, in particular, from
steam- saturated air, at dewpoints of 30-800 C in laminar and
transient conditions of motion has been studied less comprehensively.

The use, in monographs devoted to air conditioning

[1, 2, 3], of calculation procedures in which the coefficient
of "dry" heat exchange is multiplied by the conventional coefficient of condensation can lead to large errors.

The formula

proposed by T. Khobler [4) also agrees insufficiently with
experimental data, especially with high steam contents. The
condensation of vapor from saturated air should be considered
as a combined process of heat- and mass transfer; in this case,
as shown in [5), the approximate analogy between heat- and mass
transfer can be maintained up to rather high steam contents.
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In Zh. F. Sergazin and A. M. Baklastov's recently -published
work [6) in which a study was made of the process of condensation
of an air-steammixture on & surface under conditions of hydrodynamic stabilized floW, they have shown-the existence of an
approximate analogy at mean temperature of saturated air up to
450 C.
A matter of independent interest is the research into the
effect of the geometric characteristics of the annular duct in
conducting the given process in.the laminar and transition
regions of motion of the mixture. A great many works have been
devoted to research on the effect of the geometry of the duct on
heat-and mass transfer, however, general recommendations for
many cases, in particular for the one being examined below, are
lacking.

I

The investigation was conducted with a specially designed
laboratory bench.

~From

Air free of oil is bupplied through a filter

to a mixer where it is mixedwith steam-entering from a vaporizer.
the mixer, the air-steammixture with steam content deliberately greater than the steam content corresponding to
saturation passes through a precondenser and a separator and is
superheated 1-20C in a heat exchanger and it enters into an
experimental condenser.

In the condenser, part of the vapor

is condensed and in the form of condensate flows through a

water seal into a graduated container, the air is ejected into

the atmosphere. Water from the mains serves as the coolant.
Such an organization of the process ensures saturation of the
air by steam at a temperature in the separator which is easily
controlled. An experimental condenser has been made out of
thick-walled Plexiglas. In the cylindrical casing, placed between flanges is the core with a coil make of stainless tubing
A9 2.3 x 0.1 wound on it with a pitch of 2.8-3 mm, on the surface
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L
I

/

/

of which condensation occurs; the apparatus is arranged -horizontally. In the condenser provision has been made for fittings
for the insertion of thermocouples, for the inlet and outlet of
air, and for draining the condensate. Apparatuses with the various
external and internal diameters of annular duct and ratio L/d3

*

were used as experimental condensers. The geometric dimensions
of the condensers are given in Table 1. The condenser, separator,
and the appropriate communications are insulated with "parolon.1"

Table 1.

~

"
/L\

2

A

(

18,126

123 8 0.52

a

S.~
L, 4,4

8
I 06120 12.

0,41
0.74

315 32

1,47

11 18 28

V

18 50

9 1#.6
VII 9 So
Vt

290

2iW 17 0.68
31 41 j2.1

(

/4

1,4Pacqem~ue

O~.NA

MacCOOT. ,Aq up" nOCTONH-

0665
o,11
1,11
-1.4i

0,865
0.665

-

%uv

0
4
X
0665ReO-1s d'%E

d(1)'3

0.665

1,47,
3,68

0,332
0,332

INuD 0.332 Re0 '.?s :g0 x

j,

(403414

(4)

KEY: (1) Series No; (2) Design formulas for mass transfer with constant d6 .

The temperature of air-steam mixture on inlet, outlet,
and inside the experimental condenser, in the separator, etc.,
and also the temperatures input and output of the coolant on
inlet and outlet were measured by copper-constantan thermocouples in a set with a PPTN-l potentiometer and an M195/3
galvanometer. In the measurement of the cooling surface temperature, a coil was used as the heat-sensitive element, which
served as a resistance thermometer.
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The internal surface of the

coil in-contact with the core was insulated by a thin layer of
polyepoxy, grade L-4. To the ends of the coil, copper sleeves
were soldered which were led out from the condenser through
rubber gaskets. The resistance of coiler was measured by a directcurrent bridge of the MO-417 type in a set with an M195/3 galvadnometer.. The flow. rate of the water coolant Was measured by a
rotameter of the RS-3 type, the air - flow rate - by a rheometer
of the T2-80 type, and the-quantity of condensate - by the
volumetric method, and the pressure - by U-shaped differential
manometers filled with water. The moisture content of the mixture
was regulated by determining the dew point.
[L

Determination of experimental coefficients of heat- and

mass transfer was made from the equations usually used for the
combined course of these processes:
9CYN= ; o5(t-

t) + Pr' (P. -

p),

(1)

where

Owe.50.(t, - ie.)
fvlcmr'rp)
r'

o

o

P'-FtpPaPi,)

re + Cps(tcu

rv),

In accordance with the recommendations [7) in determining
01O~ only heat transmitted by thermal conductivity (q a At
was considered.
During vapor condensation from the saturated air-steam
mixture with an initial temperature no higher than 80-85 0C,
the drop in temperature on the film of condensate does not
exceed 0.1-1 0 C, therefore the thermal resistance of the film
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can be neglected and it is possible to-use for t
surface temperature.

the cooling

Only those experimental results were used

in anadysis, in which the agreement of the thermal load on the
part of the air-steam mixture and on the part of the coolant,
and-also the calculated quantity of condensate with that obtained
in the experiments was found to be within limits of 5-10%.
Temperatures were Averaged according to the logarithmic law
tCM =trp + At (CM-rpYog"

AS a controlling linear dimension

the equivalent diameter d

=

dH-da was used.

The external

surface of the coil was takenas the condensation surface. Since
the core was made of low heat-conducting material and the contact
of the coil with the core passed through the heat-insuiating
varnish (when using a core of 0

9 through the vinyl chloride

insulation) the--error' introduced by this assumption was slight.
Maximum error in the experiments is on the order of ±15%.
Seven series of experiments were conducted which differed
from one another in the geometric characteristics of the duct
and in limits of a change in the parameters. The pressure in
2
the condenser varied in series I from l.0l05 to 1.5105 N/rm
in the remaining series the pressure did not exceed l.1105 N/m ;
saturation of the air in series I comprised 0 = 88-100%, in the
remaining series - about 100%; the rate of the mixture changed
from 0.14 to 6.5 m/s, in so doing, the Reynold's criterion was
250-5000; the dewpoint of the air on inlet was kept at 25-800C,
in so doing, the average steam content in the flow comprised
2-38%.

The mean log temperature difference between the flow

and the condensation surface changed within limits of 3.5-43 0 C,
criterion Wg = (7-324)'l0 "3, the quantity of condensate
(1.7-145)'10 "6 kg/s, thermal load 400-16,000 W/m2 , the experimental values of criteria Nu and NuD comprised 3.5-95. For the
purpose of a change in the condensation surface temperature,
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the temperature of the; coolant on inlet was changed from 3.5
to 400 C.

In series I the flow rate of coolant varied,, in the

others - it Was kept constant.

The geometric dimensions of the

condensers changed within limits ofL/d3 = 4L36 and dH /d s
The-cooling surface temperature was kept nolower than
at lower values the experimental datawere not described

= 1.5-5.5.

150C,

by the dependences proposed 'below.

dl

This case requires special

examination.
Figure 1 depicts (for series IV of the experiments) the
dependence
of the conditiona ! total heat-transfer coefficient
qcytd
.

*,._--

on the mean temperature of saturation of the mixture

and air velocity in the condenser. As can be seen from the figure,
the total heat-transfer coefficient withthe s-ame flow rate
was the higher, the higher the moisture content of the air, and
at one and the same moisture content was the higher, the greater
the flow rate, Examination of the dependences for
a gives
only a qualitative picture of the process. For development of
the calculation-procedure it is necessary to examine the
general dependences for heat- and mass transfer.

Further

interpretation of the experiments was conducted using the criterial
equations proposed by L. D. Berman for Jointly proceeding
processes of heat- and mass transfer [5). Since only one mixture
was investigated, the relationship of the physical constants
of the components was a cons.tant value, and that of criterion
PrD also changed insignificantly (0.57-0.59).

For saturated air

with a saturation temperature 'up to 85-900 C, the value of gas
content er is close to one, therefore in the interpretation of
Pn
the experiments a value of vapor content C=
PCM
was used,
more accurately describing the process being investigated. For
each series of experiments, the experimental data on mass transfer
were processed according to the equation:

Nti)- -A:Re"ll-

.

(2)
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C l*)

7.4

4./;I

" ""

4

s s Te
,

10 "-

2'

a,

%,/

Fig. 1., Dependence of the conventional heat-transfer coefficient
(ac) -on average vapor content of
mixture (en , :- 0
Re - 320;
R
x - Re = 1000; A- Re = 2200.
KEY:
(1) kcal/m 2 .h.OC.

By means of successive correlations, using the method of least
squares exponents with Re, W and n and the value of preexponent
A for all the series of experiments were determined. The exponents comprised n = 0.6; m - -0.4; s - 0.85+0.05
Values
-0.09"Vle
of preexponent A for equation (2) are given in Table 1. The
value of the preexponent, as one would expect, proved different
for different geometry of the duct. For short ducts of annular
form, the relationships of the length of the duct, the equivalent
diameter, and also the external and internal diameters of the
annulus are important. By introducing into the dependence the
0 3
relationships of the geometric dimensions of the duct (d /L)
d
1 ' , it was possible to
and (d-H)
bring together in one dependence
dB
all the experiments conducted ac one and the same internal diameter.
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Calculai-ton
is

easy

to

the

formulas for mass transfer are given

In Table 1.

It

to see that -the values of the preexponent are proportional
elaationship of the internal diameters of the annular
i1gu4re 2 presents the data on mass transfer.

duct,

Equations

have been reduced on a graph to one dependence by means
of mult;1pliiation by the ratio (ds/18.io. 3 )
(3)-(4)

?

-_

. .-

_.

4

-

-.

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

.

..

"

..

00II

Fi
A-

2.
Generalization of results on mass tr-ansfer.;
x
- series II;
- series 11:
seri es 1;

I

ser-Ies IV;
VII1

Thc

-series

V; 0 - series 'VI;

0.

series

value of the preexponent in this case conprised 0.665.

In the f'uture it is proposed to conduct a special
and to L-liminate the numerical parameter ds"

Investigation
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Experimental data on heat exchange and mass transfer for
series IV of the experiments processed in the form of dependences
Nu = f(Re) and NuD = f(Re) up tqaverage vapor contents of 8-9%
are given in Fig. 3. Here the results have been represented of
experiments in the heat exchange with dry air in the form of the
dependence Nu= f(Re). With a moisture content of the air of

*

more than 8-9% (saturation temperature above 48-50 0 C) approximate
analogy between heat- and mass transfer is disturbed and the
experimental points are not described by the dependence given in
Fig. 3. The use during treatment of the criterion Ar did not
lead to a significant decrease in the spread of the experimental

data.

I

-

70.7

11.:

i

.i

. 406
.. ?i5*1
2.10:

J.

Fig. 3.

4

6 d

--.

8 8 PJa

..
,j

.. 5~
,14

.

Dependence of Nu and NuD on Re with

low vapor contents (cn <
8 - mass transfer;

S

-

9%):
heat exchange; 0 - heat

exchange with dry air.

4I23

=$

The best approximationwas obtained with treatment 6P the
experiments In heat exchange in the form of dependence (2).

Thj

results of the treatment of the experiments are given.h Table 2..
In the treatment of the ekpe3ments'theexponents with complexes
7rg and cn proved to -be equal respectively to minus 0.7 and plus
0.7, iie., complex (ApF/po)r

entered into the equation.

the purpose of extending the obtaineddependence to the heat
exchange with dry air, the experimental data were treated depending on the value (1 - Apn/pn), the exponent in proved to be
equal to 0.5.

Just as in the case of mass transfer, all the data

for one and the same internal diameter of duct were reduced to
one dependence with the aid of geometric factors (d /L)0 " 3 and
(d /d)1l) .

The values of the preexponent in dependences (5)-(6)

also proved to be proportional to the internal diameter of the
annular duct.

Figure 4 gives the data on beat exchange processed

in the form of equation (5)-(6) and reduced to one dependence by
means of multiplication by (d/18.10-3).

Here the data have been

plotted on heat exchange from dry air, the value of the preexponent was 0.16.
In this way, it was possible to describe the coefficients
of heat

and mass transfer during the condensation of steam

from saturated air in short annular ducts with uneven internal
surface with Re a 250-5000 by single dependences for laminar
and transition regions of flow of the mixture.
The obtained generalized formulas are, within the investigated limits, sufficiently precise and can be used for conducting
heat engineering calculations.
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Table 2.
-~

,

4,If
2

A-~A (;.'A

Pacultme 4iOpuyaw me
1,I~('.3g~.d.t4

A

I-i 26 123 8 0.125 0.26t
1 18 26 29D, 8 ,098 0.266
III 1 130,6 126 12.6 0,176 0.3'36.

NKoIIUAKo1ro Ten6e"

0,16.
0916
0.16

Nu=0.16 ReT X
., 5__d_
03d '"
-

650,
5.0-

140 3

o.445 0,67

0,16

Vj-18 j50

'315 32

MO0067

0,16

290

8

D

O,

0,16

(,s

J_______
X I

1826
i

,/

Psa

Nu=O,16Re°'t.X

KEY: (1) Series No. 'ofexperiments; (2) Design equations
for convective heat exchange with constant d ; (3) Heat
exchange with dry air.
Na

'1
-- ---.

I H

,,I'

,I.

4

4 J 6 75500

4

Fig. 4. Generalization of results on heat exchange: A - series I;
Z - series V;
- series III; x - series IV-;
- series II;
O - series VI; U - series VII; A - heat exchqnge with dry air.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF HEAT EXCHANGE
IN DROPWISE CONDENSATION OF STEAM
WITH THE USE OF HIGH-SPEED FILMING

P. F. Vlasov
In recuperative heat exchange apparatuses which use the
steam being condensed as the warming heat-transfer agent, two forms
of removal of the condensate from the condensation surface
are possible: in the form of a continuous film - filmwise
condensation and in the form of drops - dropwise condensation.
The intensity of the transfer of heat during dropwise condensation is significantly higher than in filmwise. The productivity
of the apparatus, other conditions being equal, depends upon
the heat-transfer coefficient. Therefore, with high values
of the heat-transfer coefficient on the part of the cooling agent
and low thermal resistance of wall, artificial conversion of
filmwise condensation into dropwise will substantially raise the
productivity of the heat exchanger. Usually, in industrial
heat exchangers filmwlse condensation occurs, since all metals
are well wet with water. To obtain dropwise condensation it is
necessary to create a water-repellent layer on the heat exchange
surface with the aid of an appropriate hydrophobizing agent.
The period of action of the liquid hydrophobizing agent is
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short and at best comprises a few hours [1].
silicon varnish is more long-lasting.

Coating with a

However, in so doing, the

thermal resistances appearing even with the minimum possible
thickness of coating are very considerable [2].

In [3) there

is a report on the introduction into a closed loop of an experimental installation of copper oleate in the amount of 50 mg/l,
which made it possible to maintain a dropwise condensation about
10,000 h.
In this study an extract of the third fraction of petroleum
was used as a hydrophobizing agent which in the amount of 1-2 mg/l
produced a steady dropwise condensation. Moreover, for maintaining
a good hydrophobic action, the necessary concentration is approximately'ten times less. For investigating heat exchange during

dropwise condensation an installation was used in which the cooling of the condensation surface was accomplished owing to the
boiling of the liquid coolant (acetone, benzene, water).
The condensation surface consisted of a copper disk 0 92 mm,
on which an experimental section 55 x 55 mm was separated.
remaining part of-the disk served as a protective zone.

The

For

visual control of the process a sight glass made of stalinite
was used. The saturation temperature was maintained automatically
by adjustable electric heaters with deviations of not more than
±0.10C.

On the installation there were obtained experimental

dependences of the specific heat flow on the difference temperature in between the saturated vapor and condensation surface
for pressures of p - 1, 3

and 5.2 atm(abs).

flows reached were q = 10

W/m .

The maximum heat

The filming conducted with a

frequency of 600 frames/s and with an enlargement on the negative of 1:1 showed that the rate of the flowing drops depends
upon the diameter of the drops.
Research was conducted in parallel on the mechanism for
formation and growth of drops during dropwise condensation.
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Figure 1 presents a diagram of the installation. Steam from the
flask at a pressure close to atmospheric entered condenser 5,
where it condensed on hydrophobic surface 3 with 0 20 mm. As
the condensation surface plexiglas and glass was used, coated
with silicon varnish with a thickness of 0.15-0.30 mm. Cooling
of the condenser was accomplished by water with constant temperature and a pressure head from tank 6. The process of dropwise
condensation was recorded by a high-speed movie camera I hooked
up with a biological microscope 2. Photographing was conducted
in transmitted light with a frequency of 250-600 frames/s.

Fig. 1.

(I
(2)

K

Schematic diagram of

the experimental installation:
1 - high-speed movie camera;
2 - microscope* 3 - condensation surface; 4
illuminator;

5 - condenser; 6 - tank.
KEY: (1) Coolant water; (2)
Steam; (3) Condensate.

It is known, that the resolution of a microscope is determined by the objective selected lens, while the eyepiece only
increases the obtained image without adding new parts of the
object in question. Moreover, the higher the resolving power
of the objective lens, the less the distance from it to the
object in question. For example, if for an 8 x objective the
free distance Z 2 9 mm, then for

4 0 x,

Z n 0.6 mm.

In connection

with this, during the photographing of the process of dropwise

*condensation
in transmitted light the maximum resolution is
determined by the structural dimensions of the condenser, and
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not by the dimensions of the observed drops, as in photographing
in reflected light. Therefore a possibility is created without
interrupting the process, to record it at any moment of the
time under high magnification.
The cooling regime could be changed by controlling the
temperature or flow rate of the water coolant. With a constant
cooling regime photographing of the process of the dropwise
condensation with one objective was performed, then after
reloading the movie camera, without changing the cooling
regime, - with another objective.

Photographing with other

regimes was performed in similar manner.
After the movie films were processed, the following picture
of the formation and growth of drops during dropwise condensation
was revealed. A drop, achieving separation size, flows down
by gravity. Then, in the field of view of the microscope, after
a certain time, fine drops appear which, increasing in dimension,
come into contact with each other and are united. Part of the
surface, in this case, is freed, and on it, in turn, fine drops
appear. The process is continued until a united drop does not
~achieve separating size, after which the cycle is repeated. A
drop of separating size, in moving over the vertical surface,
picks up all the drops which are encountered on the way, and the
width of the track increases. Due to the mutual superposition
of the tracks from the moving drops there occurs distribution
in the dimensions of the growing drops over the height of the
cooling surface.

In so doing, only in the upper part doe3 the

size of the drops reach separation diameter, decreasing downward
in a vertical line.
In [3) the assumption is expressed regarding the presence
of a layer between drops, whereby the time from the departure
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of a drop from the frame until the appearance in this place of
new fine drops is considered to be the critical lifetime of
the layer, by which its thickness is determined. However, it
turned out that this time depends upon the resolving power of
the objective. For example. during a constant cooling regime,
the condensation surface which is represented for an 8 x objective
free of drops, for a 21x objective will already be coated by
growing drops of a different size. Therefore, up to dimensions
determined by the wavelength of visible light, which corresponds
to maximum resolution of optical systems, there are no foundations for proposing the presence of a polymolecular layer
Umur and Griffith's experimental data [4], who
used elliptical polarization of light to determine the thickness
between drops.

of the layer between drops attest to the absence of a layer
greater than one molecule In thickness.
From the photos obtained from the films the quantity of
heat per unit of surface ; was determined for time T under the

assumption that a 900 contact angle and the condensate have a
saturation temperature. As a time reference point there was
taken the moment of departure of a drop of separation size
covering the entire frame from the field of view under the action
of gravity.

The error in this case did not exceed a time of

1-2 frames.

Then

Q _TLZV,

(1)

- the total volume of drops on the photo; L -latent
heat of steam generation; yM - the specific gravity of the
condensate; F - the condensation surface on the photo; n - the
where EV

optical enlargement on the photo.
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In this study for research on drop growth we used objfctives

8 , 21

with water cooling, and 40' with air cooling of the con-

denser.

In order to determine the actual magnification in the

optical system, in each case were conducted the photographs
were made of the gauges.
Figure 2 depicts the dependence

-

f(T) for different

F
cooling regimes.

From the graph it is evident that the specific

heat flow

q (40.

(2)

for a constant cooling regime, i.e., when At

=

[const] (nocT),

has a constant value.

In [5] there are experimental data on drop growth during
dropwise condensation under conditions of slight underheating
of the wall.

The condensation surface was photographed under

the microscope at convenient time intervals.

Results were

represented graphically in the form of the dependence of the
square of the diameter on the time of drop growth.

In so doing,

all points relating to one and the same growing drop are
arranged along a straight line, but the slope angles of straight
lines are different:
greater.

for large size drops the slope angle is

If we present McCormick and Baer's experimental data

in the form D = f(T) (Fig. 3a),

then all the straight lines

will have an identical slope angle.

From (1) it is evident that

the value 2 in the corresponding scale is an averaged diameter
F
In this way, the McCormick and Baer's data
of growing drops.
also attest to the independence of specific heat flow from
dimensions of the drops.
From the mechanism of drop growth it follows that the
drops, in coming into contact with each other, are united.
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Dependence of the specific quan-

tity of heat being transferred by the condensation surface on the time of drop growth:
- 21X
0,
, , A - 8 x objective; 0,
objective; & - 40x objective.
"
KEYi (1) Specific qyantity of heat Q/F10
J/m . (2) Time, T'104, h.

In so doing, their size suddenly changes. Then growth again
follows, etc. If one assumes that the smallest drop in Fig. 3a

grew without blending from a nucleus, whose magnitude is determined by the 9hompson relationship, then it is possible, having
shifted all the points along the time axis up to combination,
to obtain a straight line (see Fig. 3b), which represents drop
0 we obtain the
growth without blending. In this case, for T
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Fig. 3. Correlation of McCormick and Baer's experimental data.
KEY- (1) Specific quantity of heat Q/F.IO- 3 ,
2
J/m ; (2) Time T, min.

dimension of the nucleus from which it is possible to determine
the supercooling of the wall:

T Ls1 &1(- r e

2)[ s ic ]

where Ts and T. - respectively, absolute temperatures of saturated
vapor at the given vapor pressure and surface of the nucleus;
a, L, y,,- coefficient of surface tension, latent heat of phase
transition, and specific weight of the liquid phase; pK

-

the

critical (smallest possible) radius of curvature of the phase

boundary.
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QUESTIONS OF THE CONDENSATION OF
VAPORS OF ALKALI METALS
B. L. Paskar' and N. N. Kochurova

L

Research on heat exchange during condensation of metal vapors
is a new field in thermophysical studies. The first works in
this direction showed that the process of heat exchange during
the condensation of metal vapors reveals a number of features
which are exhibited in a considerable deviation of experimental
heat-transfer coefficients from those calculated in Nusselt's
theory (with the necessary corrections).
During the condensation of the vapors of metals, a determining role in the total sum of thermal resistances is played by
thermal resistance of phase transition [1l:
f 'Ai p-ri

where
f - the coefficignt of condensation; M - molecular weight;
R - gas content; r - the heat of vaporization; Cp - heat capacity;
T", p", T', p' - temperature and corresponding saturation

pressures of the vapo' and condensate respectively.
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All the features of the process of heat exchange during the
condensation of metal vapors are caused by the thermal resistance
of phase transition. The difficulty in determining the thermal
resistance, of the phase transition to a considerable degree is
connected with the indeterminate form of the coefficient of
condensation f.
Usually, the condensation coefficient is determined according
to formula (1) [2, 3, 5, 6, 8), using experimental data in
respect to thermal conductivity (c,). In.this way, the determined
coefficient f includes all the unknown features of thermal re-istance f,hase, transition and bears the character of the
empirical proportionality factor in formula (1).
In order to investigate the features of heat exchange during
the condensation of metal vapors and to determine the true value
of the coefficient of condensation, it is necessary to examine
in detail the effect of the hydrodynamics of the process, the
possibility of the presence of noncondensing gases and their
role during heat exchange, the surface condition of the condensate, its purity, etc.
We conducted experiments in the condensation of the vapors
of potassium in a vertical tube (Fig. 1). The length of the
cooled section of tube was 247 mm, the internal diameter 40 mm.
Outside, according to the diagram of countercurrent, the tube was
cooled by an NaK alloy.

The potassium vapor was fed into the

tube from the top. To increase the accuracy of measurement
of the wall temperature during high heat flows between the tube
in which condensation was accomplished, and the cooling case
a copper lining was made with capillaries for thermocouples.
Along the axis of the tube from below the junctions of the
thermocouples are brought in for measurement of vapor temperature along the length.
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Besides the measurement of wall and vapor temperature

i

along the length of the tube, measurement of the t pierature
of the potassium vapor in the inlet branch pipes was made, and also
the temperatuies of the NaK on inlet and outlet from the tube;
pressure was measured (on potassium) on inlet and outlet from the
Chromel-Alumel thermocouples in hermetically sealed
stainless capillaries with external diameter of 0.8 mm were used
tube.

for measurement of the temperature.
Experiments were conducted during partial vapor condensation
in the experimental condenser in the range of change in the

op inlet of 520-720 0C, the
temperature of potassium vapor
temperature of NaK of 380-530 0C, and heat flows of 3.40105-i
-l0.010 kcal/m2.h.
The basic problem in the formulated experiments was the
obtaining of experimental data during condensation of vapors
without the admixture of noncondensing gases. Before beginning
the experiment, the hermetic seal of the installation was
thoroughly checked. ?or 5-6 hours at low temperature in the
circuit (to 400 0 C) vacuuming of the entire circuit was performed.
Then the vacuuming came to a halt. In the circuit they gradually
raised the temperature and set the assigned conditions.

A

set of experiments was conducted under continuous vacuuming of
the condenser (and the entire circuit) while operating in the
assigned conditions.

Heat transfer in both series of experiments

This was the experiment conducted. After operating
at the assigned condition with continuous vacuuming the vacuum

was the same.

pump was disconnected.

A check was made as to whether, heat

transfer would change In the course of time after disconnection
of the vacuum pump (during "10 h). Heat transfer did not change.
Continuous removal of possible noncondensing gases did not
affect heat transfer.

Consequently, there were none in the

condenser.
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The sup lyi'ng of noncondensing argon gas to the circuit
sharply lowered the rate of heat transfer.
The conducted measurements of heat transfer made it possible
to calculate coefficient f in formula (1). Figure 2 gives the calculated values in the various series of experiments: with
continuous vacuuming; only with preliminary, but without continuous vacuuming; with noncondensing argon gas. The first two
series of txperiments-coincide. Values of f in the experiments
with gas lie considerably lower than in the others. This figure
also gives values of coefficient f obtained by using formula
(1) from experiments in heat transfer made by various authors
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. From:Fig. 2 it is evident that a drop
in coefficient f is observed with an increase in the pressure
of the condensing vapors.
Further experimental and theoretical investigations will
make it possible to explain the causes for the experimental
dependences obtained.
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GENERALIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
ON HEAT TRANSFER DURING CONDENSATION
VAPOR OF MOVING INSIDE HORIZONTAL
DUCTS UNDER CONDITIONS OF LOW AND
MODERATE VELOCITIES
D. I. Volkov
Designations
a - coefficient of heat-transfer from the vapor
to the wall of the duct;
q - thermal load of condensation surface;
6 - depth of placement of the hot Junction of the
thermocouple in the wall of the duct;
r - heat of vaporization;
, v, a, p, y - coefficients of thermal conductivity, kinematic
viscosity, thermal diffusivity, dynamic viscosity,
and specific gravity respectively;
g - acceleration due to gravity;
w - phase momentum;
e - relative evaporation on outlet from the zone
of condensation, i.e., relationship of the mass
flow rates of vapor in sections x n L and x a 0;
Nu

*

-

Nusselt's criterion;
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Re
*-rL

-

- Prandtl number of the cooa"sate;,

Pr a!
Oa

Reynolda number of film or condensate at the end
of the condensation surface;.

2 - Galileo's criterion;
c?
'(prime)
"(double
primes)

-

wall;
the value pertains to the liquid phase;

-

to the vapor phase.

-

Contemporary therl
-poiqv,iine i
both stationary
and transport, needs preclse ogelulatiqn of the heat surfaces
of heat exchange apparatus" With condensation of a vapor
moving Inside horizontal ducts.
Heat transfer during the condonsation of vapors of various
substances inside single horizontal ducts has been investigated
in references [1-6, 103.
However, these studies do not express a unity of opinion
in relation to the calcqlation recommeA4ations for the coefficient of heat-transfer during gondensation o vapor with
pressure p a 2-25 atm(a) inside horizontal ducts under conditions of average and high'thermal loads (j t 50'103800,103 kcal/m 2 .h).
The analytical study of the question made in [7] cannot
serve as a basis for engipeerin; calculations. In connection
with this, the author conducted a special study of heat transfer during condensation of steam with p a 1.3-5 atm(a) inside
four horizontal ducts with internal diameter 4 n 17.24 and 35 mm,
with length L a 2.6 and 3.1 m, mae of various materials.
The study was conducted on two Installations specially designed for this purpose. A schematic diagram of both test installations is given in [8].
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The installations made it possible to study ducts of
various diameter and various length over a wide range of change
in the regime parameters. The investigated range of parameters

V

and the basic characteristics of the experimental ducts are
given in the table below.

Table. Characteristics of experimental ducts and basic parameters
of experiments in the condensation of steam inside horizontal
ducts.

Duct

Dimensions of test

material

section
d,

L,
dH

mm

m

Pressure Thermal

Velocity Mass flow

of con- load
of steam
densing kcal/m .h on inlet
steam
to duct,
atm(J
a",
m/8

rate of
steam on inlet to duct
" 2.
kg/m2"s

First stage experiments (low pressure installation)

Brass

iSteel

35/42

2.6

1.3-7.3

Copper 21/32

2.6

1.3-9.3

0

17/22

2.6

1.5-7.0

17".031.5-66
786.10
16.1031160.103
2-145

3-132

18"103362"103

6-126

3-63

4-290

Second stage experiments (raised pressure installation)

Copper1 24/32

I3.1

I5-25

100;103-I
n olo30

1 13-167 127-335

In the experiments saturated steam was used with pressure
p =7-28 atm(a) from a marine water-tube boiler. The saturated
steam was directed into a separator in which it was dried to a
state x - 0.97-0.98 and then its pressure was reduced to a
reducing value to that required calculated so that the degree of
superheating of the steam would not exceed 5-20 0C.
The average heat flow of the condensation surface of the experimental duct was determined from the quantity of condensate of the
heated steam, taking into account the heat of superheat of the s
steam entering the ducts, and the heat of supercooling of the
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steam entering the ducts, and the heat of supercooling of the
condensate draining from the duct. The condensate of the heated
steam was measured by the weight method with accuracy of +50 g.
The mean heat-transfer coefficient was determined from the
expression,:

Here

fcT

-

(1

mean temperature of the veIl of the duct at the sites

of the thermocouples, 00
-

t"

- saturation temperature, °C;

average heat flow, kcal/612oh;

:cT

- correction for the

depth of placement cf the hot Junctions of the thermocouples,
m 2 .h-deg/kcal.

Wall temperature t

was measured both around the perimeter

and along the length of the duct at 20-24 points in all by
copper-constantan thermocouples made of thin wires 0 0.15 mm.

conducted according to the coipensation method with the use of a
P 2/1 p6tentiometer, a standard cell of class I accuracy, and
a 4 V dry battery.
The temperature of the steam on inlet to the experimental
duct and the temperature of the condensate on outlet from it were
measured by copper-constantan thermocouples made of thin wires
0 0.3 mm. The hot junctions of the thermocouples were soldered
with silver solder In the bas6s of the connections of the
thermocouples.
The pressure of the condensing steam was recorded by two
standard manometers With scale value of 0.08 kg/cm 2 each.
The results of check tests obtained over various time intervals of operation of the experimental duct coincided well
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with each other, which attests to the reliability of the
procedure developed for the placement of the thermocouples.
The entire extent of the study was broken into two stages.
During the first stage (the low pressure installation) those
thermal loads were investigated at which the process of vapor

condensation in horizontal ducts d a 16-35 mm was not investigated earlier.

Tests were made with brass, copper, and steel

tubes with a diameter of 35, 24, and 17 mm respectively and
with a length of 2.6 m each.

Experiments were conducted with

pressures of condensing steam p a 1.3-9.3 atm (a), thermal
loads q = 17 X 103-1100 x 103 kcal/m 2 .h, momentum of steam on
inlet to the duct w" a 3.5-61 m/s (w"Y" a 3-290 kg/m 2 .s).
The second stage experiments were conducted with the
raised pressure installation, in which, as in the first stage
experiments, heat transfer was investigated during complete
condensation of steam with pressure p m 5.5-25 atm(a) inside
a copper duct d - 24 mm, L - 3.1 m. Experiments were conducted
with thermal loads q M 100'103-1100.103 kcal/m2.h, momentum of

the steam on inlet to the duct w"

13-167 m/s (wl" Y"

= 27-335 kg/m2 s).

In the first stage experiments a study was made of the
effect of thermal load, diameter of the duct and the oxide film
(experiments with a steel tube) on heat transfer during the
condensation of steam inside horizontal ducts. Control of the
thermal load was performed by means of changing the quantity
and parameters of the condensing steam.
In the second stage experiments the effect of steam pressure
on heat transfer was studied. In these experiments regulating
of the magnitude of the thermal load of the condensation surface
was achieved by means of changing the quantity of steam being
condensed in the duct with its pressure constant.
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In alls124'experiments were conducted. For all experiments
the mass flow rate of motion of the steam on inlet to the duct
wl" Y " did not exceed 335 k/m 2 .s. Consequently, the mass flow
rates of motion of the steam in the conducted experiments were
lower than those which were observed in [5, 6, 10) on condensation of fast moving steam in horizontal ducts. For comparison,
it may be pointed out that in [5] the mass flow rates of motion
of steam on inlet to the duct were 100-900 kg/m2s, while in
[6) they were higher yet, namely: 4002000 kg/m2.s.
In this way, in this work the experiments were conducted
with low and moderate mass flow rates of motion of steam in the
duct. During the experiments considerable temperature nonunifortnity of the wall of the duct was detected both around the
perimeter and along the length of the duct.
As an illustration, Fig. 1 gives graphs of the change in
wall temperature around the perimeter and along the length of
the experimental copper duct d a 24 mm, L w 2.6 m.

In previous works 11-3] on heat transfer during condensation
of steam and vapors of benzene and toluene in horizontal ducts
the existence of an uncommon dependence between i and j was
0.43-0.54. The experimental data of
indicated, namely:
the present investigation, taking into account the data of
experiments made for the first time on brass, copper, and steel
tubes with
17.1031100.103 koal/m 2 .h, confirmed the fact of
the existence of the indicated dependence between i and q for
all four ducts and in the entire range of change in the regime
parameters. This is attested to by the results of the initial
processing of the experimental data in logarithmic coordinates
in the form or the dependence of i on i given in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2. Graph of dependence of heat-transfer
coefficient during steam condensation 3 on
thermal loadq according to the author's experimental data.
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Graph of dependence of heat-transfer

coefficient during steem condensation 3 on thermal
load q according to the author's experimental data:
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steel, d a 17 mm, L a 2.6 m; 3 - tube, brass, d
35 mm, Lu 2.6 m.2
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As follows from these figures, the experimental points for
each duct are well placed around logarithmic straight lines
conducted with slope equal Zo 0.5.
The increase in the

heat-transfer coefficients with increase

in i is explained by the effect of velocity of the steam, which
for a case of complete steam conden3ation inside the duct depends
upon the thermal load and geometric dimensions of the ducts in
the following manner:
4"4

W1" .,--.
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(2)

With an increase in velocity of the steam in the initial
section of the duct where laminar flow conditions of the condensate exist, the mechanical interaction between the vapor phase
and the film of condensate gives rise to a change in average
velocity and a decrease in the film thickness, as a consequence
of which, there is an increase in heat transfer.
Beginning in some section, external disturbance caused by
the flow of steam gives rise to a changeover of the laminar flow

F

conditions of the film to turbulent and, as a consequence of this,
to the appearance in the film of molar heat transfer, the intensity of which is the higher, the greater the velocity of the steam
and the mechanical interaction between phases.
There are studies in which, at low and moderate speeds of

itI I

steam inside horizontal ducts there were obtained other dependences

between U and q. Thus, for instance, in 14] the study conducted
at low speeds of motion of steam inside two horizontal ducts,
2-5 m/s; wl""

with low pressures and thermal loads (wl"
1
= 2-7 kg/m 2 s; p = 1-3 atm(a); j
established that

0.69.

<

*

24-103 kcal/m 2 .h), it was

This dependence is close to those

to those which are observed in experiments on the condensation of
fast moving vapors inside ducts. In [5] at moderate velocities
of vapor condensing inside a horizontal tube of stainless steel
40-90 kg/m2 s; p = 10-90 atm(a);
w"
10.5-20 m/s; wl"y"i
50"103-500"103 kcal/m 2 'h), a dependence of the type

q0.1

was obtained.
Today, in view of the small quantity of experimental data on
vapor condensation inside horizontal ducts, it is difficult to
establish the causes of the disagreements indicated.
As a result of further processing of the experimental data
obtained on ducts of various diameter
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1Si

(d

*

24 and 35 mm) and

identical length (L * 2.6 m) it was established that in the range
of the investigated parameters, with an increase in the internal
diameter of the duct, the mean heat-transfer coefficient increases
in proportion to d0 "2 .
As is known, during the condensation of fast moving vapor
inside horizontal ducts, the effect of gravity on heat transfer
is slight. Under these conditions, as follows from expression
(2), with an increase in diameter of the duct the velocity of
the vapor in it decreases, and consequently, heat transfer decreases. During condensation inside the ducts of a vapor which
possesses low and moderate velocities, heat transfer is greatly
affected by gravity, the force of the surface tension of the film
and the floodability of the duct by the stream of condensate flowing in the bottom of the duct.

Under these complex conditions

an increase in 3 is possible with an increase in q.

This is

contributed to, for example, also by the fact that with an increase in d, other conditions being equal, the floodability of
the duct by the stream of condensate and others decreases.
As follows from Fig. 3, with identical length of ducts and
identical j the heat-transfer coefficient of the steel tube is
approximately 40% lower than for copper.

The decrease in 3 for

a steel oxidized duct, as compared with copper, is explained by
the effect of the oxide film covering the surface of the steel
tube (the effect of the dianeter of the duct on thermal conductivity does not exceed 4-5%).

The oxide film, possessing

high thermal resistance, considerably decreases the coefficient
of heat transfer from the vapor to the wall of the duct. Such
a reduction is also contributed to by the fact that the rough
oxide film renders a braking action on the flowing film of
condensate and causes an increase in the thickness of the laminar
sublayer of condensate over the entire surface.
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Figure 4 gives the results of processing of the experiments
in the condensation of steam with pressure p = 5.5-25 atm(a)
inside a horizontal copper duct d - 24 mm, L = 4.1 mm (the experiments of the second stage on the raised pressure installation).
Earlier it was pointed out that in the experiments of the second
stage a study was made of the effect of the pressure of the
condensing vapor on heat transfer.
As follows from Fig. 4, in the range of change in pressure
of the vapor from 5.5 to 25 atm(a), the effect of the vapor
pressure on heat transfer is slight.

Only careful analysis of

the experimental data makes it possible to observe a certain very
insignificant decrease in the heat-transfer coefficient with an
increase in vapor pressure from 10 to 25 atm(a). In so doing,
it is obvious that the vapor pressure has an effect on the absolute value, but not on the character of the dependence of
on q. However, it is hardly worthwhile to consider such an
insignificant effect of the vapor pressure in practical calculations. As follows from Fig. 4, through the experimental points
corresponding to various pressures, it is possible to conduct
one averaging logarithmic straight line with a gradient equal to
0.5.
The effect of the vapor pressure on heat transfer during
condensation was investigated in more detail and with the
inclusion of a greater quantity of experimental data in [9].
According to the data in this source, for water in the region
P/PKp

<

0.01 an increase in vapor pressure gives rise to an insig-

nificant increase in heat transfer, in the region 0.01 < p/p

<

0.1 an increase in pressure has practically no effect on heat
transfer, and in region P/p > 0.1 an increase in pressure gives
rise to a decrease in heat transfer.
<

The results in [9) completely agree with the results of
experimental data on vapor condensation inside horizontal ducts
[1-6] and with the results

of this study, and also with
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the results of a large quantity of experimental data on vapor
condensation on the outside of horizontal and vertical ducts.
In this way, with the publication of [9], the question of
the effect of pressure on heat transfer during the condensation
of vapor with low and moderate speeds of motion can be considered
resolved.
A comparison of the experimental data obtained on two copper
ducts d = 24 mm, with length L = 2.6 and 3.1 m made it possible
to establish the effect of the length of the duct on heat transfer.
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As the results of the processing of the experimental data showed,

with an increase in the length of the duct the mean heat-transfer
coefficient increases in proportion to L 0

"3 .

The obtained result

agrees well with the experimental data of other authors who
conducted an investigation of heat transfer during condensation
in horizontal ducts of vapor with low and moderate inlet velocities.
Generalization of the experimental data of the author of the
article, and also the experimental data of other authors who
investigated heat transfer during vapor condensation in horizontal ducts under conditions of low and moderate speeds of
motion, was conducted on the basis of performed theoretical
analysis, the results of which have are presented in [7].
From theoretical analysis it follows that

S,

7;

(3)

For particular cases of vapor condensation inside horizontal
ducts, the form of this dependence is simplified. During
complete vapor condensation in horizontal ducts under conditions
of low and moderate speeds of motion, the experimental data are
generalized by the following dependence:

Nu - c Re (Ga Pr)IM(-.)'

or

; "E' :c e*,--L-a
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(14)4

if
As the results of the initial processing of the experimental
data of this study showed, U v d " and 3 --L0 3 . Therefore, the
exponent of the s'mplex L/d can be taken as equal to -0.2, i.e.,
n * -0.2 (it is considered that the value L enters into the Re
L.~b r of the film of condensate).
Figure 5 gives the generalized analysis in coordinates

of the author's experimental data and the experimental data of
[i, 4) in the condensation of steam with pressure p - 1-25 atm(a)
and at thermal loads q = 8.103-1160'103 kcal/m 2 'h inside clean
unoxidized brass and copper ducts (a total of 190 experiments).

As follows from Fig. 5, all the experimental data on the
condensation of steam inside copper and brass ducts are satisfactorily grouped around the logarithmic straight line, equation
of which takes the form

"(.Re",

•

(5)

The data presented in Fig. 5 cover a rango of change in
Re number, Re a 20-14,700, diameters of ducts d w 24-38 mm, and
lengths L = 1.15-3.1 m.
Figure 6 gives generaltzed analysis in coordinates
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of the author's experimental data and those of [1] on the condensation of steam with pressure p 1.3-7.0 atm(a) and with
= 8103-350'103 kcal/m 2 'h, of the data of [2) on the condensation of ammonia vapor with pressure p - 8.11 and 14 atrm(a) and
with q = 2"103-26'l03 kcal/m2.h, and data of [3) on condensation
of toluene vapor with p - 1-2 atm(a) and with q - (3-6).104
kcal/m2.h, inside steel oxidized ducts (a total of 210 experiments).
As follows from Fig. 6, the experimental data on the condensation of steam, and vapors of ammonia and toluene inside
steel oxidized ducts are also satisfactorily grouped around the
logarithmic straight line, the equation of which takes the form:

(6)

*"'0.02 ReM(.)'

The data presented in Fig. 6 cover a range of change in Re
number, Re a 15-2800, diameters of ducts d - 10-17 mm and
lengths L - 1.0-4.14 m. The scatter of points around the logarithmic straight lines in Figs. 5 and 6 does not exceed ±20%.
Formulas (5) and (6) within the limits of the indicated ranges
of change in parameters and in geometric dimensions of ducts
can be recommended for the calculation of heat transfer during
the condensation of steam and vapors of ammonia and also vapors
of toluene inside brass, copper, and steel oxidized ducts.

In

formulas (5) and (6) the physical constants of the condensate
are determined from saturation temperature t".
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A STUDY OF QUESTIONS OF THE KINETICS
OF CONDENSATION OF WATER

N. N. Kochurova
The condensation rate of vapor is defined by the process of
supply of vapor to the condensation surface and by the process of
capture of molecules of vapor found on the surface. The latter
fact is considered by the so-called "coefficient of condensation" f.
Characterizing in essence the surface condition of the condensate
and the interaction of the condensing molecules with the condensation surface, the coefficient of condensation, to a considerable
degree, defines the kinetics of the process of condensation.
In the table, values are given for the coefficients of condensation for water from the results of measurements made by various
authors. The variance in the experimental data obtained is great.
The values of f differ from one another 10-100 times.
In measurements of the coefficient of condensation there may
be considerable errors which appear as a result of the great
experimental difficulties appearing in the measurements of the
surface temperature, in the removal or allowing for the presence
of air, in considering the various change with time of the temperature of the vapor and of the surface, and in accounting for the
appearance of surface contaminations.
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Ai
i

Coefficient of
condensation

Author
Group I

0.002
0.003

Heidrich Ell
Silver, Simpson [2]

0.01

Marselin [3)

0.015

Alty and Nicoll [4)

0.02

Prager [5)
Group II

0.03

Sayns [6)

0.034

Baranayev [7)

0.036

Alty [8), Silver and Mitchell [9)

0.04

Wyllie [10], Alty and Mackay [11]

0.027-0.042

Delaney et al. [12]

0.045

Hammeke and Kappler [13)

0.1

Group III
Kappler and Hammeke [14]

0.24-0.42

up to 1
0.35
0.35-1
N1

Hichman £15)
Jamieson [16)
Nabavian, Bromley £17)
Berman [18)

Errors in the measurements of surface are especially numerous.
In the surface layer of water, the so-called "thermal boundary
layer." with a thickness of water of some tenths of millimeters
(%0.66 mm) a temperature drop of several degrees is accomplished
[5]. The introduction even of fine thermocouples causes a disruption of the surface layer. However, the special procedures used
by a number of authors for measurement of the surface temparature
of the condensate with the aid of an interferometer, procedures for
the removal of noncondensing gases, etc. (see, for example, £15,
16) and others) they make it possible to eliminate or to allow for
possible errors of measurement.
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All the data in the table with some approximation can be
arbitrarily divided into three gourps: Group I - f < 0.03, Group
II - f % 0.04, Group III - f > 0.1.
The ver low values of the coefficient of condensation of water
f < 0.03 (Group I) are usually explained by presence on the surface
of the water of surface-active substances. According to [27), with

a decrease in surface tension to 28 dyn/cm, by introducing surfacep10-60%.

active substances, the coefficient of condensation was reduced by
In Mackay's experiments, and later in those of Pruiger [5]
and others, the effect of a solution of glass in water on the rate

of evaporation was investigated.

It was noticed that with the use

of leached glass vessels the rate of evaporation was almost twice
that with the use of regular vessels.
The greatest values of the coefficient of condensatioai 0.1 <
f 1 1 (Group III) were obtained by researchers in experiments on
condensation with streams on a renewed, fast-moving surface of
water [15, 16, 17, 18]. In those experiments where the surface of
the water was clean and found at rest the coefficient of condensa<

tion proved to be equal to f % 0.04.
Calculation of the coefficient of condensation frequently
proves to be difficult due to the absence of data on the structure
of the surface layer of condensate and the nature of the vaporcondensate interaction.
The surface layer of the liquid has a special structure and
differs in its properties from the volumetric phase.
In water which possesses an especially complex structure
caused by hydrogen bonds, dipole-dipole and dispersive forces, one
should expect the appearances of different features in the surface
layers. Thus, as a result of the strong polarity of the water, on
its surface there is observed molecule-dipole orientation, which
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can lead to the appearance of a potential Jump in the surface
layer, to change the character of rotation of the molecules, etc.
The existence of a defined structure of surface layer is
confirmed by the sharp distinction of dynamic and static surface
tensions of the water. Dynamic surface tension is several times
higher than the static surface tension. Dynamic surface tension
is measured at the moment of rupture of some volume of liquid, at
the moment of formation of the new surface (for example, on streams
of fluid issuing at high speed from an opening). A number of
authors note that the dynamic surface tension is inversely proportional to the time required for the formation of surface, which is
linked with the formation of surface structure.

The more rapidly

the reorientation of molecules and reorganization occurs on the
surface, i.e., the more rapidly the transition from unstable to
equilibrium of surface is accomplished, the more rapidly the value
of dynamic surface tension approaches the static value.
Anomalies in the changes in surface potential, surface entropy,

and in surface tension with a change in temperature attest to the
rather complex structure of the water surface. Anomalies were
observed, for example, at 15, 30, 45, and 600 C.

There are several attempts at calculating the coefficient of
condensation of water on the basis of calculating the structural
features of its surface. Thus, Mortensen and Eyring [23], explaining the difference in the internal states of the vapor and condensate by limitation of the rotation of molecules in the condensate
as a result of the surface orientation of dipoles, calculated the
coefficient of condensation, comparing the statistical sums of
rotation for water and nonpolar liquid CC14 by the formula:
Pcc6T2(
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j

where p, T - pressure and temperature of water and CC1 4 , found in
corresponding states; 6S - the difference in the entropy of vaporization for water and CCl1 4 . Calculation according to formula (1)
gives a value f = 0.036.
Analogous calculations of the coefficients of condensation by
comparison of the entropy of water and CC1 4 under certain other
assumptions were performed by a number of authors [19, 21). However,
the results of these calculations agree less with the experimental
value of the coefficient of condensation for the static surface of
water f = 0.04.
The coefficient of condensation can be calculated, knowing
the moment of inertra and frequency of vibration of the molecules
[22).

f also proves to be approximately equal to 0.04.
The coefficient of condensation can be determined from exami-

nation of the

following sufficiently general model [241.

The coefficient of condensation by definition is the probability of condensation of the molecules which strike the condensation surface. The probability of the course of process (with a
clean surface of condensate) depends upon the activation energy,
whereby the activation energy during evaporation ev is connected
with the activation energy during condensation e and the heat of
vaporization r by the relationship:

If we consider the molecules of the condensate as molecules of
= r and we take the potential
vapor located in a potential well u 0
interaction energy of the molecules of vapor as equal to zero, then
the coefficient of condensation can be determined as the probability
of transition of the molecules from one region to another [with e *
= 0 (Fig. la) and with e # 0 (Fig. lb)]. In such a model, f
With e = 0, f = 1 with e # 0, f < 1.
=exp

*

The entire difficulty in calculating the coefficient of condensation consists in determining the activation energy c.
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a)

Eb)

Fig. 1.

Model for the calcula-

tion of the coefficient of
a - c = 0; b

condensation:
= 0.

jjfE

-

M. Baranayev [7] assumed that as a result of the orientation
of the molecules of water on the surface, a decrease in its surface
energy E by the value of 6E occurs, which he calculated by means
of comparison of the surface energy of water and CCl 4 at corresponding temperatures T - aT
= Ar ,
~~~E

A=(E-c,--

,o

M. Baranayev considered that during condensation to water
molecules there is required supplementary energy 6E for disruption
of surface orientation. The value of 6E in it wali actually the
activation energy.

Calculating the coefficient of condensation in

the formula:

he obtained f = 0.034.
The activation energy can be determined by the difference in
dynamic and static tension.
f where e

=

Then when t = 200C, xe find:
= 0,07,
(- -, )xp

(aAMH - a CTaT)S;
aAM H - the dynamic surface tension is taken as equal

to 180 dyri/cm [221;
aTaT - the static surface tension equal to 72.6 dyn/cm;
$=(MN7 )- the area of one molecule on a surface of the liquid,
2cm
/molecule [20J;
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M - molecular weight;
N - Avogadro's number;
y - specific weight.
The value f = 0.07 is close to the experimental data of group
II of the table in definition of the coefficient of condensation
a 180 dyn/cm,
for a static clean surface of water. However a
possibly, is not that (greatest) value of dynamic surface tension

which corresponds to the true moment of rupture of some volume of
the liquid and formation of a new surface, i.e., to the surface
condition corresponding to the maximum deviation from static state
with minimum surface tension.

When a

180 dyn/cm, f will be

less than 0.07.
If we take a

=

100 dyn/cm (which will correspond to lesser

deviation of the structure of the surface from the static state,
than when a

AMH

=

180 dyn/cm) then we will obtain a value f - 0.15.

Of interest also is the following fact.

The probability of

normal (to the surface) orientation of molecules is equal to 1/3
z 0.033. It can be said that the probability of the appearance of
a "feature" on the surface (deviations of its structure from the
volumetric structure of the liquid) is equal to 0.033.
corresponds to f z 0.04 for a static surface.

This value

The correlation of

these values is clear, since by the coefficient of condensation
are considered all the possible difficulties of the condensation
process connected with the structure of the surface.
In this way, the change in orientation of the molecules on the
surface, the structure of the surface layer determine the value of
the coefficient of the condensation of water. Turning again to the
table, it is possible to make the following classification of the
experimental data:
- Group I - the values of the coefficients of condensation of
water obtained for a static surface in the presence of surface-active
465

I

substances decreasing the surface tension and the coefficient of
condensation;
-

Group II - the values of the coefficients of condensation

obtained for a clean, static surface of water;
-Group

III - the values of coefficient of condensation

obtained under conditions of an increase in the surface tension of
water, and disruption of the surface orientation of the molecules.
In this way, the coefficient of condensation for a static
surface of water, with sufficient accuracy, can be taken as equal

to O.04.
To obtain reliable data on the kinetics of the process of the
condensation of water under various conditions requires research
into the change in the structure of the surface layer of the water,
depending on the conditions of experimentation.
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5

CONDENSATION OF CESIUM VAPORS FROM
A FLOW OF INERT GASES
K. M. Aref'yev, V. M. Borishanskiy,
T. V. Zablotskaya, N. I. Ivashchenko,
I. I. Paleyev and B. M. Khomchcnkov
In the magnetohydrodynamic closed-cycle generators, inert
gases - helium or argon are used as working bodies [l]. In order
to achieve electrical conductivity, to these gases there are added
in small quantities (up to several percentages) vapors of easily
ionized substances - cesium or potassium, having the lowest ionization potentials. After the fuel channel of the MHD-gencrator before
the supply of gas to the compressor, the additions must be removed
from the flow. This can be achieved (at least partially) because
of condensation on the radiator surface during the cooling of the
gas [2]. The condensation of small admixtures is determined by the
rate of their diffusion through the boundary layer to the cooling
surfaces [3]. The thermal resistance of the layer of condensate in
the case of alkali metals is very slight due to their high thermal
conductivity [4, 5). Therefore, the temperature of the layer of
condensate can be considered as coinciding with the temperature of
the cooling surface. The partial pressure of the vapor near the
surface will, in practice, be equal to the saturation pressure at
this temperature.
Diffusion of the admixtures through the gaseous film bears a
molecular nature. Therefore, during calculation of condensation
467

b

it is possible to use the regularities of molecular diffusion. The
fundamental principles of diffusion for binary mixtures are discussed below and the computed values of diffusion coefficients are
given, and also examples of calculations of the condensation of
cesium, illustrating the effect of different factors. It is still
necessary to bear in mind that at comparatively low surface
temperatures and not very small contents of the admixtures being
condensed the rate of their diffusion through the boundary layer
of the surface (formation of mist) is determined. In this article
this question is not examined comprehensively.
1. GENERAL POSITIONS OF THE THEORY
OF DIFFUSION. CALCULATION OF THE
COEFFICIENT OF DIFFUSION
A strict theory of diffusion phenomena based on the solution
of the Boltzmann equation for the distribution function of molecules according to energy, and considering the detailed character
of the interaction of molecules, has been developed by Enskog and
Chapman (6, 7). This theory, valid for not very dense gases, gives
rise to the following expression for flow g, of one of the components of the binary mixture:
91

!!
n2

:m,n

1.,[grod-.L+ k

grad i(

)

where
n - the total number of molecules per unit of volume;
p - the mass density of the mixture;
mI and m 2 - the molecular mass of the components of the
mixture;
D12 - the diffusion coefficient for a binary mixture;
n I - the number of molecules of the first component
per unit of volume;
T - temperature;
k,

-. ?-

thermal diffusion ratio;
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I,

D

-

the thermal diffusion coefficient for the first
component.

Diffusion flow g, determines the mass of the first component
being transferred through a unit of section in a given time.
The first term in the formula for diffusion flow expresses
flow proportional to gradient of the relative partial concentrations (or pressures) and directed counter to this gradient.
The second term determines thermal diffusion flow proportional
to-4I gradT-gradlnT. The coefficient of thermal diffusion DT, and
therefore, the thermal diffusion ratio kT can be both positive and
negative. For mixtures of all the usual gases (not ionized) at not
too low temperatures, the heavier molecules (or those having larger
dimensions) move because of thermal diffusion in the direction of
lower temperatures (i.e., counter to the temperature gradient),
while the lighter (or those having smaller dimensions) - in the
direction of higher temperatures. This determines the sign of DT
and kT

If we designate the heavier or larger molecules by the

subscript 1, then D and kT will be positive. With a temperature
decrease kT decreases, and at low temperatures the inversion
temperature can be reached, when the sign of kT changes. Correspondingly the direction of thermal diffusion flows changes.
For the second component of the mixture D*

-D, and thermal

diffusion flow is identical in value to the thermal diffusion flow
of the second component, but counter directed. IdenticLl in value
and opposite in direction are the component diffusion flows,
connected with gradients n/n and n 2 /n, where n2 a n - n 1 - the
number of molecules of the second component per unit of volume.
In this way, as a whole, the flow of the second component g 2 a
-gl. The equality of the opposite diffusion flows of the
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-

-

-V

-

components, being expressed in mass units, satisfies the hydrodynamic continuity equation. The hydrodynamic equation of motion
of the medium (Navier-Stokes equation) written in a center-of-mass
system is not disturbed due to the diffusion component [7, 8).
However, if the mass of any component in the gaseous environment
changes because of physical (condensation, evaporation) or chemical
processes, then again supplementary mass diffusion flow appears,
usually called Stefanovskiy flow [3 and others]. Below we give
the expressions for diffusion flows, taking into account Stefanovskiy
flow, first converting expression (1).
We use the relationships for an ideal gas:

Af,

rni= M,.f.
MA.
Mil -I~

Af
M2 Pn

where
P - total pressure of the mixture, which in our case can
be considered as constant;
k - Boltzmann constant;
p, - partial pressure of the first component;
P - Pl

P2 - partial pressure of the second component;
NA - number of molecules per one mole of ideal gas
(Avogavro's number);
R - universal gas constant;

M 1 and M 2 - molecular weight of the first and second components,.
Taking into account these relationships we obtain
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Flows g, and g2 # passing through a unit of section in a unit
of time, will be expressed in units of mass or weight.'
In the presence of Stefanovskiy flow, full diffusion flow will
be written thus:

=

-

,
(ff

M2

A2+M2

1

(3

where wM - rate of mass flow.

In the case of condensation (or evaporation) the mass flow
rate can be found from the condition of impenetrability for the
second (inert) component of the phase interface and the condition
of constancy of total pressure. During condensation, the diffusion
flow of the second component directed from the wall, induced by
gradients p 2 /P and T, should be compensated by the mass flow
directed to the wall.
equal to zero:
go
=

2

D,

..

(All

Total flow of the second component should be

AL.
-All)

[grad

1*h1

grad T]+W1P=L"..A=O-

('4)

+ At2

Whence we obtain that
g,

r

(5)

where
gi - flow of the first component without Stefanovskiy flow,
expressed by formula (2) (taking tne sign into account).
Substituting (5) in (3), we obtain

'This depends on the accepted dimensionality of R. In the SI
system of units R = 8.32.103 J/kmole'deg, while in the technical
system R - 848 kgm/kmoleedeg.
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g =

agrad

I

(6)

Computing Stefanovskiy flow during condensation (and evaporation) led to reduction of the value [(M, -A12) -P +AfgJ in the formula
for flow gl, but there appeared the factor

t

giving a correc-

tion for Stefanovskiy flow.
In the case interesting us of small admixtures, this factor
is close to one.

For example, when P--0,02 , the value of

is equal approximately to 1.02. For the sake of simplicity in the
calculations, this correction may not be considered and it can be
taken that
2 ~I
gj~~

A+
-Fa.. rgradT]

(7)

In the absence of thermal diffusion, Stefanovskiy flow can be
considered and formula (6) can be rewritten thus:
gi-- .

rod In(I---.

The closeness of the values of

(7a)

to one still does not

mean that the contribution of Stefanovskiy flow to the transfer of
mass Is neglible. The portion of Stefanovskiy flow in general
comprises:
m-,AI
(1
1 -Afj)
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+ M,

For the case of a mixture of cesium with helium with pI/P =

0.02, due to the great difference in molecular weights it results

in the portion in question being equal to 0.41. For a mixture,
for example, of potassium with argon with small pl/P, the portion
of Stefanovskiy flow is small.
If in formula (3) we express the first term in terms of wM
with the aid of (5), then we obtain

(Aft

wall.

(6a
6a

A(PAw
Af2

91=--

-

Af.) b- + Aft

Flow g, remains constant at various distances from the flat
In proportion to proximity to the wall, in the case of the

use of a mixture of cesium with helium, the mixture density p drops
and the mass flow rate increases.
For further calculations, data are necessary on the diffusion
coefficients D12 and thermal diffusion ratio kT.

Enskog and

Chapman's theory makes it possible to determine these values. Ior
the diffusion coefficient in a binary mixture DI2 the following
expression is obtained in first approximation [7):

D
where

J'T

(8)

- reduced temperature;

E12 and ul2 - parameters of the potential energy of interaction

of the molecules of the first and second components;
- reduced integral of collisions considering the
interaction of molecules during diffusion in twocomponent mixtures.
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In the given formula the temperature T is entered in OK,
pressure P iii atm, and the parameters a12 and
respectively.

12/k in X and OK,

Then coefficient D 1 2 will be obtained in cm 2/s.

Coefficient D12 in first approximation does not depend upon the
component content in the mixture. Parameters £12 and a12 characterize the potential energy of interaction of the molecules. For
nonpolar molecules, the Lennard-Jones potential is usually used [7):

r

where r

-

the distance between molecules; when r

012,
a
012

0.

At close intervals, the force of interaction of the molecules
f 12
"*
At distant
1 2 /ar is positive, molecules are repelled.
intervals f1 2 < 0, molecules are attracted. At a distance of

-2%,

the potential energy reaches minimum, repelling and attraction
forces are balanced. The depth of the potential well is equal to

£12.
Integral 21'"(Ta*) for the Lennard-Jones potential has been
calculated. In [7] there are tables of its values. The values of
the other analogous integrals are given for other transfer coefficients.

Therefore, with the known parameters a12 and £12, calcu-

lations of the diffusion coefficient are performed rather simply.

A general form of formula (8) without integral 0jI'(T12*) can be
obtained on the basis of the simplest model in which the molecules
are considered as solid spheres undergoing elastic collisions.
Integral 21g'") (Ti,2*) gives a correction for the actual interaction of
molecules.
The parameters 012 and e12 can be approximately estimated
according to the parameters all# 022, £11 and E22. relating to the
gases of the mixture, Usually the combination rules are used [73:
(10)
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and

For gases, rule (11) for the most part leads to satisfactory
results.

However, as we shall see from what follows, for mixtures

of vapors of alkali metals with an inert gas, rule (11) gives large
errors. It is possible to use another method for determination of
£12 [7, 9, 10). For the attracting forces (dispersion forces)
acting at great distances between nonpolar molecules, according to
London [11) we have:

U1 adU
2

(hracteristic
enegie

of molecules.

U1 it U,

where al and a2

-

(12)

the polarizability of the molecules;

|2

UI and U2 -characteristic

energies of molecules.

According to London, energies U' and U2 are close to ionization
energies. However, more detailed examination shows that the
differences between these energies can be considerable El1, 12).
Substituting in (12) the value 01 2 (r) for large r expressed
with the aid of (9) in terms of £12 and a 1 2 , we obtain

,,,=T3. 2-as .

I-D .

(13)

If we take

o,, =/ sae ,

(1
4)

which differs slightly from (10), and determine U1 and U 2 from

1

relationships of the type
3

*23

,,,
,;.
,=---.
W. -a ,(15)

emanating from (13) for the interaction of identical molecules,
then we obtain
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I

(16)

,,,,,,.

Hence, it is apparent that only when U 1 = U 2 rule (10) obtained.
In the case of the use of mixtures of -Vapors of alkali metals
(subscript 1) with an inert gas (subscript 2) U1 is much less than
U 2 , since in alkali metals the low ionization energy, and the high
ionization energy of the inert gas (despite the differences U I and
U 2 are close in order to ionization energies).

In this way, rule

(10) for the case in question should give rise to large errors.
Values of a1 1 and e

for cesium can be found from the

processing of experimental data on the viscosity of vapors of
cesium, using the expression emanating from Enskog and Chapman's
theory for the viscosity of gases. Processing the experimental
data on the viscosity of vapors of cesium [13] gives a
- 5.7
and e 1 1 /k a 167 0 K.

During the processing it was assumed (in the

future we will also so assume everywhere) that the vapors of cesium
consist of monatomic Cs molecules. The content of diatomic Cs2
molecules is small. It is still necessary to note that the atoms
of cesium (and the other alkali metals) interact with each other
with potential energies corresponding to two different types of
dependences on distance [13 and others].

One fourth of the colli-

sions occur in atoms in singlet state 1E, when the atoms are
attracted and only at short distances (less than 0.5 X) are repelled.
The depth of the potential well turns out to be great, corresponding
to the value of dissociation energy of diatomic molecules. Three
fourths of the collisions occur in atoms in triplet state 3Z, when
atoms are only repelled. Attraction is obtained only at great
distances because of dispersion forces.

In this way, the Lennard-

Jones potential can be used only conditionally to describe the
interaction of atoms of alkali metals.

Nevertheless, from the

experimental data on the viscosity of vapors of cesium it is
possible to select values of parameters all and ellp which remain
unchanged in the experimental temperature range (600-11000 K).
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The values of parameters a22 and 22 for' helium and argon,
also selected from the data on viscosity, are given in [7). These
values, just as the values of al and e1l mentioned in the text
for cesium are given in Table 1. There also are given the polarizability values from [!4] and calculated values of a12 and e12 for
mixtures of cesium with helium and argon found with the aid of
formulas (14), (i5), and (16).
Table 1; Values of
polarizabilities and
parameters of the
Lennard-Jones potential
function.
(1))
Beatcmo

s.11P',

a,

11.111
CMeCb

C.U3

A

Ilk,
K

Cs
He
Ar

36'
0.207
1,63

5,7
2,56
3,47

Cs- He

-

Cs-Ar

-

3,82
4,45

167
10,2
116
20
63,5

KEY: (1) Substance or
mixture.
Having the values of a12 and £12, it is possible to calculate
the diffusion coefficient for Cs-He and Cs-Ar mixtures with the aid
of formula (8). The results of the calculations are presented in
Table 2 (for atmospheric pressure; for other pressures, the
diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the pressure and
is easily determined by recalculation). Table 2 also gives the
experimental values of the diffusion coefficient. At a temperature
of 723 0 K the experimental values of the diffusion coefficient for
Cs-He and Cs-Ar mixtures were determined by the Stefan method, i.e.,
by the rate of evaporation of cesium in an atmosphere of helium or
argon (15). Error in the experiments is estimated at ±15%. For a
temperature of 299 0 K, the experimental values of the diffusion
coefficient have been borrowed from [16). These values have been
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pI

Table 2. The calculated
and mean experimental
values of the diffusion
coefficient D 1 2 cm2 /s

with p = 9.81.10 4 N/m22.

(1)4
723

290

KEY:

I

I(
PaceTNu

Onunme 1131

2,13

0,47

2,06

0,69

PacUTnue , 0,50
Onumue 1161 0,37
1(6)

0,11

0.19

(1) Temperature; (2)

Values of diffusion
coefficient; (3) Mixture;
(4) Calculated; (5) Experi-

mental [15); (6) Experi-

mental [16).
determined by optical measurement of relaxation times of nonequilibrium populated Zeeman levels of hyperfine structure of cesium
atoms. Error in determining the diffusion coefficient amounts to

t30%.
From Table 2 it is evident that for the Cs-He mixture the
experimental and computed values of the diffusion coefficient are
sufficiently close. If we introduce correcting factor K into
formula (8), equal in this case to 0.97, then at a temperature of
723 0 K the calculated and experimental values of the diffusion
coefficient will coincide, while at a temperature of 299 0 K the
differences will be slight (not emerging beyond the margins of
error of determining the diffusion coefficient).

The analytic

curve with correction factor k a 0.97 is given in Fig. 1.
mental points are also shown.

Experi-

It is still necessary to note that

the values of a12 and e1 2 for a Cs-He mixture were determined by
Robinson [9, 10] from the processing of experimental data in regard
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for Cs-He and Cs-Ar mixtures depending on temperature with pressure
2
9.81104 N/m :

P
1
2

-

analytic curve for Cs-He mixture;
analytic curve for Cs-Ar mixture;

•

-

authors' experimental points

[15]; A - experimental points from

reference [16].
Designation: CM2 /CeI

-

cm /s.

to displacement of a hyperfine structure of cesium atoms in an
3.39 A and e1 2 /k
atmosphere of helium. There was obtained 012
U

-

40.8 0 K. Calculation of the diffusion coefficient by formula (8)
using these values of parameters for a temperature of 723 0 K leads
=

to somewhat overstated results.

For atmospheric pressure there is

obtained D 1 2 - 2.4 cm /s. The calculated results presented in
Table 2 are closer to experimental
From Table 2 it is also evident that the calculated and
experimental values of the diffusion coefficient for the Cs-Ar
mixture differ from one another more strongly than for the Cs-He
mixture. In the case of the use of a Cs-Ar mixture, the experi-

mental values of the diffusion coefficient are higher than
479

calculated.

For agieement of the calculated and experimental values

of the diffusion coefficient at a temperature of 723 0 K it is
necessary to introduce into formula (8) the correction factor k =
The analytic curve taking this factor into account is also
= 1.47.
given in Fig. 1.

Experimentai points have also been plotted.

At

a temperature of 299 0 K, the divergence of the calculated and experimental values of the diffusion coefficient do not fall outside the
limits of error of the experimental determination of the diffusion
coefficient.
Let us still note that calculated determination of diffusion
coefficients was also made for K-He and K-Ar mixtures [15]. It
again turned out that for the K-He mixture the experimental and
computed values of the diffusion coefficient are close, while for
the K-Ar mixture the experimental values are higher than the calculated. In this way, the calculation for mixtures with argon
needs refinement.
It was stated earlier that formula (8) answers to the first
approximation of the Enskog and Chapman theory for low-density
In the second and following approximations the diffusion
coefficient begins to depend upon the content of components in the
gdses.

mixture.

Higher approximations give (7]:

IO.

I(17)

Here the subscript k signifies the number of the approximation.
depends upon the content of components,
Correcting function fk
their molecular weight, viscosity, and also on the temperature.
The values of this function usually differ very slightly from one.
For the majority of two-component mixtures the values of f(2)
D 1 2 calcUlated using the Lennard-Jones potential change within limits of

from 1.0 to 1.03 [7].
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,

-

low

,

For the following approximations f(k)
DI2 is still closer to one.
f(2)
For a mixture of cesium with helium under our conditions D 12
i = 1.003.

So small are the values of f(k)
DI for the mixture of cesium

with argon.

In this case, with such corrections it is possible to

be not considered.
tC

For dense gases the value of the diffusion coefficient can be

V'

determined by the formula [7]:

D,

(18)

,

where D1 2 - the diffusion coefficient determined from formula (13).

Correcting value Y

is given by the relationship:

4+1
The value of Y 1 2 begins to differ noticeably from one only at
comparatively high pressures (at large n I and n2 ). For the mixture

of cesium with helium with atmospheric pressure the value is
practicelly equal to one.
2. CALCULATION OF THERMAL
DIFFUSION RATIO
The Enskog-Chapman theory makes it possible to calculate the
thermal diffusion ratio [7].

For two-component gaseous mixtures

in first approximation
a

lki= xlxj S")+-S
S

where x,

and x-

(6C,2-5),

(20)

=A--molar fractions of components in
the mixture;
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[A1 2 11

-

coefficient of thermal conductivity of the
mixture in first approximation;

S(1) and S(2)

-

functions of the molecular weight of the
components, of coefficients of thermal ca-

ductivity [A 1 2 11, [Xllll(for S(2)) and
reduced temperature T 1 26 - Tk/

CA11]1 and

-

1 2;

coefficients of thermal conductivity of
first and second components in first approximation;

CO-

function of T

X and Y - functions of [Aiil, EX22 1 , [X12]i, xi, x2,
and T!2.
In (7)

relationships and tables are given which determine the
values necessary for calculations according to formula (20) (for
the Lennard-Jones potential and other potentials). Therqal
diffusion ratio k T depends substantially on the concentrations of
components in the mixture and the difference in their masses
(molecular weight). With.small x 1 (or x 2 ) the thermal diffusion
ratio is small.

The thermal diffusion ratio is also small with a

small difference in the masses of the components. The value of k
should be rather large for the mixture of cesium with helium (with
a not very small content of cesium). For the mixture of argon
with helium, kT should be less, while for the mixture of potassium
with argon, kT should be very small.
With an increase in the content of cesium in helium or argon
the value of kT increases, then$ passing through the maximum value,
it decreases. With an increase in temperature, k T increases.
However, this increase for temperatures, considerably exceeding
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inversion, is slight.
T*

=

The inversion temperature to which the value

kT/c1 2 = 0.95 corresponds, for the mixtures interesting us

turns out to be rather low').

Within the limits of the theory in

question, kT does not depend on pressure.
For the mixture of cesium with helium, the values of k T were
calculated using values of a1 2 and e12 found by Robinson (a12
0

3.39 A and £1 2/k = 40.80K)., The use of data on the parameters
012 and £12 from Table 1 does not give rise to any noticeable
differences. The values of kT depend very slightly on the value
of the parameters a11 and £11 for cesium (with small contents of
cesium). Calculated values of kT for small contents of cesium (up
to x 1 = 0.1) and temperatures exceeding 400 0 K (when kT practically
stops increasing with an increase in temperature) are given in
Fig. 2. For a mixture of cesium with argon under comparable conditions of value, kT is approximately 2.5 times less. For a

mixture of potassium with argon when T a 773OK and x1 * 0.02, the
thermal diffusion ratio is negative and very small in value (kT
.3.10"6).T
It should be specified that the Enskog and Chapman theory,
which leads to good results in calculations of the diffusion coefficient and other analogous transfer coefficients, is not sufficiently
precise for calculations of the thermal diffusion ratio kT,

especially in first approximation. Calculation of the following
approximations is extremely awkward. Great deviations are obtained
in the region of inversion temperature [17]. However, the temperatures interesting us are far from the inversion temperature. At
such temperatures, theoretical calculation gives a correct order
of magnitude of k .

'The Enskog and Chapman theory gives rise to an even lower

second inversion temperature at which the sign of kT is again
changed. However, in experiments the second inversion was not
observed.
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Thermal diffusion ratio kT for Cs-He

mixture depending on cesium content pl/P = x 1
for temperatures above 4000.

3. ANALOGY BETWEEN DIFFUSION AND
HEAT EXCHANGE

!I

Between the phenomena of diffusion (mass transfer) and heat
exchange there is a known analogy widely utilized in experiments
and calculations [18-22 and others).

On the basis of it rests the

analogy between the expressions for diffucion flow (in the simplest
case) and heat flow transferred because of thermal conductivity.
During heat exchange, Nusselt's thermal criterion Nu-

represents

a function of the Reynold's criterion Re---- and the thermal Prandtl
number Pr-!.
Here a - heat-transfer coefficient; A - coefficient
of thermal conductivity; d - determining dimension; w - flow rate;
v - kinematic viscosity; a - coefficient of temperature conductivity.

(on - the
coefficient of diffusion exchange or mass transfer) depends upon
the Reynold's criterion Re and diffusion Prandtl number (or Schmidt's
For mass transfer, Nusselt's diffusion criterion NuD-

criterion) Pro=-.
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Due to the analogy of dependence Nu=f (Re, Pr) and Nuo=f (Re, Prjo)
they should be identical.

Therefore, the experimental results in

heat exchange generalized by a criterional function can be transferred to mass transfer. Similarly, from the results obtained
from the mass transfer it is possible, using a criterial function,
to calculate heat exchange. These methods are widely used in the
study of heat and mass transfer. The analogy has been repeatedly
checked by experiment.

It is natural that under the simplest

conditions it is well confirmed.

Deviations are caused by the effect

of Stefanovskiy flow in mass transfer.

Usually in formulas on mass

transfer the criterion pl/P is additionally introduced, characterizing the role of Stefanovskiy flow. In the case being examined
by us the analogy can still. be disturbed by thermal diffusion.
Furthermore, according to the Enskog and Chapman theory, heat flow
not only is not transferred because of thermal conductivity and is
proportional to the temperature gradient (as this was accepted in
substantiation of the analogy), but is still caused by the concentration gradient [7] (the Dufour effect, a phenomenon, the reverse
of thermal diffusion). In addition, a certain quantity of heat is
again transferred with diffusion flow of molecules. The full expression for heat flow q (taking into account Stefanovskiy flow)

takes the form').
q

-grad

T + RTk, -.43+

5 RT 1 L.

(21)

The second and third terms exactly define the indicated heat
flows.

The third term has been written for the monatomic gas

moving to the wall (cesium or potassium), the specific heat of which
*

for one mole is equal to 5/2 R (with constant pressure).

'The expression given below for q differs from the corresponding expression in [7], since Stefanovskiy flow has been taken into
account (in this case g 2 * 0).
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However, estimates show that the supplementary heat flows in
question are small as compared with the flow being transferred by
thermal conductivity. Even for a mixture of cesium with helium
when there can be cansiderable thermal diffusion, the second and
third members in (20) together comprise less than 3% of the first
member with cesium content pl/P - 0.02. In this way, it is impossible to expect a noticeable disturbance of the analogy induced by
the supplementary components of the heat flow.
4. CALCULATION OF CONDENSATION OF
CESIUM FROM A FLOW OF INERT GAS.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON CONDENSATION
Let us examine, as an example, the condensation of cesium from
a flow of helium during transverse flow of a single tube. Let the
diameter of tube equal 40 mm. For calculation of coefficients a

and a we will use the following criterial formula
Nu RAP

kRe.

19]:
(22)

The coefficients A and n entering into this formula have different
values in different ranges of Re numbers.
a

For example, with Re

*

100-5000, A - 0.665 and n = 0.47.

With small molar additions of cesium to helium (i.e., in the
case of relatively small number of molecules of the addition) coefficients X, and v and a can refer to pure helium.
Diffusion flow of vapor to the surface of tube, induced by
concentration diffusion (without thermal diffusion), is equal to1 ).

'For small concentrations of cesium the correcting factor Is practically equal to one.
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RFr

Mip
---

where d
,

and

)-

-

A

(23)

diameter of the cylinder;
relative partial pressure of cesium
in gas volume (in the flow) and at
the surface of the tube.

The pressure of the cesium at the surface can be considered
equal to the saturation pressure at surface temperature T
the temperature,
AIIP~uD D___ in the denominator of the entity
entity

--

_._ Di.

MIPD

..

For

orfo the

one should take that determining temperature,

to

which it is recommended to refer the physical properties in the
criterial formula used (22) (mean temperature in the gas boundary
layer, the temperature of incident flow, etc.). The fact is that
the dependence of the ratio D on the temperature is approximately
the same

as the dependence of the coefficient of thermal conduc-

tivity A on the temperature. Therefore, when A is considered a
constant value with a change in the gas temperature (as is usually
ratio Dy
done), it is rational to consider also as constant the

[3].
In Fig. 3 the calculated values are given for the flow of
concentration diffusion for the surface of tubes with diameter of
40 mm depending on number Re with cesium content in the flow of
from 110-l4 to 4.10 - 4. Temperature in the flow T0 is taken as
equal to 873 0 K, and the surface temperature of the tubes - 373 0 K.
Diffusion flow to the surface of tube must still grow because
of thermal diffusion.
For an approximate estimate, the temperature gradient &t the
&1 where'
surface of the tubes can be taken as equal to
d

-the

thickness of the thermal reduced film. The temperature

flow of cesium to the surface (the cesium, because of thermal diffusion, moves to the colder surface of tube, condensation is increased)
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can be estimated, using the relationship

24)

9.TA-Tn
4! kg/420a

.

S4

_00_

Fig. 3. Calculated values of flow of concentration diffusion of cesium from. a mixture with
helium on the surface of a tube under transverse

flow depending on the Reynolds number (Tod , 730°K;
To " 373 0 K):

o.

,-,

According to the date in Fig. 2, the value of k T with small
contents of cesium depends practically linearly upon the relative
fractions of cesium xi=--L.
If we make use of the data in Fig. 2

and refer the value of kT/T' to conditions in the middle of the
diffusion reduced film, then it is found that thermal diffusion
flow will comprise about 30% of the concentration diffusion flow.
In this way, for the case of condensation of cesium from a mixture
with helium, thermal diffusion is considerable and must be considered.

For the case of condensation of cesium from a mixture with

argon, the effect of thermal diffusion is much weaker, since the
thermal diffusion ratio is less (approximately 2.5 times).
In the example examined a low cesium concentration in helium
is taken 1.(I
-+ 4 ).O10-4 . With higher cesium concentrations, the
P
vapors within the limits of the boundary layer of the surface of
the tubes, can become supersaturated (due to the temperature decrease) and the formation of fine drops of mist can begin [23).
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Condensation on the surface of the tube is reduced. Part of the
drops of mist will be carried out by the flow from the limits of
boundary layer, and another part of the drops will reach the surface
under the action of forces of thermophoresis (proportional to the
temperature gradient and moving the drops to the colder surface [24).
As the flow cools, formation of mist will begin in the flow. The
case of condensation of cesium additions .from gases with formation
of mist in the boundary layer and in the flow requires special
examination.
Of practical interest is the research on the condensation of
alkali metals from a flow of inert gases during flow around bundles
of tubes placed after the channel of an MHD-generator. These can
be either heat exchangers or special condensers intended for purifying the gas of ionizing additives.
Calculations were made and experimental investigations were
conducted on the condensation of cesium from a flow of argon during
transverse flow past a bundle with staggered arrangement of tubes
with a diameter of 12 mm and a height of 140 mm.

The total number

of rows was 32.
Calculation of diffusion precipitation induced by concentration diffusion was performed using the analogy between heat-and
mass transfer.

The coefficients of mass transfer were found by

using the formula from [21):
Nu,.= 0,35 Re0 '6P4.

(25)

Calculations showed that, within the limits of heat exchanger
with the selected regime parameters, supersaturation of the vapors
of cesium sets in and the zone of volumetric formation of mist, in
which the mechanism for precipitation differs from that of diffusion,
occupies a considerable part of the length of the heat exchanger.
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In order to find the quantity of precipitated cesium in the
vapor zone and in the zone of mist formation experiments were
conducted in the study of condensation in a bundle of tubes and
a comparison was made with. the results of calculation. The experiments were cdndudted at an inlet gas temperatures of 270-370 0C,
with concentrations of cesium in argon of (2-).i0" kg/kg, and
Reynolds numbers 1200-3000. The concentration of cesium in argon
on inlet and outlet from the heat exchanger was determined with
the aid of gas sampling by chemical methods.
The experiments showed that the quantity of cesium which was
being condensed on the surface of the heat exchanger comprised a
value on the order of 40% Qf the quantity put in. Comparisons of
the calculated and experimental data are given in Fig. 4. One
should note the satisfactory agreement ofthe results of calculation and experiment. Consequently, under conditions of the conduct
of the experiments the main contribution to the process of precipitation was made by diffusion condensation. A certain excess of
experimental data over calculated can be caused by the precipitation of cesium in the zone of mist formation.

5'JP kg/kg
Fig. 4. Comparison of the calculation and experimental data on
precipitation on the cooled surface of the bundle: Gon - experimental value of precipitation;

pa c4 - calculation value of
precipitate.
I. G. Kholmskiy took part conducting the calculations presented
in the article.
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A STUDY OF THE PROCESS OF CONDENSATION
OF A MULTICOMPONENT MIXTURE OF HYDROCARBON GASES IN A VERTICAL TUBE
*

A. D. Dvoyris
The process of condensation of mixturez, hss extensive
application in installations for the separa*;ion. of natural and
by-product oil gases by the cooling method. The heat-transfer
condensation apparatus in such installations in regard to metal
content comprises up to 60-70% of the total metal investment
and, as a rule, works under conditions of aggregate conversion
of the state of the mediums. The gases being treated are basically
complex in composition, multicomponent mixtures of maximum
hydrocarbon-homologs of the methane series (from methane to
the pentanes, inclusive), whereby the predominant component is
methane. The remaining components, depending on the specific
conditions, can be distributed in Various ratios. In a number
of cases, nitrogen (up to 15% by volume is present in the initial
mixture).
In this way, the natural and by-product oil gases being treated
under industrial conditions are multicomponent vapor-gas mixtures
which contain, depending on the cooling temperatures, one or
several noncondensing components (nitrogen, or nitrogen, methane,
and ethane).
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During condensation of multicomponent vapor-gas'mixtures
in the cross sections of the condenser temperature and concentration gradients appear, i.e., as compared with the case of condensation of a pure substance, there appear additional resistances
to heat and mass transfer in the vapor phase. These effects can
significantly limit the intensity of the process of condensation
as a whole, and disregard of their effect can give rise to the
errors in designing appropriate equipment. The intensity of
the process of condensation proves to be, in this way, dependent
on the intensity of two interdependent transfer processes: heat
transfer and mass transfer. The experimental data available in
literature on the study heat and mass transfer during the condensation of multicomponent mixtures are extremely limited,
while the,ge'neralized calculation equations practically do not
exist.
This paper is devoted to the study of the concurrent heat
and mass transfer during direct-flow condensation of multicomponent hydrocarbon gases for the purpose of developing the
design procedure fop condensers of complex mixtures.
Description of the Pilot Plant and
Conduct of the Experiment
A single-tube vertical condenser was adopted as an experimental model. The length of the working zone of tube comprised
I

0.88 m, the internal diameter d = 6 mm, the wall thickness
was 1 mm. The tube was made of lKhl8N9T stainless steel. Con4

densation of the mixture occurred on the interior surface
because of boiling liquified propane in the intertube space.
The condenser was divided into four sections; in the four
sections provision wa

made for measurements of the wall

temperature and flow core by height.
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Temperatures were measured

by copper-constanta- thermocouples to within 0.10 C.
ment of the wall

For measure-

imperature the thermocouples were placed

in grooves specially drilled to a depth of up to 0.5 mm and were
covered with epoxy resin. The electrodes of the thermocouples
were embedded in an isothermal section from the place of insertion.
The depth of' the insertion of the thermocouple was taken into
account in determining the inner-surface temperature of the
tube. To measure temperature in the core of the moving mixture,
a constantan wire was strung axially along the tube. In the
same sections where provision was made for measurement of the
wall temperatures, thin copper wires were-soldered, forming a
row of thermocouples over the height of the tube. Recording of
the thermal emf of the thermocouples was performed with the aid
of an R-306 low-resistance potentiometer in a set with a type
G 17/1 mirror galvanometer.

The flow of the uncondensed mixture

and condensate after their separation was generated by GKF-6
gas meters with accuracy to within 0.3%.

In so doing, the vapor

and liquid phases were first throttled down to a small excess
pressure and were heated in the heat exchanger (the condensate
was completely vaporized); the temperature and pressure of the
flows before the meters were recorded.
The initial mixture was prepared in a special mixer by
means of enrichment of natural gas delivered at a pressure
p a 20 and 30 atm by heavy hydrocarbons (propanes and butanes)
and entered the experimental condenser in practically saturated
state. Experiments were run at pressure uf 20 and 30 atm. The
initial mixture contained prom 59.6 to 81.4% methane, from 1.5
to 4% ethane, from 10.1 to 34.89% propane, and from 2.47 to 13.8%
butanes (total of normal butane and isobutane)1 . The methane
and ethane were the noncondensing components of the mixture.

'Here and in the future the composition of the mixture is
indicated in percents by volume.
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The average speed of the mixture was changed from 0.72 to 3.6 m/s,
the degree of condensation (volumetric) - from 0.103 to 0.396,.
the pressure of the boiling propane in intertube space - from
0.1.3 to 5 atm. In connection with the fact that the experiments
were run at reduced temperatures (the temperature of the mixture
on outlet from the ' abe changed from 0 to -300 C), the condenser
and the phase separator were thoroughly insulated. The experiments
were conducted in the following manner; at a determined pressure
and with a fixed composition of the initial mixture (the latter
was achieved by maintaining the'appropriate pressure and temperature during the bubbling of the natural gas through liquified
hydrocarbons in the mixer) a specified flow rate of mixture on
inlet to the tube was established. After stabilization of conditions, the temperatures of the flow core and wall were taken,
the readings of the manometers and gas meters were recorded and
samples were taken of the initial mixture, the vapor residue, and
the condensate for analysis. Then the flow of the mixture was
changed. Analyses of the hydrocarbon composition were performed
on a KhPA-4 chromatograph having sensitivity of 0.02%.
In order to determine temperature at the interphase interfaces during condensation of the mixture it is necessar

to

know the thermal resistance of the condensate film. In
connection with this, on a given test stand, as a preliminary
stage, a study was made of thermal conductivity during filmwise
condensation of vapors of propane. Experiments were conducted
with propane with 95-99.5$ purity (0.5-5% was made up of noncondensing impurities - methane and ethane) at a pressure of
6 atm in a range of input flow rates from 2.5 to 10 m/s.
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A STUDY OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DURING
CONDENSATION OF PROPANE VAPORS
The intensity of the heat transfer through the film during
condensation of the moving vapor is greatly affected by the flow
rate. The question of quantitative estimation of this effect at
present has not been completely resolved; the results of available analytical solutions proposed by various authors often
disagree with experimental data. Analyzing the possible reasons
for these divergences, L. D. Berman showed that they are connected
with the practical impossibility of considering by analytical
methods the effect being exerted by the motion of the vapor on
rearrangement of the flow conditions of the film, which is
characterized by transition from laminar flow Into random-wave
and turbulent [1). In practice, the effect of the rate of the
vapor on the heat-transfer coefficient during condensation must
be estimated on the strength of experimental data.

We did

not have such data available in conducting the present study
(condensation in vertical tubes of dense hydrocarbon vapors
at speeds of from I to 10 m/s.).

The latter necessitated

preliminarily investigating the process of thermal conductivity
during the condensation of a moving hydrocarbon vapor. The
effect of rate on the heat-transfer coefficient has been examined
in an example of the condensation of propane since it was the
basic condensing component of the mixture. Expe..iments were
conducted at p - 6 atm during the concurrent flow of phases.
The experimental data are provided in Table 1. The heattransfer coefficient was determined as averaged from the
formula:

where

a

-

the experimental value of the heat-transfer coefficient,

kcal/m 2 .h.OC; q - specific heat flow, kcal/m 2 .h; At - the mean
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temperature difference between flow core and wall,

0 C.

The value of specific heat flow was defined as

'pF;;

where
G

K

-

the quantity of condensate forming on the tube, kg/h;

FTp - the internal surface of the tube, m 2 ; r -latent
condensation of propane, kcal/kg; at 6 atm r

*

heat of

89 kcal/kg.

The mean temperature difference was determined from the
readings of the thermocouples in four sections over the height

~up

of the tube. Experiments on the convergence of heat balance
to 15% were used in the processing. In order to estimate the
effect of the flow rate on the heat-trgnsfer coefficient it is
necessary to have data obtained on absolutely pure propane.
Under our conditions, the purity of the initial propane varied
from 95 to 99.5% (0.5-5% was made up of noncondensing impurities
of methane and ethane).

Figure 1 gives the dependence con-

structed from experimental data of the absolute value of the
heat-transfer coefficient aK and its relative reduction from a
total impurity content of % at inlet flow rates w0 of from
2.54 to 9.31 m/s (Re numbers from 21,500 to 80,000).

For

comparison, in this same figure experimental data have been
plotted for the vapor-air mixture from reference work [2].
From Fig. 1 it is evident that an increase in speed of flow
reduces the negative effect the inert gas and at rates of
w 0 = 7.34-9.31 m/s it becomes minimum. The reduction in the
4effect

of the action of components on thermal conductivity
with an increase in speed of flow is explained by the decrease
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Dependence o1fcoefficient
,and its
relative reduction on total impurity content:

I, II, III, IV - the author's data: V, VI,
VII - the vapor-air m~ixture - Renker's data.
in this case of the resistance to mass transfer of the condensing
components in the gas phase. The presence in steam
of even

go50000

negligible adruixtures of air, as can be seen from Fig. 1, leads
to a sharp reduction in the heat-transfer coefficient. This
fact is characteristic for both vertical and horizontal ducts.
Our experimental data do not reveal such a sharp dependence.
The latter is connected with the considerably higher absolute
values o1" the heat-transfer coefficient during condensation of
pure steam as compared witn the vapors of pure hydrocarbons.

i))

Other conditions being equal, the higher the heat-transfer
coefficient during filmwise condensation of pure vapors of one
substance or another the more sharply is expressed the negative
effect on the heat transfer of the noncondensing admixtures with
very small concentrations of them.
It should also be noted that the methane, ethane, and propane are adjacent substances in the homologous series of saturated
hydrocarbons.

Because of this, methane and ethane dissolve
relatively well in liquified propane. The thermal effect of
absorption of the inert admixtures of methane and ethane by
the condensing propane is very insignificant, since the heat of
absorption of these hydrocarbons under the given conditions is
lower than the latent heat of condensation of propane, and their
quantity by weight in the condensate did not exceed 2% of the
total amount of the forming liquid phase. Therefore, in determining the coefficient a., the heat effect of absorption was
not examined separately.

However, the higher solubility of the

admixtures in the condensate under our conditions also, in
some measure, smoothed their negative effect on heat transfer.
Reference work [2) shows that, with the exception of the very
high percents of vapor contents and low flow rates, the type of
admixtures has less effect on the heat-transfer coefficient
during condensation than their content in the mixture. Extending
conclusion reached to our experiments, it can be assumed that
the effect of methane, ethane, or their mixture, on the condensation of propane, other conditions being equal, (identical rates
and one and the same content of propane in the mixture) is
approximately equivalent.
Figure 2 depicts graphs of the dependence of heat-transfer
coefficient a on temperature difference At. As can be seen
from these graphs, with inlet velocity w0 = 2.54 m/s, the
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the calculated in Nusselt's equation for a motionless vapor
(lower curve). At higher speeds, aK becomes almost independent
of At.

The connection between the averaged values of heat flow,

the heat-transfer coefficient, and inlet velocity for a pure
vapor can be presented in the following equation:

1(1)
or

(2)

where w 0 - input flow rate, m/s; p - vapor density, kg/m ;
I - length of the working zone of the tube, m; d - diameter of
the tube, m; N -degree of condensation.
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The value of N is defir. d as N =

where G

-

the overall

mass flow rate, kg/h.
As a result of experiment, it came to light that a change
in heat flow q at constant inlet velocity of the vapor (when
w 0 > 2.54 m/s) leads to a proportional change in the values of
N and At, i.e., the mean heat-transfer coefficient aK remains
constant. In order to estimate the effect of the flow rate on
coefficient aK, the experimental data of this paper were compared with that calculated according to Hartmann's equation

I-

(Fig. 3'. This equation was obtained on the assumption that the
motion of the film of condensate is laminar and the flow of the
vapor turbulent, and takes the following form [3):

Nu

0u,36 ReQ- [ Pr .8

''

(3)

Here

u

where XK

cpe,PK 1

-

Re. m.ed

,

K

L

" in accordance with the conventional designa-

tions for thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and viscosity of
the condensate; Pn' PK - density of vapor condensate respectively;
YV

n

VK

-

kinematic viscosity of vapor and condensate respectively.

The experimental points in Fig. 3 are located significantly
higher than those calculated by equation (3), i.e., the effect of
velocity on the heat-transfer coefficient aK under actual conditions is expressed to a greater degree than is predicted by
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3. Comparison of experimental data with that calculated

experimental points; b

-

-

according to Hartmann's equation.

12~

Iv

by equation (3.Let us note that these disagreements can be
connected with the assumption accepted in [3] in regard to the
Ce.
laminar conditions
of motion6 of the condensate film. For a
quantitative estimation of the effect of velocity, the experimental data were treated in the form of the dependence of the
ratio of the heat-transfer coefficients of moving and motionless
vapors aK/QNu on the complexes:
Let us note that both !i
these
,=. complexes
and 11- are connected with each

other by the relationship:

where

Nu,di

- NusseltIs criterion for a motionless vapor;

aNu - the heat-transfer coefficient for a motionless vapor,
determined from Nusselt's theoretical formula. Analysis of the
otherby
te from
reatioship
obtained dependences
separately
the complexes n and n
Sdad

Leus

otethatbot

thee c

e

a

showed the possibility of single valued treatment only from the
complex nd* The results of this treatment are represented in
Fig. 4. The spread of the experimental points on the graph in
Fig. 4 does not exceed ±25%. From Fig. 4 it follows that with
values of the complex nd < 2.6, the effect. of velocity on the
heat-transfer coefficient can be disregarded, taking it as equal
to the heat-transfer coefficient for a motionless vapor aNu"
With nd > 2.6, the effect of the flow rate can be taken into,
account according to the equation describing the experimentai
data dependences depicted in Fig. 4:
2K 2N.

0,6810.4

with

III

K

Fig. 4.
Splex

n -A2,6-30.

(4)

Nu

Dependence of a /01

on the com-

nd.
STUDY OF HEAT TRANSFER DURING

~A
i

CONDENSATION OF A MULTICOMPONENT

HYDROCARBON MIXTURE
During the condensation of a multicomponent mixture, the
total heat flow from the vapor side (without allowing for the

J

heat of the cooling of the condensate) is determined by the
following equation [43 :
q.

_
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-

(5)

where aL

-

the heat-transfer coefficient characterizing the

transfer of the physical heat of cooling of the mixture,
kcal/m2. h0 C;

K

- the coefficient of mass transfer of the con-

densing component of the mixture, m/h; Ats nfl - the difference
in temperature in the bulk of the mixture and on the condensation
surface, 00; Ac K - the difference in mole concentrations, of the
condensing component in the bulk of the mixture and on the
condensation surface, kmole/m3; x-

the mole. fraction of the

condensing component in the condensate forming in a given section,
kmole/kmole; rcM - the latent heat of condensation of the mixture,
kcal/kmole.
In this way, for determining the required surface during
the designing of condensers for complex mixtures, it is necessary
to estimate the values of coefficients aL and

8

K"

In connection

with this, the treatment of the experimental data obtained as a
result of the study of condensation of multicpmponent mixture
was reduced to determining the actual coefficients of heat
transfer and mass transfer (as applied to the condensing components
of the mixture) and development of the effect on them of the
basic determining factors. Let us note that the latter includes
the mean mass flow rate of the longitudinal and'cross flows of
the substance, the composition of the mixture and its thermal
and diffusion properties. In [4] it is shown that the criterial
equations for describing the concurrent processes of heat and
mass transfer during condensation of multicomponent vapor-gas
mixtures should take the following form:
for mass transfer as applied to the condensing component
of the mixture
NiDI

f(Re.,
f
Ar, Re., PrO),

(6)
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/
/

for heat transfer
Nu

0 (Re, Ar, Pr, K,).

(7)

In equations (6) and (7) the criterion Rey and complex Kt
reflect the effect of the cross flow of mass on the fields, of
velocities, temperatures, and concentrations. The complex nK
in equation (6) characterizes the distribution of the condensing
component between the condensate and the equilibrium vapor.
Below the results are noted on the research on heat exchange
during condensation of multicomponent hydrocarbon mixtures.
The data taken for processing were those for which the material
balance was reduced to within 10%, and the heat balance - to
15-18%. The convergence of material balance was checked componentwise.

The specific heat flow was. determined from the equation:

where GI
I I ''

-

-

the weight quantity of the initial mixture, kg/h;

the enthalpy of the initial mixture on inlet to the tube,

kcal/kg; G2 - the weight quantity of the vapor-gas mixture on outlet from the tube, kg/h; 12 - the enthalpy of the vapor-gas
mixture on outlet from the tube, kcal/kg; 12' - the enthalpy of
the condensate, kcal/kg.
For each experiment diagrams were constructed of the change
in the temperature of the flow core and wall of the tube over its
length, from which the mean-integral temperature differences
AtR-CT were determined. In this way, for each experimental
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condition it was possible to determine the conditional heattransfer coefficient ayc

by the equation;

Subsequently, the components of the overall heat flow were
estimated from the following equations:

q

qup + q,,r + q
q tp

-

-

014.' a

;
I

IV')

0,.

where qcp

" the flow of latent heat of condensation of the mixture,

kcal/m 2h; qRH.F - the flow of the apparent sensible heat of
cooling of the mixture, kcal/m2.h; qs

" the heat flow being

2.
taken away from the condensate during its cooling, kcal/m h;
II'

-

the enthalpy of the condensate at the dew point of the

mixture, kcal/kg.
From the overall heat flow q taking into account the effect
of flow rate (see Fig. 4) the heat-transfer coefficient through
the film a

was determined.

In so doing, the thermophysical prop-

erties of the condensate. (viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific

weight) were calculated taking into account its fractional
composition.

The heat-transfer coefficient 6L was defined as

CL-=fr.r, and the value of the mean temperature difference
between the flow core and phase boundary Atn

was calculated

508)
,
[9

from the total temperature difference AtR.CT and the mean
temperature difference in the film AtnnCT
AG-

M

- t s-CT

AGA -417

where

The treatment of experimental data on the heat exchange in final
form was reduced to development of a criterional function according to equation (7).

The treatment of the experimental data on

mass transfer has not been finished at the present times and
therefore the results of the study in this direction are not
examined. For each experiment, in accordance with (7) the following criteria and parametrical complexes were determined:

e.
I

Re,

Id
Pf.

P

-14; P Pr,
"£;

; N

.

Lu

where wcp - the average speed of the vapor-gas mixture in the
tube, m/s; J

-

the density of cross flow of the substances,

kg/m 2 .h; PrDi - Prandtl's diffusion number; Azi - difference in
mass concentrations of the i-component of the mixture in the
flow core and on the interface, kg/kg; cpi - heat capacity,
kcal/kg 0°C, i - component of the vapor-gas mixture; ap - heat
.3

capacity of the vapor-gas mixture, kcal/kg.°C; p,

,

X - in

accordance with the conventional designations, density, viscosity,
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and thermal conductivity of the vapor-gas mixture; g - gravity
acceleration, m/s 2; n - number of components in the mixture.
The value of J was determined from the quantity of forming
condensate, i.e., J = GI-G 2 /FTp.

Determination of the coef-

ficients of molecular transfer (thermal conductivity, viscosity,
and the generalized diffusion coefficients), and also certain
thermophysical properties (specific heat, density, enthalpy)
of the multicomponent hydrocarbon mixture was made on the basis
of the thermodynamic law of corresponding states according to the
methods expounded in 1S, at the mean temperature on tube of
the mixture in the flow core and according to its averaged
working composition.
To estimate the effect of condensation of the mixture on
coefficient aL first a series of experiments was conducted
without condensation ("dry" heat exchange) on natural gas containing from 2.7 to 3.72% propane and butane. The results of
these experiments are given in Table 2.
The obtained heat-transfer coefficients during "dry" heat
exchange a c are generalized criterially in the form of the
dependence:

%1U
Pr", 3 f (Re).
In Fig. 5 data are also plotted for conditions of simultaneous
condensation.

The results of experiments in thermal conductivity

during condensation are given in Table 3. From Fig. 5 it is
evident that condensation of the mixture leads to a considerable
increase in the heat-transfer coefficient a L at the same mean
flow rates.

'1

The latter is connected with the effect on the

;.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of complex Nu/Prl"3 on Rex and of complex
Nu on Re.

)y:
(1) "Dry" heat exchange.
intensity of heat transfer of the cross flow of the substance
approaching the phase interface. Other conditions being equal,
iy the higher the density of cross flow of the substance J, the
greater the heat-transfer coefficient aL* Let us note that the
change in the total density of cross flow is determined by the
corresponding change in

the composition of the initial mixture

and the inlet flow rate. The straight lines in Fig. 5 were divided
into layers according to the constant values of the criteria of
cross flow Re * const and were arranged parallel to lines charac-'
terizing "dry" convective heat exchange.
In this way, the effect of the Re number of the longitudinal
flow during condensation was kept the same as in the case of
"dry" heat exchange. For development of the degree of effect of
the criterion of cross flow, there was constructed a generalized
on Re depicted on right
graph of the dependence of
+L

side of Fig. 5. From this graph it is evident that the effect of
the density of cross flow on coefficient a is exhibited
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Table 3.
0

.0

£1)

S
t

Liquid, % by

Initial mix-.
ture, %by
volume.

volume

(d o po

0

20

44

S'~ 4)
Z

A.v

0

E-4~Ik r 0

W
r 9

W.
(U

M

0
VC
0

0
H.
--rU

_T

0

C.)

w
Cf

C

U

.a4

20,4 4,01

1,14 0.386 59,6

3,04 134A8 '2,47 14.85 4,78' 74,35 6,02 1,375

20

7,17

1,36 0,100 67,94 4,01 23.45 -4,4

20)

7,79

1,34 0,172 88,1

20

8.5

q.)C)•
1,83 0,215

20

2,833 0,823 0,291 66,1

2,64 25,91

20

3,013 0,97 0,323 64,3

2,64 27.12 5.94 15,85 4,77 63,65 14,73 1,02

20

5,954 1,961 0,33 64.1

3A5

25,98 6,37.12,0

4..14 65,51 28,35 2,04

20

5,945 0,95 0,16 76.23 3,24 14.69 5,84 15.3

5,05 46.08 33;57 2.22

3,34 26,0

14,09 V, 65,7

2,64 12,44 4.7

15,55 2.65

13.32 9,14 2,96

71,32 2.74 20,58 5,35 14,95 4.76 61,6 18.79 3,07

20.2 5,79 0,79 0,136 78,5

3,62 11,5

5,35 17,35 4,63 61,52 16,5 0,97

6,8

16,5

6,05 38.95 38.5 2,21

20

7,974 1.166 0,147 70.55 3,04 20,83 5,58 10,22 4,42 49-59 39.77 2.96

20

9,39

30

1,291 0,25 0.194 72.18 2,93 21,19 4.7 18,51 5,75 57,62 18,12 0.32

30

9,096 0,97M 0,107 79,58 3,41

8,5

30

9,052 0,933 0,163 81,39 3,28

8.38 6,95 15.11 5,85 -35,39 42.95 2.35

20

2.23 0,428 0,184 65.25 3,07 24,88 6,8 20,2A 2,14 53.37 23,57 0OAK

20

2,188 0.513 6.246 5W72 2,68 29.69 11.91

2D

2,013 0,686 0.34

21

1,995 0.361 0,181 66.1
8.29 1,16 0,14 69,0

1.5 21,55 10.85 8.96 2.34 47,42 41.1 0.75
1,48 15.72 13.8 10,7 2,68 40.62 46,0 3.4

21

8,14

3.34 22.05 11,41 10,2

20

3,426 0.413 0.12 77,.6

2,6

14.4

21

5.103j1.122 0,22 58.6

3,0

25.56 12.84 8,0912,69 51.78 37.44 2.01

£21

1,319 0114 69,98 2,89 22,98 8,15 11,6

1,71

8.4

0.21 63.2

8.53 15.4

6,03 35,9i 42,59 2,35

8,62 3.09 55.76 32.53 0,83

2.12 30.14 9.34 7.4
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3,98 53,14 31,28 3,6

2,78 61.3 28.52 0. r2

3,29 40,71 45.8 3.07

5,4 10, 9 3,74 62,8 22.55 1,31
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to a lesser degree in the range of Rey from 8

dissimilarly:

to 20 and to a greater extent in the range of Rey from 20 to 40.
The experimental data obtained on heat transfer during condensation of the mixture can be described by the following criterial
equations:

Nu=O,0068Re'2Re;4 pr,
Nu= OA242Re"Re

,

with Re, from a to 20;

(8)

with Re, from 20 to 40.

(9)

In equations (8), (9) the Rex number changed from 7000 to
57,000, the Pr number - from 0.73 to 0.9. Complex Kt for all
experiments changed very insignificantly, therefore its effect
on the intensity of heat transfer as yet has not been examined.
Equations (8) and (9) can be converted if we separate the
dependence on the,determining criteria only of the ratio L/ac
In this case, the obtained equations will take the following
form:

where a.

-

0.3 13 Rte Is

with

Re, from8 to 20;

(10)

0.I10,12.Res

with

Re, from20 to iO,

(11)

the corresponding heat-transfer coefficient

during "dry" heat exchange.

Let us note that the portion of the apparent heat of cooling
of the mixture can, during the condensation of hydrocarbon mixtures, reach 50% and more of the overall heat flow (see Table 3).
Therefore, the calculation of this component of heat flow in
determining the required surface of the condenser is very important.
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